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SmsrEstrzEsz 1, 1971.
Ltoii. EL.LIOT Itatori.konsors*,Secretary, U.S. Department of ifealth,..Education, and Welfare,
Washington,

11)m.s.s 11U. SECIIWX.WELY" : I will be conducting hearings in mid-Septerriber through
the,Sepate Corumittee oi 1Tutrition. and Minmart IsTeeds'on the Commodity
Distribution Program,.of the 1Zoepartraent or A.grieulturS.In conjunction with those hearings and in light of the /1ouSelpassed version
of ki.R. 1, I would be interested to know .what the position of the A_drninistration
is with regard to the future of the.Commodity Program Old the ultimate ImpleL
mentation.of the Vantily A.ssistance'plan. I -

rI would- appreciate an early response to this request.
Sincerely, Cir.A.ux.sca II. 1=2'ipoomr,c-, '17.5. Senator.

i . r, 7 -
Soorts-r&tirs- as' lEt*s.r...r1r, _stem Worms/am,

WaShirigton, D..0 Toverniler 5, 1971,
Tzlorir. Ctr.Auxtms 171. PErso-sr,U.S. Senate,Washington, D(77.DEsLit Sts.s.'ron Poitow: Thank you for your letter of September 1 in which you
request information on the Axlministrotion's position concerning the -future-of
the Commodities Distribution Program (CDP) as it relates'to 313.R..1.; the florise-
passed. Welfare Reform bill pending before the Senate COMT, "

4:16.s you know, Section 502 a1 c,r sat_ ilersorts .2itileLtne:*

under ttof' _ programs front partion.ating tit tkie Vooci Stamp
Program. '1.-L.cru _tis no provision in the current bill, howev-er, which precludes par-
ticipation in the commodities program.Tinder the comvnodities program the Department of _Agriculture donates food
aequired through price-support and surplus removal purchases to States (ane_
territories) for frce distribution to schools and other institutions serving ti
needy and directly to needy families where direct distribution programs are mr.
=ft'ec.,_ The fcma stamp and commodities programs have been considered, in effeett
.ts two alternative methods of providing subsidized food to low-income peopx-
ft has not been possible for a family or art individual to get both food stamps ar_i
commodit ies_The IIepartment's original proposal in the I-louse this year to "cash-out" fo,
stumps also opplied to commodities, since our objective was to substitute ._sts:f.
)ayments to assistnnce beneficiaries in lieu of all current in-kind food. progrs-a_
Ic.ikc.fits. 'The lEfouse adopted the food stamp "cash-out" in ES_R. 1 but did ricr

prohibit eligibility for commodities, primarily as a result ot differences in Co=.-
mittee jurisdiction over the two programs.Chi the one hand. leaving the situation as it now emists in MR- 1 could hft
several possible adverse effects.. A. question of equity arises ir, in addition t-cs
receiving cash avoiluble to all recipients as a result of the cash-out of fool
stamps, some assittance beneficiaries also remain eligible to receive commodities,
simply because they live in communities which now administer that progralr
ratber than o food stomp program. 17urther, the Quantity of commodities
which a resipient is entitled under the Commodities Distril),Ition Program r
mains lesrel up to the income cut-off beyond which the family is ma lontrisr
e'liOlble, in contrast to the progressive reduction of cash benefits as ramil3income increases. The "notch" which this creates may not only cause a lessors
ing of incentives to work but also generate a new demand for commoflity
grams In local communities which formerly administered rood stamp programs..

,
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'This would put heavier demands on the supply of surplus commodities, perhaps
to the disadvantage of institutional and. non-welfare participants in the program.

'On the other baud, there are arguments for the retention of the eligibility
lot 11.11. 1 recipients for the Surplus Commodities Program. CJitte is that the law
is on the books and the surplus food is, or could be, available to feed the
Illingry of our riatioll. A. second argument is that the issue is or evich magnitude
that an effort to change it in 1111. 1 might further delay the reform or our
welfare system, at critically needed restructuring or a program which affects
every American citizen. Finally, there is again the possibility that the Com-
mittee. Jurisdiction problem might impede consideration of the issue on its
merits altogether.The Department's view, stated during the recent Senate Committee on Finance
hearings on Flat 1, is 'that passage -of EI.17t. 1 'should not provide incentives for
the initiation or another nation-wide commodities program: One.method which
has been suggested'to 4void such a situation would he to define Surplus eommo-
-dities as income and to reduce the FILAR. l-ilayment accordingly,- -thus insuring
-that no additional benefit would be attached to a. recipient's participating in
the Commodities Program. We have, of course, expressed our willingness to
work closely with the Committee on Firaance on` this as well as 'other significant
issues -in order.to obtain action on welfare reform at the earliekt time.

Faielosed is an e*Cerpt from the Finance Committee hearing record on 11.11.. I
(pp- 276-278) which provides further explanation of the Department's posi-
tion and the problems in this area-1 hope this information will be helpful to ,you in compiling your bearing
record. Jr I may be of service in.the .future, pleaSe do not hesitate to get in
touch with me.With kindest regards,Sincerely, (5) Eia.io-r,

*See -Aorpendiz i, D. 2260.



FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM

"VVErP1SIMSDAS.,r, SEP M1YEECISEt 15, 1971
U.S.

SFicr Corgracryx-rEm or:
NEEns

TV ashingtow.,,
The Select Committee met at 9 :40 a.m.., pursuant to call, in room

11142 of the New Senate *Office Building, Senator Charles H. Percy,presiding.Present : Senators Percy, 13ellrnon, and Cocik.Staff members present Kenneth Schlos3berg, staff director; faer-aid S. J. Cassidy, general counsel ; Jnclah Sommer, minority counsel;an.d Mizabeth P. Hottell, professional staff. -

OPENING STATEMENT OP -SENATOR PERCY,- pREsmING
Sen.ator rim-icy-This is a. public.heariptY conducted by the S,enate Se-lect Committee on Nutrition and 1-Inman Needs. The committee's pur-pose in holding this hearing.is to take its,first look into the Food pistri-

bution Prograni, of thel..T.S.,Department of -Agriculture. ,

This program is Olrle of the three basic programs administered by theDepartment to help feed millions of Americans. Since its inception,
this committee has often conducted hearings to analyze and observe the
two other programs, namely, the child feeding programs and the Food
Stamp Prograrn.et it -has never, in. any way, attempted to ,assess.the
performance of the Food Distribution Program. ,The Food Distribution Programoften. 'referred to as the "com-
modity distribution," "surplus Idistribution," or "direct distributionprogyain"-Tr-has -the anal purpose of alleviating farm surpluses. andlaelping the poor. It presently feeds about 3.6 million Americans living
in about 1,000 coimties-and cities. It is an outgrowth of farm-Oriented
legislation which was developed_ in the mia-1.98p's_ That legislation was
designed primarily to remove farm surpluses and helix support farm
prices; ancl, oril3r secondarily, to feed America's l-iun.gry. The program
reached its peak levels after World War II- Since the early, 1960's, it
has been OrVe110111144yWed by the voc,a Stamp Program, which now
reaches about 10.5 million people.

'This committee; Xl-krorugh its,staff and a consultantfrom whom we
will hear testimony this morninghas developed, o-ver decades a story
of Federal bureaucratic confusion; uncertainty on the, part7f the
States as to their own responsibilities;,attem ts 1,*, the counties ,to
plwee-,barriers before the poor; ands a generaf attitude. toward porn-

-4 *- - (2027)
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2028
modity recipients as second-class citizens. This whole program seems
to be fraug-ht with problems and difficulties.

We consider it our duty to turn a national spotlight on this -prog.,. am
that we might ultimately seek corrective legislationor, at least, ad-
ministrative responsiveness. ; . ,

,

Sciaziyumz ov wiErm 11.F...galING S
'Today we will hear the stories of recipients who must contend with

varied eligibility requirements, and the failures of Federal, State, and
local governments to consisf.eintly supply adequate food. Tomorrow we
will cull upon members' c)f the private food sector to describe, from
their -points of -view, what is wrong with the program as it now exists;
and, how.it mightbesubstantially improved.
1 Next Wednesday we will hear both State and local program-admin-

istrators explain their conceptions of responsibility, for. the sMooth.and !
efficient operation of the program. Ana next Thursday, the Depart--
memt of_ Agriculture will 'have an. opportunity-to 'comment on the dis-
tribution program it achribiraiste*.s ; also, on what- it might ao to Make- it
a better one. . ; .-- , ( . ,: .-- , . - . - . i , . - - !.: .1. .

It seems perfectly clear tO thit.:committee,. in spite' of' some stated
intentions to replace direct food distribution with cash equivalents
through ithe Family .?!..24ttaii-dizitPli-in, there is a .:veiry*abod chande that
the existing progr,ain win continue. Given the political realities of this
situation--and there:is j'ust aS' Much politics involved- in tliis pi-Ogram
as many ;other considerations7 inCluding humanitarian,- unfartunate2
ly----it isdniperative that this Conimittee attempt to analyze and obServe,
the Food Distribution Prbgrairi, -and 'to' 6Ontinue tO watch-its develqp-,
meht with, a carefril eye. We ñiutsincerely attempt -to clo'what`has been;
neglected ' fcir 35. 37-earsmake -GoVernment more; responSive ' to
needs Of surphis food 'recipients: ' I ', ' ,

As President Ni*oni stateUllast Wednesday : "The TJAited 'StateS A '. ' .: .:
is firmly corni4ciitted to help the pocii- and'feed: thel-rmigry." -yeen, natiOn
which spends over $4 billion annually 'ti:i liMit 'food. production can,
and oliould, spend inore' thiin VT peir',Yritaith per hungry p'erson tO i3ee
that 3.6 million AniericanS at-el not underii6iii--1,shecl'noi-'111-,fecT.' Wti'can
prOvide food' for our. poor ; and' we' should:do. it fa's "ft, ' filertJt,1 nat. a third,

.. - . . . i i .

I have Some Cleei)rfeelings. about these'tircolgVanIs' and I ain- Pleased to
have the op 'ortnnity to chair,these hearit*s= " ' '. ' ' ' '

'Our fami y -WAS 'one:of the; eitrAy, reeittient-0 'W the inid-30'S of the-8111'-
p l A th f o o l . 13 ogriiiine; and fOr.rli'yeat'-§ekre ol1ser-V46. '01AV-1-ter-rani firstheind.:

I haVe been rathei-' lirafeesteict thaP'init,n-Y.!finas.'tlirough "the '3/..ars'i
we haVe bad thkiiiSancliii of pOit-nds' of lard available tAly distributd tAa poor'
familiesbecause lard, is in excess froin bia-16 fatin&-:=bilf, -We- have herd
very: little .oriinge Iiiice on most 'ciceribion.b: It ' is', c;iily. :available- 'when
there is. -11: ' srirpliis -of -the crop7' It is 4iot 'always' available -when- dur
ebildrenh need' oranige liziee.' '; t: "I ' 'i t' ' ' ' ' - ' - ; I 1 -1 t *

' I hivkii' turt retrernedlrfkolfi' a'n intenisiVe"0-isit ttiandiai ;and Pakistan;
and have visited' liceSpitatTs- and §ettlernetitCrefilico.etiirtps. there., While
there we had the experience to see_:one of the greatest, tragic migra-
tions of human beings the world has ever witnessed. Eight million.
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people have uprooted their homes and leftmigrating from ast Pak-
istan to India. , The; Indian. GoVern.ment-----a .developing' nation, impov-
erished so far- as :iiEs own. needS :are, concerned, with half: their popula-
tion underfed; ill-housed, and ill-clothedhas performed, I think., an
administratiVe Miracle by establishing camps, by housing, by clothing,
and by feeding.8 Million peoplewho:have come from a country with
which it was at war just a few years ago.

AoitniticA :Ln Ans Iist FEEDING OTT-KERS
. . .The world has responded with benevolent gifts ; about $140 :million

in contributions from all the nations Of the world. .And, I am happy to
say that America has given about:half of-thisas much as all the rest
-ctf the word combined$70 million.Nonetheless, the 'Indian. Government has the :crushing butden of
providing a. balanced diet to :8 Million people at -a; cost of up to $1
billion-a year. . : !

If ,that :Nation, in those impoverished conditions; can feed citizens
of another country that have Tust migrated to,its- own land ; then-this
Nation---the.richest Nation :on earth--has an absolute responsibility to
see that We: do not undernourish- and: ill-feed 01.113*171. htingry,citizens.

It is hi that spirit that we og, en. these hearings.:-.!- 7

think it is appropriate bhatwe have a private citiZen appear-first.
We call before this cominittee:Mr. MarloW T

Mr::-Itigging*, we welcorne iyou:<to this rhearing: We ;appreciate very
much your,comin0:.: if you! would. Care to just- be seated.; < you will :not
have to be :sivorn:111.; assume, everything that you:are Abont to, tell is
the :trutch,! and :the whole truth ;from your! own.- personal experience; not
hearsay4.., .)- I: rh. 11 1 'L _'14 1 1;.

If you could just state your name and .go tight!aheadi -with ;your
testiMony%. ; ; -f . . 7

:

! 4-1') , )ii.ii : : , ,.
STATEMENT OP MR. afr.ARLow, RIGGINS,, PHOENIX,- AZ

Mr. RIGGINS. Thank awn,.SenatoT. :

Ladies and gentlemen, my name is Mariow
- I- aM-here mainly to :protest -the commodity. foods ,tha;:. our Govern-

ment allows to be- put on the table of old and young alike, an& then
expect these people to function like normal citizens.; These commodity
foods are something that you would notand do noteat yourselves.

I am a bricklayer by trade, and if I were not disabled, I would be
making, mcire than $60 per day following m3r trade. I have been a brick-
layer for almost.25 years, and made a good living through the years.
I paid My taxes *like a trOoper, and nevet really complained about- what
was coming out of My check each week I3ut 1 thirilz- now that my big-
gest mistake was in bemg one of the silent majority and not really have-
mg enough_ interest to see exactly where my tax dollars were going and
just how they were being spent. Plad I lc-nowii then what the poor
people had to- eat each moritlimontli.- aftet manthI would probably
have taken it up with the unions, and' anyone else I could reach, who
had been asleep to what has been going 'on.If someone had told me a couple of years ago that T would be in the
position I am in now,' I 'would have called them crazy: You people have

: r
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the idea that a lot of us who are on welfaregoof off and don't want to
work. Well, let me tell 3rou that I didn't give up that kind of money
just so you can feed my family and me this stuff you call food. I have
lost my home, my car, my truck, and I am living in a City-housing proj-
ect. The people I am here to repreSent sire almost gall in the same cate-
gory with me : They are disabled, one way or another, and they are nsed
to working and making a decent living. Many of these people were
truckdriverst factory workers, farmers; men that helped _America to
grow by paying their share of taxes, and were as active as good citi-
zens as the members of thia body.

Is Nor CONGRESS Ritspowsmr,E . .

The Members of the Congress are- -responsible for the Welfare .and
food programs which affect thouaands of our citizens who, for what-
ever reason, are not in a position to be self-sufficient.. I know that-you
have had-,' many -comniunicationS and- particularl3r: about
surplus conamodities4. Ironi all partS -of the' country. both froin; indi-
viduals and from groups. For soniek reason, Yoill don't' seem to hear
what' anyone is-Saying! W-Ou reniindl me- of myself' when I didn't- know
about commodity foods.-. i.. 1:j fT'.:(;. ;.:'_ -;

I don't:know if you're:ally are, aware. -otir not: of what yOtr arei doing
to these people by feeding thenr-the- Slime thing,- oNierf 'and' Over -and
over. The -people jiist simpiy-eitnnot; eat the .SaiMe thing constantly
that you-people put Out -monthfisfterlinonth.--.Adding a; couple more
conimodities does-not'-f-ski away the-RAMO-canned' anent that .we have
to eat oVer and -,over;- the.-sanke-ricef-tiverrand!,overl_ 'the ss.rne beans
over and over. -Don't -you ever stop to think what you are doing-to
the rhildreti and-the'ola. '; f =

Would you be willing to feed your fami'lY :for. a
month? I sometimes think this is the only way you will ever under-
stand ands] iStinf to what-We "

GET.. PC101) SfrAiiiiiiiil`tifOR ALIA. "f; -- -.-.14 .

We want foiltd' stanips. Although your reeora, of responding to
rmoplo who come' before, yoti.is.,not 'very enoouragingt, am still 'here
today to' beg yon to do everythingin! your -poWer to get, fcmd; stamps
for all the people. . 4 7

Now that. the pregidont hast delayed--'-welfar6 Teforin a7.-year,
there should he a muCh better chance toi,get food'atatatts,-for us;

rood shimpa have proved out nearly everyplace _in the United
States. The citizens of Phoenix are hiiman beings.just like those in
New York, Indiana. or Pennsylvania. They have the,same right to be
fed decent food and to live. With sonic hope of the future as any other
citizens.

:WC want to be abl e. to go to the market and taw ourfood like von
do. Food stamps will make this posaible, and .will dive Us a chOice
sO we can give onr children a decent and- Ade-a-mate diet. 'Food:stamps
will also heln the many diabetics and the old people who cannot eat
commodity --food. .

We would rather b.ny, fresh vezetableS !and 4;iiit9;'that.
in Arizona by Arizona labor than to have dried foods shipped across
the country. Added buying power would help our whole community.

.1 eV
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We have members in our PUSHand I might stop here to explain
PUSH.It is an organization that we gathered together and it is ealled
"People United for. Self Help." These people that are united for self
help in one way or the other have disabilities.

We have members in our PUSH group who are even denied com-
modity foods. If these people lived in Tucson they would be able to
get food stamps and would eat much better th,an those of us who get
commodities.I might add, Arizona is under a two-way deal on this now. They
have different regulations in four counties and the other 10 counties
have different regulations, and we think they should all be governed
under one law in the State.

Musr KNOW OF Dum EYED COMMODITIES

On the quality of surplus commodities, I believe you are aware of
the commo4iities which go to the city dump. I don't think it could hap-
, pen so often without your knowing about it. You must also know
that commodities have l3een issued .with worms.in the flour and rice;
also ground glass has been found in the peanut -butter and I have proof
of worms feathers,-and sharp bones being found in the so-called "bone-
less chicken." Ask any user of conunodities and they will tell you about
these conditions.The commodity- list sounds like there is a wide variety of foods
available. What they don't tell you is that we don't get nearly all of
these items at the same time, and that when we get a canned vegetable,
for example, we f3eetathe same one month after Month.

We get green ns for 6 months, maybe 8 months in a row.
EFFECTS OF MoNoworrous DLET

The other day I talked with a teacheir,- who told me that the childi-en
who live on the surplus commodity diethave the'lqwest gradee in her
classroom. I have three-teenage children at hOme yet. These boys of
mine have gone from B's and C's to failing grades, and the two older
,ones are talking abOut dropping out of school altogether. We all know
that today the Itids need all the schooling.,theyrcan get or they Will
become "tax burdens" themselves one day.

I also might add that since I wrote this, the boys have dropped out.
I might add that the welfare budget in Arizona is so low that once

a family gets on welfare it is almost impossible to pot off. I am sure
that. the poor whom I am representing here todiiy have in some way
or another given somethingbteoc the State, and have not expected any-
thing in return. They have ome disabled' through injury or illness,
and in man- cases have been denied industrial compensation or other
disability benefits. .Can you understand what it is like w. hen a man cannot do the job
he has done all his life and has to either change his career at 40 or 50
years of age or cannot work at anything the rest of his life and has
to watch hisfamily go hungry ; get down to little or nothing to put on
their backs, and has to hang his head in shame because he has to ask
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the help of someone to feed his children ? I really don't know, but I
believe this has a lot to do today with the bitter attitude of people that
were once proud people, just like you ladies and gentlemen of the
board. Once these people were called 'mister," and now they are calledeverything from "tax by,rdens" to "lazy loafers."

In my time I have donated hundreds of hours of labor to communityprojects. My greatest ht)pe is that I can be trained for a new career soI can again be a produ3tive citizen and again can make contributionsto my communit-y. If I can reach this goal, I can promise you thatnever again will I fail to find out what is happening to the poor peoplein my community.
I sincerely hope that you, the Members of the Senate, will begin tosee us as individual citizens and not as merely numbers in the reports

you read. We want to work with you. We hope you will work with us.I might add, before I get through here, I have tWo petitions herethat were signed from these peoplewell, you have one up there withyou, alsoabout the surplus commodities with the worms and theground glass and so forth..
Also with me I have a 'copy.Of a letter from the mayor's office inPhoenix who stotnied My home and asked to Meet My children and

talk with theft) for awhile; and _itt 'the eame time -some cif -these sur-plus coMmodities were' blieried ,at that time, and -he; himself, saw the'feathers and the bkine'in this" chicken.' I have his perdonal ,testimony.
. Thank you, ladies, and gentlemen. .

Senator Penda-., T 'Wormier if vie Might have those' letters, Mr: Rig-.
gins Pletise: -=

`Ber.-ItioOrt4s. Ye_? sir.
Senator Pisncv:.

,
'mind' telling -tie abotit your dis-

abil ity:fitfid rhaW- abOnt
You have been a bricklayer for how many years,
Mr. Rioorzcs. Foi iiihncist- 25 Ydars:a have-been Union for better than

.22 ,yiepirs. I, fell three, stories, about 4, yearsago and,: of course, I hiLd. a
:little: arthritis laetOte :then aild it- Came 1.4i, little'. jay little."I guess I

r-elize- that it 'Would actually hajipen..; but this is White brought
me to Arizoha My TOrmer hoine was in InC7iana. _Since this hurt me
so bad thOugh ,the w,inter lati.,ek there to work, inOved.to ArizonaPhoenixand I with. ablie to 7FOrk theci for a couple "of years untir I
got down to Maybe whOre I Was yvorking 1,, maybe 2 da-ys a week.

Senator Peitc-1.---. Biut-you are eimply unable to carry on f
Mr. RIGGINp..I -cannot Ncrork at all.

t

WirArr' TRA.ININO HAB BEEN' ANAMAIIVE
Senator Plumy. What_training has been available to you? Here you

are hi the middle Of yourlife; you have many years of family respon-
sibility ahead of you. What traininer programs have been available to
you. to help von adapt to this disability now and to develop a new
skill f

Mr. RIGGINS. I was offered training at one time through rehabilita-
tion in the welfare program, and which I signed up for better than a
year ii(!ro. And _2 weeks ago I just now completed my 2-week testing
period. And thrOugh that testing period, T came out to either working
in communicati onr, or to learn to be a broadcaster.
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But today, so far, I have still never heard nothing from these people.

But this has been a year now.Senator PEacy-. I,commend you for wanting to make this effort and.
trying to develop a new field.

Mr. RIGGINS. Senator, I am more worried about my children. I sun
worried if I don't do bk.,inething to get the boys to finisit school, one day
they will also be tax burdens.

Senator l'Enc-.1-. What is vour general observation on the comments,
so frequently made, that the people who are getting public assistance
are there simply because they are too lazy to work ?

You certain arc atypical of what the public image is of a welfare
recipient.

Mr. RIGGINS. Yes, sir ; I understand what you are gettinfr at.
Senator PERCY. What has been your own experience? Do you think

people want to be on welfare, for the most part ?
Mr. RIOGINS. No, sir ; they do not.I live in a city housing projectin which, I might add, we are the

only Anglo people in the whole projectbut most of those people there
are good people. A...nd most of the people that I have talked to there,
they would do anything to go back to work, to do something for them-
selves. They want to get back on their feet.

This is why I added on there, that because Arizona laws are so low,
the welfare part is, because when you get down to this standard, you
almost cannot get out. It is almost virtually impossible to get back out.

Senator PERCY. What was your own impression of the President's
announced welfare reform program which would provide a minimum

iincome base for a family n the form of cash? And then, what was
your reaction when the program was delayed?

Mr. RIGGINS. Well, I had an extra page on that and I was asked to'
leave it out.Senator PERCY% I am asking you to make a statement on it right now.
I think your own particular attitude toward it is important.

Mr. Rionixs. I clo not think much about it.
Senator PERCY. It seems, to me, you would.have an observation that

would be important to us.Mr. RIGOINS. Well, I never did think much of his program. I do not
think he thinks too much of the recipients. I think he has .the same
idea about the recipients that a lot of people do :And, that is, they have
kind of. closed. their eyes on the deal, like I used to when I was making
pretty good money.

You Mus.r EXPERIENCE To KNow
I just wish he could see it. I wish. he could live it. And, in fact, I do

not think it would hurt any man to live it for a while to actually ex-
perience and know what it is, and watch youi own children be kind of
looked dowil on.Senator Piatcy. I fully supported the President's economic reform
plan and revitalization program. I think it was a brilliantly conceived
packagealthough there are some parts of it I do not like-

I think the,greatest traged:y is the delay on-the welfare reform prci.
gram. The President wants it. badly. This IS a baSic 'reform which we
absolutelY need, if 'we are ever to get people off of the welfare rolls.

143r, ;
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Mr. Rionixs. That part I agree with.
Senator Piawv. Tins is a -program of r raining, education, child-care

centers. and so forthand it is vital to the-country. I was very sorry to
see it delayed.

By the way, do you have workmen's compensation.
Mr. IttocaN-s. No sir.
Senator PERCY. ire) LI do not ?
Mr. RIGoi Ns. No. sir.
Senator PERC Y. What is your present source of income ?

RICal Ns;- I receive disability which the State puts out. And I
do not know whether they call it a pretty rood amo-,:lit or not, but I
was getting- paid $45 a month; and they cut 5 percent off that. It is now
down to $42 a month. My wife receives $166. _And this is what we cret.
This is what we live off of.

Senator PERcY. -I tow -many children have you?
Mr. RioorNs. I have three left at home. The oldest boy finally left

and went on his own.
Senator PERCY. You have three children, and what are their acres?
Mr. RTC:MINS. They are all teenagers.
Senator PERCY. Did you have any difficulty becoming certified to

receive commodities?
DIFFERENT COUN'rIEsl)IrIEaFwr PAT £,ES

Mr. RIGOINS. Not as much as some of them, Senator. But there's
disqualifications there. Like I mentioned in here, we have people in
our PUSH group, People United for Self Help, people that have
the same qualifications, really, as I have and are unable to go up there
today and get surplus commoditieswhich, if they lived in a different
county, say Pima County in Tucson, they could go up and get food
stamps with hardly any regulations or none., and which I think
is not right ; one law over the whole gtate should take care of it. But
this law is divided.We are asking for food stamps for the other 10 counties, and we
are asking for Maricopa County, because it is the county

Senator PERCY. If you lived in Tucson, would you be able to get
food stamps

Mr. Rzacinvs. Yes, sir.
Mr. PERCY. But you are living in Phoenix and they have the choice

of either food stamps or commodities. If tliey choose the commodity
procrram, you cannot receive food stamps?

Mr. RIGGINS. That is right, sir.
Senator PERCY. So you, as a very low-income family nowby

physical disability and not inclinationby accident of where you hap-
pen to live, are discriminated against on that program, then?

Mr. ltioo-IN.s. I believe I am.
Senator Pratcy. Brow long have you been receiving commodities V
Mr. RICCI Ns. Right at a year now, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Can you give us some feeling as to the adequacy

of the commodities that you receive for your family of five?:
Mr. Raoonvs. You are allowed one sack of beans for each person.

You are allowed one sack of rice for each person. You are allowed

aftgl r
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.one can of ,crreen beans for each person for the month. You a allowed
the same chopped Meat which they do give out every mon._ for each
person

,
and so forth. You get a couple boxes of powdered milk, and

maybetwo sacks of flour.Senator PERCY. Could you give us an idea of a typical meal that
your wife might be able to prepare ?

Mr. RIGGINS. I will be honest with you, she does not prepare them
any more because nobody will eat them.

Senator PERCY. Pardon me ?Mr. RIGGINS. I will be honest with you. She does not prepare a
meal out of them any more because nobody in our house will eat them
any more. They have just eaten so much so often, Senator, that they
cannot eat them any longer.If you want to prepare a meal out of itall you can do is heat them
up a little bit, maybe -put them on a plate or maybe wait until you get
your check in and pick up a few odds and ends of .green things to kind
of slice up and put in there with them, maybe to g.t kind of a different
taste, like puttino- onions into the green beans. But other.than tlmt,
there really is nor much change to it.

.They alSo give us envelopes with the food that tell what to put-with
it for each artiele and cook with. it., But, Senator, you are still eating
the sanie thing over and Over.

'Senator PEItcY". Do you .cret the impression that this program I's ac-
tually designed to help feed impoverished and hungry Americans or
iS'it essentially to get rid of Surplus conUnodities-that are produced
by our atrri nib-1ra] community ?

ONE-MAX' RtTLE 'PREVAILS

Mr. RtaniNs. It;looks like they iare trying to get, rid of the surplus
commodities they have stocked up somewhere. ,

We also have a -cbmmissioner ori-Our board in Phoenix that simply
-cannot see the load stamps. 'Ile Wants the comModities. And, honestly,

actuall3r told'me ,at the lvist meeting-, that he- wants commodities m
here, and he says, "Why. start: Maricopa- County With the (rest of them
on food stamps when eventually we will only all have to go back on
commodities again, maybe, and we will save that much money."

But as the system is set up now, he iS costing the State more-money,
the way he is operating, than-he would' -if he went one- way .or the
other.Senator PERCY. Thank you Very much indeed; We appreciate your
being here.Senator BELLMON. Could I ask a- question ?

.-Senator 'PP:Tzar.- Of cOurse. I am sorry. My distinguished colleagues
have joined me.

Senator BEr.i..morr..Mr. Riggins, I appreciate your testimony a great
deal. Frankly; I t3hare some of your feelings about_ the commodities
program..

But let Me ask you-, n queStion : In our State the commodity distrib:i-
tion -prograni, in-My op-mion liaS been used as a political football- in
that sometiMeS our county ecininisoners seem td want to hand these
commoditie ut personallYr. no-yon-'find any- political influenCes in
connection with commodity distribution in Phoenix ?
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Tnm COMMISSION-nu SA-Yliir 41WO??

/
.Mr. RIGGINS. Well, I do not think it would:be, political, because if

it waswell, I do in a way believe. that. My 'honest opinion is that he
actually does what Governor Williams tells him to do. What this coniesfrom, I do not know. This is what I have heard. I -would not ,say it
otherwise. BUt if has been passed down. I have talked. to Mr. Graham,
who is the commissioner, myself, personally, without anybody else
around, and he has actually told me this many times : That he does not
want the Food Stamp Program.

Senator BEIAIASIOIST. He d.oes not want the Food Stamp Program V
Mr. RiGGINS. NO, sir.
Senator 1- 1..",moisr. 'Why does he prefer the commodity program ?
Mr. HIGGINS. I do not know. I have been given- maybe three different

answers at times. But I have never got a real answer out of him yet.
One day we hope to do this.

Senator BELLMON. In our own State I have a feeling that in many
cases the local politicians feel that they get a considerable advantage
out of commodities because a lot of .the poor people and elderly people
feel that these commodities are actually a gift from the local politician
who passes them out. Do you think this is the situation in .4..rizona ?

Mr. Rack:n[14-s. Senator, I cannot really answer that because I do not
know.

I can answer this : That the chopped meat in the commodity program
has been analyzed, and some of your dog food has a higher protein
content in it.

Senator BELIZION. When. did you last get conunodities ?
Mr. Rioolisrs. About the 7th of this month.
Senator ESELioNcorr. Do you remember what you got
Mr. HIGGINS. Yes, sir.
Senator BEzzAssolc. Can you tell the committee what it was
Mr. HIGGINS. Yes, sir. a got flour. I got powdered milk. I got green

beans again. I got the chopped meat again. I got the regular beans and
rice. They put out the corn sirup for your sugar.

Senator BErs,morr. What I
Mr. RicorNs. Corn sirup.
Senator Thataamorr. Go ahead.
Mr. Rmoms. I believe they put out.prunes this time,
Senator BELIAMON. You have said 3rour wife does not attempt to use

these commodities to 'cook meals,- is this right .
Mr. RIGGINS. She will not use them anymore.
Senator Binw&orr. What do you do with them If
Mr. HIGGINS. I will be honest. I give, them to people, some that can-

not apply to get them themselves, that are hungry.
G-IvE TO HnisiGirr, "ErisTcwArgivrEr." NEEDY

Now, if I said I left them there at home, or did not go by and get
them, then I would be saymgsoxnething false. This is the reason I pick
up everything every time. This is for people that cannot get itrthat
should qualify and cannotand actually are going lanngry. I give
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them to these'people beCause these people are-not used to eating it I a
long time, SO they can eat it.: .

Senator 'B14,m2sforr. You mentioned in. your statement that we need
to know how much of these commodities cro to the city dump.

Mr. RIGGINS. I actually watched this.I have actually been down to
the city. .dump many times and watched these things bulldozed un
Because people will go take them 'and yet instead of using them they
will take them and throw them Out. They are always trying to get rid
of them. :

Senator BELIaION. Have you ever thrown commodities away ?
Mr. Riopiists. No, sir ; I have given thein away.
Senator BEr.z.morr. That is Chairman.
Senator.PErtuy. Thank you, Senator Bellmon.
Senator COok ?Senator Coos. Mr. Riggins, I am sorry I was nok, here, although I

haVe read your statement (luring the course of your discuSsion.
iWhat you are really Saying s that when this committee recom-

mended, 2. years ago, that a uniform program be adopted throughout
the country, :that is where we really made our mistakenot only to
make it uniform but Mandatory.?

Mr. RIGGINS. Yes,
Senator Coos.. So a county sloes not really have a choice ; that rather

than continue to have approximately 11.5 million people on food
stamps

'
about, 3 or 4 .million people on commodities, this -program

ought tobe uniform throughout the country ?'
Mr Rwonsis. We)1, 'Senator Cook', one, of the itenis on the ,listthey

make it sound like theve is an aWful lot'of_ items on this list7 but what
:they do not tell you is thatthey, only giVe yon.some of these items'each
_time. ,

PRODUCTS NOT "AiiA..11?-,ABLIE

Senator Coos. We have been over this before, and I could not agree
more ; that although there is a long list of items some are shipped to
some parts of the country and some are never sLiipped to those parts
of the country ; and, consequently, regardless of how long the list is,
those products are not available at all surplus lood centers.

Mr. RIGGINS. Our State is a hot State, Senator, and they say you
cannot put the butter and the cheese in. there. And 3ret they sent it back
twicein 18 months, they sent back almost $0.5 million worth.

They are.getting on the ball with the next $360,000some. They
said something about getting refrigerated trucks. Because what I was
getting at, we could have gotten these things, and they kept sending
this money- back to the Federal Government instead of using it to
help feed these people a little bit better than they have been feeding
them. They- did it twice in a. row.Senator Coos. Also, I think you suggestedand I believe rightlysothe infusion of food stamps into th.e community also helps the
economic attitude of that community 1;:byr giving purchasing powerwithin the concept of the individual who utilizes them. I think it is
extremely important.

Mr. RIGGINS. Yes, sir ; we have the chain markets behind us because
it is a good power.

58-854-71pt. 8A 2
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But what we are really trying to get at is that you can go shopping
with those food stamps and you can buy greens, fresh fruit, and vege-
tables for your kids that ordinarily you cannot get out of commodities.

PUSH To GROW OWN VEGETABLES

And I might add, Senator Percy, that our organization called
PUSH, People United for Self Help, we have kind of got it a little
bit better in some ways than we had it before, but some of the people
have not. The city of Phoenix leased us 9 acres of land for $1 a year.
Then an organization there gave us a plow and a disk and are working
out a deal with us on a tractor. Now we will be able to grow 9 acres of
this for our organization.

But, of course, this does not do the other people any good, the
thousands of people that are in this county or are in the other counties
in Arizona. But it is good for us.

But what about these other people ? What about what these other
people must have to put up with?

Senator PERCY.. It will be a little hard to do it on the asphalt or the
cement of East St. Louis or Chicago. But it is a fine thing for you.

Senator Cook, do you have anything further ?'
Senator Coom. No ; thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much indeed for being with us, Mr.

Riggins.Without objection, I will insert in the record* the certification from
the administrative assistant to the.mayor of Phoenix that, while visit-
ing the Riggins family, he observed personally bones and feathers in
surplus commodity chicken ; and the petition signed by a group of
citizens of Phoenix indicating that they haVe received flour, rice, and
canned chicken infested with worms, and that they have found feath-
ers and sharp pieces of bone in the boneleas chicken.

Mr. RIGOINS. Senator, we bould have had probably a thousand names
or signatures on that, but this was.just to give you a general idea, to
bring it down to you.

Thank you, sir.
Senator 'PERCY'. Thank you very much.
The Chair calls Mr. Robert Choate.
Mr. Choate, we welcome you as a longtime consultant to this

committee.I must say that, from a personal standpoint, you shattered me at
one point when I read in the newspaper that the breakfast cereal I had
been chewing my way through for 40 yearsdry as dust as it was
near the bottom of your list. I knew it was so bad-tasting that it must
be nutritional. Then the next day I think I discovered th.e cereal com-
pany said it was really nutritional ; and, that I ought to take into ac-
count the fact that I am putting milk and fruit on this and that I
would get nutrition out of that.

My faith in American industry was shattered temporarily by your
findings.We are happy to have you with 7.1S this morning. Just proceed as you
see fit.

*See Appendix 1, p. 2165.
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STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT B. CHOATE, ROBERT B. CHOATE 44c

ASSOCIATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CIIOATE. Thank you Senator Percy, Senator Cook.
I have submitted my teslimony as a consultant to this committee

prior to this time, so I will just give the highlights lwre this morning
in the interests of saving time.I believe the direct distribution of food as now practiced by the
Federal Government is an example of many things : of legislation with-
out legislative history - of myopic congressional oversight ; of depart-
mental sensitivity to farm economics outweighing concern for suffer-
ing Americans ; of nutritional malpractice.

I think the program is a national disgrace.
Thirty-six States have some direct distribution of foods within their

borders. Approximately 1,200 jurisdictionsmeaning mainly coun-tiesdeliver food to approximately equal numbers of public assist-
ance and nonpublic assistance recipients. But even that little state-
ment masks the variances that are to be found in this country, for some
-counties will only give food to those on public welfare

,
and some will

only give food to those who are not. On the average it costs the Gov-
-ernment only $7 per month to feed each recipient.Acting as a consultant to this cormnittee. I have tried to put fo-
.0-ether, through my staff and others, an evaluation of the program. We
have interviewed earnest government workers trying to operate a ra-
tional program under a directionless Master, and we have interviewed
others who seem to delight in raising local barriers to the participation
of the poor.The distribution of food has served, as you have noted, ag ah over-
flow device for an overactive agrieultural Machine: St etion. 416 of
the Agricultural Act of 1949 enables the Department al. Agricultureto support weakened commodity prides and Section 32 of the .Agri-
cultural Act of . 1935 enables th.e Depailtment of Agriculture' to pur-.chase farm surPluses wheh .theY. occur.

According to Direct -Distriblitioh Director Juan Castillo, these two
farm activities stock the bin wherefrom spill our bags arid cans
of food for the poor.

FOOD Nur SELECTED FOR 14-121TRIENT VALUE

The selection of foods for the Direct Distribution Program is in-
fluenced not only by actual overproduction but also by politics, by
transportation, by public posturing for economic assistance and by
costsby factors other than the total nutrient needs of the poor.

The nutritional deliquency of the direct food effort is galling when
one stops to realize that USDA in. the mid-1960's analyzed the nu-
trient consumption of the public by economic groupings and proved to
itself that the poor indeed did have shortages of nutrients in a greater
number of categories than did their better off counterparts.

I would direct you attention momentarily to Exhibit A*, a-part of
which in the testimony faces right opposite 33 and C. You will see a
Table 20 there. This is part of that report by the-Department of Agri-

*See Appendix 1. p. 2170.
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. .culture in the mid-1960's; and 'you can see that when a family falls

under the $3,000 incorne--and that *as 1965 incoinewhen a family
fans under $3,000 income th;.re is almost double the chance that they
will be short of four to seven nutrients in their diet than if they were a
family having more than a $3,000 incOme.When you get down below that poverty level, in 1965, the mahm-
trition is of a mul iple-nutrient type.The Department of Agriculture further reveals its schizoid per-
sonality as it acknowledges the plight of the zero-income families in
1,800 food stamp counties. This committee had a little bit to do with
getting the USDA to admit that there were zero-income families. But
in the 1,200 direct distribution jurisdictions, USDA seems to iernore
the inability of such families ,to supplement USDA's meager fare.
Such families cannot afford the fruit, vegetables, and meat needed to
-round out the Government's food supply.

Let me get to the specifics of the food problems as we noted them in
the commodity program. I am now on page 6.

VALUE OF CO3X3TODITY FOODS

The calorie allotment under optimum conditions, in those counties
delivering all the food made available by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, represent less than 80 percent of need. By USDA's own estimate,
in a letter to this committee, they stated that 54 percent may be a
more accurate figure, and even this may not take into account the wast-
age of food which must occur in families without proper refriger-
ation and without safe storage and perhaps frequently on the move.
Nutrients actually delivered at .the warehouse door also seem to pro-
vide between 50 and 80 percent of need, according to USDA, but as I
look at their tables, I think the estimateware optimistic.

The month-long nutrient balance is missing from these foods, par-
ticularl3r in those hundreds of .counties delivering only a *portion of
the foods available. Few counties offer all ,26 available foods. Ivén
if a county boasts that it does offer-them, it may not actually deliver
them to all of their recipients, because reporting techniques permit
a county to pretend full service even if only one out of 1;000 re-
cipients get a particular type of food.

Food selection is governed at the Washington level by what the
marketplace has in excess supply, not by what the .poor need, want, or
could benefit from.

The packaging of food for distribution fails to recognize the peculiar
stora,ge problems of the poor. For instance, how can a single aged man

hget is daily vitamin C for 30 days from one No. 3 can of fruit juice ?
Gentlemen, I found these photocrraphs* left over from the White

Tiouse Conference on Food, Nutrition, and 1-lealth. They were not
taken for this particular testimony, but they do crive you an "eye"
view of the type of families with whom we mustbe concerned, the
solitary aged citizen cooking on a hot plate, a person without a refrig-
erator, a person. who has no storage facilities for.- these foods, the person

See Appendix 1, Pp- 2100-2169.
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-who is living perhaps on an Indian yeservation and cooking on .a woodor coal stove.
How can a single, aged man get his -dailY vitamin C for 30 days froth

one No. 3 can of fruit juice ? ,How can a widow and child preserve one
2-pound can of peanut- bUtter for 3 Months'? HoW can a couple with
two- children meet: their daily. !vegetable needs for 30 days from four
No. 303 cans of a single vegetable? .

Sixty- jurisdictions out.of almost 1;200 do not even bother to give out
vegetables, according to the USDA. One-hundred twelve do not bother
to offer juices_ Cheese, generally the most popular single item in the
commodity packacre, is not given out by 133 jurisdictions. Fortified
macaroni is denied7by ove.r 300.

We all have taste prr.ferences,- a fact which USDA and the counties
seem, to ignore.

.

LOGIC SEEMS DENIED. IN DISTRIBUTION
. .

_ As _you have /3ointed out. Senator; pinto beans are_ popular in the
West and. S6.uthw,eSt; bi1t theyiare. found .irr the; Southeast. .We _have
found 40.ta =distributcd,in MassaçhuSetts...We Wonder. who .is in tehargq
Of Stich decisions.?

.

As my, sta,ff and I_have_traveled. aerOSs the cOuntry,rwe have witnessed
counties that .-IctiOW., they are-,zunning out.of .an :item, . perhaps an' item
critiaally needed, fOr.nutrient bal,ance 37;et .not. give a "`raiiiclieck'?
to. recipientS ',413.ow them to. come. back :for an item which is tempo,
rarily. out. of .SUPPly::The ,reaSon cifterirgirven.j.a,that the paperwork of
handling such.- systeM,would;beinconvenient" for the county. Thus,
wheri S91t4Orin:OL,1iforrii4( cow4icS,wqre, recently aleyted that: the Bell,Calif., State warehouge wirunning out: :0-f7 peanut butterclue,..I
belieye,, to: sloppy .USDA ord.erii-DY,,,proceduresrthe ;poor .of San ,I3,er-
nardmo Co:Linty were toldAo,forget ittfor,t.,he A.ugtW..distribution.; .

=.-In.that samqmonth,:Clark County,. Ney.; was running out of chopped
meat at_ the same . , ; ' . , ;I think in almost every county that we have :visited this:summen we
have -found items: temporarily:out Fok _supply. ., . . ,

, USDA. does .nothing -to_ alert. ;counties to; the:-fact ithat. in -some catel'-
gories they can give out more than ;the recommended .amounts. Appar-
enly the grapevine must communicate with the counties; and Only in
this way can .the poor be given what are 'caned- bonus, foods,:

USDA makes very little 'direct cOmmunication with.county agencies-.
We witnessed not one single systern whereby the poor .could expresS
their suggestions to the Department of Agriculture for a better pro-
gyam operation, or could alert USDA to missing food items. Not one
single feedback systern.

I personally have found -the quality .of USDA-distributed food is
generally good. I am fascinated by Mr. Bigcrins' statements of this
morning. I do have some particulars in my testimony as to foods
which are not good. But in general, 'considering-that some 77,000 car-loads of food are ordered and distributed by USDA every year, I
have not found an amazing number of complaints as to quality.
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One of my staff, however, did find some 1067 peas in Clark County,
Nev., which I think is going a little far.

DATING OF PRODUCTS IMPORTANT

I am also fascinated by the fact that, in all of the products given
out to the poor, the name of the manufacturer is not evident. There
is no way for the poor to alert the manufacturer that his product is
faulty. It seems to be done by code. Also, there is no dating on these
packages.

It seems to me if the consumer is worth a damn in his country, we
better get dating on these Federal foods as well as on private foOds.

We do urge you to particularly scrutinize USDA's purchase prac-
tices for peanut butter, as well as the (plenty of the prodect. We
gather that many major suppliers will not bid on contracts for peanut
butter, because Of the standards under which it, is nmnufactured.
And we do note that delivery schedules are sloppy.

We did witness many broken bags of cornmeal as we went through
some 20 to 30 counties this summer. We noticed many corroded and
bulging cans of orange juice many broken bottles of corn sirup, and
mitiay broken cans of evaporaled milk.

This orange juice [displaying a bulgizw, corroded orEnge juice
can] was found in some warehouses in the Southwest. When I talked
to the Food and Drug Administration yesterday, they did not know
that these cans existed. And on subsequently eleeking FDA's rela-
tionship to USDA, they find there is no mandatory reporting pro-
cedure by vi-ich this commercial manufacturer preparing foods fur
the Governmeat must alert the Food and Drug A.Elministration when
some of their cams start to bulge at both ends.

I must have seen at least 50 cases of this product, identified under
what are called contract numbers. In checking with the USDA yes-
terday, they said that the numbers are not really contract numbers.
But I must have seen at least 50 cartons scattered through southern
California and Arizona.

At the mime time I saw repeated instances a evaporated milk cans
bursting. I heard this from a multitude of warehouse managers. They
thought it occurred due to rail damage. They pulled such cans from
the &livery line.

At the same time you will have a witness later this morning who,
I think, will wonder whether this is rail damage. This can fdisplav-
ing can of evaporated milk] is bulging. from both ends. It shodd,
obviously, be nulled out of stock, which'is how I obtained it.

When ye staff member checked with USDA yesterday, the De-
partment of Agriculture here in Washington did not realize they had
bulging cans of orange juice in southern California. I am wondering
if the reporting system of USDA is really this sloppy or whether they
are trying to conceal some of their bad shipments and are trying to
discount their existence so that thevwill not embarrass the producer.

Here is a can of ereporeted tt,-,t has berQt. Tt hapv....ned tfw

!If:ye started to bulge while I was in the Ventura Countv (Californie )
warehouse. It burst in my car as I went across the.clesert, and it
smelled to high heaven.
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Here is a partially filled can of tomato juice which in the carton
was showing signs of rust. I gather that the production of the items
does incurwhether it is in lmblic or private 4:listributiona certain
number of failures. But I think the number of failures I saw in the
orange juice category and in the evaporated milk category this summer
constitute a very questionable food supply.

DA1WAGED Poops Ncyr REPORTED

The fact that Food and Drug Administration does not know that
these things were out in the public and the fact that USDA and Food
and Drug Administration did not know of the existence of this, I
think is testimony to their nonreporting of damaged goods.

Senator PRacy. Mr. Choate, when meat products are stored, the
label clearly says, "Do not store above 70 degrees," or whatever it
may be. "Keep between a certain range of temperature."

Mr. CHOATE. This one says: "Store in a cool, dry place."
Senator PERCY. Yes. What are the conditions in the storage areas

where you have been in very hot climates?
Mr. VIMATE. It wits my particular responsibility to look at the far

western States, and I do not think I saw a warehouse where the tem-
perature was not over 90 degrees.

Most of these cartons say, 4Store in a cool, dry place." Most of the
food is not stored in a "cool, dry place."

Senator PERCY. This committee was taken to the storage depot at
East St. Louis. They had merchandise clearly labeled "store in a cool
place," and the recommended temperature was given around 70
degrees. It was 105 by our temperature reading in that warehouse.

Thank you. Go ahead.
Poon aronAns AND WAREHOUSING

Mr. Crioxrz. We have witnessed counties where food, including
cheese, shortening, and cereal grains, are stored at tempratures in
Pxcess of 100 degrees. In Farmington, N. Mex., for instance, this
observer noted cheese sitting on the floor of an unused constrUction
company garage, waiting at 100 degrees for the recipient, who might
be a week or a month away.

In Tuba City, Ariz., the cheese sat uncooled in a warehouse at over
90 degrees. USDA terms such storage conditions "dangerous," as
evidenced by exhibit K attached to this testimony, but they persist.

Senator PERCY. We should make it clear, though, that it is clearly
the responsibility of USDA to deliver it tc: the point of distribution.
They bring it in refrigerated cars and, far as I know, they maintain
their standards up to that point.

Mr. CuoArril. Right.
Senator PERCY. 'rhe problem is, that it cornea in the refrigerated

car, hut from the moment it pulls into the station it is not the USDA's
responsibility, it is a local responsibility.

We found in East St. Louis that they had to get loaner trucks--
mov ing vans, whatever they could pick up, dump trucksto go get.

2 3;..
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the food and take it to an inadequate storage place. But USDA says
that they have no responsibility at that point.

Our thought is : There are inadequate conditions around the country,
for the storage of this food.

Mr. CHOATE. The closer food gets to the poor, the more sloppy
seems to be the handling.

I did see a warehouse in Bell, Calif., where they made a regular
practice of putting all of their cheese, dairy products, and grain _prod-
ucts in refrigerated space elsewhere during the summer months. It
seemed to be a first-class warehouse with a monumental amount of
food. But it was when it started to go out to individual warehouses
from the central warehouse that the care seemed to go downhill.

Tn the southeast your committee staff member found refrigeration
of food to prevent spoilage and infest at ion to be a rarity. He, in fact,
did not realize that refrigeration was an expected part, of warehous-
ing of commodities until he left the southeast.

Most of the warehouses viewed by this observer had inadequate pro-
tection against vermin, rodents, and temperature excesses. The Red-
lands, Calif., warehouse had a floor too rotten to hold a fork lift.

P.CliAOTN,TO OF FOODS POORLY DONE

Cartons containing food packages in plastic bags give, rise to sev-
eral complaints. Stacking the cartons causes .crushing of the outer
carton, which, of course, may burst the plastic bags inside.

We have corresponded with a great number of the baggers and
packagers of food for this program and have aequired samples and
professional testimony on the quality of these :bags. They are geni
erally f -und to be insufficient. I think you will be getting some expert
testimony on that this morning.

We do have also a vast number of paper kraft bags that are used
to store grains around the country, and I think there will be some
interesting comments on the bug-proofness of these bags.

Srevicixo THE Commourrnns
While some counties seem to have food available almost on demand,

other counties seem to delight in keeping warehouses open, perhaps, 4
days Der month, closed on Saturdays, closed during the lunch hour,
closed after 3 p.m., or just hard to get to.

Some NI arehouses in Minnesota and South Dakota distribute foods
only every other month. Many of the poor have inadequate transpor-
tation so the location of warehouses and of certification centers is very
imporiant. In Barstow, Calif., for instance, the warehouse serves the
poor in an area 100 miles distant. We would suggest thatITSDA should
provide some reimbursement or gasoline cheeks for those who must
drive more than 10 milms to pick up their food.

I have yet to see a warehouse facility which provides shelter from
the sun in summer or the rain or snow in winter for the recipients
waiting for their food. I have also witnessed warehouses where the
labor conditions were so harsh as to invite a high labor turnover or a
sullen attitude toward the- recipients.

2
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In Ventura' -County, Calif:, blesded With a milder climate, shopping
bagt are provided tO 'the recipients to e..arry their food -hOttie-while in
nearby San Bernadinothe poorMust bring their own boxes or not be
served.In Ventura, Calif., and in Hertford 'COunty, N.C.; recipients am
given rainchecks so they can come back for an item that is out of sup-
ply when they pick up fheirlOOd. Yet at that saMe Ventura warehouse
that provides these extra measures of service, the storekeeper chooses
not to give oUt, more than half, .of the meat:allotment recommended by
USDA., and he goes but of his. way .to deny .. recipients any choice of
juices or vegetables, even when such choice is available, in. stock; and
ready for the self-service counter.

It might interest you that in Ventura recipientScan pick up vouchers
at the direct distribution warehouse, vouchers which the local bread
company will honor with free loaves of day-old bread at their factory.

NONE KNOW OF "STANDAR6S OF EXCELLENCE"

USDA boasts of having 36' State plans of operation; State plans
which are supposed to bring diode States up to USDA's "standards of
excellence." We did not find one county that knew of USDA's "stand-
ards of excellence."

I have made quite a study of the contractualiarocedure entered into
by USDA, and it seems notably weak in providing penalty clauses for
tardy ShipmenL We did find many warehuusea' out of this, that, or the
other item- We found, at the same time, that 'USDA does not have a
good record ,of contract-enforcement; particularly in refrard to those
items highly-preferred by the poor; Such do cheese; peanur butter, meat,
and fruit, juices. In' filet, USDA behayipr; 'Once again seems to be dic-
tated by what is conVenient for the firmer; producer, 'or 'shipping com-
pany, rather than what is right for the poor. An insight 'into th.e low
regard with Which 'siippliel-d-tiOld USDA: can -be gained from this Au-
gust Oa,' -1671;' telegram Yregarding a MiSsisSippi, 'cern sirup manu-
faCtuter who Was already'a month late in'delivering the preduet :

.Vendor atatoas It was necessary .for . plant to,,tp*t USDA productiOn for a few
dart to nieet corraiiercial contractø

Apparently. USD4 does not demand performaneer.
I suggest that Section 446, Of the AgricuItural :Act of .1949 and Sec-

tion .32 of -the .AgriCultural Act oft ueati need yOUr probing.. These are
vast sums !ofimoney that are supposedly *spent for the farmers, but I
suspect, iV is, really the producer who benefits, becange it an item is cern-
ing into surplus suppAy, tha.t. producer Of, let's say, that peanut butter,
no doribt,has,already. contracted witA the fariner at a *set price for his
peanuts and, in ,fact,,m,ay;have them . already. in, their storage ware-,
houses or silos., It is,when it starts to coine, into piirplus Supply, that Sec-
tion 32 is applied. And I suspect it is thenthat the Government starts
to buy peanut butter, and there is no rebate to the farmer who grew the
peanuts.I think this committee ought to take a very hard look at hOW these
two funds are usedsup dly to help the farmers, but I believe
much more accurately to Ti°e113; the producers, the middlemen.

I wonder about USbA's purchases of chopped meat, made primarily
of pork tongue, complete with nitrates and nitrites, when canned beef

25 7.
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or chicken ia much better liked, particularly by children whose pro-
tein needs are great. The "chopped meat" is reported .almost every-
where to vary in taste from shipment to sMpmeut, aiid in many areas
is considered dog food. Clark County, Nev., is currently having prob-
lems with both chopped meat and chicken.

CERTIFICaTION Fon THE NEEDY

In some States the rules are clear. The policies are openly stated, and
the poor can easily find their way into a direct distribution program.
In other States, the counties seem to be left to their own designs as they
invent barriers for the poor, despite the so-called State standards.

In Waco, Tex., which is in McClellen County, Congressman Poage's
district, Mrs. W. C. Frazier, director of county welfare, will not reveal
to outsiders nor to commodity recipients what her certification stand-
ards are. She will not talk to pregnant women on Monday, nor give
direct. distribution foods to a mother on AFDC. We cannot find out
under what rules and regulations she makes these decisions.

In that particular county, public assistance beneficiaries greatly out-
number nonpublic assistance beneficiaries 5,355 to 88. You will remem-
ber that the national average shows almost equal distribution of public
assistance versus nonpublic assistance beneficiaries.

I am particularly concerl.A, Senators, with lien laws against the
poor. In some States there apparently remains a process whereby liens
can be placed against capital alwets before a family is permitted to be
placed on welfare or ri3ceive commodities. Such liens, nreffect, assign
those capital assets, such as homes and automobiles to a. county in
return for its welfare beneficence; 20 States apply stich liens in con-
nection with old age assistance 7 in connection with aid to the blind ;
12 to the totally disabled; and' 15 either directly or indirectly to the
AFDC recipients.

In short, a beneficiary, to get public assistance, must deed his estate,
to the county or State, and not to his children, if he wants that aid.

Exhibit 0* is a list supplied by HEW showing the variances in
these lien laws.

Of course, you are familinr with income levels for certification. In
some counties income limits are set with little awareness of the cost of
living. In Arkansas, a family of two cannot have a monthly incoMe
exceeding $200 if it wishes to get Government food. In Tennessee, $130.
In Delaware, $140. In Texas, $170 for a family of two and $210 for a
family of four. You will have a witness from San Diego, Calif., where
I think the percent of the poor participating is peculiarly low.

In San Diego, a high-cost area, a family of four cannot make over
$292 per month and still receive food. Puerto Ricoand you will 'have
a witness from that Commonwealthis a horror story all by itself.

National standardswhich we hoped were going to correct some of
these deficienciesnow appear to be very dubious.

*$ee Appendix 1. p. 2173.
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KNOWLEDGE OF PROGRAM NoT DISSE3LINT1LTED

There is something very peculiar in the way USDA gets the message
out to the poor that they can get food from the Government. We are
all very aware of the influence of the mass media, television, its adver-
tising processes, the value of public service announcements. I have
yet to hear in any county ,we visited of the use of mass media to adver-
tise the existence ofthese food programs.

At the same time I do know, that in New Mexico and Missouri there
are examples where mass media is vsed to sell the needy on the bene-
fits of the direct distribution program.

Channel 3 in Las Vegas
'
Nev., is doing a series describing food pro-

grams, including the direct distribution program. But the attitude of
most direct distribution administratorsin farm counties as well as
urban countiesseems to be that word-of-mouth is suffirlient to notify
the hungry vliat food con be had from the Federal larder.

Migratory workers are a special group. They obviously need a tre-
mendous amount of attention. Why, if we drive into a rural town in
the Midwest, do we see a sigin.at the entrance to the town say:ng where
the fab_m labor office is? Why can .we 41ot see beneath there a sign say-
ing where food is available for the transient poor ?

Interstate accreditation of migrants was spoken of 10 years ago,
8 years ago, 6 years ago, 4 years ago. USDA in its report to this com-
mittee says it is still considering it.-

Resideney.laws across the country are harassing migratorywOrkers.
In Oklahoma's Tulsa County, Senator Bellmon, the commissioner's
assistant, Mrs. Vitace Boversand-Mrs; I3oiers' last name was left out
of my written testimonyMrs. Vitace Boyers attested that public as-
sistance cases all qualified for direct distribution foods, but one 'would
have to be a resid.ent of the State for 6 months and the county for 30
days to get emergency food. She also allowed as how cheese was a little
difficult to get at times.

Let me cone; tide by repeating that the units or portions of the direct
distribution foods do not lend themselves to the period in which they
are to be consumed. Three potmds of butter for an elderly couple must
have refrigeration to last 30 days, or be canned. We seldom saw canned
butter. ,

A 2-pound block of cheese similarly needs refrigeration if it is not
to bleed or sweat once it is opened,: But how many of those families in
those circumstances are going to have that refrigeration I A 2;pound
can of peanut butter might last 3 months with careful handling, but,a
widow with a child must find it frustrating to ration it over this period,
to say the least.

The elderly couple gets four, cans of meat ,fOr a. month. tacli. can
thus must stay open and usable for 7 &mi. Would you eat meat, from
a can upened 7 clays ago? The fruit juice ration has alFeady, Ibleen
noted. Two No. 8 cans are to last the couple,80 days. How is the plderly

.couple to get their daily supply of vitamin CI

2 7
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If you have evaporated Milk in. -a 'refrigerator isurroiihded by 100
degree heat, would you trust milk in it. ,can---paracularly if you had
seen them burst at the WakehOUSg$' I ' ."-

Wirr Sot i,i4.'.kotii?.1

The' aging are.- knOWn for ttieir marginal'. 'food habiti: The bact,
dental conditions frequently found' ariiong the poOr particularly affect
the;food selections Of the aging. If suppletriental foods are in order
for infants, 'canriet we find foods' -Of partieular_appeal' to the -aging,
and then package such . foods for use ovr extended- periods of time?

The containers, the-ration' Units' and sizes contribute to the spoilage
fai.tor so evident in loWincorrw'hofnes. Rodents ancl'infestation are
ever Present -worries', in' Such areds. 'USDA' packages and sizes should
reflect 'more eoncern, for this aspect and the cOntents of the' packages
should reflect more concern for- a fully -balanced nutrient supply
adequate for a full 30-day periOd.' fqr a- one- or two-person senior
fainitv.USDA does now give away, Without any, strings, operating expense
funds. 'Apparently revenue sharing ie already upon "us. 'But even
despite the fact that USDA 'made. $19.7 million available to the States
this year with 'no stringsr attached; three States have chosen not to
Use the fundS lest 'they -get fOu1edup with the 'Federal .iGot-ernment.

We urge the committee to, ask USDA- for a list Of all the. direct
distribution' conntieS Wherein leSS . than 500 perSons., or less than. 20
percent of- the labor

7

-whichever' is ,greater, 'are being 'served. USDA's
claim that "ali but10 counties haVe fo,Od programs" is not only highly
s eet ilia lie.

concluide:' This recitation Of Federal delinquencY, this- litany of
lac1F, Of conCern, can only be correctdd 'if both the' administration and:
the'COnereis af. Sottiq'probleinS 1.1.611"as-the lien'law: Variations, niay-
need court attention.

,-; ;

This' adniiniStration` in 1909 '4Ad' 1070' ShoWed a' Willingness to irri-
prOve upon the 'pretiduS' admiiiilt.fati,:on's'sOrtyrecord iri feeding- the
pocii. But. hi 1971 the'old attittides'Seein to be; back in coritrol-7--farmers
are Tribreinfluential 'Wan! the'poor: '

It thus falls to this committeerto ,strip bare the paper-thin concern
Of 'thoski who -bUdget- food' for the pyacir. It is- time to sive' to-USDA
the undeniable power to.delir-Woods'itlid'se/vices conithensurate with
the ilesa. of -4 thillion'ill-tiouitaktft 'AOpitietihs.. It is also 'tittle to 'call
for a qUaiterly accounting Of 'Pfbgress-Made, not only, of the dollars
elipended' bit- of the 'Peciple''Skirvéd: bin Sick and tired of eeei:ag the
Department. of Agriculture put out reams of paper wilting, ,"Where
did the' dollar's' go tc).1, WilSr,i 9.4 'tbe.'loc 'ask, 4.61-1ów' many 'people were

. ! "! : "-if!
dui)siidhable *fiiturb,' T think V713

din' Say' 'at "'this Point; ',SiriW iteaiiiirliktjratbrOft.terid'!tO..'rela*' when A
program's demise is ruMOijed;" Uric!' ilinea is...evident 'that 'the 'USDA
already has less than full control over the direct distribution program,
I think the Congress is called upon to act.

We hope your other witnesses will substantiate the needs and show
where improvement might first be made.

Thank you. 28
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PREPARED- STATEMENT:. OF ROBERT 13. CHOATE

...Mr..Chairman : This .testithony relatesjo the diStributien of foOds to the poor
by the 'DePartnient of Agrieulture. The` Present Federal effort Might best be
entitled "The Indirect and_Irregular.Maidistribution of Highly Lim.ited Foods
te.the Persistent P.00r." , "

. The program is an example-ler itidinY &rigs: of legislation Withont legislative
historyl:' ef.,.MYOPic Congreasiomil 'OVerAight Cf i 'Departicental SensitiVity ::to
Milan econinnies entWeighini coxierd 'far -suffering.Amerleans;, Of nutritional
malpractice. ,It.filso exemplifies the .pitfalls of granting Federal gOOds antlfunds
with' alrnoet inllnilted1Qea1 Control,' While providiog' little informational *feed-
Melt WherebY the 'COfigreas can 4iidge'tlie i-ijuality of ideal decisiOn,making. It is

'am ektimple 'of' revenne 'sharing; With aintile.' bureaucra tic attention to the:han-
dling of funds .but not to the best, means of feeding the poor.

rI coniPliment the CoMinittee,for noW-etamining the Direct Distribution. Pro-
gtnin: The CoMmittee has previelisly reViewed the Food Stamp and School

pregraths, and great strides' lutve, been imule in improving those pro-
grains. -The Senate Select 'Committee -on- Nutrition and Human' Needs has done
(-xcellent work. It is particularly blessed by the blending' of the expertise .of
those familiar with agricultural problems and those familiar with poverty
probleina. Mere than 'ever, we need .tbis blend of knoWledge to improve what I
consider t be the sorry-perforMance of the Direet Distribution.Program which
now: ill;serVes nearly 4 million U.S.residents..

Thirty-six states have some Direct Distrilmtion of foods within their borders.
The approximately 1200 jurisdictions (primarily counties) delivering foods serve
approximately equal numbers 'Of public 'assistance rind non-public assistance
reclpients- But even this simple statement masks some variances, for some
counties forbid Direct. Distribution of foods to those on welfare, while others
serve ONLY those certified for public' support. On the average, it costs the gov-
ernment $7.00 per month tofeed each recipient. ,

-

The Direct Distribution Program has long suffered under the persistent rumor
that it is about to die. It is now time, however, to acknowledge that the political
roots of this program will permit it to live on, and that if it lives even one
month more it should better serve the American poor. President Nixon's Sep-
tember 9 address to the Congress emphasized in three separate statements his
interest,in feeding.our poor. .

Acting. as a consultant to the Cemmittee, I have tried to put together, through
my staff andothers, an evaluation of the Program. We have interviewed earnest
government workers trying to, Operate .a rational .program under a directionless
master, and We have interviewed others Who seem to delight in raising local
harriers to the participation of the poor.,

HISTORY

The Direct Distribution of foods. wei authoriked, almost as an afterthought,
in .1935 when.theSenate and BouSe could not agree on a tariff situation which
seethed to have Agricultatal implicatione. The 'now famous Section 32 of the
Agricultural Act of 1935 was conceived and' written in Conference. There were
no hearings, and the Section has no legislative history. .Tohn McCormick, Ev-
erett Dirksen, 'Joe Cannon .and'Richard Ruisell were ameng the authors of this
legislation. Section 32 permitted the expenditure of 30% of tariff income for
three farm-related purposesthe third of which was to feed the poor.

The weak start and unique legislative origin gave .the Secretaries .of Agricul-
ture little incentive to meet the nutrient needs of the poor.

In recent:years, USDA:has Made little legislative attempt to improve the lowly
priority given to feeding' the..poor,! despite the national clamor: for- a national
policy that would indeed rM. our country of hunger "for all time.'' I am not nware
of .any bills drafted by, USDA to' lbereatie their managerial powers over the dis-
tribution of food to the poor. ;:-f, ' '

you . are:aware that .we have in. Ivast .agricultural system ,whith Oversdpplies
the marketplace.- Tbe, distribution 'of toods:lhas- served as. an overflew deVice for
en -overactive agriculture machine.fISeetitM' 410' of the Agricultural Act ofi 1949
.enables JIRO& to support weakened! cOmmodity 'priees.'.and!.Section '132 'of .1the
Agricultaral. Act of 1935 enables ..11SDAlo' purchase fatin-snrpluses whet% they

--occnr. Aeberding to Direct Distributimp Director :Juno Coatillb. these two' farm
activities stOck the bin wherefreni spill (Jur bags and cans of food* ferthe peer.

29
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The selection of foods for the Direct Distribution Program is influenced not
only by actual overproduction but also by politics, by transportation, by public
posturing for economic assistance and by costby factors other than the total
nutrient needs of the poor.

The nutritional delinquency of the direct food effort is galling when one stops
to realize that USDA in the mid-Sixties analysed the nutrient consumption of
the public by economic groupings and proved to itself that the poor indeed did
biave 'ehortages of nutrients in a greater number of categories than did their
better-off counterparts.USDA has persisted from the start in calling the Direct Distribution Program
a "supplemental program." This "suppllemental" label enables the Department
of Agriculture to buy what the farmer needs to sell, rather than what the poor
need to consume.

Today we find USDA acknowledging that the poor frequently cannot afford
sufficient protein, Vitamin A, calcium or iron, but doing little to ensure that
the poor in 1200 counties receive a full month's supply of meat, milk products,
juices, vegetables and fruitthe more expensive items found in shorter and
shorter supply as a family's income level drops.

USDA further reveals its schizoid personality as it acknowledges the plight
of zero-income families in 1800 food stamp counties, but in 1200 direct distribu-
tion counties ignores the inability of such families to supplement USDA's meager
fare. Such families cannot afford the fruit, vegetables and meats needed to round
ont USDA's food supplies.

I hope tbe Select Ciommittee will recommend to legislLtive committees the
necessary r mendments to clearly mandate USDA's responsibility to spend Sec-
tion 416 and 'Section 32 funds to bring the nutrient and calorie levels of tbe
Direct Distribution program up to 125% of monthly needs. I use that figure in
recognition of the fact that undernntrition is documented among the poor and
that their storage and handling problems may further deplete an already mar-
ginal fond supply. A nutrient supply at this level would greatly strengthen the
public's health in depressed areas.

As we document below the dozens of flaws in the existing program, I think
you will agree that present Direct Distribution practices and the inadequacies
of local implementation constitute nntritional malpractice at the Federal, State
and local levels. We would like to correct these conditions from top to bottom,
but the.Providing of an adequate nutrient supply is the first order of business.

Yod will have other witnesses, I understand, who will speak about the quan-
tity and .quality of the foods distributed. Please remember to judge the worth
of 'the program by what the poor actually receive, and not by wf, t USDA's
publicity department says it offers. There is a formidable difference.

I do not mean to indicate that no one at USDA is concerned. Many loyal
workeris below the administrative level have deplored for years the offering to
the poor of an unbalanced and inadequate food supply. They wince when USDA
sayf, it offers a "rounded diet" and 80% of the calories needed. Such employees
know that USDA is sometimes guilty of furthering Federally mandated mal-
nutrition, particularly in such Places as Puerto Rico.

Beyond these design flaws, there are weaknesses in the pipeline of food to the
poor, and huge variations in local commitments to delivering a balanced food
package each month.

Despite a projected 1970 Federal expenditure of approximately $282 million.
the Direct Distribution of foods has remarkably weak Federal management. The
$19.7 million in administrative funds now being given to states "without strings",
according to Director Juan del Castillo, provide an insight into the future en-
trapments of revenue sharing. There must be few,Federal programs about which
the Federal government has less consumer perspective than the Direct Distribu-
tion Program. To hear them talk, USDA's Direct Distribution Directors would
appear to bask in the approval of their constituents. They accept the small
number of written complaints they receive as proof that they are doing all right.

USDA did, however, hold a conference of Direct Distribution Directors from
many states in September of 1970. The followup reports of that Conference made
many of the same points I am abort to make. USDA has therefore been aware
of the shortcomings of this program for at' least a year, and probably for several
years. Apparently many of these points are of great concern to local Directors in
the field. One can only surmise then that USDA needs to be prodded, as they have
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been prodded before by this Committee, to move to correct their acknowledged
weaknesses and failures.

USDA also recently commissioned a management study of the Direct Distribu-
tion Program by, the A. T. Kearney Company, velich made the following recom-
mendations, among others : '

. donated foods must not only be sufficient in quantity, they must
contain the proper nutrients to provide recipients with an adequate diet.
(p. 1-2)

Foods tailored to special groups and diets are needed. More items and
package sizes are apt to result. Additioncl processing before foods reach
the user may be desirable in order to reduce labor content at preparation
sites. (p. 1-9)

The fragmentation of distribution responsibilities results in s rious
deficiency of central coordination and control. Consequently, the dis-
parity of costs end degrees of effectiveness throughout the system caanot
be readily overcome. FNS must act as the leadership force in eliminating
the above shortcomings and improving the overall effectiveness and eco-
nomics of the total distribution system. (p. 11-15)

Given this management consultant advice, their own Directors' advice and
stimulat'on from this Committee, we may hope that USDA will renovate this pro-
gram as it has renovated its other feeding efforts. President Nixon's recent state-
ments wonld seem to invite that ection.

Tits FOODS
The calorie allotments under optimum conditions, in those counties delivering

all the foods made available by the Secretary of Agriculture, represent Iess than
80% of need. By USDA's own estimate, 54% may be a more accurate figure, and
even this may not take into account the wastage of food which must occur in
families without proper refrigeration and without safe storage and perhaps fre-
quently on the move. Nutrients actually delivered at the warehouse door also
seem to provide 50-80% of need, according to USDA, but I feel this estimate is
optimistic.Month-long nutrient balar.:,:e is missing from the foods, particularly in those
hundreds of counties delivering only a portion of the foods available. Few coun-
ties offer ell 20 available foods. Even if a county boasts that it does offer them,
it may not actually deliver them to all of their recipients, for reporting tech-
niques permit a county to p?:etend full serYiee even if only one 'out of a thousand
recipients gets a particular type of food.

Food selection is governed at the Washington level' by whatthe marketplace
has in excess supply, not by what the poor need, want or could benefit from.

The packaging of food. for distribution fails to recognize the peculiar storage
problems of the poor. For instance, how can -a 'single aged man get his daily vita-
min C for 30 days from one No. 3 can 'of fruit Juice? How can a.widow and child
preserve one 2-pound can of peanut butter for three months? How can a couple
with two children meet their dally vegetable needs for 80 days from four No. 303
cans of a single vegetable? Sixty jurisdictions out of almost 1200 don't even
bather to give out vegetables, according to USDA. 112 don't bother to offer juices.
Cheese, generally the most popular single itein in the commodity package, is not
given out W.. 188 jurisdictions. Fortified macaroni is denied by over 800.

We all have taste ,preferences, a feet which USDA and the counties seem to
ignore. Pinto beans, for Anutance, are verY popular in the West and Southwest,
while being held in diaregard by most families in the Southeast. Yet we find over
the last several years thst pinto beans have often been unavailable in the South-
west ; and today we often find them available In the Southeast. The fact that grits
are distributed in MassaChusetts makes one wonder -who's in charge of such
decisions.The monthly supply of fruit juice varies widely. n USDA wante te ship prune
juice as a monthly fruit juice item, thoae families that prefer orange, apple,
tomato Or grape juice are out of luck. Such families triity not take the prune Juice,
which will remain in the warehouse until such time as the supply is eVentually
depleted. Although prune juice is a good source of iron, it is of no value while it
Fdts unused. An toe frequently, those who participate in the commodity program
,ppear tit the warehouse door on the 'allotted day of the month 'and are shoved
-Proat a Washington farm buyer wants-them to have_
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iytve yviplessed counties that know, theyoare running. out. of Ain item, per-hapS an'item critically needed for nutrient 'balance, yet will not 4Ive,.4.."raincheck", to recipients to, .allowthern to conmi,back for an! item *hien was: Out. ofSup Ply, The reason, Often grfirei1L js tInit the Pa Per, work'of ,handling such; a systemwoUld-be '"InceniVenient" for the' COUntY. Thai; When.,Sclutherri7'.CalifOrnia comi-ties were recently alerted that the Bell warehouse 'ivaii'iiirualrieolir of 'Peanutbutter (due to sloppy USDA imidering Procedures),- the poor. of I San- Bernadinowere,toldto- "forget it":for theirrAuguSt distribution:IClark CountY4, Nevada, wasout of chopped meat, at this same time. )USDA !dietateS;-the Maximum 'Monthly food .allatment. is -somelfoodr6itegoriesand -recominends allotmentsfor ether foOdS..But each 7month, connties 'Willing tobetter serve-their poorL are permitted to-give out bonuaamounts of -certain foods,i f the couaty applied to the State for inclusion in .such .a program. USDA doesnothing to alert Icountlea ttd this,'possibility; -or -to urge thetuirtO.: give; out morenearly a full .nionth's-s-aPpW of fooasr. Unfortunately. USDA's. beneticienee in of-fering,bonus foods is usually limitedto thoSe Precis-Of Which the-pcior haVelysserneeel 'USDA claims this. is ,a! nationwide program; 'hilt; many counties includingthree counties in Minnesota which 'my staff visited 'declared that they Were notaware of a bonus food program in their state.-Even' in:states where the bonusfood program is used, some counties don't apety,for inclusion. In California, forinstance,. Kern County .always accepts the .bonus,fOod nearby. SanBernadino County:11as never Applied for thy extra food.USDA makes little direct coinmunication; with county agencies. We witnessednot one system whereby the poor could expreSs their suggestions to USDA forbetter prooram operation, or could alert USDA to missing food items.The quality of USDA-distributed food is generally good. Infestation of flourand other grains does occur, but the labels I viewed at various warehouses borerecent shipping dates, attesting to the freshness of the product; ,one of my staffdidhowever, see 1967 rpli t 'peas in Clark County, Nevada:-Some of your otherwitnesses-can -testify to some of _the shipping problems involved' in transportinggrain products. We urge you particularly: to scrutinize-USDA's -ptirchase prac-tices for -peanut butter, as well as the quality of the product. Apparently manymajor suppliers will not bid on contracts for peanut butter, and delivery schedulesare sloppy.
We did witness many broken bags of cOrn meal, many corroded' and bulgingcans of orange!juice,i many broken .bottles of corn syrup, and many broken. cansof evaporated. milk. We heardalmost universal complaints on the:packaging ofthese items.. ;

.Despite -USDA's statements. to the contrary, we have found many warehousesreporting that other foods were substituted for the ones: they -requested.' Thecounties also report a delivery pattern that can :only be callecl erratic.We 'welcome the news that .USDA. realizes that thepoor frequently have- lessspare time than their richer counterparts, and henceneed Convenience foods.. Wehope convenience'foods will quieklyobecome available under the Direct Distribu-tion program and be of a significant nutritional value to the recipients.,
/

, STMLA,GE, AND WARETIOXISING
:

We have witnessed counties where foods, including cheese, shortening andcereal grains, aro-stored at teMperatures in excess of ;or.. In Farmington,New Mexico, for instance, thia ObserVer nOted cheese sitting 911 the istaor of anunused' constructien CoMpany gaiage, waiting at 100° fOr the reOpient who. Wightbe a week or a month away. In Tuba City, ArisOna, ,the,cheese. sat,Uncooled in aWarehouSe at over 90°. USDA. tenni; such storage' cOnditions "dangerous", but theyperSist. ." . .1

In the SontileAst, refilieration
, food° to , prevent .apOilage .and infestation,seems to .be- a rarity. 4 .CoMMittee staff, meMber, In fact, did not realize, thatrefrigeration was an expected part of the warehousing of Commodity foodsuntil he left the Southeast.

, "..In Southern MinliesOta,* ObeSse is Sfrigiiated 0414 imiter, kePt fr.:mew:zitthe "warehonse In rlzona, the, beat conibined with state penny-pinchinguntilrecentli: begat an oflieial state Polley that denied cheese, or:butter to most ofof the poor.,
Most of the warehouSea -dewed by this observer, bad inadeaate proteption'agginst vermin,, rodents and,,temperature eXcesses. The Redlands, California,warehouse bad a floor too rotten to hold a forklift

. ..
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Foot) hANDLING

Some of the food containers are of good quality, but we witnessed repeated fail-
ures which would not be condoned by pzivate industry. I will just mention a few
of these, as I understand you have witnesses who can testify as to how private
enterprise would improve the handling of Direct Distribution foods.

Cartons containing foods packaged in plastic bags give rise to several com-
plaints. Stacking the cartons causes crushing of the outer cartons, which of
course may b-arst the plastic bags inside. Also, opening such cartons with a knife
frequently cuts into the containers inside. Prequent complaints are heard about
the weak seams to be found on plastic and paper bags. Some warehouses com-
plained that the instant milk packages burst when dropped, either because of
weak seams or because of an excess of air in the package.Evaporated milk canshave a reputation in some parts of the country for burst-
ing with some regularity. The San Diego warehouse today is saddled with cor-
roded orange juice cans. Plastic bags containing prunes, rice or beans often have
weak seams. In some areas of the Southwest, corn syrup is called "glue" by the
warehousemen. The glass jars often break and the contents ooze throughout the
carton and dry into a very rigid paste. A few private companies are using poly-
propylene containers for many such sweet syrups. Innovative plastic syrup con-
tainers could have valuable secondary use to many poor families.

Containers having a secondary use seem unheard of. USDA today packages
flour for the poor in Kraft paper bags. Cans that could serve a second purpose
as cups or pans and plastic containers useful for bug-free storage are unknown to
the Direct Distribution program. Susevict:

While some counties seem to have food available almost on. demand, other
counties seem to delight in warehouses open perhaps four days per month, closed
on Saturdays, closed during the lunch hour, closed after 3 :00 p.m., or just hard
to get to. Some warehouses in Minnesota and South Dakota distribute foods only
every other month. Many, of the poor have inadequate transportation, so the loca-
tion of warehouses and of certification centers is important. In Barstow, Cali-
fornia, for instance, the warehouse serves the poor in an area 100 miles in radius.
We would suggest that USDA should provide cash reimbursement or gasoline chits
for those who must come more than 10 miles for their foods.

USDA financial support lor , warehousing, not over $2000 per year or 15% of
appraised value, does not recognize the variation that, occurs through,mt the
country, the higher cost of refrigeration space in some areas, or the need. for
more modern space in some run-down communities. If USDA. does have a flex-
ible policy for recognizing these conditions, why then would this observer and
a variety of staff members find so many obviOusly second-rate ,and inadequate
storage facilities for the poor? We do recognize that Senator Percy personally
observed some totally unsatisfactory storage conditions within his own state in
the past year. Several counties claimed that they received no reimbursement at
ail for costs of warehousing, while other "demonstration, counties" have been
receiving total reimbursement for all warehouse and administrative costs for
several years. This is hardly an equitable situation. In Cottonwood County,- Min-
nesota, the welfare director estimated that they could double the size of their
program if they had the warehouse space to store the additional food such an
expansion would involve. This county received no reimbursement for its ware-
house expense. Nearby Jackson County, Minnesota, 'had recently expanded the
number of items offered in its diStribution program, since' they had been able to
find a larger warehouse. Boston limits itself to 15 iterns because of the lack of
adequate warehouse space.have yet to see a warehouse facility which provides shelter from the sum in
summer or the rain or snow in winter for the recipients waiting for their food.

also have witnessed warehouses Where the labor conditions were so harsh as
to invite a high labor tUrnover or a sullen attitude toward the recipients.

On-site observations in Georgia by' a member of your Committee's staff gave
evidence of the disparity of concern for those beset by, transportation problems.
A recipient in Baker County, Georgia, walked S miles to get her foods, then wafted
all day for transportation home, for which she had to pay $1. Florida's Baker
County leans the other way and proVides shopping carts to carry foods from the
warehouse to the cars.

58-854-7 1-p It. RA
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In Ventura County, California, shopping bags are provided to the re,.ipients
to carry their food home, while in nearby San liernadino the poor must bring
their own boxes. la Ventura, California, and in Hertford County, North Corobrio.
recipients ore given rain checks so they can come back for an item Hint is out of
supply when they pick up their foods. Yet at thesame Ventura AVa rehouses that
provide this service, the storekeeper "chooses" not to give out more than half the
meat sillotment recommended by USDA and goes out of his way to deny reeipients
any choice of juices or vegetables, even when such a choice is available in stock.
In Ventura the recipients receive vouchers from the loca' bread company. re-
demmble for free day-old bread at the bakery.

Most counties distrilmte sonic recipes with their t-oninmeities. but many !zo
little further. Some counties serve a food at the warehousea dish prepo red
with commodity foods. This introduces the recipients to new ways to prpare the
foods, or perhaps to a way to nse a commodity thot they have not been tokinu :It
ail. mherst. Virginia has such an effort. Clark County, Nevada. and Iiertford
County. North Carolina both offer cooking lessons to recipients. Mr. Albert I too-
pert, director of the Welfare Office in Cottonwood County. Minnesota, had on idea
for extending this concept and applyincr it to the Individual furniW. From t io
receipt signed by each recipient for Lis foods, it would be easy to determine which
foods a family was NOT taking. A caseworker could then make a home visit and
say, "I notice that you have not been using one of the items which we distribute,
and I thought you might like to see these ideas for some eiiighes it could used
for." As they talked, the caseworker would proceed to make up a recipe, usituz
ingredients she had brought with her for that purpose.

some such personalized assistance appears to he needed, for many families
apparently do not know how to make foods using the flour and other grain prod-
ucts which they receive. Some commodity directors suggested the need for a ulore
attractive recipe hook, perhaps a loose-leaf type printed on attractive paper with
picturPs of the finished product to encourage experimentation. In Boston, the poor
have published their own recipes.Several people observed that bulgur was a good product well-liked by those who
used it: hut most recipients don't take it. They suggested it be given a new and
more appealing name.Counties vary in their approach to advising people of distribution dates. In
some counties the dates are fixed and families are expected to remember them. In
such counties, the dates may be fixed by an alphabetical system. In other counties,
a letter is sent to each family and an advertisement is run in the local newsrapers
advising recipients of the distribution later. We even visited one eonnty in
North Carolina where the office sends a postcard to recipients who have not yet
picked up their foods, advising them that the distribution period will soon be
ended for the month. Another North Carolina county turned away an illiterate
70-year-old woman who came in on the wrong du Y%

Countlea are not aware or innovations being made in other areas and seem
rehtetnnt to provide outreach. There is a real need for USDA to take the initiative
in providing technical advice and assistance in better serving the poor.

The 36 State Plans fail in many cases to adhere to USDA's "Standards of Ex-
cellence", a set of standards which had not been seen or heard of by any county
we visited. Onmuurto

The ordering procedure for a county in the Western Region wits ex-niabked to
me In California. It defies belief. We have checked the sequence with Mr. .loan
tie! Castillo and his staff at USDA. There was some quibbling over our terminol-
tigv, but the essence of the ordering seems to be accurate.

A county is asked early in July to guelet ita food needs for October. November
and December. This means the county must crystal-hall the economy ahead. ell-
art-glory ,:hifts. labor disputes and the vagaries or the poor. This guestimate goes
to the local :date warehouse, then to the state agency in the state capitol, then
to l'SIDA's regional office. Here it is combined with other state ortiers for the
region and becomes a multi-state guestimate.

The regional grain, milk and commodity ordersitems purchasable under the
price support philosophy of Section 416 of the Agricultural Act tif 11149go di-
rectly to the central USDA ordering system in Minneapolis. Other items, like fruit
juices, vegetables and meatspurchasable under the "surplus" definition of
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Section 32 of the Agricultural Act of 1935go to the USDA oftlees in Washing-
ton, D.C., for consideration, review and selection. These orders too are then sent
lo Minneapolis for processing and activating.

The Minneapolis office of USDA groups such orders, cancelling some and
changing or combining others. It then advertises for bids. It does this with the
mentality of "what's good for the farm." After bids are submitted, it contracts
for shipment and delivery.Throughout the guestimate process, starting at the county and going through
the state agency and the regional office and then perhaps to Washington before
arriving at the USDA Minneapolis office, a peculiar silence is maintained by
the public agencies. A county which makes its guestimate almost 3 months before
it requires the food generally is kept in the dark as to which foods and how
many cases of foods it will actually receive in time for distribution. Counties are
ma I tied vthich foods are to be available only when shipment is made and dell ver,
somewhat certain. Thus we witnessed this past summer warehouses In the West
running out of the highly popular peanut butter because of a complicated series
of bureaucratic bungles by the region, Washington or Minneapolis, 1..3 well as
by the shipper in Dawson, Georgia. If the State warehouse had known it was
going to be delayed, they could have arranged to get the product from a West
Coast shipper, but they had heard nothing about the fate of their order for
almost 90 days. The Bell, California, state warehouse now assumes orders will
be 30 days late In delivery, and tries to stock accordingly.

The contracts used by USDA seem notably weak in providing penalty clauses
for tardy shipment. USDA does not have a good record of contract enforcement,
particularly in regard to those items highly preferred by the poor, such as cheese.
peanut butter, meat and fruit juices. In fact, USDA behavior once again seems to
be dictated by what 13 convenient for the farmer, producer or shipping company.
rather than what is right for the poor. An insight into the low regard with which
suppliers hold USDA can be gained from this August 20. 1971, telegram regard-
ing a Mississippi corn syrup manufacturer who was already a month late in
delivering the product :

Vendor states it was necessary for plant to halt USDA production for
a few days to meet commercial contracts.

The whole selection process by which Section 32 funds and Section 410 funds
are used, the whole process by which the foods are bought, seems replete withfavors for industry and devoid of concern for the nutrient balance and taste
preferences of the needy. We hope this Committee looks carefully into the philos-
ophy of those who deeide what foods shall be bought for the poor and with what
regularity they shall be made available to a county warehouse. We hope this
Committee will iook into USDA's record over the past 8 years in enforcing pen-
alties on those companies which have delivered food tardily or not at all. W(- be-
lieve the 2,14, per hundred weight peoalty for delayed grain shipments to I.e
Patent fraudthat would amount to a penalty of less than $7 per day for a whole
carload of grain.

We do know of one instance where USDA penalized a shipper of potato flakes.
Wt. are much more interested in how frequently the Direct Distribution wr;
houses have run out of the more popular items, particularly those bought with
Section 82 funds.

Last month the Los Angeles Times carried a lengthy article on the huge waste
In slightly blemished fruitfruit with excellent nutrient quality but perhaps
discolored In one spot on the skin. The Direct Distribution Program rarely pro-
vides canned peaches, pears, or plums to the poor, but tons of these fruits are
apparently left to rot in the fields because the housewife will not buy freqb fruit
with a blemish on the skin. Today 1131 Jurisdictions of the Direct Distribution
program do not give out peaches. If there Is a peach surplus, why cannot such
fruits be made available to the poor In cans, particularly since USDA is run-
ning a mammoth program to get Americans to recognize the value of having
daily fruits and vegetables in their diet.

The dry powdered milk offered by USDA comes in two typesinstant and
non-Instant. Naturally the Instant type is great:v preferred, since it tastes better
and is easier to reconstitute. Yet the latter in available in many warehouses.
When questioned, USDA cited the difference in cost awl the delivery schedules
but what of the thousands of youngsters who go withc,It milk because their par-
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cuts cannot reconstitute the noll-instant milk in a manner which is attractive for
drinking as well sis for etmking. -Why is cheese In short supply while milk is over-
abundant.? Is It true that USDA will distribute a cheese spread? If so, why?

The evaporated milk In cans seems to more popular than either of the dry
forms of milk, yet In many warehouses evaporated milk is not available to the
poor. In some eases they must take the dry milk in order to obtain sonic evapo-
rated milk. I believe evaporated milk is bought from. Section 32 funds, while
dry milk is bought with Section 41(1 funds.

In some warehouses we witnessed yellow split peas, rather than the more com-
mon green type. The coa.modity director said the recipients would accept and
use tile green split peas, but would not take the yellow oncr_4. What USDA policy
permits the shipment of o product which is not even readily recognizable as split
peas? The question remainswho does USDA order for, the recipient or the
producer?I suggest that Section 416 and Section 32 purchasing needs your probing. Does
their use tient the farmeror is it the producer who Perhaps legisla-
tion is needed to give a higher priority to the food needs of the poor. Perhaps the
ocenoinic health of farmers and producers should be made secondary to the nutri-
tional health of these families.

We also question. why USDA at times favors the purchase of prune juice over,
say, the more popular tomato juice, apple juice or orange juice. What drives
USDA to purchase an item which is generally held in low regard by the
recipients?Why does USDA distribute cans of a strong-tasting "chopped meat", made pri-
marily of pork tongue complete with nitrates and nitrites, when canned beef or
chicken is much better liked, particularly by children, whose protein needs are
great? The "ehopped meat" is reported to vary in taste from shipment to ship-
ment. and in many areas is considered dog fond_ Clark County, Nevada is cur-
rently having problems with both 'chopped meat and chicken.

CERTIFICATION

A major problem with all welfare programs is the well-known irregularity in
certification procedures.In some states, the rules are clear, the policies are openly stated and the poor
ean easily find their way into a Direct Distribution program. In other states, the
counties seem to be left to their own designs as they invent barriers fbr the poor,
despite the "State Standards" published by USDA. In Waco, Texas, which is in
McClellan County in Congressman Ponge's Congressional district, Mrs. W. C.
Frazier, Director of County Welfare, will not reveal to outsiders nor to com-
modity recipients what are her certification standards. She will not talk to preg-
mint women on Monday, nor give Direct Distribution foods to a motheron AFDC.
Pnblic assistance beneficiaries greatly ontnurnber non-public assistance bene-
ticiaries here, 5355 to 88. In Lubbock County, Texas, public assistance benefici-
aries outnumber non-public assistance beneficiaries by 4880 to 118.

Oklahoma's semimple County t.t kes the cake, however. Recent candidate for
Commissioner J. Newt IIarber wrote his constituents as follows:

Dear Voters:Yonr commodity program is a service to you by your County Commis-
Hioner. Although they lire furnished by the Federal Government, No
Commissioner Is Required To Ilam lle Them lf He Does Not Want To
Do So. and in some eounties the Commissioners will not distribute tbent.

To Ile Sure that you continue to receive your commodities as you have
in the past, Go To The Poles On Tuesday. August 25th, And Vote For
J. Newt Ilarber For County Commissioner 00 Distriet No. 2.

In some states, there apparently remains a process whereby liens can be
placed against capital assets before a family is permitted to be placed on welfare
or reet,iVe commodities. Such liens in effect assign those capital assets, such as
homes and automobiles, to a county in return for its welfare assistance. Twenty
states apply such) liens in connection with Old Age Assistance; 7 in connection
with aid to the blind; 12 to the totally disabled; and 15 either directly or par-
tially te A F DC recipients. In short, a beneficiary must deed his estate to the
county or statenot to his childrenif be wants public assistance.
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In sonic counties, income level limits are set with little awareness of the cost
of living. In Arkansas, a family of two cannot have a monthly income excceding
$200, If it wishes to get government food. In Tennessee, $130. In Delaware, $140.
In Texas, $170 for a family of two and $210 for a family of four. In San Diego,
California, a high cost area, a family of four cannot make over $292 per month
and still receive food. In New Mexico, where welfare grants never exceed $200
per month, regardless of family size, a marginally employed family of 8 in one
on the three counties having a direct distribution program ean only qualify f(a.
foist :issistanee if the fa ni'ly income is less than $345. Puerto Rico, as an up-
coining witiless Will testify, is a horror story all by itself.

Nevada ackaowledges a Federal AFDC Standard of $300 for a family of four,
but grants only $150 of it. Clark f-lonnty, Nevada, adds a voucher good for food
or reot, vserth 20% of the del1nqm:ney$30. The public assistance poor then are
advised to oick up Direct Distribution foods worth $28. The family thus exists
on $208 in total benefits from the State, while our Government acknowledges that
they need aL least $300.

We altio have evidence of an aging couple in Hancock County, Kentneky, bay-
ing to reject social security increases to remain eligible for Direct Distribution,
yet this .Committee is certainly aware of how marginal are some Social. Security
payments for the aging. In some Virginia counties recipients are required to reg-
ister at the empioyment office prior ta certification for food.

I bring up these long-known sore polats of certification for food assistanee only
to un(lerscore how little USI)A has done to set minimum standards to which
Counties offering food must ndiaffe. It seems to this observer that USDA should
want tile same degree of authority, 'Zile same degree of responsibility for making
its food programs deliver the goods as it has to make its farm policies effective-
USDA allows local farmers a much greater hand In the control of farm policies
than it allows the 1,.:( °.,lents of commodity foods. USDA in the agricultural raa-
bilization progr:.nt st, as to believe local farmer groups should shape and imple-
ment farm %%Thy should USDA change this philosophy when it comes to
food for the poor .National standards may soon be proposed for the Direct Distribution pro-
gramblot the vigor with which they are pursued is the only measure of their
vrlue. Many of the Direct Distribution jurisdictions have strong farmer Con-
stLuenries which can defy even the best USDA distribution efforts for the poor.
Why not put restraints on farm aid to such jurisdictions, including farm sub-
sidies. until the Direct Distribution programs serve at least 75% of the poor?
Linkage of these two forms of subsidy would show that USDA means business.

The new food stamp amendments are paving the way for USDA to better di-
rect the distributioa of commodity foods. One hopes, since the food larder of the
United States Government is still full, that the new Direct Distribution stand-
ards will invite outreach and innovation and establish a strong floor of expected
performance beneath which counties dare not perform lest they lose other I'SDA-
granted benefits.It is most regrettable that USDA still has to be pushed into serving the 1...or. I
welcome the rumor that USDA will announce natienal standards foor the Direct
Distribution program, but in view of their child feeding deceits of till psst
stunmer, I do not trust their commitment. Why must they wait until Jt1391:try it

1972 ?This Co .Imittee may have the power to Obtain from the U.S. Census the
se:ma:Aloe:42y delayed A.-entity-by-comity poverty statistics. Every (1:15 new forms
Of census data are published. but the nose-count of the poor on 2A county-by-
county basis seems to be held back. I propose that this Committee ask for a
quarterly accounting by USDA of the percent of the poor served in every county
where it has a food programeither food stamps or direct distribution.

PUBLICITY
There is something curious in USDA's avoidance of mass media messages. We

have met with enongh station managers to discuss social issues to know that
food program advertisementswhat they are, how to make an application, who
is eligiblecould he aired to populations in perhaps half the Direct Distribution
jurisdictions. USDA does use such mass media messages in improving the mar-
keting of foods: we have not, however, heard of USDA using the media for the
Direct Distribution program in a single jurisdiction we have visited. Yet tele-
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vision and radio messages are used to advertise the hieasings of social security
-and the need for measles shots. When I came to the District of Columbia in 1960,
I heard an advertisement on the radio, which has also been used since then, for
food help. It started with the sound of a baby crying, then the soft voice of an
announcer asking, "Does your child cry all night? Could it be hungry? If you are
having trouble getting enough food, call tbis number and we will try to assist
you." This message alerted me to the existence of hunger in the District, and it
must have also helped families short of fosd to know where to turn for aid. Why
shouldn't such messages be used to verify PresidenS Nixon's commitment to
"elimthate hungr in Asserica itaelf for all time."

New Mexico and Miasouri are further examples of states where mass media is
used to "sell" the needy on the benefits of the Direct Distribution program.
Channel 8 in Las Vegas is doing a series describing various food programs. in-
cluding the Direct Distribution program. But the attitude of most Direct Dis-
trihution administratorsin farm counties as well as in urban countiesseems
to be that word of mouth is sufficient to notify the hungry that food can be had
from the Federal larder.

MIGHATOILY WORKERS

Migratory workers particularly need compassionate outreach efforts. They
cannot await red tape. They need to be able to flnd certification offices as easily
as they can find the farm labor offices. In traveling in agricultural areas, one
notices outside every population center a sign indicating the location of the farm
labor office. We need an equivalent service for migrants seeking food assistance.

Migrants also need evening application hours and evening hours for ,thtainiug
their foods. lest they lose what work is available. Migrants must how lie
permitted to escape the present systc:n where employers certify thcil vecent in-
come, a policy which puts them at the mercy of sporadic employers who are
disinclined to worry about how their recent laborers find their next meal.

In Arkansas, we have stories of social security deducted from paychecks hut
never turned h-1 to the (;overnment. and stories of employers falsifying workers'
wages (opward) to deny them public. health benefits at their 'next Job location.
Loans from such employers in Minnesota seem to be deemed income and are listsi
to deny families food assistance.Interstate accreditation would help such migrants. If the farm labor oflhps
can be efficient in finding jobs for migrants, cannot they be equally efficient in
accrediting low income families for food help when the dollars are running
low?The income of such families cannot and should not be anticipated. Yet we
have reports that future income is a reason for denying families food. This is
of particular concern to those interested in the Direct Distribution program, for
many ugricultural areas prefer Direet Distribution to Food Stamps.

In earlier times. farmers would not have dreamed of sending a pinwhorse nut
to work without food. yet that simple rationality is often not extended to today's
migrant workers. -who find food supplies denied to them by agrictiltural
constituencies.Residency laws are still harrnssing such migratory workers. Tn Oklahoma's
Talsn County, the Conmsissioner's assistal:t Mrs. Vitace Bogert attested that
oublie assistarap cases all qualified for Direct Distribation foods, but one would
have to be a resiSent of the stete for fl months and of the county for no days to
get emergeney foods. She also allowed as how ebeese was "a little difficult to get"
at times.ililingnal food workers and bilingual labels would seem to he an effielent way
to communicate with the migrant workers, yet few counties seem to employ any

staff. THE A GED

Many of those ill-served by the Direct Distribution program are over (II. Thisz
may he inherent in the bulk delivery of foods. Those persons familiar with the
retail purcha sea of the aging note their propensity for numerous small pnr-
chasessometimes dailyrather than stoeking the larder once a wesk or once
a month. But the Direct Distribution program seems to lean over backwards to
he inconvenient and antagonistic to the elderly nerson's habits.

Most warehimses permit once-per-month food ricknp. The elderly eonple then
is expected to pick no 70-80 pounds of food. Most warehouses we visited look
dimly on carrying such weighty packages for the aging to their form of transporta-

3.8
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tion. Those workers interviewed in such warehouses said they sometimes took
food to housebound elderly, but one gathered it was a disorganized and perhaps
occasional effort.

Parenthetically, we might note here the ahnost universal comment on tlw
quality of the automobiles that crane to pick up Direct Distribution foods. Time
after time we have heard of the number of welfare Cadillacs which arrive at the
warehouse door. Few people realize that such quality cars show up when volun-
teers drive their less fortunate neighbors aml relatives to the warehouse to pick
up their monthly foods. The next time this Committee hears a witness decry the
Cadillac loafers who feed from the Federal trough, the Committee might rejoin
by asking when was the last time the commentator drove a disabled neighbor to
get her food supply.

The units or portions of the Direct Distribution foods do not lend themselves
to the period in which they are to be consumed. Three pounds of butter for an
elderly couple must have refrigeration to last 30 days. or be canned. We rarely
saw eanned butter. A two-pound block of cheese similarly needs refrigeration
if it is not to "bleed or sweat" once it is opened. A two-pound can 017 peanut
butter might last 3 months with careful handling, but a widow with a child
must I md it frustrating to ration it over this period, to say the least.

The ehl'erly couple gets 4 cans of meat for a month. Each can thus must stay
open and usable for 7 days. Would you eat meat from a can opened seven days
ago? The fruit juice ration has already been noted. Two No. 3 cans are to last
the couple 30 days. How? USDA admits that fruit juice is quickly consumed once
opened. How then is the elderly couple to get a daily supply of vitamin C? Four
cans cf evaporated milk are supposed to stretch for 30 days. Would you use 7-day-
old milk, if your rickety refrigerator found itself outmatched by 1000 summer
heat?

What happens to nutritional balance when such foods spoil? What happens
when the local warehouse runs outthe almost universal complaint.

The aging, even those with money, are known for their marginal food habits.
The bad dental conditions frequently found among the poor particularly affect
the food selections of the aging. If supplemental foods are in order for infants,
cannot we find foods of particular appeal to the agingand then package such
foods for use over extended periods of time?

The containers, the ration units and sizes contribute to the spoilage factor so
evident in low income homes. Rodents and infestation are ever-present worries
in such areas. USDA packages and sizes should reflect more concern for this
aspect, and the contents of the packages should reflect more concern for a fully
balanced nutrient supply adequate for a full 30-day period for a 1- or 2-person
senior family.

OPERATING EXPENSE FUNDS

Last year, $19.7 million was made available by the Food and Nutrition Service
of USDA to assist states in extending and improving the Direct Distribution
program. A few strings were attached. As a result, USDA tells us, $5 million was
not used. This year there are no strings. Revenue sharing is apparently upon us,
yet three states ha7e not signed up for this year's operating expense funds.
Adams County, the site of Gettysburg, is a sufficient embarrassment to Pennsyl-
vania to cause that state to have held back on applying for these "no strings"
funds. I understand Adams County reluctantly joined the Food Stamp program
last week.

Even with the remaining $14.7 million in assistance to expand and improve the
Direct Distdbution effort, we found endless counties claiming poverty as the
reason for the poor condition of their warehouses, or for their restricted person-
nel. for their limited number of hours of operation, and for the rather poor loca-
tion of their centers. When a county as rich as San Bernadino can get a $250,000
grant from the Food and Nutrition S,)rvice and still have a single warehouse
that serves a 100-mile radius, something is missing from USDA's effort.

We urge the Committee to ask USDA for a list of all the Direct Distribution
counties wherein less than 500 persons, or less than 20% of the poorwhichever
is greateris being served. USDA's claim that "all but 10 counties have food
programs" is highly suspect.

CONCLUSION

This recitation of Federal delinquencythis litany of lack of concerncan
only be corrected if both the Administration and the Congress act. Some prob-
lems, such as the lien-law variations, may warrant court attention.
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The Administration in 1009 and 1970 showed a willingness to improve upon
the previous Administration's ;3orry record in feeding the poor. But in 1971 the old
attitudes seem to be back in controlfarmers are more influential than the poor.

It thus falls to this Committee to strip bare the paper-thin concern of those
who budget food for the poor. It is time to give to USDA the undeniable power
to deliver goods and services commensurate with the need of 4 million ill-nour-
ished Americans. It is also time to call for a qnarterly accounting of progress
made.The Family Assistance Plan has a questionable future. Since Administrators
tend to relax when a program's demise is rumored, and since it is evident that
the USDA already has less than full control over the Direct Distribution pro-
grar,, the Congress is called upon to act.

We hope your other witnesses will substantiate this need and show how im-
provemcnt might be made.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, lqr. Choate. T have several
questions, but I would like t yield first to my colleague, Senator
Cook.

Senator COON. It is going to be difficidt for me to refer to yon as
"Mr. Choate," Bob.

Mr. CHOATE. You and I have seen some commodity counties
together.

Senator CooK. Yes, we have.
I was interested in Senator Percy's remarks during the course of

vour discussion that USDA takes i he position that its responsibility is
to get foods out of the refri!verated ears and get them to the local com-
munity, and then it is the local community's respcinsibility.

Senator PERCY. I do not think it is their responsibility to get it out
of the ear, is it?" think the local community has to pick it up at the
ear, if I am not mistaken.

VAGARITIES IN RULES NEGATE LAW

Senator Conic T think the point I would like to discuss with you is
that the Federal Government now gives funds, and the Federal Gciv-
en-uncut, now gives what commodity food it does diFtribute, but the
real gap is between the time that it is put on that ear and the time it
goes to a recipient. In other words, at that stage of the game is where
the whole program. which was designed to help the poor, totally and
completely breaks down.

You and T 1:now, for instance, that we have gone to various counties
in the same State of Texas where, as soon as the crops were ready to
lie harvested, snrpl us food centers closed. Their rules and ref-m-1a t ions
provided that there was work enough for everybody. and from then
on. befzinnin5-r with the first crop in the spring nntil fall, all food dis-
trilmtion centers were closed.

You and I have gone through one county in the Middle West wh,,re
yon could not fret surplus food if you had a dog. So apparently
had to eat the dog first and then you could apply for commodity food.

This broun-ht up the tremendous discussion we had 11,4 years ago
about informal rules and regulations. What yon are really saying
then is: Even though that became a part of the law, it has not been
put into operation by the USDA. Is that what you are really saying?

Mr. CHOATE. Absolutely.
woulel only debate with yon whether the failure of the program

starts as it leaves that boxcar at the local county level. I think the
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ordc7:1_1g process is so peculiar that when a county guesstimates 90
days ahead of time how many people it is going to need to serve, and
then is kept in the dark for 90 days as to whether indeed that food
order is going to be honored and where it is going to conie from and
upon what date it might arrive, and in what conditionI think that,
too, is part of the failure of the delivery system.

But you are dead right. All over America, I think, perhaps in a
thousand of our 3,000 counties, hostile Ameri _qins, hostile to their
poor, their poor neighbors, seem to look the other way when they see
warehouse conditions, food conditions, certification conditions, and
the closing down of services conditions, which obviously are needed
by a great, percentage of the poor who cannot help themselves.

Senator COOK. I cannot help but totally agree with you, because
ihere is an ndividual who is in charge of a distribution program who

sees to it that a recipient must qualify and meet certain standards,
and if they do not qualify and meet those standards, then they will
deny thcm. They deny them sometimes for political reasons, as Siena-
tor Bellmon has said. Tbey put them on sometimes for political
reasons.

And yet there is no requirement that they have to meet, basically,
except as stated on the back of your report : that the optimum tem-
perature for certain things should be at certain levels. The U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture has offices all over the United States and
there is no standard, there is no requirement, there is no statement of
efficiency that has to be filed by a local agency that certain materials
and certain food products are kept under certain temperature stand-
ards. It is more or less a situation of doing as you please with it.

What you are really saying is that the regulations, as such, must
apply all the way from the top right down to the bottom, that certifi-
cation has to be made periodically at local distribution centers as to
how they are maintaining their food, under what circumstances they
are maintaining it, and then as far as the records are concernec, be-
cause it is Federal money, a participating factor, because it is Federal-
distributed foodthat the Public Information Act should apply and
that all these records should be made available to the general public
because the Federal Government is deeply involved.

From a legislative standpoint, that is what you are talking about,
is it not?

Mr. CTIOXM:. Senator Cook, I think that we may have an oppor-
tunity right, ahead of us to move into this. The TJ.S. Census Bureau
is highly delinquent in publishing county-by-comity levels of the poor
by which we can judp-e, USDA performance. I think it is hicrh time
that we started to publish records of how many dollar subsidies from
"JSDA go into various couWies, and what percentage of the poor are
served by other programs in those same counties.

NEED QUARTERLY ACCOUNTING FR03I USDA_

Congressman Paul Findley did a beautiful job on this about 4 or 5
years ago when he started to look into farm payments, farm subsidies.
I think you, in this committee, should ask for a quarterly accounting
from -USDA, county-by-county, of the number of people served.

41
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I tbink you should demand of USDA some suggestion-box system
whereby the poor can tell USDA when some of their cans are bulging.
Apparently the Federal Government with offices in practically every
county of the United States, caimot find out they have bulging cans
of food.

Now bulging orange juice, I realize, is not as dangerous as bulging
Bon Vivant or Campbell soup. Botulism is very, very hai:d to find in
such. an acid medium as orange juice. But at the same time there is
something drastically wrong, not only with that product, but with
the pri:cess which produced it, and there is no telling what went into
such cans on the assembly line the day after this orange juice went in.

I suspect that your committee and tbe ones that can initiate legisla-
tion,.with the support of the agriculture committee members who sit
on his committee, are going to have to initiate the mandatory powers
which USDA then can exercise to deliver the good foods to the poor.

Senator CooK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Senator Cook.
Senator Bellmon ?
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Choate, I have been fascinated !)-y your testimony, and I am

curious to know, as a result of the work you have done, what your con-
clusion is. Do you recommend that the Congress undertake to dean up
and improve the commodity distribution program ? Or do you feel it
should 16e replaced with a Food Stamp Program ?

Mr. CHOATE. I think that there are conditions now attached to the
Food Stamp Program which make it of dubious value to some people.
Just the other day we saw USDA proposing regulations apparently
as fl result of Mr. Jamie Whitten and Robert Poage's putting their
beads together in the House, regulations whereby if you expended food
stamps and are due some changeyou used to be able t) get, 49 cents
in change in actual hard cashno hard cash even up to the 49-cent
level can be given.

There are so- .o other conditions attached to the Food Stamp Program
which I think make it of less attraction than it could be.

I suspect overall I prefer food stamps tocommodities.
I think in a great many parts of the United States direct distribu-

tion, if it is -operly operated, could provide a very good service, and
I think be, .00, of the political origins of this program, it is pretty
realistic to think of it staying around.

So I would say clean it up, and recognize that the family ance
plan is not going to bail you out for another 4 or 5 years.

Senator BELLMON. Do you feel the county or State should have a
choice between commodity and food stamps? Or should both programs
be operated simultaneously ?

Mr. CHOATE. Right now the regulations say that if a county juris-
diction wants to run both programs, it can, as long as it picks up the
cost of running the program.

DUAL PROGRA Ms OPERATED IN SA N DIEGO COUN-ry

You will have a witness, Mr. McCullough from San Diego, who runs
a very interesting program. Apparently the county supervisors of that
rather conservative county are willing to run both programs.

424-
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I would like to see 10 or 20 counties on dual programs before I. really
an.-wer you.

Take Maricopa County, Ariz. Here you have Phoenix, this huge city,
right in the nuddle of it. And then an awful lot of the rest of the
eounty is highly rural. I think there are things to be said for having
depots where food can be picked up and, at the same time, using the
private enterprise system. Mr. McCullough, from San Diego, wants
to put in food stamps for the fresh produce, Tr, Ili milk and fresh meat,
and use the commodity system through nonprofit outlets to get rid of
the surpluses. I think it is kind of an intriguing idea.

Senator BELL3r0x. You have said there are some areas in which the
commodity program might work better than food stamps. Why do
you feel that .food stamps would not serve in those areas?

Mr. CHOATE. I was on an Indian reservation about 6 weeks ago
talking to the trading post 'manager, who happens to also run the
direct distribution warehouse. lie said, "We have what is called give-
away Tuesday, and they come in their pickup trucks and load up and
go out. I sure wish that they would have food stamps because then
they would spend them here." And it is perfectly true that they would
spend them there because he was the only food source other than the
commodity warehouse within about 50 miles. It is doubtful that food
stamps would improve the nutrient supply there.

It is ironic that the Dep,.,rtment of Agriculture is negotiating or
contracting with this trading post operator when there is a federally
financed Indian boarding school 2 miles down the road with modern
buildings, a modern structure, with a lot better warehouse than the
trading post operator had.

I think there are some places and there are some people who would
benefit from a balanced direct distribution food supply, with con-
venience foods in containers the right size. Because of their infirmities,
their inability to get to the store, their inability to prepare foods that
are not quite convenie.:c, they would obtain less in the private enter-
prise marketplace.

Senator BELTAION. Mr. Choate, this may soun,7 a little contro-
versialI do not. intend it to be---but I think you nave reached the
wrong conclusion when you eame to the conclusion that. farmers favor
programs that damage the poor.

You have said under your conclusion on page 26 that "farmers are
more infinential than the poor." I think farmers, which, at the present
time, are required by the Federal Government t o ,"kp 50 or 60 million
acres of their land idle, would he very happy to see every person in
the country have 5,000 calories a day. I wonder how you conic to
the conclusion that farmers, in some way or other, are fighting to
keep the poor people from being fed ?

Mr. CuoATE. In all too many of the rural counties that we have
visitedand I will put this over a 3-vear period because I have been
working on hunger since 1967I And the perhaps inherent con-
servatism that is attendant to an agricultural base seems to produce a
greater degree of hostility, or more frequent hostility to the "no-
(rood" poor in their midst.
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FARM LOBBIES STRONGER TITAN NEEDY ORGANIZATIONS

I am not really condemning farmers. I think that farmers have an
obviously stronger political -base than the poor. They have their
trade organizations that speak very well to this Congress.

I do know my staff interviewed somebody in a county this summer
in which a group of farmers or citizens were sitting in the city square
criticizing the poor for picking up those giveaway foods, and it turned
out that these were three farmers who were able to sit in the city
square because they were all getting a farm subsidy and, hence, not
farming that land.

Senator BELL-mox. just a minute. There are no such farm subsidies.
There are no payments to farmers for not, farming. This is a mistake
that a lot of people make. The soil bank has been closed for at least
5 years. There is no way, at the present time, that a farmer can turn
land over to the Government and sit in a city square and not farm
his land. Your investigator is dead wrong.

It could be that these farmers are retired; they may have rented
their land, or something like this. But the Government is not paying
farmers not tx, farm.

They do require farmers to keep a portion of their land nonpro-
ductive in order to keep from building up the big surpluses that gave
ns so mneh trouble back- m the 1950's and 1960's.

Mr. CI-IOATE. They do ?
Senator BELLMON. Yes, they do.
Mr. Curoxru. They do have program of keeping land unproduc-

tive, thou<Th.
Senator BELL-mos. A share of each farmer's land must be kept non-

productive in order that a farmer not build up the surpluses.
Mr. CHOATE. Therefore, if the farmer has a 500-acre piece and 200

acres are taken. out, of production, he might let his neighbor farm that
remaining 300 rather than each invest in the total amount of equip-
ment, necessary t.o farm?

Senator BELL:WON. If the man farms the 300 acres, he gets the pay-
ment on the 200 acres, although your figure is way out of balance.

Mr. CHOATE. But it could be a rental.
Senator BELTZION. Anyone can rent his property. Even somebody

from the city. But a farmer is not paid by the Governtrrmt to not farm.
This is a very serious mistake a lot of city people make.

Mr. CHOATE. Senator, I spent 10 yea ri in Arizona in the midst of the
cotton patches. T have spcnt Ii (rood deal of mv time observing ranches
in California. I have seen the'"-Soil Bank in operation. If the present
rep-illations have been changed so that nobodv is literally being paid
to not farm at all. then that is news. and I am very interested to hear
that. r believe Soil Bank contracts still exist.

I think I am hearing correctly, thowrh, from our staff members that
there are people who. under some sort of Federal financing, now can-
not farm or can have their land perhaps produce less.

Senator BELL-MON-. I am not sure what your staff- has told you. but
there is no Federal prognlm that allows a farmer to turn over his land
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and sit in the city square. There was a Soil Bank for a period of timeback through the 1950's and the early 1960's, but that has not been inoperation for at least 5, and I think more, years.One other thing I would like to get to hereyou have been criticalin your statement of the USDA. I am not trying to defend them at allbut it seems to me that a lot of problems we have are not necessarilywith the USDA, but with the Congress. We give the USDA a chargeto do something and then we cut back on the money. It makes it im-possible for them to do their job. You tind this or not ?

Is USDA's BUDGET ADEQUATE ?
What I am asking you is : Is the budget adequate?
Mr. Cr roxre. I think that from past work with this committee Iwould agree with you. I think one of the original hano-ups, if one canbe blunt, is the fact that here we were dealinfr basicalry with the poorand yet the Food Stamp Procrt'ram, the Food Distribution Program, theSchool Lunch Program, areheard by agricultural committees. Thereis some evidence in the House of Representatives, on the.other side ofthe Hill, that the School Lunch Program receives better attention be-cause it is heard by a nonagricultural committee. It is beard by onevery familiar with labor and poverty.We suggested many lon,cr years ago that the Reorganization Act of1916, which suagested to tflis Senate that. the School Lunch Programbe shifted to trie Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, behonored; but we have not been able to persuade enough Senators tomake that transfer.

Senator BELLMON. Let's remember. it is not the Senate Committeeon Agriculture that appropriates the money. The agriculture com-mittee has nothing to do with this function.
Mr. CIIOATE. The Senate Committee on Agricniture, like the HODSCCommittee on Agriculture, has a very powerful voice within USDA.And when you see administrators like Howard Davis running thesefood prorrramsnot really in the interests of the peorone can sur-mise that7part of that is executive bureaucracy, and part of it is listen-ing to voices from the Hill.

.Senator BELLMON. My question tà --u was Have you found in yourstudies that the USDA's budget is adequate or inadequate for thisprogram ?
Mr. CHOATE. How do I feel about the budget of this program ingiving away foods ? We do have the figure that roughly $282 millionworth of foods are going t.) be given away this year, and that amountsto roughly $7 per recipieni: per month. But the whole setup masks the-real need. The poor are an overflow device to consume the foods thatare produced in excess.
Senator BELLMON. Again, I question that. You talk about excessfood. Now meats are not in excess in this country, yet the programdoes include very substantial quantities of meat.Mr. CHoATE. That is an observation directly from Juan Castillo,who operates the Direct Distribution Program.

,
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'Me two sourccs of money for the program a-e Section 416 of the
Agricultural Act of 1949 and Section 32 of the Agricultural Act of
1935. Its primary purposethe first two purposes listed in Handbook
385, as I remember, are to care for the farmer and his economies, and
only thirdly to pay attention to the needs of the poor.

Senator 13rmmoN. But, for instance, orange juice is not a, surplus
cometodity. and neither are beans.

Mr. Cno,vr?.. Orange juice is bought under Section 32 when it comes
into surplus supply. Section 416 iS primarily for grain prodncts and.
iii .frect. is price-support tneciatnistn.

NO DEFINITIoN or A SURPLUS F0(I1)

Section 32 is a much more political decision. It is the decision made
by people who listen to screams of orange producers or apricot pro-
ducers. or bean producers. It is a pot of money derived from 30 per-
tpnt of the tariffs colketed the previous calendar year which the
Secretary of Agriculture is enabled to spend to take care of sumpins
foods. And there is no really tight definition of what is a "surplus
food."

This is another reason why I raise the point about peanutg and pea-
nut butter. I suspect that some of the surplus lies in the warehouses
of the peanut hutter manufacturers and not in the fields of the peanut
growers. I think this committee might take a very hard look at this.

If this is to be a benefit to farmers, let's benefit farmers; let's not
benefit the middleman.

Senator PERCY. I think this line of inquiry has been f!.xtremely help-
ful. Certainly the orange juice is an example of the crassness of this
prOirn. It is not designed at all to provide something that is essential
for the prevention of malnutrition. It is just designcq_sto get tid of
the product which is in surplus. That is why, only on rare oceasions,
de we then buy and provide orange juice through our benevolence to
the poor; and not just to help the poor. They Heed it year-around, not
just Itt the times it is necessary to sop up that excess surplus crop.

I think also we should.point out very clearlyand Senator Bellmon
I think has been very wise to point it outthat it is very easy for us
to sit and malign the 'USDA in Congress. They get their share. Evei7
agency should. It is part of our responsibility. But much of this
program comes right from the Congress of the 1.Tnited States, and it
is crass, hardbitten politics, not humanity, that is involved in this.

POLITICIMN5 USING PROCIRAM

Let me just give an example; I think this would put a Cook County
politician to shame. The Better Government Association, year after
year, has pointed out that precinct captains in the Cook County
machirte use our public welfare crassly in order to get vctes. But the
subtlety of their approachthe finesse with which they cio it, th,. quiet
word, the telephone callsis one thing; one would be so &Livid as
to put it in writing. But in Seminole, Okla., of all places, was found
a letter dated August 23d on behalf of the crunty commissioner who
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was apparently running for reelection, and whose election day was
2 days hence. It is not addressed "dear hungry citizen," it says:

Dear voter. Your commodity program is a service to you by your County
(17-)mmissioner. Although they are furnished by the Federal Government. no
Commissioner is required to handle them if he does not want to do db. And
in some counties the Commissioner will not distribute them. To be sure that
you continue to receive your commodities as you have in the past, go to the
Iuk (sic) on Tuesday, August 25th, and vote for J. Newt Harber for County
Compissioner of District Nei. 2.

I think the political machines in Cook County ought to ask him
to come out there and find out how he does it, and how he can get
away with that crass, brazen use of political power that he has as a
county commissioner. It is signed on his behalf by Hazel Long Lem,
whomever she may be.

Se. 3r Coon. 111r. Chairman, I think Senator Bellmon ought to
rt-,rive a great deal of credit for turning that letter over to the com-
ti And also for turniag it over to the 1+ederal Bureau of Investiga-
tiu id to the USDA.

I am sorry I was absent for a minute, Mr. Choate, but it seems to me
the real answer to Senator Bellmon's question zbout "do they have
adequate funds for this?" the real answer to that is, "No." The real
answer to that, in substance, is that it should be rewritten so that the
USDA has control of the distribution program from top to bottom.
It should be rewritten to give them adequate funds to see to it that
local agencies are operated on a 5-day week ; that records are kept
according to their standards; and, that the infusion of Federal funds
will see to it that the products they have available are distributed
equitably, legally, under the law. And, that the control is there und
that the finances to exact that control are vested in the USDA., so
that we do not see that a program breaks down just before it gets to
the voterjust before it gets to the recipientto the extent that a
director can run it as he or she pleases. "Use it as he or she deems neces-
sary, and sets rules and regulations as a local official deems convenient
for himself.

That seems to me to be the answer to what we are really talking
about.

Senator PERcy. We have a very important panel next. Mr. Choate
will be back next week so I wonaer if we could draw this to a close
as quickly as possible.

Senator BELiziox. May I make c.ne comment on the letter
Senator PERCY. Yes; we are grateful for your putting it in the

twordand I understand your indignation about it.
S(nator lit-Ei,m()N. This is a very typieal situation. In our Stah.

and I uiui sure it is true in 'Mier Statesour (*(Mi)ty (`01111111SS1011014 (1)
plu; (In t 110 (.4); of dist I.; hitting the commodities. And in many, tunny
count it.s. t he county connnissioner stands there on conunodity Thursday
and hands ever.; package to every recipient as they come through the
line, anti many of them will admit this is their major way of staying
in office.

1. think it is a great tragedy that the Federal Government ha,.;
allowed or actually caused this land of -ituation to arise.

4.7
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I might say.this in formation was given to FBI and the USDA, and
that the man is not breaking tlw law at the present time.

Mr. CtIoATE. Let me take 15 seconds.
I would like to introduce exhibit L,* which is a list of I he costs to the

Federal lif,vernment of each of the foods made available through this
peogya tn.

wonld like to int roduce exhibit whici is a typical i.equest for
guesslinintes to) counties hy the San Franeiseo I7S1)A regiowil °Mee.

would. also point out, in conclusion, ti -family of four on the Food
Stamp Program with no molwy. gets $106 worth of stamps per month.
Me family of four with no money under the Food Distribution Pro-
gram get s food worth $28 from the Federal Government. That, is one of
t)10 problems, t oo.

Senator Thank On very much, Mr. Choate. We look forward
-on hack next week.

I would like to call t panel of three witnesses : Mr. Manning,
Airs. Weiner, and Miss Peppard.

While they are coming forward, I was asked to read a very short
statenwnt of introduction from our colleague Ed Brooke.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BROOKE

I wish that I could be here personally to welcome the next three witnesses.
However. the death of our distinguished colleague. Senator Winston S. Prouty,
and the necessity of my attendance at his funeral ims made this impossible.

These three witnessesMr. Manning. Mrs. weiner, aml Mrs. Peppardcome
well qualified to talk on the participation of the elderly in the commodity dis-
tribution program in Massachusetts. For some time I have been deeply con-
cerned with the food distribution programs. In Massachusetts, where e,,nsider,oble
progress is being made in many areas and where the education programs and
the participation in the school lunch programs are considered exemplary for the
rest of the nation, our record for participation in the food stamp and commodity
distribution programs under the Department of Agriculture has been less than
adeqnate. With the increase in need due to rising unemployment, the focus being
placed upon the ndministration of these programs at the State level is welcome
and should he helpful.

The elderly have un:que problems in regard to food distribution. The diffi-
culties in reaching distribution centers, the large quantities given at each dis-
tribution time and the infrequency of hours make participation difficult. As a
member of the Senate Select Committee on the Aging, I am particularly aware of
the needs and requirements in this area.

The witnesses you nre about to hear can provide many useful insights into
both thn problems and their proposed solations. It, therefore, gives me great
pleasure to present you Mr. Frank Manning, the able President of the Legis-
Lttive Council fe- ;.%Ider Americans, Tncorporated, in Massachusetts ; Mrs Ger-
trude Weiner, the clamming attorney ior the Boscon Legal Assistance program ;
awl Miss Mtn Peppard, a Vista volunteer.

We welcome y oFt very much indeed, and am sorry Senator Brooke
cannot be here.

Mrs. PEPPAIM. Thank you very much. However, in deference to my
husband, my children and my grandchildren, I am a "Mrs." It would
be one heck of a shock for 10 grandchildren to lind out their grand-
mother is not tnarried.

Senator PERCY. As a grandfather, I appreciate your co_ iment.
Would you go tight ahead just as you See fit.

$ee ppe-t41Ix 1, P. 2177-2175.
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STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK MANNING, PRESIDENT, LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL FOR OLDER AMERICANS, INC., MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. MANNTNth Yes, Senator. I would like to preface my brief re-
marks with the feeling that I have about the plight of the older citi-
zens in this count ry.

think there is a great tragedy unfolding before our eyes that very
few of us aro seeitur. The publications of the Special Committee On
Aging and various other Semtte documents abmidantly testi ly to the
fact that many of my older compatriots are in dire nved. And yet,
t has far, nething fundamental seems to be on the horizon to meet the
sitnal ion.

ie siirplus food program does do sollle good among the elderly. alai
I do not like to be negative, but tin. questions of its total a pp it

to Older people is a very serious one.
1 'Vi 11 iit>i reptln 1 woul(l rather t )rroborate what your eousultant

has said about the hick of cooking facilities. And nationally, ibotit 14
pereent of our senior citizens live in lodging houses with limited house-
keeping facilities, and do oot have the facilitiesas was so well pointed
outto handle some of these staples.

PACKAGE Wracurr CAusrs DirrietamEs
Moreover, the very ditlieeity of carrying this package which, on

those occasions when all of the commodities are in it, is about 25
poundsif you can envision a senior citizen, perhaps one who may
have some partial disability, traveling by bus to a ,7ifferent section of
the city than where he or she lives, in order to pick the a 25-pound
package of food, to bring it home perhaps to quarters where there is
neither adequate refrigeration or cooking facilitiesit seems to me
that our organization was formed in the- belief that someone had to
take care of the problems of the elderly as they related to legislation.

Sometimes I. have a horrible nightmare that the Congress of the
United States, the President of the United States, and the people of
the United States are committed to the belief that we shall be eternally
poor and that we must be surrounded by a proliferation of ameliorated
programs.

Semetimes I have the feeling that I am in a leaking boat and every-
body bailing out and nobody is fixing the leak.

We have 2 Vista volunteers in the fieldof which Mrs. Peppard
is onewho visit retired people in our community,who are poor. We
use the voting list to the age. We also visit those :Ire not poor, in
the hope of enlisting them in the struggle to help those who are poor.
But, every day we find elderly peoplenot living in housing projects;
every time you !metal( "eli- erly," a, lot of people think of It ke retire-
meAt colonies and they think oi beautiful housing projects--the truth
of the matter is that ealy 13 percent of our elderly in Boston are liv-
ing in housing proje As; others are scattered. They are paying, in.
many instances, 40 to :)7 percent of their income for rent.

We talked with women, with widows, who say to usand this is a
terriLde position to be in"I find it very difricuk the last week of the
month to keep food c i ti e table."

51-554-71--pt. SA 4
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One woman told us about the fact that the previous month, which
had 31 days in it, she received a $4 rebate on her sales tax about the
'27th. And from the 27th until the 3d of the next month, she had to live
on that, together with a little credit she was able to get froni a local
eorner grocery store.

PROGRAM SJIOULD BE MORE FbEXIBLE

Now the surphis food progrem does help in some instances.
do bel ieve that the program has to be made more flexible.

For example, why should we not be allowed to cook this fooe
senior centers? Why should the program not be more flexible? Why
should there not be a close scrutiny of the special need, of the elderly
who are on diets? Why should there not be a greater promotion of the
deo of delivery to homebound and handicapped persons ?

Now this is what I mean. And then I am going to yie!d to my con-
stituents here.

I recently went to the office of the welfare commissioner in the State
of Massachusetts, who is opposed to food stamps because he says he
would have to hire more help. I recently bed a conference in his office
and I asked the gentleman from the Comicil of Clitirches to aecom-
pany me because I was concerred with the poor delivery and the break-
down of the surplus food program in many areas. And I said to the
crentleman from the Council of Churches, "Is there some way tbet
resources of the churches could be used to supplement this program

Now, in our State the ,-_:partment of education draws up the spec-
ifications for what, is needed. The department of agriculture supplies
it and the welfare department takes over the delivery.

They did designate an antipoverty organization which received
$200,000 as a delivery agent within certain areas.

But I understand the welfare department is now seeking an addi-
tional appropriation and is going to take over the actual delivery of
the goods throughout the State.

Now here you have three great bureaucracks who are involved in
this program. And yet there has not been any total organization of
tl, esources of th. community.

uave long since learned that any program which has human.roots,
in addition to a paid staff, needs the wholehearted cooperA4:on of
committed persons.

Well, the result of it was that the gentleman from the Council of
Churches has selected an area and a specific, el number of elderly peo-
ple to whom this church will take responsibility for delivering pack-
ages every month. And if this proje, is a success, then I understand
that they are going to try to spread it throughout the State hi all the
ehtirches of all denominations.

So my fthal conclusion is that, while we appreciate all of these pio-
grams. we would urge the committee and the Congress to ,ok very
carefully into the 8pec1ai needs of the elderly.

Now I. t me give you just one brief Must- 'fion. Let's take tile
of Malden. with a 58,000 laopulation, 11 pe whom are
citizens. A good deal of them live in roomin -"uses.

'erly reiblic and private housing. The late:4 figure.J _ 'e 1-.
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that there are 716 persons receiving old-age assistance, or approxi-
mately 9 percent of the total number of elderly. All of these persons
are eligible to receive surplus food.

ONLY 133 or 8,000 APPLY WI I Y ?
Ilowever, according to figures supplied to me by the school cafe-

teria supervisor, only 133 ',ave applied. Out of the 8,000 older per-
sons, this is 1.6 percent. There are undoubtedly many more of Malden's
8,000 elderly eligible, using the eligibility standards of allowable
monthly income.

I think there are answers to thatI.,ck of knowledge as to the
existence of the program ; lack of knowledge of the eligibility require-
ments; prideparticularly where it is tied to the welfare depart-
nwntinability to (ro to distribution. points or to have an authorized
person do it for them; length of time it takes in line to obtain the
fold; lack of storage facilities at home to keep food, particularly
perishables such as butter2

lard, cheeseand some '3f them have an
awful time with that peanut butter; inability to carry a meaningful
amount. home, particularly if they live in a rooming house; limited
selection.of food, particularly if the older person is on diet.

And ybu know, gentlemen, I sometimes think that food has a dual
purpose. There is nothing more dreary or monotonous in life than to
be subjected to the same diet. Maybe I was brought up wrong, but I
have always felt there ought to be some satisfaction in eating.

I can recall the depression. There were eight of us, and my mother
never took any classes in nutrition, but she did one heck of a good job
in keeping us fed. We always had a good chunk of beef and vegetables.
The only time we had a nutrition problem was when my father hap-
pened to be on strike for another nickel an hour, or if the plant laid
him off. I noticed a sharp decrease, even at a tender age, in the quality
and quantity of the food available.

Very often I see a young nutritionist teaching older people bow to
cook food. Yua know, if somebody can make stew out of a sow's ear,
I would hate like bk.. to try to teach them. nutrition. Not that I
am downgrading nuian. This is made necessary in many cases by
congenital illness, by lack of proper diet over a long period of time,
and oilier factors. But let's not get carried away witb the notion that
the only problem is a lack of knowledTe of nutrition. I have a great
deal of respect for the cooking ability af some of my contemporaries.

Thank you.
Seiiator Pritcy. Thank you.
lf it is all right with my e(.11eflaues, we WiLl hear the other two wit-

nesses a 11 d then question them '.11l ono time.

STATEMENT OF MRS. RITA PETPARD, VISTA VOLUNTEER,
BOSTON, MASS.

Mrs. PEPPARD. Thank you very much.
Until m ilad died in 1.9C1. I. like so very many other middle-class

Americans, assumed that Social Security benefits and pensions took
excellent care of the widows of men who had worked hard all their
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lives, paid into pensions, paid their taxes, and paid into Social
Securit3..However, I soon learned that many pensions go into the graves
with the men who worked so hard for their retirement, who with
poor health and other debilitating factors died not too long after
their retirement. The Social Security bef.ame one-half for the widow.
a pittance. She was left helpless, old, sick-, and frightened; very, very
frightened. The little bit of money she had in the bank, she used,
she spent. She positively refused the stigma of welfare.

We had been through a depression. She went out to work. She fed
her -family. And these are the things she could do when she was
young.

Old. age is hell. You are helpless. You are frightened. You are hun-
trrv. You are looked down on because you do not have the money to
go out in public.

My project is search and lind. Gentlemen. I do not have to search
too far. I find them, but then what, can I do with them ? Get them on
old-age assistance ? Tell them abont the right to surplus food com-
modities, which the welfare offices have not done ? The social workers
are now no more an clerks. They do not have the time tc go out
and inform these oldc:. people of their rights.

Communication is very, very poor with the elderly. Man.; of them
do not have television. Their eyesight is poor. They do not read the
now.Fpaper. Furthermore, the 10 to 15 centsand a Sunday paper
today is half a dollarforget it. This is vitally :.mportant to them.

So we find them, we inform them of their rights to welfare and
commodities. Some of them refuse welfare.

When I left here yesterday, I was in a very, very uptight frame of
mind. One of my clients. Grace PeterS, was found dead in her apart-
ment. She had been dead for 3 weeks. She had reifused old-age assist-
ance. I knew she needed help. She refused it. It was "welfare." When
she was young, she had her own employment bnsiness. She was an
elderly maiden lady, and she was a very determined person to con-
tinue in this lhe without the stignia of welfare.

I think that this country is doing a very, very poor public relations
job. The poor do not want to be poor. They ,do not like being poor.
And I do not feel they should be persecuted because they are poor.

Whatever the circumstances are, we all canio into this wo.ld the same
way. Some had the advantages. Some had sickness. Some had every
type of thing. No one knows tomorrow what I will have or what will
happen to me. 7 could bn on that, welfare roll tomorrow

Tha.n:lors Pri.rm, Nvrtro BY PROWL% TIT

On the commodities, I have a little old lady who admits she opens
up the can of meatfirst of all, it is against her religious belief to eat,
pork. N'ow, this chopped meat contains pork. Most of it is garbag,-.

op-ns those, cans and dumps the contents in the toilet. God
forbul they sL uld find out she did not eat it. So she puts the can out-
side in the trash so thev will think she hns consumed it. She fears that
if refuses to take any one of these articles on this list that she will

.uoved from the program. A.nd, consequently, not be able to receive
outter, her dry milk, which she can '1,0, you see.

StanipF !e answer for my people.

5g j
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The .0ennut butter pulls their plates out. They do rot need it. A
little peanut butter on a cracker is good if you are hungry. lt sticks
to the roof of my month, toot but I do not have a plate yet.

To go out and buy a chiekenreligious rites in the Je' 1i com-
munity means a cli:eken on Friday. These things are important to peo-
ple. all, rc1igion is all they have left at this. stage.

We have never received a can of beef, straight beer. You know, Pui
can have a roast of beef. I can buy it in the store if I want canned roast
0,e f. We do not get these thinffs in cans. -We get what is disposable,

what should be thrown away. But we are going to use it, and We are
being very kindwe are nor being kind. Tiiis is not the ,o.reat wonder-
ful world, t he rich United States; this is leftovers, and that is what
has been reletated to our people.

I got off track, didn't T /.
We filed ii suit.* It \vas the idea to sue the State of Alassa(linsetts.

What I wanted to sue them for was not delivering the food that the
Government contracted to the State or gave to the State. I formed a
committee with 10 seniors, a task force of 10 older Americans.

Prior to this, seniors were so seared"Oh, let's not make any noise,
let's not rock the boat or they will sink us"these same seniors are
very willing now. I have affidavits* and their pictures. This is about
the commodities and their dissatisfaction with the way things are being
handled by the Massachusetts Welfare Department. The welfare de-
partment contracted out to an 0E0-funded. ABCD for the service of
the commodities. The distribution point r at the food was stored in
was a basement in one of the public housing projects. This cost:welfare
and OEO nothing. But the toilet in this basement backed up con-
stantly. There were fisheyes, water, toilet paper. We put the food up on
dollies. However, is this fit for human consumption? Yet it goes out.

I deliver surplus commodities to old people. I have two other VISTA
workers with me. We are all .getting old, and we really Fthould not do
any more. However, we do that.

We want deliveries.. We want the welfare department of the State
of Massachusetts to take complete responsibility and get the food to
the recipients who need it.

Whether: it be seniors or others, stamps are the answer. I have been
to the office of the chairman, the commissioner of the Boston Council.
on Aging. The buck was passed to the State House. The State House
passed ic back. I do not know where it is. I am so tired of chasing that
ball.

We want to do something. We must do something.
i%,e these people stamps. Let them have fresh food. They do not

eat thisor very, very little. This v.ould eliminate so much waste.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. RITA PEPPARD

My name is Rita M. Peppard. 12 Rudsdale Street, Allston, Mass. I am a house-
wife, mother, and have grandchildren enmnerating to the number of 10.

I am a Vista Volunteer, a board member of the Allston-Brighton APAC.
member of the A.B.C.D. Senior Advisory Council, a member of the Brookline-
Brlghton Health Corporation, a meumer of the Haro Fubman Older Adult
Group, and last, but by no means least, the Legistp ire Coun.-2il of Older Ameri-
cans, and the Mass. Assoc. of Older Americans.

Until my dad died in 1903, I, like so very many other middle class Americans,
assumed that Social Security Benefits and Pensionu took excellent care of the

Appenelix 1. Pp. 21,:0-21S::.
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widows of men who had worked hard all their lives, paid into pensions, paid their
taxes, and paid into Social Security.

However, I soon learned that many pensio;is go into the graves with the leen
that worked so hard for their retirement, that poor health and other debilitating
factors died, not too long after retirement. Social Security became one half for
the widow, a pittance!

My mother was reduced to worse than the depression of the 1930's. She could
not go out to work, she was slck, she was old, nnd the mainstay of her life was
gone.

Loneliness and insecurity, and a firm convicte. . t she would rather be (kaki
than accept Welfare. This realization of what it s to grow old; changed my
.itire life, I worked to educate my mother it wa3 ner right, and the privilege

of the State and Government to return to these old people what they had put into
tnis country.

Then there was so much work to doso many did not have children to help
them or would not ask their children for helpthe feeling of hating to ask for
help or charity.

In my search and fine work, I have discovered many of the resources are not
doing the job I feel they should do.

Welfare has not informed them of their right to Surplus Commodities. Hot
lunches in my area placed in a school that was inaccessable to these peoplea
failure.

Many people returning from hospitals without a homemaker arranged for them
by social workers in hospitals.

N.0 deliveries of commodities from Welfare to recipients. The distribution store
is eempletely .t of reach of people with problems of mobility and poor health,
or blindness. Many of the people distributing the food and services are curt and
impatient. This is true in almost every department where elderly must go for
information or help. I would like to see the government have a special depart-
ment for affairs of the elderly, and that every city and state have people the.t
are screened for patience, understanding, and love for the people that they are
supposed to serve, not merely political appointee's whose only concern is their pay-
check. Also, we should have a publie relations campaign to tell the truth about
the real poverty of our older citizen,. The American people would then e-
pathetic to the problems and be willing to pay the taxes to bring up the standard
of living for our older people. While we spend billions of dollars shooting to the
moon, our o'der Americans quietly sink to the grave.

Also, the types of food offered to Seniors with dietary problems are very un-
ealistie and much of it is of no value to them et all.
I have one client, a dear lady, afraid, as so many of the Senl.-..rs are. of the

authorities, landlords, social workers, etc that accept all the surplus com-
modities, opens the cans of meat, and dropsit in the hopper, and puts the empty
cans in the trash. She is afraid to refuse the food she cannot use, because she
fears she will be taken o.f the program.

The large ameunts of food in cans and packages are much too much for Sen-
iors. Salt content in 8 out of 17 and sugar in 3 religious diet.g, 411.1 must be con-
sidered in providing food for older people.

Seniors are special people with special problems, since finances are their
main problem, fresh beef and chicken, lamb, are completely out of their range.

Either food stamps or a special financial food allotment should be given to
Seniors only. The wante involved in Surplus C'ommodities would be eliminated
and they would have ace wis to fresh men t nnel fl h.

To me, the worst crime being perpetrated fie !nst the elderly is the American
xpayer resentt ;:fr relying tlie taxes. screams al,mt welfave and does not reali.:1

toe true situati..., nf the Seniorslandlords prey on them, when they receive a
social security leen:Ilse: they rnise their rents, thoes ane. hoodlems wa it fcir
them to cash their checes. and then beat and meim them for n few dollars.

Malnutrition of body and mind. loneliness, the curse of old age, and a pehlic
unaware of the cruelties-we ate3 inflieting on oer oideters.

Yet. they love this cothosy, and will die loving it, waving the hag. the erea test
et- untry in the world. Let's try t, make it the greatest. In food. in housing. in
Nursing and Health eareit 11 t:,s in together to relieve the problems of mal-
nutrition in every area.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Weiner ?
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STATEMENT OF MRS. r4117,TRUDE WEINER, MANAGING ATTORNEY,
LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, BOSTON, MASS.

Mrs. WEINER. My name is Gertrude Weiner, and I have been known
as a poverty attorney since 1033, so I wish to assure you I have a very
intimate :nowledge of the poor.

In fecent years my special concern has been the senior citizens who,
immediately upon retirement in most cases are forced into what I call
"nIst ant poverty."

I am not ffoing to repeat any of these heartbreaking details that you
have heard, but, rather, show you what th listritintion is in the area
in Boston so that you may judge for yourself how inadequate it is.

This is a map * of the city of Boston and it is designated into 15

areas. The welfare department has a distribution center in Last
Boston, which is No. 1 on tins map. It has a distribution center in
South Boston, which is No. 2 on this map. It has two distribution cen-
ters between 10 and 11, which is Roxbury on this map. It has a place
open in Charlestc,wnno, I am sorry. South was No. 3 on the
!nap and Charleston is No. 2.

For 1 week during the month there is a distribution center at the
John F. Kennedy Memorial Building there which distributes sur-
plus foods to people in Charlestown.

In the north end of Boston proper, it is open 1 week during the
month and they distribute food there.

Now, I am paicularly going to discuss No. 8 on this map. No. 8
on this map is known as the Allston-Brighton area of Boston. Every
one of these areas, including No. 8, have to go to No. 10 to get their
foods.

We have very elderly people who are ill; they are handicapped;
they are unable to carry big bundks. They have to go on streetcars,
with two or three changes. They find it impossible.

It is very good for them that Mrs. Peppard and her VISTA work-
e.'s have taken on this area. I3..q still they cannot serviee all the needs
of the elderly in this area.

16 PERCENT ON INFLATION-ERODED RETIREMENTS

The Allston-Brighton area has about 60,000 resid, its. About 10,000
of them are elderly. The 1070 statistics show that 16 percent of the
population receives Social Security payments, and that 7 percent re-
ceive very small pensions. And in diet particular area there must be
5,000 -people on welfare.

This community has alway,, been a middle-income community with
a very proud kind of people in it, because even to this day they will
not accept welfare. Miss Peters was gt)od oxample of this kind of
a ease.

This community is surrounded by four large expanding univer-
sities. The rents have skyrocketed. And I want to tell you that the
reason Miss Peters s now dead is because she really had no food for
many years. Her i,arLicuiar rent went from F.!50 to $200. We did a very

'See Appendix 1, p. 214.
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special jab for her and. got the landlord to carry her at $100 a month,
which sae could ill-afford because she did not have that kind of in-
come and would not accept welfare. She is only an example of hun-
dreds of people in that area.

If we could take these proud people and get them to accept welfare,
they might have an easier time. But if they had to travel far, they
could not physically do it.

I want to say that these proud elderly, whose financial security has
been eroded by inflation and excessive rents, are in need of services.
Tlw old, the ill, the feeble, the physically handicapped, and the blind
sthould have the assistance that they need to receive -uttieient food to
prevent malnutrition and death. A Food Stamp Program would cer-
tainly a very much better facility for them to because they do
not ha ve t he stigma of the public welfare recipient with thisand
they do not deserve it. They have been the baekbone of this Nation
and should not have this stigma attached to them.

I watched them in a supermarket as they come in, and they buy one
orange, two rolls, a small bottle of milk. And it is really pitiful be-
cause their money does not stretch to give them a full-balanced diet.

Thank you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. GERTRUDE WEINER

My name is Gertrude K. Weiner. I am a mariagin:..,r attorney with the Boston
Legal Assistance Project. I was first admitted to the bar in 1932 and have served
as a lawyer in the poverty area since 1933. In these many years, I have served
as the counsel for tho Commission to Investigate and Reform Nursing Homes, I
represent, as counsel, the Massachusetts Legislative Council for Older Ameri-
cans, and the Working Retirees of America. For the Boston Legal Assistance
Project, I have opened and established new branch offices in Roxbury and
Brighton, and trained the staff for these branches.

As you can tell, I have an intimate knowledge of the people who live in poverty
and the senior citizens who are forced into "instant poverty" on their retirement.

My group from Boston have testified regarding the need and the lack of the
surplus food projects, and I do not need to repeat their telling statements. I
should like to show to you distribution throughout Boston, and point out to you
that even if the food was desirable, it does not adequately reach its destination,
particularly the homes the elderly.

Boston Public Welfare has four surplus food stores, one in East Boston, num-
bered one on this map, one in South Boston, numbered three on this map, and
two in Roxbury, which endeavors to serve an the other thirteen numbers on
the map. In the second week of the month, the Boston Public Welfare does have
a store open In the North End, at the top of No. 4 for three days, and in :le
second week of the month, the John F. Kennedy Center, in Charlestown No. 2.
distributes snrplus food.

Yon can see for yourselves that the surplus food assistance to the poor and the
elderly is tot al' y unrealistic.

I shall 1v4e Alls',-on-brighton area, No. 8, as an example.
This area contains about- 03.000 residontS. AI' !.oximately 10,000 of them are

elderly. The 1970 statistic, show that 10% of that population receive social
,cenrity payments and 7% receive small pensions. About 5.000 people in this
area receive welfare.

Thiz; community is divided into two wards. 21. an apartment house :lrea. and
22, a two and Ihree family owner occupied dwelling area.

Families tended to remain in the same addresses in this community for decades.
In 115S. the expansion of Boston Univci Aty and the three other universities

that surround this ares. orNited a great housing shortage. skyrocketed rentals
several 100%, and dispc;ssessed the elderly, who could not pay the inflated rents
and also eat.
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If One coul(1 persuade these proud elderly to accept welfare or surplus foid
they had to travel by two different street cars to reach the surplus food stores
in Roxbury. Roxbury has become, in Boston. a ghetto housing a hliuh populat

Many of the elderly have great fear of entering that Roxbury area. "Un-
fortunately, their fears were justified by the vandalism and assault that they
suffered while endeavoring to reach the Welfare Office or the *Surplus Food
Store in Roxbury.

These proud elderly. v..hose financial security huts lwon (roded by inflation and
exeessive rents are in great need of services. The 01(1, t he ill, the feeble, the
physically handicapped, the blind, should have the assistance they need to re-
ceive sufficient food to prevent malnutrition and death.

Senator PEucy. Thank you very much indeed.
Senator Cook ?
Senator Coox. Mrs. Weiner, the one thing I wanted to ask you : Ap-

proximately how far is it on this map from area 8 to area 10 ?
l'EreAun. It is approximately 9 miles.

Mrs. WEINER. Nine miles minimum. Two and three streetcar changes.
And this is also true of all this area. Look at No. 14 or 13 or 12, hav-

ing to come in here.
Senator Coox. Then there has been no effort by the officials in this

program to turn these distribution centers also into individual distri-
bution centers ? They have made no effort to do so ?

Mrs. -WEINER. No. These VISTA vohuntecz.s, this task force has
forced thein into opening up nine centers in housing projects. small
centers where they serve the people, out of s ne 25 housin,, centers that
are in the city of Boston. These distribut.. 'he bases a-little wider,
but not very adequately. The facilities are the basements of housing
complexes, v,q-y inadequate.

No PROPER STORACE FACILITIES

These people have been clever enough to secure small ref r -ators
for the butter and, the cheese, but they certainly do not haw, any proper
storage facilities for the food. The food gets corroded. If the flour
not come wormy,-it eventually becomes that way. The rice has
in it. it is not fit for human consumption, and it should not be given to
anybody in that condition.

Mr. MANNING. Senator, if I may, I would like to add to that. Tha
environmental factors in some of these places arefor example, in
Alston-Brighton, the distribution center in the basement was flooderl
out twice. I talked. with the welfare department before I came here,
tlwir only answer was that they are seeking an additional appropria-
t ion. He showed me a map whereby they luqual to fill in some of the
distrilattion centers, but he gav,e, me no immediate assurance.

Senator Cool:. -DO von think a great deal co: this might rectified
if more Feder. ' -iev were ma.cle available to the local level for
centers and r( 'a: ,)11?

Mrs. PEPPARi.. The welfare department states they do not have the
money. And whether it is going tn be Federal or Stateand it would
mr o be Federal because our State and city has had it as far as taxes
are concerned.

Senator COOK. What amazes me is that your State director says that
they really are opposed fo the Food .Stamp Program. in Massachusetts
because they cannot afford it.
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Mrs. 'I..eemto. Yes.
Set int or Cool:. This really amazes me, because. out of No count ies in

my State. we have 7:3 rouniies that have full Food Stamp Programs;
awl of t he 17 that. are remaining, we have nine that have made appli-

may be I mril tu get, those nine ill muler the present
appropr;at ions.

But !oil amazed that most of the food stamp facilities that, are
Nva I I i i t he State of Nlassachnsetts now are handled on a loce.1 level.

Mr. .M.AN.-Nixo. And only in relatively small communities, wiry
amis.

CooK. I tmilerstaml that Bedford is one of thr
Mr. M.',NNINc. YPS, Draela, I think, and Bedford.
Senai or Cooic This is a very amazing tiling to me, I must confess

to vou.
Afr. MANNINO. I might say to you. Senator, that I also talked with

the predecessor of the man who is now commissioner of public welfare,
and he also stated at that time that he did not, want that. progriun be-
cause. he would have to hire extra help, and be did not have the money
to administer it. I do not know whether that is the real reason, but
that is the reason thev keep giving me.

Senator CooK. I think one of these days he ought, to make an anal-
ysis of what it is costing for the distribution centers; and what it is
costing for all of the warehouses he presently has in existence; and
what it would cost, him to administer a program where all of the facili-
ties would he eliminated.

Mrs. WEiNen. In addition, I think the dignity of the people really
requires they be given food stamps so they can purchaFe their food
privately ana adequately for their needs.

FOOD STAMPS MAT ELIMINATE STIGMA

Senator Coox. You feel there are a great many people who 10 not
take surphis food who would feel very comfortable joining a. food
stamp program?

Mrs. "WRINEn. Yes.
MTS. PEPPARD. Right.
Senator COOK. Do you feel the spoilage of food which you talked

about occurs once the local welfare agency is the recipient of it?
Mrs. W11N1.H. We do not know the eondition of the food when it

collies in because we have never seen the delivery. But in the ware-
houses the food is spoiled.

Senator COOK. Do you feel there is no field inspection of warehouses
and that conceivably these commodities would be in better shape if
there were?

Mr. MANNixo. I was impressedand I believe it was youwhen
a member of the Senate panel suggested that the Department of Agri-
culture should be given more extensive authority.

Senator Conic. I think that is our responsibility. because I think
if they do not have suffieient fundsyou can blame the USDA all you
want. but if they are no* going to receive sufficient funds to see to it
that the warehouses are adequate. to see to it that adeoun'e refriger-
ation facilities are provided, or at least that contracts are made to se-
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cure adequate refrigenition facilities whereby we assume part of that
cost, then really and truly, the responsibilityalthough we may enjoy
laying it on local officialsit has got to be partially ours.

Mr. MANNINO. Yes. Al Id I WO Old like to see the Department. of Agri-
culture get- the money it !weds and the authority.

Senat or COOK. I must say to all three of you and to the committee
that 2 years ago when we wanted nni form st a ndards. and when we
hisisted that there be a degree of imiformity throughout the country,
t kit apparently we just did not go far enough.

Tliatik you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator PEiwy. Thank you, Senator Cook.
Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLmos. This testimony has been very helpful, lint I have

no questions.
Senator PEncy. I have jnst been conducting a continuation of a set

of hearings before the Senate Special Committee on Aging in Chi-
cago. We have, as you know, a scandalous nursing home situation
there. as I think we have across the country.

The problems of feeding the elderly, of course, are exceptionally
difficult problems, and T wonder i f you could give us some feel
t ndogtmey or inadeonacy of storage facilities and cooking facilities
t Jf sotIc f the elderly hare.

Yon pointed out the image we have of the elderly of livino in a tine
communit,r, elderly housing projectsand we do have a few shov. -
eases like that.

Mr. MANNING. Oh, yes.
Senator PERCY. But .for the most part, the elderly, many of whom

are womenwho live longer than menare alone. They suddenly
find Social Security has been drastically cut. and next find the rent
they were paying is too much so that they are financi:dly squeezed nut
of an apartment, and they end up in a rooming honse some place. How
much storage facilities tor food and how mac% cooking facilities do
they have in a back room in a rooming house?

Mrs. PEIPATID. In some of the places VISTA's have gone into, it was
a room that the old person was paying $22 a week for. There was
no refrigerator. She 'used the windewsill as a refrigerator and kept
the window open a crack. She hall a gas burner with one burner. She

ved in that room. She slept that room. And the cockrlaches slept
with her. This ortum was covereti- --her Acin was a horrible mess.

Senator Pr.nov. In othet words, just by not having adequate storage
settled facilities for food, she will attract ccwkroaches

aml next, rats.
Mrs. PErrAtm. xartly. Vet. there are not sufficient housing facilities

for these peopl,:;.

MALN vrilaTION CAN BE ANYWHERE

Or the other hand, we recently had occasion to hospitalize two sen-
ior.4 who were living in a very, very lovely Carroll Gardens Apart-
.nents, which is a federally funded apartment. They were sisters, Mrs.
Manning and Mrs. McDonald. Yet they both bad to be hospitalized
suffering from mahmt rit ion in these very luxurious surroundings.

5 9 I
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T problem here--you know, there are IWO Oeople. One
able to cook. One oman got Sick. She had a very, very bad cold. rhe
other one was t rying: to take care of her sister. She got (mite sick.
She was found layher On the floor. The other One wns till the lied. Tiny
were hot h suffering froml inalnnt rit ides pneumenia----a flo1 well.
hospit

Now these two people WPre taken to the hospital, then released t
nursirlr hollIpS% The daughter imniNliatelyand this is one of the
lit trrible t lungs that t wo people could have liad smneone
in to heti) t hem during this period of t hue, Ili? daughter too!c t lie furni-
t are ont of their apart ment, filmed in a "vavate not ice," sold their tele-
vision--she got rid of them very nicely.

They are not happy in the nursing home. When they were ready to
go back home, there was no home for them t o go t o.

Senator PERCY% DO any of you have any direct experience on the
quality of food in nursing homes essentially set up to serve those peo-
ple on public welfare, the elderly ? I have limited .eNperience, but I
have through the power of GAO subpenaed nursing home records
and actually computed how much they spend on food.

ow these mirsing homesunlike hospitals. which aro almost all
wproliz---95 percent of the 2:).000 nursiwr homes for the elderly ar"

under a profit incentive. Now, if they are going to maximize profits,
one place to cut down is on the food. You know they actually serve
garbage scraps in sonie of our areas. We have observed it: But the
food costs for some of the homes from whip]) I requisitioned the
records show they are spcndinr less money on the elder,y per day,
57 cents and 89 cents a day, than we spend to feed out: prisoners.
When we feed prisoners in Joliet Prison on a mass basis, Ton ran buy
dieaply. Here you are not doing that, of course, in a imrsing home of

lwds or so.
Is that same thing true in Massachusetts?
Mr, MANNINO. Iii Massachusetts t here are about 12 nursing homes

as such. And we decidedwhen I say "we" I mean the legislative
counselin connection with onr VISTA. volunteers that one of one
singly good things that could happen would be if we could open the
doors of other nursing homes to ;iv' .,or citizens in the comnmnity. So
we devit,ed IL pmject, and we now :Jaye involvNl nine of the 12 mir..,;ing
homes. A very young VISTA volimt eel.. in her early 20r5, and ;riot her
V ISTA volunteer in her To's, and a re!risteced nurse. started I he
project. They have succeeded in opening the doors of nine or tho
nursHig. homes. And I think tlelt we will very shortly have ameh Illore
itrecise information on the amount of looney they are spendiwr for
food.

Foot) CLotil:LY IZATIoNun ix Nr-nsiNo lomrs

And I do know, from what information I got, that the fool is very
elosely rationed. It is very closely rationed and sometimus it ic of
dubious quality. I have interviewed people who are in those nursing
homes.

I feel if we can extend bat particular project, we can rightly con-
chide that those who refuse to participate, that there is something
wrong, because it is a community effort to bring some diver and
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Ii fe into these nur:-;i»g homes: and also t o see to it that they are getting
he proper food and medivat

I hope we Will be able to supply you with information very shortly.
Senator l'Encv. We must move :don, because we have three more

witnesses to hear, hut I would like to zisk- just one further question.
We almost till W the Federal Government close an experimental feetl-

i!Ig profrram for the elderly this year. -We were within a few days or
losin 4, the whole program across the countryand I believe there is
one in Atas1;:tchusettswhere we feed elderly people in the community.
it is commumil feeding. where they come in and get a hot nieal and
ia,y something for it, whatever they an afford.

NIr. AIANNING. 50 cents.
Senator But it is very minimal. 1)0 you feel we should look..

as a Nation, at the problem of feeding people that way at a community
venter for the elderly'? It is a place they have to dress to go to wlwre
they can get a hot prepared meal at a modest price and that they can
then 1).3 with others of their own age which then takes away that
feeling of lonei: less that "I am abandoned, I am imwanted, I have
been left on a si.elf, le:t to just die here, no one cares about me.."

ask this because I introduced a very comprehensive plan in this
area. and that is one of the procrrams I hope we can push through.

Mrs. WEINER. I think the fooa program is a very vital need. It should
be supplemented with the "Meals on Wheels?' foi- those people who can-
not.come out. Socially it is very good for the elders- to come out. Their
lunch hour not only becomes food but a social experience. But those who
do not come out are Still suffering..Mrs. PEPIPAIM: To go 'further on that, I d6 have a proposal them---it
was a rough draft. However, I filed the proposal in the State of Massa-
chusetts to have this "Meals on n heels" for shut-ins.

In the area of the hot meals in the schools, it would depend,on where
and the accessibility off the places that they would have to ,go to. We
know that in the cold weatVer, with icy_ sidewalks, it is endangering
their lives really to try to getout.

They like to have company. What we would. like would be volun-
teers to I.A.o in and have lunch with these people. This is what we need.
We do have some senior volunteers that are doing"this. But it. is very
difficult to get them.

INC:LAME SERVICE AT NoNraoyrr INsTITILITION:4
-AIr. MANN ING. I just want to tell you that we started. on a very re-

stricted basis in Massachusettsand I think it is important this point
be borne in mindit was limited to public schools, and some of our
public schools in Boston are 100 years old, and in those days they did
not build kitchens because obviously the kids did not need them or they
ate at home in those days. Therefore, we succeeded in broadening the
legislation to include service at nonprofit institutions and community
organizations. So any future plans, I think, should be sufficiently com-
prehensive so that a large number of elders should be able to
participate.Senator PEatc7-. We thank you very much indeed for your great con-
tribution tAJday on behalf of my colleagues.
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Mr. MANNING. By the way, Senator Percy, if I might, I recoived
your proposals on the elderly, and I am studying them with f,eeat
interest.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Mrs. Grace Olivarez please, and Mrs. Bina Troy.
Mrs. Or AvAREz. Witii your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would pre-

fer that Mrs. Troy go on first, becaase my testimony can be done a way
with if we run out of time, but hers could not. Would you mind if
she leads off

Senator PERCY. All right.
STATEMENT OF MRS. BINA TROY, PARIS, MO.

Mrs. Taal% My name is Mrs. Bina Troy. I am a diabetic, and I also
stiffer from high-blood pressure.

We do not get the commodity foods in Monroe CouJuiy. We have not
had it since june. The judges want their say on who geus it and who
does not get it, and that is our problem there.

I have two children in the service and one that is visitin,g home, and
the other two live at home all the time. One is in high school and one is
in the fifth grade.

I do not make too much money. I get welfare, and I make about $.90
working at cleaning. But with the bills I pay out of this, I have about
$46 left to buy clothing and food for my three chile --en, pay the rent
and the light bill. I am not able to work really too mi because I have
arthritis, too. There is not much work to be done in Pf

But I think if wart the food back, really it sho ie turned into
the hands of some y that understands the needs f e poor people,
and the conditions we live under.

It is not only the colored, it is the whitc. also.
There has never been a judge come into my horr it- a lot of homes

to see how we live or what condition we live under.
But there is one incident that happened when \ were getting the

food. My son had borrowed a car to go get it because he did not have
a car and he was home at the time. Well, he borrowed his grandfather's
car, and his grandfather had a pair of pretty nice golf clubs in the
trunk. When he raised up the trunk to put the food in, one of the judges
made the remark, why did he need the commodity food with such a
nice pair of golf clubswithout even asking whether the car belonged
to him or whatever. He ju.st formed his own opinion right then and
there.But I think, really we need the food. You know, I do not think there
is anybody in Monroe County getting it that does not need it. And me
being a diabetic, there is a lot of it I cannot eat. The meat I lannot eat,
on account of the pork. I cannot eat pork. But my children could.
And if I was getting my extra food, that way, I would have a little left
over to buy my dietetic food that I should have, but I just cannot afford
it now. PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. BINA TROY

My name is Mrs. Bina Troy. I live in Paris, Missouri. I am the mother of five
children, two of whom currently serve in the Armed Forces. I have two Jobs as a
cleaning woman and receive a welfare grant to supplement my income. The total
cornea to $116 per month. There may be a 10% cut in all Missouri welfare checks
80011.
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My county, Monroe County, once bad a commodity food program. It was cut

off bocause of lack of crerating funds around January. The local CommunityAction Agency supplied operating funds until July. There are no more commodi-
ties being distributed in Monroe County now.What can the poor do? How can you feed children with no connnoditie?-: and
very little money? Children need food.

Senator PERCY. Mrs. Troy, how old are your children ?
Mrs. Tno-r. All of them, or just the two at home ?
Senator PERcx. Those that you have responsibility for at home.
Mrs. TROY. One is 14, and one will be 11 next month.
Senator Piartc-ir. Do you have sons in the service now ?
Mrs. Tito-ir. Yes, I do. I have one in the Air Force and one in the

Navy.
Senator PEitar. Where are they ser ving?
Mrs. rrRo-r. The one in the Navy is in Norfolk, Va. The boy in the

Air Force is in Wichita, Kans.Senator Pitrec-r. When you were receiving commodities, how many
did you actually receive?

Mrs. Thom-. Well, I received, I would say, aboutwell, I could name
them off better than I could count them. We get raisins. We get juice
of some kind. We get chicken and turkey and flourand grits I did
not take because I could not use it. And cheese once in a while. And
green beans. As a vegetable we got green beans 1 month for 2 or 3
months at a time, and then we would get corn. And we got but-
ter and the powdered milk.Senator Pitncir. Is this distribution such that you have to eat corn
for quite a long while, and then you get on beans maybe?

Mrs. TRoir. You get one can of corn per person and a can of juice
per person_Senator PERCY'. You have heard this morning of some food that has
not been able to be vsed because it is spoiled or something like that.
Would you have any personal experience there? How much of this are
you able to use?Airs. Tiao-r. The only thing I had experience with is the rice. Some-
times it would have maggots in it. And once in a while, if you did not
use up your flour, it would get buggy.

Senator PERCY. I see. How far did you have to go to get food?
Mrs. Trzo-y. About three blocks.Senator Pmncv. So that was fairly convenient for you. TIM how

large art amount would you get at any one time, and how would you
bring it back?Airs. Trtor. I would have to either ask someone to get it or hire some-
body. because I could not pack it myself. And my small children were
not able or big enough to pack it themselves.

Senator PEnc-r. What has been your source of supply of food in the
past few months?Mrs. TROY- Well, I have just been doing the best I can without it.
The first month that we was out of it, I had commodity food left over
and 1. could use that. But so far I have just lived on what I have left
out of my pay.Senator PERCY. Mrs. Olivarez, you are an expert on the problems of
food distribution and the Food Distribution Program. I wonder if you
could describe to us tbe "tailgate operation" as it is used in Arizona ?
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STATEMENT OF MRS. GRACE OLIVAREZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FOOD FOR ALL

_Mrs. Well. the tailgate operation I think you have to mi-
derstand is subsidized by money from the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity. tlh. Emergency Food and Medical Services Division. it is a
stopgap measure simply because "tailgate operations" are usually lim-
ited to 1 day and to a limited period of time that 1 day. So it really
(toes nt,t serve the needt3. In factwell, it serves the needs when there is
not hing else.

But I think "tailgate operations" should not be comited as a solu-
tion to the problem of distribution r.nd accessibility of distribution
cent ors, because of its limitat ions.

Senator PErtcy. Could you give us some idea as to the type of im-
provements you might recommend hi this program ?

Mrs. 01,-iviatEz. Yes. Senator Percy and Senator Cook, I think it
is very interestingand as a taxpayer I was particularly interested
in finding ...int that a series of recommendations by experts was de-
veloped on SepteMber 28, 1970, and that obviously these recommenda-
tions have wound up in somebody's Me. I wmild sago-est that yonr
staff get you a copy. of the recommendations that haver-been made by
people who deal with us at the local level..

No CoNTnor. AT LOCAL LEVEL

Basically, I am concerned, of course, with the fact that there is no
control at the local level.

First of all, having been associated with Mr. Bob Choate for sev,
eral years, I know better than to try to expand op his knowledge and
his deep commitment. But -be covered the area very adequately. The
arbitrary decisions made by the certifier at the local level. the fact
that soine States feel they bave the authority to pick and choose the
items that they are going to order that specific month.

For example, in Arizona, for a Icing time they have been receiving
15 items, and at. times 11. We found c,-)unties in Texas that had been
getting four items. There is no control over this simply because there
is no regidaa,;,:r. or statute that says that counties must riarticipate
in the progra m.

What we found terribly interesting is that as a result of the present
administration's emphasis on havincr foial in every county, the at-
titude in some counties in Texas has'-been that they have been black-
mailed into accepting the uirogram, and their vindictiveness is taken
out on the elicribility recipients and, consequently, as you heard this
morning, there are certifiers who operate on whims and moods. No
OD cases on TueSday. Unless you come in with your husband on
Wednesday, they woiA look at you.

What they are exacting from the eligible is that you must leave
your dignity and your self-respect at the door for the certifier to step
on if you want commodities.Ofeourse, word gets around, and then we go and approach county
officials, their argument is, "We do not have to go cloor to door to
find out who is eligible. We are here and they must come to
us if they want help." And you know whathappens.
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SenatOr PERC 1.% Thank you very- much indeed, Mrs. Olivarez. Your
testimony is extremely interesting, and we will incorporate it in the
recor(1 at this point. It has been a very valuable addition. I trust it

I be carefully read by all members of our committee.
(The statement follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT Or GRACE GLIVAREZ
We are pleased and somewhat encouraged by the fact that at long last a Con-

gt:essional Cominittee has taken interest in USDA's Food Distribution program.
NN e only hope that our combined and cooperative interest will result in much
needed changes to improve this particular program, because the so-called food
distribution system is NOT a system. It is out-model, inefficient and !neonsistent.
It not only fails to provide adequate nutrition ; it fails to serve people on an
equitable basis. It does not serve persons in different areas of the country or
even in different areas of the same city in the sar.,e nanner.

WH Y ?The total system management design is inadequate. The theory that restricted
federal officials ean operate an effective food distribution system to compete
with the American food marketing system is shnply untenable.

Private food marketing operations have, as their sole objective, the profit
motive. In order to make that profit, they must deliver food to people in the most
attractive and efficient way possible at the lowest cost. Competition in the market
place keeps them working to -chieve effectiveness and profit. Unless the individ-
ual customer's needs are met, they will fail. Competition, therefore, is a key fac-
tor in the private sector. Competition in Federal programs to serve the needs of
the poor is called dnplication of services and is viewed with contempt, as a waste
of the taxpayers' money and as something to be avoided like a plague. However,
it is my personal belief that competition in providing free foods to the poor
would go a long way to improving the non-system we presently have.

Whereas private fond marketing operations have the profit motive, Federal
Food Distribution programs have entirely different standards and objectives.
First on their list of priorities is payment of price support subsidies to farmers ;
second, distribution of surplus (that is unneeded foods in the private market) ;
thirdly, is absolute and strict control of tax funds; fourthly, service to local
governments which actually Wsburse the food and lastly and obviously least,
is deliver; of food to the poor.Unlike Food Stamps, there are NO NATIONAL GUIDELINES which are de-
signed to protect and encourege participation of the poor in the Food Distribu-
tion program. USDA supplies and contracts with hundreds of local governments
(state and country). Contracts and agencies vary. USDA's performance is
hampered by the fact that the responsibilities for program management are
divided Consumer and Marketing Service (C&MS) and its Food and Nutrition
Service (FNS). The various product divisions of C.k.MSthe dairy, fruit and
vegetable, grain, livestock and poultry divisionsnre hi charge of obtaining the
food through contract-and-bid procedures. The relationships with the states, on
the other hand, nnd thus the issues of who gets what, when arc handled by the
FNS Food Distribution Division. Because of the split in controls, whieh has
always existed, although always before within a single USDA agency, other
problems arise. In particular, the split assures that considerations of nutrition
will be too distant to affect the buyers' decisions.

Food Stamp Regulations guarantee uniform participation and eligibility stand-
ards for the poor. The maze I have just described regarding Food Distribution
programs guarantees (1...crepancies and inequalities for the poor. It effectively
keeps Federal officials tied down in negotiation with and cajoling of local offi-
cials, unable to overcome the essential roadblock of local control of distribution.
The food having been delivered by USDA, are in box cars when they arrive in
the state. Federal regulations only require that - designated state agency accept
the fLennmodities and deliver them to local distributors. These state designated
agencies can be Department of Education or Public Instruction, Departments of
Publi^ Welfare, Finance-Control-Budget Departments or some similar agency
including a Department of Agriculture in some states. The important and some-
what devastating fact is that in at least thirty-one (31) of the forty-three (43)
states and possessions which distribute government food to needy families, the
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sotto weir.;rii ()met. is mit in charge of the to-ogrtitn, oven though local wlfa re
o11iee:1 tool employe, Inny be the ultimate distributors. Thus. there is no solid
link in the 'Amin of (*Mil/nand. Counties :Are under no legol obligation to pal rtb-i-

e if their governing bodies: elect not to, since there is no .rtateral statute or
regulntion that voniniands a enmity to undertake the expense of :ol "styling
the progrnm. These expenses inchole the cost of certifying noliwol fare reeipients.
locating stt wage space for tolls of fIaal. purehaAng refrigerat( o-s and freezers,
CI tilveyor I tel Is. U trk 1 i fts thl what ever ot her relit a] so 1110 Chi ..ssary.
Thils. we have floInd many instances where finals fr( an the ()Iliee of Eye
( If Ip(Irtillilly's Emergeuy F(sali and Medical services Division are being it Atsi tIP
umlerwrite :is In lir as fifty (50je ) per cent of the eost distrilnition at : local
level. Thercro.--e. whereas 1 7SDA will subsidize :t loyal grower through its form
subsidy program, ()Elt I runds ore subsidizing 'Heal wel fa 1-e departments in a 1-4on-
mendltble attempt to get niort to hungry Americans. This subsidy to loen1 wel-
fare departments can he ill the form of a tollgate operation to bring food to an
aceessible It wation for the eligilde. Or it car: he ill the 1'0110 of warehouse rental,
staff% lease of equipment, or whatever ell 11 be worked out within (f1i.10 regulations,
and the ingenuity of CIAP directors.

I recently visited two suelt distribution centers in Texas, where EFMS monies
were responsible for instituting n Food Distribution program for eligible pet--
so:is. As coiiiiiieiidnlde as their effort is, it was extremely disturbing to notice
that the temperature in the warehouse where hundreds 1111011 hundreds of food
items were Iwing stored. was 105 degrees. Three men stripped to their undershirts

tr/nisers wee courageously working in that warehouse arranging ea:-!es Ill
order to make msle space for them to move about. Two girls working in the front:
Part of the warehouse were attempting to organize a filing system 1.vith fnos
blowing papers and with the temperature in the high 00s. It is ill this same heat
that eligible recipients must stand in line to receive their food. In another in-
stance, we found cases of eheese sitting in a warehouse where the temperature
was in tile low 90s. A few short questions brought out the fact that the person
in (-barge of this program liad used his personal money to bny a mail box and
extension cords for the freezer where butter was kept. He was not able to afford
lunalwr and nails to build risers so that cases of food don't have to sit on the
bare floor invitint., rats and roaches to feast.

The eligible persons in these two counties are faring somewhat better than
others. The longest distance all eligible person has to travel to get to the distribu-
tion point Is. twenty-six (2(1) miles and that person may receive as, many ns
t.wenty-tme (21 items. if he or she arrives for food while stock :s cmnplete. Not
all eligible persons are that lucky.in Aviv:tont nor example, fifteen (1.1) items may be all that a poi-sem may re-
ceive froni the twenty-four (2.1) available items. Butter and cheese are items that
A rim-ton:ins have never received tinder this progrnm. In some counties in the
smithwest. only four items were distributed for several months although this
hos recently been increase(l to eleven (11). This is still better than the person Or
persons who 110 longer find it worth their while to pay someone to take them 10
the 1-list111/111.1(111 111/1111- 11S1 there nre very few, if 1111y, items elderly mid sick people

11 in ke ndva tangy or t hrough tile Porta 1 dstrl foldout progrn
As load as iill this sounds. It does ina begin to deserilw t he depborahle cendit bins

to be forma I a PuertI) -Met). that. ben nil ful island so popular a site for (9.hferences
to discuss poverty. The eighty-two (82) distribution centers in Puerto RIco are
epen only twenty (20) days of the month. and-only distribute during tlm morning
1e ourS. If Ilie twenty-four (2-1 1 items that are supposed to be dhspensed in the
V/1041 Distribution program. Puerto Rico as a rule receives fr(mi eight (8) to
seventeen (17) items. At times the "lack of meat items, juice and clinned vege-
tables. which happens often, acts as a deterrent to people getting in line to re-
ceive their food. since the better products seem to he missina- and this diseonrages
people from making the lontr trek to the distribution venter or paying- $2.0o to
S4.00 to get their food 'delivered. This is usually done by local owners of small
trneks or cars who deliver from tent (10) to twenty (20) sacks to different homes
in one day. Sa(-ks nuiV" be lost. misplaced or delivered to the xvvong. 711

cases where the reeipient lives in a hilly area. the sacks are dropped off near the
"highway and the reeipient must then ca.7ry from twenty (20) to thirty (3'l)
ponntis' up to his home. If the recipient is ill on the scheduled day for pick up, he
1oso-4 out on that month's 'apportionment if he or she does not visit the distrihn-
tion center within three days from the appointed date in order to be re-scheduled
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rt awn net- (lay within the month. If he O she failed 1.1 di) 11115. !hellwait no- the next month to receive commodities. Storage facilities are higbiy

11nd refrigeration tiitiIi VIIIIISoeVer are in OXIslelal at any (if tile
-tv;0 IS:2) (I:sit-Minion sites, Considering the bent III PI lerlo iito. liiuIi or

h. food :Atolls or vonta ins maggots.
'I he overall complaints about the program are the same nearly everyNvhere.

I'he edict's and distribution venters are not located itt an area convenient for theTot monotonous diet or rood and the unwed quantities and variety
tend to create au aversion to such foods. I 11 some Ilra:4 a recipieet may get
enongn meat to last a month. Moro often than not. inea t win run out bef-oe the
end of the third week. And, I am being very charitable. no I am being a hypocrite
when I call it meat. 01w recipient in Texas ealled it laorsemeat. II wum hying
eompliteentary. ln reality. the so-eolielt obopped meat consists of pork tongue
met, t. beef heart meal. water. sngar, sodium nit rate, and sodium nitrite. We have
yet to tind the trite list of contents in the pork meat can. All the label says is
-pork in its natural Juices". Itut pitrk can be entrails, ears. brains and other partstor which there iSt euinmereial market. I shudder to think what. they meanby -natural uices-.

(the gentleman I hed occasion to speek with in ids home opened a ean of 540-
eallea pOrk Ile had Pieked at al tailgate operathol IlSked Ille to take Iiwhiff of it. Potrld is the kindest word I will use to describe the smell. That
night he tithed On fried 011101IS oread ruttier thoo eat the contents of lamedturkey. It was booed turkey alright, but the processor forgtit to take the
feathers off the turkey lwfore it got cooked and emoted for distribution among
the pair. I (ain't help but wonder whnt kiad or price Nve the taxpayers are paying
for this gallitage we are dumping on the poor.(tovernment and Private nuieitionists are constant Is pounding away on the
importance of balanced diet, to include meat, poultry, fish, eggs, cheese, grains,fruits and -.-e,,etables. Yet, the Food Distrilmt hat program does not include fish
or any variety of vegetables. At best, they get canned corn, peas and green ozsansbut they won't get all three at onee and no fresh fruit. Institutions may get
fresh fruits but needy persons will get none.

Those who have the courage to survive hostile treatment by county welfare
personnel, get to eat somewhat better meals than those for whom the constant
insults run-around, waiting and hostility becomes more than they can bear. We
found recipients Iwing treated as a bother. In those counties where timer presentadministration made a concerted effort to institute food program4 for thempdy. the hot-al:ay was even greater, since the attitude was that they were
running a. program forced on them by the government. As If to get.even. many
counties make it extremely difficult if not intinwsible for non-public as:4istance
households to participate in the Food Distribution program. County Welfare
Directors will ignore eligibility guidelines and make daily rules to fit their whim
and mood. One Comity Welfare Director clekled she would not accept applica-
tions rot- food program participation front pregnant mothers on. Tuesday. The

wiitg Tuesday, site decided that that day she would only am6pt. applientions
linsband and wife teams. If ou happened to he ollvoreed, widowed or an

unmarried neither and ltivlied for eertitlentlott On that Tuesday. yon were dolt of
lnek. Yon hod to have a Inwband. When messed for a eopy of the State Plan
i widen ity the way is available to any intereste(t person muter tile Freedom of
inforrantion Act) one of our field persons was told :he could not see it and that
she emild go see a lawyer, if she \\*anted to but: she would still not get a ehanee
to See the State Plan.When word gets aronnd, as it usually does, that in order to get eel-tilled for
the Distrilmtion program you must leav, yonr dignity and self-respect on
the limo- for the Welfare Director to step on. the result is foreseeable. -Yet Nvhen
we hove aroued with county welfare personnel that they are not serving all the
eligible people in- their county, their response tends to be that they are not re-
quired to go front door :o door to find out who Is eligible. After all,-the argument
goes. eonnty oTheials weee blackmailed by the government into accepting a food
progra

This may be the first-public heat-lugs on tlie effectiveness of the l'ood Distribu-tion program., mit complaintS la the local level 'have, been going shywards like
a million prayers only_ to fart on deaf ears.- If local groups attempt to eontaet
or cominunicate with trI4DA 'Regional offielais who n rrlve ill-the itren, their at-.o
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titudc is that they can e.iit nor talk to no one until they have touched base with
the stat or county offiials. They won't even come into an area without first

touching lose with the state agency. Citizens are precluded trom meeting with
regboati USDA people without the partielpatioti of state officials. In ninny in-

stances, state or county officials are devious, unrespomaive defensive. Re-
peated expressions of concern and requests for improvement in the Food Dis-

tribution system or non-system from consumers, piddle officials, social service
agencies. civic groups, i*eligious groups, and private citizens point to the lack of

adequate administration of tne rood Distribution program as these requests

have rticeiveti no response. A clote look at State Plans reveal that the existing
regulations are unenforceable. There are no avenues for consumer complaints.
The food commodity distributor at the local level is required to keep reams and
reams of records on the amount of food received, the amount distributed, the
number of spoiled items, broken bags and punctured cons, and heaven help the
record keeper if he doesn't tally to a evrtain perceett.ge. But who checks on
the certifier to see Imw many eligible persons he/she turnezi down? Who checks

the supplier to see that he isn't vbalating the "out ract *.o supply food aL. a, cer-

tain date am! at 2: certain location? Who checks to see that the recipient isn't
receiving spoiled cheese, rode:At-infestNI flour, rice and milk who cheekr to see

that items are stored safely? Wno checkp to see if the available items are being
distributed from a half-way comfortable location? Hundreds of recipients aro
foretal to freeze in the winter and fry in the summer, year In and year out as
they stand In line at the distribution site wuitnir for their food.

At some distribution centers, waitins perio7is can be as long as three (3)
hours and a large majority of them Lur.e no toilet facilitiea. The sick and the.
elderly have no access to chairs, or even boxes to sit on while they wait. in
some az 3as, such an ruerto Rico, the recipient has one day a month in which to
pick up commodities. Why does this continue? I suggest to you that the mess
exists because we have no system for getting food 'a as orderly a manner to the
poor as we get food to our armed forces.

The public is led to believe that there is a system. After all, there are State
Plaun, order forms, application blanks, registration cards, special record keep-

lug and reporting forms, funds to check on suspicious looking reelpientr, ; is
and contracts. Btu when you total them up, you are left with a non-system. It is
non-system the poor depend oa for a balaaced diet and enough food to keep

from starving.
Senator Pk.nay. Senator Cook ?
Setuttor Coox. How big is Paris, Mo., Mrs. Troy ?
Mrs. TROY. It is really it very small town. I cou`ld not tell you just

exactly how big, really, is the population of it.
Senator COOK. Is it a county seat?
Mrs. TROY. Monroe CitT is the county seat. They have their food

stored in Monroe City, which is about 27 miles from Paris. And when
they was giving it out, they took 2 days for it. They woulrl go down
to Monroe City one day, and Paris that next morning, an:1 Madison,
Mo., about 14 miles from there, and they would go to Madison that
afternoon.

Senator COOK. They - 'd bring the supplies with them?
Mrs. TROY. Yes, the The court said that the reasnn why lots

of times they could not get it up there was because they had to take
the city wnikers off their jobs to go down there and get it and then
help pass it out. But. which they did not. They went and got it. But
if you had a big box, the worker would stand there drinMi ig coffee
while you tried to carry the box out to whatever transportation you
had.

Senator Com. They thought it was much more important to repair
streets than to feed the poor?

Mrt*. TROY. They wasn't repairing the street. They was sitting there
drinking coffee.

68
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Mrs. OLWAREZ. I have one pointand I realize that the mind will
absorb only what the sent can withstand, and so I will be brief.

PORK IN Ifs "NATURAL JUICES"

I think we need to look more carefully into the meat products. They
touched upon it before. They distribute canned pork. They do not hst
the items. I suspect that there are entrails and ears. It says, "Cooked
pork in its netural juices," and I shudder to think what they mean by
"natural juic s." I think this is a very serious offense because tax-
payers' money is being used to buy garbage that we are dumping on
t he poor in the name of a commodity program.

Senator COOK. You bring this up into regard to some canned tur-
key, as a matter of fact, in your prepared statement, do you not?

Mrs. OLIVAREZ. Well, the typist left out a whole paragraphs but I
was very cynical about it. I aid not believe it until I was brought.a
can of turkey with feathers in it. I did not see the bones And I did
get a chance to smell the so-called canned pork.

This to me is extremely serious and needs to he looked into. We do
not know who the processcr is.

Second is that the siti ttion in Puerto Rico, that beautiful island
where everybody convenes to discuss poverty, has some problems that
have not come to light yet, and I think it is imperative that this com-
mittee do investigation of what is happening in Puerto
Rico, hoc-, thorough disgraee.

Senr night even get sonic volunteers from the com-
mittec his winter.

Mrs. nat is what 1 mean.
Senator coo-K-. Having just finished a study that took me hack and

forth on a lot of weekends, I am »ot goi»g to he one of those volunteers,
1 have got to tell you.

:1/4[114. Tray. aid you ever lin VP commottities which, when you got them,
were spoiled, in cans?

Mrs. TROY. No, I cannot say T have.
Senator Coon. You never had any canned chicken or canned turkey

that were spoiled?
Mrs. TROY. No. T have not.
Senator COOK. But, then, you hnd a very short-lived program?
Mrs. TROY. Yes, we did.
Senator Coon. Is there any indication that Monroe County will open

up again at the time of its next budget? Or is there any attempt being
made ? Ts there any attempt by county officials to find resources?

I notice that you had your community action agency that supplied
money to keep it going from January through July I

Mrs. 'Nov. Yes.
Senator Coon. Is there any effort by any agency or any organization

in Monroe County to reestablish this program?
Mrs. TROY. No.

have somethino. I wolild like you all to read, if you do not mind.
Sennfor Coon. No. pleas(' dn.
Mrs. Tamr. This is What qnr judges think of it.
Senator Coon. Thank you.

;.3
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This is an art ide that says, "Free food program may he resumed by
November 1st. In session Monday . . ( reading a rt ide) . . . if facts
slum they do not need the food.

I would like to put, these two articles into the record,* if you would
not mind.

lIs. do not mind. Thank yon.
Senator PEllev. Thank you both very much indeed for being with u3.
The last witness this morning is Mr. Itoward Barnum). Mr. Baumar .

is the vice president of science and technology, at the Pillsbury Co.
We appreciate your being with us this morning.

LTATEMENT OF DR. HOWARD E. BAUMAN,.. VICE PRESIDENT.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, PILLSBURY CO.

Dr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Cook, the Pillsbury Co., fei do
most other food companiu, takes pride in the quality of its prodilcts
which tlw consmner purchasesand can exist only as long ns,the cus-
tomer is satisfied.

To accomplish this, we accept that our responsibility cannot, stop at
the plant. door, but inii4 carry through tc) the furthest point possible
in the distribution chain, since the problems of control beeome ccen-
tuated the more a produet is handled, stored, and transshipped..

Tlw selection of la nutterinls, and the processing,,packaging, ware-
housing, and t ransportat ion of fiayd should be on integrated operation
and shouud be Controlled by experts with considerable trainingespe-
cially in this day and age of fitst production, transportation, and
consumption.

But no matter thecare with 1,vhich the food is handled- in the plant,
w( must aceept I hat there are many vehicles and Wit relouso facilities
t hat are un lit for 1 Ins I ransportat ion or ()rage of .food, nuol t hat many
times t ILV personnel are not familiar wit h I he care neeessary in the sa fe
handlingof food products.

Sect ion 40'2 of the Food. I )rug and Cosmetic Act states :
Food shall be deemed to be adulterated if it has been prepared. paeiced. or held

under unsanitary emullt ions wlwreby it niay have become contaminated and
whereby it may have been rendered Injurious to health.

This is a broad but a good regulation, since it allows FDA to do
something about the warehouse, or transport units that are unsuited
for handling foods, or that may be insect and rOdent infested. Ware-
housemen and transportpersonnel are not required to demonstrate any

iknowledge or training n the food area. One result of 'this is that in
many cases the packaging has to be such as to minimize breakage,
cnish lug, and contamination from improper handling.

The food business is in an unfortunate position in this day and age,
since almost everyOne `ConsiderS himself-an expert on , foodmost
likely because we come in contact with it ninny timesA' daY.,
fortunate, because ,food is one area where a little ;cnowlecige can be
dangerous, and slip-ups through the distribution channel can affect
the hea It h and welfare of literally tImusands of people.

Hee Appendix 1. p. 2185 sad p. 2187.
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It is amazing to me that we expect TV technicians, pluinhers, elec-
t rieians, beauty shop operators, et cetera to be lieensed and knowledge-
able in their fieldsbut apparently aren't too coneertwd about ihe ex-
perience the persons httndfing our food supply have, even thol!gh we
Ingest and digest this same food daily. Maybe it's true that familiarity
breeds contempt.

FLOUR AND FLOUR DisTm.BUTION

1 have been requested to talk principally about flour and flour dis-
trilmtionand will confine my remarks to the system of control that
we use for dour going to the consumeraml discuss our siweifications
and control versus tlmse of two Government agencies--the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture aml the Defemse Supply Agency. Many of
mv retuarks will be valid for other food products as well.

'First, I would like to state that flour is a delicate product and.should
be handled with care. It is a product that easily absorbs all types of
odors, that may range from perfumes to kerosene. It is highly absorb-
ent so that spillage may be quickly soaked up with hardly a trace on
the outside of the package.

It is an excellent, food, and insects and rodents loveit if they can get
to it. If it becomes damp in storagewhich means.raisin4 the moisture
content only 3 to 4 percent, mold can and will grow in it: It is also a
universal food in that everyone likes it, and it is used in so many ways
that every home uses it.- Because of its attributes, wide usage, and
vulnerability, it is an example of a, product that must be protected
throughout the distribution chain as well as we possibly can.

I have used the USDA commodity product area and Defense Supply
Agency as the agencies .selected because of their large procurement or
flour and Other itmns.

This statement, is written in an attempt to encompass in , briwr
time as possible the important components of food tuld
placing the emphasis yhere it was felt it was most needet,
the systems are most vulnerable.

nek,

I will start with an assumption based on oar experience that we
believe is valid, in that the flourwhether for-our use, USDA's com-
modity program, or DSA's procurement, is for all practical purposes
(.qual in quality and insect-free when it leaves the mill,

A food manufacturer spends considerable time developing a distri-
bution system, and research and development spends a great deal of
time and money and study designing an optimum packaging system
that is compatible with the particular distribution system developed,
and that.will meet all FDA requirements for pure food.

We also know by experience that if changes are made in this sys-
tem, it will probably require some change in the paCkaging system.
Thus any changes-shoidd be macle cautiously.

In order for optimum packaging to be used, it is essential that the
hazards in the system be kmown and properly. .grkzarded against- find
controlled. For this -reason we hdve developed workingi mantis% that
detail the control we must exercise and have .includod with this state-
ment pertinent portions of our grocery products company distribution
warehouse sanitation manual and also a brochure that we hand out to
customers of ours once the title of the product passes to them for their
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use in controlling their own warehouses. It details, for instance, the
selection, cleaning, fumigationz et cetera, of railroad cars or trucks
used for shipment. It does require that only warehouses inspected and
approved by our Department of Environmental Biology can be used
to store our food products.

Further, these warehouses are frequently reinspected to make sure
they continue to meet our standards.

Our experts also work with the warehouse managers to aid and
assist them in their control procedures and make recommendations for
improvement, if needed. This type of control includes such things as
the height to which product may be stack ?d to avoid crushing or
other damage. It also cletails instructions °it disposal of damaged or
contaminated product.

This type of control can be maintained, however, only as long as
we have title to the product: beyond that r,oint, v 3 still work with
the customer on sanitation, and have distriht ed many copies of a bro-
chure entitled "Warehouse Sanitation Cent,ol" for their guidance.

This system is working quite well, sir once the customer has
paid for the jproduct, anything that happei to it is money out. of his
pocket and he welcomes any assistance pr ided. This monetary in-
centive is a powerful one in developing a pei-sonal interest in the one
who owns the product, and is missing, unfor;unately, in the commod-
ity distribution system.

DErE:gsn STIPPLY AnEN(71° iTcr,DS TITLE

The DSA is unique as far as food proor, rement by Government
agencies is concerned. Although their sperifioations are unbelievably
unwieldy, complex, and difficult to follow, they do represent packaging
systems that are rot only compatible with tle- distribution system
used, but also the area of the world the product ihight go to.

For instance, flour designated for immediate consumpf I packed
in L manner identical to a commercial system. How ver, if it is in-
ter.ded for storage, the overwrap or baler mus,t be a type of container
that is designed to be insect-proof. For other uses, special, moisture-
proof bags, CRTISI und even sealed wooden shipping containers are
specified. The latter is for use in more primitive ports, where breakage
and .pilferage may be high.

We must remember that the PSA system title is retained by the
military until consumed: thus, they have total control and any losses
or damage or contamination are a fault of thei r own system and can
thus more easily be corrected. They also have good written programs
for in-transit and warehouse fumigation and rodent control, equal to
good commercial systems.

USDA MAJOR Pnostarst Is DIST RtBIITION

USDA. on the other hand, is hampered by a number of factors which
aro principally Procurcement regulations, and the system by which
commodity products must be bandied.

Ree Appendl I. p. 2229.
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Produe:, is purchased by -USDA under their specifications and, as
mentioned before, the flour is essentially ectual in quality to commer-
cial product when it leaves the mill. The distribution system is their
major problem. The title for commodities apparently passes on to the
States, once the product reaches the State. And although the ears
used are fumigated and cleaned by accepted procedures, apparently
not all recipients examine the shipment for contamination and in-
festation before off-loading.

The USDA requires that each State submit a plan. for the handling,
control, and distribution of commodities 'for approval, but the task
of monitoring the subsequent transportation systems and warehousing
is beyond the ability of any Federal agencyor any commercial orga-
nization, for that matteras the product moves from State to county,
to local recipientwhich may be an individual, a school board, et
cetera.

If problems of breakage, damage, contamination, and infestation
ioccur in the commodity products, it s most likely to happen in this

portion of the chain which has departed from normal food distribu-
tion channels. It is here that the amateur food handler undoubtedly
enters. It is also understandable that nonfood-trained recipients might
not understand that furniture warehouses and abandoned railway
stations are not very good places to store food.

CilEM I CA IS MOST DANGEROUS NEAR FLOUR

My greatest fear in this type of system is not necessarily the break-
age and infestation. Although esthetically it is undersirable, the health
hazard is nowhere near as grave as it would be if commodities ht!ppen
to be shipped or stored with dangerons chemicals such as certain in-
secticides, pesticides or industrial chemicals.

I know of no problems from this in the United States that have
resulteci in illness or deaths, but it has happened elsewhere in the
world, and I am sure many of you will recall the incident in Mexico
a few years ago where insecticide and flour were sent in the same
truck to a village; a bottle of insecticide broke and contaminated the
flour. Many people in the village died from eating this flour.

Unless our ilistribution systems are highly controlled, it can happen
here.

The USDA is handicapped by another major problemthat of
packaging designed for the system. If optimum packaging specifica-
tions developed by industry for distribution in controlled systems

iare usedas they n most cases arethen problems will arise if the
product is handled through a distribution system for which it was
not designed.

If the packaging is designed to meet the most abusive system in the
commodity distribution system, our experts informed me that the
cost of the packaging would probably increase to a point where it
night be cheaper to purchase product from coimnercial outlets in the
area.

There are two major factors involved in this type of increased cost.
First, the strength of the bags, cans, cases, et cetera would have to be
increased if careless handling is involved, which can be very expen-
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sive, and most likely this would result second, ll special paekagi ng

specifications----thiit is. types of packaging materials that would
require special production runs and in many cases probably additnal
capital inv2stment by contahwr manufacturers.

I don't believe t here are many container manufacturers who would
make this investment without a contract assuring them of an adequate
return on investment, and .as long as the contracts are based on lowest
bidder, the oddS of getting manufacturers vinterested are. miiiuimah

It is my own personal opinion that GoVermnent procnrement Feg-
ulations for food reduce all .aspects, of the food procurement to tile
least common denominator.

LEAST-COST X(.7 li.4161NO V IVIN pn')

For exaMple, if a choke is offered in the 'bid between packaging.
the least-cost package will always win. Under this system of specifi-
cations, the package will be the one least 'able to *stand- np .nnder the
rigor§ of a nonfroa diStributi, ySteiri.

If a range is offered for p. in and vitamins. for instance, the
lowest possible leVel will aiw lie used in bidding:the,-contraet.
Further,- the specificatiOns do riot require that. organizations.involVed
inaintain a respe,table qualityassurance system and testing prOce,Jures
to control the eLvironment of production.

Thus, NV(1 can expect that unless basic requirements and specifica-
firms are stringent, the Government wilt always purchase minimal
qua] ity food and packaging.

I can only speak, of course
l

about my own company in regard to
our contract procurements. We inspect, our suppliers' operation. and
will not aecept minimal standards in any cases, but insist that the
suppliers meet the same qualifications as we have for materials pro-
duced within Our '3W11. system.

We are, of course, interested in prke, but not at, the
of safety,- quality, and overall excellence. We have even at lilies pa
premium prices to obtain the highest quality' product or an- additional
safety nrarginusually because it required additional capital, testing.
or quality control on the part of the manufacturer --over.his normal
system.

I hope in this brief statement that I have conveyed some idea of
the problem. areas and some of the factors involved in flour handline-
and distribution. I would like to make, some recommendations that,
in some cases, are alternatives to the present system, and some -that
should, overall, help upgrade at least that-portion of the food business
that the Government administers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

First, if there are problems with excessive damage and contamina-
tion in the coniniodity system- -and I, have no first-hand limowledrre of
thisthen four possible recou.ses I` believe al.e available:

1. Upgrade the total distribution system, down to the local level,
equal to that of a normal, controlled, commercial system; or
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2. Increase packaging specifications to a point where they will
stand almost, any abuse and are totally insect, rodent, and con-
taminatiou proof ; or

3. Use commercial food distribution systems for the handling
and distribution of commodities. It seems ridiculous to me that
the Federal .and local governments are trying to-establish a sub-
stitute system for the good food distribution systems that already
exist; or

4.. Use food stamps or other Media of exchange that are only
good for the commodities that would be eligible for distribution,
and pick them np at retail.

Two other factors which I consider important, are to :
. . Revise specifications so that choices and ranges are not a

significant factor in the bids ;
2. Add to procurement regulations that a sufficient. quality as-

surance level lw maintained to insure suitable control over envi Fon-
merit and production.

Thank you.
Senator PFAWY. Mr. Bauman, we very much appreciate your being

here. Your testimony is extremely helpful.
Can you tell Me if Pillsbury flour is ever shipped with insecticide

or other chemicals ?
Mr. BAUMAN. Oh, absolutely not.
Senator PERCY. Can you comment at all on whether the same prac-

tire used by Pillsbury is used by -USDA? .
Mr. BAUMAN. USD A_ is cautious up to their point of t- .1* -itle

to the product. The 1...* are, say, i 111 ; iittl to
the Stilt, 1- i- Led, cleaned, fumigated, and checked for
any types of infestation that might be possible.

But or-ce it gas to the States, then as far as I can determine, then,
essentiAl-,7 no control. whatsoever.
Senatcr PERCY. Of the boxcars that actually come to your mills fo7-

,)ading, what percentage is acceptable to you?
Mr. BAtn.i.AN. Oh, I would say not more than 50 percent of the carE

tat come in are suitable.
Senator PERCY. You reject 50 percent of the cars for purposes (xi

-.Itippin;.1- food products?
Mr., BAmst-A. Yes.
Senator PERCY. Do you get any complaints concerning the delivery

of -USDA. flour?
STATE COMPLAINTS ARE NIL

Mr. BAUMAN. Very rarely. I took a look at this. If we sell to ti
retailer and t.1in !'ioxotr comes in and there happens to be infestation.
we hear about it at once. But very rarely do we ever eet a complaint
back from the State or anyone that has received USDAP-tIour, which in-
dicates to me they just are not checking the product properly when
it oolnes

Senator PEROT. How fai down the pipeline does Pillsbury's over-
sight inspection actually go?

trr. ArlIAN. Our own inspection syStem ?

Senator PERCY. Yes.
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Mr. BAUMAN. It goes to the major warehouses to the point where the
actual retailer buys it.

Senator PEncy. Are you actually spot-inspecting at all in retailers ?
Mr. BAUMAN. Oh, yes. There is not much we can do to the retailer in

controlling the warehouses, but we have established training programs
for their warehousemen and actually have 13eople that go out and put
on. films and lectures on how to control the warehouse.

Senator PERCY. Last, on packaging specifications, are there any
recommendations or suggestions you would care to make with respect
to USDA packaging specifications? Would they meet your standards
at Pillsbury, for instance, or are yours much more stringent and tight?

Mr. BAUMAN. They meet, in most cases, our requirements and our
distribution system. But in most cases they are certainly not suitable
for the type of handlinfr they get, especially at the more local levels
for food, and I do not believe in many cases they are suitable.

For instance, in flour, they are currently offering a choice of two
bags. One is a standard one-p'ly bag. which Is used in most commercial
areas. The other is a pinchbottom-type bag, which is essentially insect
proof. Right now you can bid either one, but the pinchbottom bag costs
twice the amount of the other one. And obviously, you are going to bid
the cheaper bag.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.
Senator Cook ?

WEAKEST LINK : TITLE TRANSFER TO STATES

Senator COOK. Mr. Bauinan, your remarks have been very inter-
esting.

We still get to the same point, do we not? As ;mon as the local official
or the State official opens up that boxas we learned, for instance, in
the situation we have discussed this morningif they do not have the
right kind of truck and they bring the con.ity dump truck up there,
then they take these things out of a car that has been sanitized and
everything elze has been clone, and they throw it on the truck and
take it to a distribution center ?

Mr. BAUMAN. Yes.
Senator CooK. No inspections are made of the distribution centers,

no inspections are made of the warehouses, no effort is made to fulfill
the requirements of tempereture. So, therefore, everything we have
done up to that point conceivably can totally break down. canqt not ?

Mr. BAUMAN. Absolutely. It is the weakest7 part of the whole system.
Senator Coox. If they go into the basement in Roxbury in Boston

and it gets flooded out, then all the flour jirit gets thrown away, and
that is the end ?

Mr. BAum.v.N. That is right. Even if flour is stored in a damp place, it
only has to pick up 3 to 4 percent moisture to become moldy.

Senator Coox. Your company produces products other than flour,
and you are familiar with USDA. and you are familiar with its bidding
procedures, I assume, and are familiar with how it operates. What are
some of the reasons that many of the major -peanut butter manu-
facturers will not even bid USDA peanut butter fanymbre? Do you
know ? Do you have any idea?

7 6
s
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Mr. 13ATIMANT. Well, I think the main reason is that the overhead that
the food manufacturer has to bear for a good quality assurance pro-
gram and the research be is sponsoring puts his cost to a point where
be has a difficult time bidding.

Senator Coox. Are you saying that the cost he has to bid for peanut
butter for USDA is so low you cannot give a good quality merchandise ?

Mr. BAUMAN. Not at the price that other manufacturers will bid ;
yes.

Senator Coox. Let me get this straight, now.
Not at the price that other manufacturers will bid. I am saying, can

you produce the same twoduct you are producing now and do it at a
price that you could bid on contract with TTSDA ? Or would you
have to reduce the quality of your product in order to make a bid to
provide peanut butter for USDA ?

Mr. BAUMAN. Generally, I would say you would probably have to
reduce quality or handle your figures in some other fashion.

Senator Coos. "Handle your figures in some other fashion" so you
do not have to absorb a loss and you van shove it off on something else ?

Mr. BAUMAN. That iS about it.
Senator COOK. In other words the peanut butter that is really being

produced for the specifications that USDA submits is not what you
would call a good quality product ? That is a tough question trt ask.

Mr. BAUMAN. Yes ; that is a tough question to ask.
I think from an edible food standpoint, yes, it is good quality. But

I think a lot can be done to the peanut butter to make it better quality,
more acceptable quality.

Senator Coos.. In other words, if we had a program that tries to
provide the right kind of vitamins, the right kind of protein, the right
kind of all the things Lhat are necessary, the standards that are put
out for bid by the USD_ lo not: meet what you would call "adequate"
standards to provide the right types of protein, the right types of the
necessary ingredients for a quality product ?

USDA UTILIZES MINIMAL STANDARDS

Mr. BAUMAN. I would have to say they are minimal standards. yes.
Senator COOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PERCY. Senator Cook, we appreciate your being here verymuch indeed.
Mr. Bauman, we very much appreciate your testimony.We express our appreciation to all o our witnesses this morning.Senator Coox. May I ask one other question ?
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Senator Coos. I wonder, Mr. Bauman : Is there any reason reallywhy in your item 4 suggation, "Use food stamps or other media ofexchange that are only good for the commodities that would be eligiblefor distribution"is there any reason you would want to limit it tocommodities that would be elipble for distribution ?Can you not honestly envision the problems of going into a majorsupermarket and having to look at a list to see whether what youbought was on the standard list? Is there any reason why you can-not go in and buy fresh vegetables? Is there any reason, for instance,
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why, instead cf buyin,7 Pillsbury flour you cannot buy some of your
cereals? Is there any reason why we have to say to an individual who
has Stamps, when he comes into a. store, that the only thing that you

conceivably biky are commodities that somehow are eligible for
distribution?

Because we know that some _of the commodities that are eligible
for distribution arc not surplus commodities, are not surplus in their
demands throughout the country. So is there any reason why in that
item you would.want to limit it to "eligible foe aistribution' ?

Mr. BAUMAN. I guess I worded it badly. I looked at this as being
a supplement to the Food Stamp Program. But, rather than the com-
modities being distributed the way they are now, the people could
still get the same amount of commodities. But in this way they would
have a choice of whichever flour they wanted to buy.

I think the best overall is to give them sufficient amounts of money
or stamps to buy what they need.

Senator Coon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PERCY.. The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m.,

on Thursday, in room 1114 of the New Senate Office Building.
(Whereupon, at 12 :40 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at 10 a.m., on September 16, 1971, in room 1114, of the New
Senate Office Building.).
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OPENING STATEMENT OF. SENATOR PERCY, PRESIDING
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conducted by theSenate Select. Committee OD. Nutrition and Human Needs on the FoodDist ribution Program of the U.S. Deimrtment of Agriculture.
Yesterday we heard testimony describing the program from therecipient's point 'of view. -Generally, the testimony indicated that theFood Distribution Program is too burdensome to be truly effective.There was much sentiment expressed for replacement of commoditiesby food stamps; however, there was also a feeling t. int since the Food

Distribution Program was going to be in operation for some time tocomet it should be unproved.
This morning we will .hear from several witnesses representing theprivate food sector. The purpose of today's hearing will be to developsuggestions and recommendatiOns froth laoth industry and food p-o-fessionals as to how the Food Distribution Program can be improved.As chairman of these hearings, let me ccymment on some of the state-ments that both Senator Cook:and Linade yesterday. The purpose ofthese hearings is not to try to point a finger at the Department of Agri-culture and use it as a whipping boy. We understand that, in manyinstances, the Department 35 working under, directive§ laid down by
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. We are very havpy' this morning :t4) weleOme "the :fpriner !adviser tothe President Of tne -United -States, President Johnson5,and now theconsumer adviser td the ,preSident of -Giant Food; Inc., Mrs. gsterPeterson. Mrs.' Peterion; we 'are honored' and privileged to haVe youhere this morning.
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Is that pork and beans'?
Mrs. PETERSON. This is good old pork and beans.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ESTER PETERSON, CONSUMER ADVISER TO

THE PRESIDENT OF GIANT FOOD, INC.

Mrs. PETERSON. I am delighted to be here. I was very pleased to
receive a call saying that you would be interested in knowing what we
in private industry are trying to do to help improve the nutrition in-
formation in our country. I appreciate the opportunity of having a
chance to explain this, and, as you said in your opening remarks, it
just might be that there are some points that could be applied to this
very, important question that you are deciding: The effectiveness of the
Foit;d Distribution Program.

I certainly want to congratulate the committee for the leadership
it has given to the elimination of hunger and malnutrition in this
country, which is certainly one of our malor problems.

We are testing in the Giant Food stores, a nutritional labeling plan
that was developed in cooperation with the Government. I must say
that the techniques and the skill of the Department of Agriculture ard
the Food and Drug Administration have been splendid. They have
the competence, the lmow-how, to do all of these things. The plan that

iwe are testing s an adaptation of one proposed by the Food and Drug
Administration. There are some other FDA plans that are being tested
by other groups.

The aim is to find a way to give nutrition information to consumers
at. the point of purchase. 'We have ..!elt for a long time that consumer
education about nutrition does not, do any good unless a person making
a food purchase knows what he is t7etting and how he can prepare it.
We have had recommendations from the Food Marketing Commission
and from the Agriculture Advisory Committee that there be nutrition
information at the point of purchase.

CON VEREN OE RECOMMENDED NITTR mown'''. INFORMATION

I think the last big recommendation was from the White House Con-
ference on Food, Nutrition, and Health and if I recall correctly, one
of the recommendations at that time was that the items under the
Food Distribution Program also have nutritional informition. So it is
not a new idea to have consumer nutrition information at the point of
pu rchase.

This plan that we are teSting at Giant was wIrked out by a commit-
tee* composed of nutritionists, Government and industry representa-
tives, and consumer advocates. The committee was chaired.:by Dr. Jean
Mayer of Harvard University, who was Chairman of the White House
Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health.

Now, simply7 this is the plan, if I can use my can of beans to illus-
trate it. There is a symbol on the item to show that that item is nutri-
tionally labeled. The plan was to develop something so that the con-
sumer could identify : "Here is where I can get nutrition information."
Now, I must s!Ly again, this is a test. It does not mean that this is the
system that will finally evolve, hut at least it iff,a beginning to show, the

*Bee Appendix 2 . p. 2268.
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consumer. Nutrition information will be on each article that is marked
with the symbol. If consumers sae the symbol, they wilt turn the can
and find this information. The label says "Eatth day eat a wide variety
of foods to get a total of 10 units of each nutrient listed, a cup pro-
vides . . " It lists those nutrients that have been agreed upon as
the essential nutrients and the amounts needed daily. The aniounts are
the recommended dietary allowances set by the Food and Drug Board
of the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences.
so they are not picked out of thin air. They are picked by the best
experts that we have.

The label states the amount in a serving and tells bow much the serv-
ing is, whether it is a cup or an ounce or whatever it happens to be.
It gives the units of each nutrient contained in the product, and it says
what is not there as well. That is important for the consumer to know
in order to be able to make a balanced diet. It is especially important
today when advertising is very heavy in the food industry and fre-
quently in the nonnutritious areas, so it is difficult for consumers to
make the value judgment as to what nutrition they are getting. So the
essential nutrients are there, but there is a blank if a nutrient is not in
the product. and then the person will know that he has to pick up other
items for that.

There is additional information about the amount of grams of pro-
tein, carbohydrates, fat, and calories, and those are not specified in
units. Scientists are not agreed on a specified amount because individ-
ual differences are so great.

This information appears on the labels of 10 Giant-brand canned
products. I have brought cans of pork and beans, corn and peas to
illustrate the way it appears. I was Interested in looking at the labels
on the commodity products that are distributed by the Government2 to
see if similar information could be given on their labels. In addition
to the cans, we have nutrition information on posters for 48 other
items.

SEVEN NUTRITIONAL POSTERS IN STORES

I will just briefl3r show you one poster.* This ono happens to be the
one that is over the bakery division and it states what the nutrients
are in bread, whole wheat rolls, soft rolls, hard rolls, cherry pie., corn
muffins and bagels and so forth, so that the person can look at this and
begin to have the information he needs. We have one of these for
dairy, fresh produce, frozen foods, and meats as well. And I must say
that consumers are finding there are a lot of surprises.

I was called yesterd,y lay one of our meat men who said : "Mrs.
Peterson, we can't keep in liver since your poster has been up because it
shows liver to be so very high in nutrients needed." But anyway, the
plan gives the consumer the information at the.point of purchase to
be able to make the deci. ionthe nutritious decision.

Again I must emphasize that this program is a test. We are trying
it out to see if people respond to it. I feel even if people do not
respond, that we are educating and beginning to set a plan for the
future. The food industrythe whole food distribution and process-
ing systemis getting more and more complicated. At the same time,
we are having a higher degree of sophistication on the part of our

See Appendix 2. pp. 2271-2277.
54-S54-71--pt. SA-- 0
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consiltiwrs to traderstand. I am very promi Hata'. industry. is volun-
tarily taking this step to try nutritional labeling, as a way of provid-
ing this in formation.

We have had great cooperation on this iwogram with all of the
industry groups. with the cm.sumers, and certainly with the Govern-
ment ageiwies. So it has mall yi pleased me no ona that you, too, are
interested in seeinr how Haiti (roes. It, is going to require a great
ch9Ll of edneation, lila we are ePaucating for the future. We are not
waiting until there is a crisis and then wondering how do we meet it.
.We are saying tlmt this is at plan that could work. I think it is a very
good one. There are many others and we cannot say whieh one will
he used finally, but at least we are trying. That is,a brief explanation
of the system.

Senator PERCY. It was either a year or two ago that Margaret Mead
said before this committee that "In all areas of technology We seem
to have progressed in the -United States except nutrition education."
She said we have 1.egressed so badly that we are way .behind the level
of knowledge of nutrition that the American public 'had in Waeld
War II when we were all very conscious of the necessity of prepar-
ing food of nutritiOnal value and maximizing.our food stainpS and
expenditures on the most nutritional. things. She said, we have re-
gressed since then and she emphasized that industry had regressed.

Would you concur with this and .what, generally speaking, is the
food industry in Atherica doing to counteract, this trend and to better
educate tlw public. especially since as it does control a very large
segment of the neWs media in the form of advertising in magazines,
newspapers, radio, and, of course, teleVisi on ?

Y ETHNIC FOODS MOH TN VALUE

Mrs. PETERSON. Well, I concur with that observation. I think that
is true. In fact, since we started this program, it has been interesting
to me to note how many comments I have had from people saying:
"Look, our good ethnic foods that. we were raised on actually are very
good." With my own Scandinavian backrround, if you look at the
nut rients in what any people used to call peasant food. you find that
they are cycellent. A woman called me the other day and said: "Mrs.
Peterson, you mean to tell me that my meal of greens and chicken
and watermelon is one of the best combinations?" And it. is true.
But, we have gotten away from that and we have become dependent
on convenience foods. This is part of our great technology and it is
what people have asked for. but I think there has been an over-
abundance of emphasis on convenience foods without the accompany-
ing information on nutrition.

Now, one point about that is this: To put good nutrition in food
costs money. This is another reason why I feel very strongly that
the consumer must know what nutrients he is getting or not getting.
I think that industry is somewhat at fault. I think the consumer is
at fault, too, for taking all of thiswe share the responsibility. But
I think now we have a great opportunity to really move way from
this. That is why I am very pleased that industry is voluntarily say-
ing, "Look, let's take these criticisms and take these needs ana let's
meet them the best we can."
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Senator PERCY. IS there any way to reach all of the dietitians and
the home economists !and sort of marshal them into a fore° to engage
in this crusade or is there a general mailing list of 'all of them or an
association of home economists ?

Mrs. RurEaso-N. There certainly is, ,and I must say we are meeting
with them. I met last night wit it the district chapters of the American
Dietet ic Association and the American Home Economics Association,
300 women, and we had a great and lively discussion on this question.
I was very pleased with the unanimity there in the group. They are
saying, "We have been so technical about understandine- the milli-
grams and all these thinns that maybe we have not really Translated it
into common language to the average consumer." And I am very
pleased that many of them are volunteering to assist us in giving this
information. I think .we can see a whole new surge of understanding.

I think one thing that is frightening, though, is that the, faddists are
moving into the food area and part of the reason is that there has been
a vacuum. I think faddists move in where leadership has not been pro-
vided, and this is evident in this case. I think government can do a
tremendous 'amount now. I think the Department of Agriculture home
extension people have a tremendous opportunity to 'assist, especially
in giving information through government programs, such us corn-

ty distribution.
Senator PERCY. I wondered if' you feel that home economists would

be interested in being kept -up to date with the proceedings of this com-
mittee as it has been going on. We have another 5 months to go with
our charge-6 monthsand certainly we want to make our work a
continuing and lastina one s much as we can and pass it on to private
industry. So much ofour economy is controlled by the private sector
that we.want them to help carry the crusade on. We want other Gov-
ernment committees to do it and I would also like to enlist home econo-
mists. There muSt be thousands of home economists who could feel a
part of this effort and. would be pleased to be contacted by the
committee.

might suggest to the chairman that we do that and have the staff
see if they can prepare a smnmary of what we have concluded and then
maybe survey them to determine what they can do to help carry on and
find answers to some of the real problems that we have tried to reveal.

Mrs. PETERSON. I think that is a splendid idea. By the way, they have
helped us in the formulation of the plan that we are testing.

SellatOr PERCY. Well, I appreciate your comment on that Mrs.
Peterson, in view of the fact that the De.partment of Agriculture does
have complete control over the packaguag and contents of the com-
modities that they distribute, do you think it would be feasible and
oractical for the U.S. Department of Agriculture to include nutri-
tional labelihg on all of the commodities? These are USDA. commod-
ities right here.

USDA COULD INCLUDE NUTRITIONAL LABELING

Mrs. PETERSON. I think that would be absolutely splendid. It is a
good idea. It seems to me that the Department of A.grieulture has the
competence. All the information we used has come from the Govern-
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ment and, as you said, if it is possible for Government to give
leadership in ihis, well. I think the possibilities are iust limitless. One
of the problems I have had with our program is that we only reach
those who have the money or stamps to shop in a store. The USDA
program reaches those who do not have the money. It reaches the mi-
grants and the groups that all of us are very concemed about. I think
it would be very splendid.

Senator PERCY. Wheat soy macaroni, for instance, I wonderis there
a white space on t he back of that package or is it covered with print-
ing? Do you know

Mrs. PETERSON. All I know is that I have worked enough on the labels
from inside industry to know that the label can be adapted. When you
look at oursyou see that we still have all the information; we still
have everything on there. The ingredient listing and the nutrition in-
formation are additions. I think it would be wonderful if a plain system
could be on every commodity product. Now, whether it is this system or
another systemit should be imple so people would know what is and
what is not there.

Just as I came this morning, I was looking at that list of the com-
modities. It would help, it seems to me, to know if we have enough of
the right foods in the program to meet the nutritional needs of people.
It seems to me, just from a quick look at it, that the list is very heavy
in carbohydrates. The extension people and the other people working
in this program would know how they could balance this out.

Anotherpoint that you made at the bc:,eiinning concerned the respon-
sibility of Congress. Would not the nutrition information on these com-
modities make it possible for Congress to know whether or not this
program is meeting the nutritional needs of the people who need it the
most? Then theythe extension agents and the otherscould help to
assess whether or not the program is meeting the needs. I think it would
be great. There is no reason why there could not be a simple statement
of what nutrients are there and what are not there, as there is on the
industry-produced label. But here it says, "Use this sirup" for such
and such. That is fine just as it is, but it could also say how many nu-
trients are involved. The same thing on the Purinahow many nutri-
ents are therethe macaroni, the corn. In fact, we have already done
it for canned corn.

I would be interested in knowing the number of commodities that
the Government has already, worked out a nutritional analysis for. If
the commodities were labeled, then a nutrition information plan could
be tested by the people who need it the most. I think it is a fantastic
idea.

Senator PERCY. Senator Schweiker, we are happy to have you here
this morning.

NUTRITIONAL LABELING SHOULD SERVE AS PA'rTERN

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to compliment the Giant Food group, as well as Ester

Peterson, for a very dynamic and imaginative approach. I sm very
excited about what you folks have done and I think it should get not
only national recognition but I hope it would serve as a pattern for
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other people to follow your lead.. I know it took a. lot of ink,renuit A. am

sure it took a lot of internal debate and argument, knowing how con-
troversial nutrition can be, and I think in spite of these things you
folks went ahead. So Tam just delighted.

I feel Congress should recognize the lead that you and the company
you represent have taken and I am very excited about the whole idea.
Of course, I am one who believes that, perhaps, we at some point should
legislate a nutritional labeling requirement in this area, but; I think
that you have shown that the private sector canbe responsive and capa-
ble of leadership.

I would like to ask just a couple of mechanical questions as to some
of the problems you had in setting the system up. How did you arrive
at, say, the 10 unit system and. -what complications did you get into in
debating that

Mrs. PErsasorr. Well, let me say, as consumer adviser to Giant Food,
I have said that I will not recommend anything unless I hace a compe-
tent authority who tells me that this is the right way. I am not a nutri-
tionist and I am not a home economist. Neither is Mr. Danzansky and
neither is our marketing man. But the Federal Government has these
people and there are these professional groups. So we began by getting
the Division of Nutrition at FDA and the Tiepartment of Agriculture.
Both Commissioner Edwards and the USDA were very cooperative.
We set up an advisory committee with Dr. Mayer aschairman, and the
committee deeided that we should adapt the nutrition system that was
worked out by the National Research Council of theNational Academy
of Science.

Now, it is their recommended dietary allowance that we are using;
it is not ours ; but it was arrived at by the most competent authorities
we could get. There is a lot of debate. In some systems you say what
percentage. Other systems 'Use different ideas. But we had consumer
input on this and we have consumers testing it land trying it. For me
it is one of the most exciting c.xperiences I have ever had. We had.
recommendations from food marketing groups and Congress that these
things should be done. We were able to get Jim Turner, who wrote
the "Chemical Feast," the Nader report, consumers, and, people like
Sid Afargolis, for examplepeople really recognized in these fields as
expertsto sit down and say that this is a national need and let's see
what we can work out. This is how the plan was designed 8.nd it was a
terrifioally great experience.

Maybe it is not.the right plan, but the point is, it shows it can be
done, and by showing it can "be done we can iznprove on it. would
rather try this and get what I call the'bugs worked out before we go to
Congress. I had a rather long time working on the packaging bill, for
example, and I have felt for a long time that if we had tried out a
number of these things first maybe we might have come out with some-
thing better. But let us test this way and other ways, so that we will be
able to judge which one is the best way.

Thereforel what could be better than for the Government to be the
one to experiment with this kind of information and the way it should
be donee?

Senator ScHwErxial. How long. i id this take from start to finish?
When did you really get it going?
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Mrs. PETERSON. It- NI, as one. of the terms of agreement that. I had
when I said 1 would go t o Giant, that I would have a eltanee to see if
voluntarily we. could work out many pf these recommendations. So that
was over a year ago. Our policy decision was made in Giant in. No-
vember a year ago..

Senator Sci iwEIKER. November of 070?

A CoOPERATIvE VENTURE IN LABELI,NG

Mrs. PETERSON. That is right. Then we began meeting with oToups
intei:nally, to know what tho problems were and then we'began ti) meet
with other 4roups..Our biggest Meeting, wheli we got all the groups
together,rwas in .Pebi ,tary ;of this year, but we had Met with FDA'
before that. We tried to keep the Department of Xgriculture informed
sq,thatit would be a cooperative venture. You know, it is competitive,
but the, point is, let's get it done and,if Or system iS. not any good let's
(ret anotlier,one. ,

. .The 'point is, we have , nOw shown it can he clone and I think it
Would:be very simple; it seerns'tO mel for the Government to be able
to inoye intorthis in the direct diStribution plan:.

Senator SchWEIKER. When will it be-faly opei-ative ?
Mrs. pmErtsoN. The test i5 fullY ,operative right now.. You should

go into a Giant store`and see it. I Wish you would. . ,

Senator SOnwymcnit, M3fWifelias reported' to Me already' and she
is,verY enthused a4Out it . .

Mrs. PETERS6N: Tt, is' only "ditest teould not;iri. all cOnscience, say
to a firm.",1)0.this.tbroughout," until. we I ifnow it s th ne.one the Gover-
ment. will apPrOVe, beeause you knOW /he strict labeling requirements.
We 'want tohe Sure.it is acciirat'4,` Thas.is why we were anxiOus for it
to be a test..'Dr. :TohnsOn says'he fiapp's *by April that FpA will have
the resUlts:of the testing. and will Come Out with a, recoinMeneled
I hope indaStry would ad9pt it. and" think it is essential that, the plan
be uni forth thrinighbut the cOnntry. I think it would bc, terrible if one
firm adopts one plan and another firm adOPts another plan. 1 would
iever approve of that -for my firm. We must go' along with what the
best .thinking is for the entire cOuntry, because we could not expect the
processor to do one kind of analYsis for one firm and another kind for
another. firm. We' have to have a standard and it is'up to the Govern-

.ment to set that standard. .

Senator ScILWEIKER. IV hat ,problems. have 'with suppliers
and other people'that you do buSineSs' with in:terms oT working 'this
out? llrere they "relatively cooperative or was:there a lot of legwotk
you had to .do bere, or what kind of reaCtion did 'you have -from the
people who had an input into yciUr.SUpPly ?

LABELING COSTS ARE -.1S0*.:ONSEQUT3TTTAL

MI's. PETERSON. I think, on the,whole' they. were very cobperative:
ReallY, I was pleased. I was a little afilaid: I think if-I had knoivn
all th6 problems, I 'might 'not have klaréd to do" into it, becaUse am' not
a chemist or a nutritionist and I do not understand milligrams and
all' these things. It iS the technicaTities gometimes that bod one down.
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Costs are always used .as a factor, but then 1 talked with our lab-
people and. found out 'how often labels are changed. anyway, so
found that not to .be insurmountable.

I think the biggestthing was to cret an.agreement on the system, ain
there was not resistance; was ju4 a, matter of -how do we do it best.
Remember, we had all the ffroups sitting down with it.. We, started o~,1
on two pointstwo thingst7I- wanted ; ,The nutrition informatiou and
percentage ingredieut labeling. We found at, our meetings that per-
centage lngredientiabelincr is -very difficult. As a result, we separated
the two issues. We went ariead with nutrition information and we are
continuing to work onthe other.

:There, we have industry sitting with us, all the supplierstheir rep--
resentatives. It is going to take time, but we have shown it can be done..

The thing I. think is:also' important is that there is a new and grow-
ing awareness on the part of our suppliers and the foOd industry that
there is a new ball .park. There is a sophisticated consumer today that
is better educated: and wants more information. These . gals that go
through the supermarket aisles,are educated. They want the best for
their families and that is why many, who have hadithe education, 'are-
moving into the faddist foods. We have a responsibility to step in and
give inform ation where itis not being provided'

Senator. SCHWETKER.-. What ,did you ,find were,-some of,the practical
problemS in ingredieritiiereentages ?

Mrs..PETEREP.N. Whether you' go!by the recipe, for example ; .whether
you go by the,hatch; whether ,:ingredients are measured . before the
water is added or after ; how you measure the nutrients ; the difference
of where the- .food ; is grown ; 'how you:Can Work out 'with industry in-
gredient substitutions..in certain CR,Ws when it might be necessary.
There are many real problems. Industry has some real 'honest problems

_ ,

Bnt the thing tlmt 1is.good- i that now we have consumers who have
said before "We must have this'now," sitting down with industry peo-
ple and saying "They ,ace Tight; there are problems ; and let's work
them out." But those a :e the technical types af problems tinl t are there.

NEW NUIIIITIONAL ERA OPENED

Senator .SCIIIVEIIIER. Well,cr.aain, I want to strongly commend Giant
Food a 4-nd you, ?1s. Peterson:'for your leadership. I think, we really
have opened a doOr of_a new eraI guess you could call it the nutrition
eraof this country, and I thilik you peoPle have taken the load, and it
is good. .

Mts. PET,E siD$T. I wfll tell. Mr. Danzansky.*
Senator Nap-k. MrS: Peterson, eVen though these are hearings on the

commodity POOd,.Distribution PrOaram and ecinfined to that subject, I
cannot resist 'asking you one diversionary qnestion.

In view of the fact that Mr. Choate Made a startling revelation about
breakfast cereals :and, nutritional value:and lack of it some time ago,
has there been any'perCeptible change in the sales of higher nutritional
foods and- anyl changes -by the cereal, manufacturers to: hicrease the
nutritional value of breakfast cereals? . ,,
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Mrs. PETERSON. I will have to be honest with you. I have not looked
at sales reports on how it is moving. I, myself, -have felt that there is
certainly more moving of the more nutritious foods. I am concerned
when I see continuing advertising pressure for the heavy sugar items
and things of this kind. I am personally disturbed about it; but I
think I. could not answer that accurately without getting sales re-
ports, vthich I would be happy to try to get for you.

Senator PERCY. I would very much appreciate that information
being provided to the cominittee if it is not too' 'difficult you yoli to
obtain.

Mrs. PETERSON. I can try to do it. I think the question on the cereals
is -an-economic question ; how mnch you spend for the nutrients you
fret.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much for your appearance today.
We hpPreciate it very much.

Our next witness is Michael" Latham, professor of international
nutrition, Cornell University ; and Susan Bolger, nutritionist,
material and infant carechildren and youth's project, Boston, Mass.
We will ask both of you to come forward.

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHAEL LATHAM, PROFESSOR OF
INTERNATIONAL NUTRITION, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

.Senator Pciwy. Dr. Latham, I 'understand, yoU have a prepared
statement which you can either give or summarite,,depending on what

. you prefer.
Dr. LATHAM. My name is Michael Latham. 'I am a .physician and

nutritionist. I hold the position of professor of international nutri-.
tion at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y.

I am both pleased and honored to be asked to testify again before
the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Nutrition 'and numan Needs.
In December 1068 I was ft witness before this committe .on the very
first day it held hearings. Since I participated in the first Session of
this Select Committee, a great deal has happened on the nutritional
scene, although I doubt that much reduction has taken place in the
prevalence of malnutrition related to poverty in the United States.
There has been a striking increase in public awareness of the problem
of hunger and malnutrition in this country; there has been completed
a so-called national nutrition survey, which covered less than a fifth
of the States and which excluded some: States where malnutrition
is likely to be most prevalent ; there has been a pledge by President
Nixon "to banish hunger from this land for all time" ; there has been
a White House Conference on Food, Nutritjon and Health which
made many sound recommendations all too few of which have been
implemented; and there has been a doubling of the number of persons
served by the family food assistance programs.

CommrrrEes WORK RESPONSIBLE roit ImpitovEMENTs

I strongly believe thatthis committee, through the dedicated work'
of its members and its chairman,' has been !resPinisible 'directly or
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indirectly for many of these encouraging events, and, for some im-
provements in the lot of the poor and the hungry. Congress must be
commended for baving enacted legislation which has allowed the
Government to expanel certain food programs. I must acknowledge
too that this administration has during its term in office done more
in relation to food programs than has any previous administration.

Despite these achievements, there is still a long path ahead and a
great deal that remains to be done. This committee has heard much
testimony in the last 3 years but there have not previously been hear-
ings on the direct distribution program, or tlie family food. con-imod-
ity distribution program as it often called. The reason for this is,
presumably, that you thought that this program would not be much
longer in existence. I certainly believed that the commodity program
conceived in 1935 was sick, indeed moribund, and would soon be buried.
In May 1969 President Nixon said that our "goal should be to replace
direct food distribution with the revised Food Stamp Program. ' A
year later the administration in its early enthusiasm for the Family
Assistance Plan again foresaw the phasing out of the commodity pro-
gram. However the date for implementation of the Family Assistance
Plan, if enacted, has now been put off until 1973. This was announced
by the President in his Auo-ust 1971 economic game plana policy,
incidentally, that gives mucl comfort to big business but very little
to the poor of this Nation.

It is therefore anybody's guess how long the Fo.-xl Distribution Pro-
gram will be in operation. The program's obituto7 has often been
written but its funeral may be long delayed. There is good evidence
that certain politicians and vested interests will continue to fight hard
for its retention.

FUNDAMENTALLY A BAD PROGRAM

The program is one that provides foodsome food, not enough or
the right foodsfor between 3 and 5 mill:on Americans. It
therefore deserves investigation and it warrants changes that can im-
prove the diets and the health of up to 5 million needy Americans, 9
percent of our population. But as you look at this program and as we
suggest measures that can be taken to improve it, I suggest that it is
important to keep in mind that fundamentally it is a bad program,
that it should be soon replaced, and that the changes suggested are
only stopga,p measures.

I participated in February this year in the followup White Ho
Conference on. Food, Nutrition, anfl Health. Secretary Hardin stated
there that "never before in the history of mankind has a nation com-
mitted itself to cone with hunger and malnutrition on such a vast and
unprecedented scale." I am not sure that this is something a'aout which
a nation should boast: I think that I am right in saying that none of
the 16 countriesall industrialized nations-7-that have lower and bet-
ter infant mortality rates than the United States,--none of the w.. coun-
trieg have 'any programs like the U.S. food stamp or food diStribution
prograrn. Most of them do not need to do so for they havp taken care
of the needs of their poor with adequate welfare piograms. Therefore
our goal should be to replace the family food programs with an
assured and adequate income for the poor.

8.14
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rf here is no good data te show that the poor spend their food dollars
more unwisely than any other class of Americans. The underprivilewed
should not be provided either with. scrip which allows them to tiny
food but not soap or medicines, as is the ease in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram, or be forced to survive mainly on 22 Government-selected food
products, many of which might not be to their taste, which is the case
with the family commodity program. Both programs should, in my
view, be replaced. A. Family Assistance Plan, if it was enacted and if
it provided an adequate income, could serve to replace both family
food programs.

PROGRA.Ms SHOULD PE :UNDER HEW

A second major objection that I have to the existilig food,programs,
and one that I voiced to this -coMmittee in 1968, was that these pro-
grams should be under the jurisdiction, not of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, but, of the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare. Similarly, the food programs should not be under the.purview of
the aoricultural committees of the Congress. I firmly believe that
despite vast improvements in USDA since the establishment of the
Food and Nutrition_ Service, there still remains a confliCt of interest in
having the same department lookino- after the interests of farmers and
feedingour poor and our children li'ood prOgrains should 'all be'based
On nutritional needs and hot On food sUrpluses and Similar economic
factorS. It seems tO'fne Very Wieng that the 19721bUdgefi!)rii4.ride.s',$4
billion for farm subsidies and farm,supportmOst Of whieli willigo to
large or corPorate farmersand that this snin is tivice'the amount
budgeted for family food programs.

UNBELIEVABLY SHOCKING AD'MISSION . . .

The administration has proiLiosed the tranSfer of the Fbod Stamp'Prn.-
°Tarn from USDA but not the commodity program. In ,answering the
recommendatiors of the White House Conference that this program be
transferred, the USDA stated ``These comModit3r programs are of a
different kind" and thattheir primary function is'"to balancthe agri-
cultural economy" and that they serve "a. different constituenoYihan
that concerned with health and nutrition." These are direct quotations
from the department of this Government that is charged with banish-
ing hunger from this land. To me it is an unbelievably shockingadmis-
sion that these nutrition programs are, in 1971, still considered by this
Government 'as having a primary goal of helping the' agricultural
economy rather than-Of assisting malnourished children anctile'hun-

,gry poor.
My third major objection isithat these 13rograms, despite improve-

ments, are still run in a manner; to make them. convenient for the
bureaucracy and xVith minimalconsideration far the convenience, the
li gnity arta the needs of the recipients. Examples1:yf this, in relation to,he Food. Distribution PrOcrram were given yesterday -and' will be
given later in this testiMony7

;

f
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NI"FRIENTS IN FAMILY C0313ronrry DisminuTios 1RoonA31

USDA has reported thr.t in March 1971 there were 3,973,585 persons

enrolled in the family commodity distribution r-ogram. The program

existed in 1,231 jurisdictional or administrative mutscounties,
Indian areas, et cetera. T h e programs are in general operated under

arreements between State agencies and, the Federal Gov .1.-tanent in

Washington. It is usually, the county or other unit which requests

participation, determines which citizens are eliolble to benefits and

bears the local.costs of transportation and distriation.
The family commodity distribution program does provide needed

food to poor Americans and it does in this way economically- assist

nearly 4 million persons. Until the limited use oi completely free food

stamps for the very poor was-Sanctioned, the commodity program was

the better of the two programs for those with very low or.no incomes.

The Food and Nutrition Service of USDA has in recent times im-

proved the program and has made a commendable effort in providing

educational material which helps recipients to utilize properly the

foods;: and: to obtain a balanced diet. Testimony however serves no

useful purpeise if it simply lists what is right- abbut a prograth, and

in the family food commodity program there is certathly much that

is wrong, The criticism-Which' follows is designed to be Constructive

and to suggest a Means cif iniproving the program. 'The faults are 'due

as much to actions, orinactiOnF, of local agencies aS they are to USDA.

However, Federal standards could be set and policed by this-Govern-

ment that talks, so'often, of laW and order. If these standards are not

adhered to, then otfcmding counties should not be entitled to day USDA

assistance, either for fa-rmers or for commodities.

CANNOT RELY ON PROGRAM FOR COMPLETE 1,TEEDS

The' USDA in February 1971 listed 22 food items-that Were then

available in the family commodity 'distribution program. In round

figures the estimated monthly cost to the Government for these foods,

if all were: availabk, was $0 and the value.to the recipient was about

$16. The product's available, the maximum amounts that can bc issued

per person, and the percentage of reCommended nutrients that these

provide. is 'giveri 'in table I* oT the printed testimony that. I have

handed out,.which is based on information supplied by USDA. These

figures pi-ovide the promise, the rare ideal situation, in whieh all foods

were available and were consumed; with no loss or wastage. The USDA

in its calculatiOns uses a four-person family consisting of a man and

woman both aged 22-35, a. bpy aged 11 and a girl aged 8. In tlus ideal

situation the commodities provide 78.6 percent of recommended allow-

ances for calories, 77.5 percent of vitamin A needs and more than 100

percent of the allowances for -protein;calcium, iron, vitamin C,:thiamin

and riboflavin. The' PrbMise lookS quite .. good, except inierms Of these

two, nutilefits ; vitamin A and-calorie's. In this ideal situation, only

abofit iee-quagtof the reccimMend ed. allowances' for cMories are
^0C: , v '" . rf

;

*See Appendix 2, p. 2273.
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supplied hy food commodities. If a child consistently receives this level
of calorie intake his growth will be very adversely affected and if an
adult gets below his calorie needs he will either lose weight or reduce
his energy or work output. The USDA protects itself by calling this

supplementary food program, but there are American families en-
rolled in the Program who have no income and others who have very
low incomes. I am certain that during your hearings y,ou will hear of
persons who rely almost entirely on this program for their food needs.

It. is important to make it very clear that this ideal situation with
the full amount of the 22 commodities being received is very rare. I
doubt if 10 percent of the nearly 4 million Americans in this program
receive the full amount of all the foods each time they collect their
commodities. There is nearly always a gap between promise and de-
livery in the family food commodity, program.

'at then is the usual situation ; what is the norm as far as delivery
is concerned? This is difficult to find out because complete figures are
not available which give the foods distributed and the family com-
position of the recipients. Without this information accurate estima-
tions of percentages of recommended allowances ofnutrients supplied
is not possible. This Senate committee could, perhaps, ask USDA to
obtain and provide these figures, not based only on foods permissible
or foods delivered, but in terms also of fnmily size and composition.

Desnite the lack of definitive statistics for the Nation. it is possible
to make reasonable estimates and to get figures for certain counties
or cities.

A c'il-rALLY RE( 'EWE PERCENT LE.ss

For example, it Was reported that in the firai 6 months of 1070 each
individual was entitled to reeeive 36.7 pounds of commodities monthly
with a mean market value of :14.00. In fact the average recipient got
only 70 percent by weight, of his entitlements and worth only 75 per-
cent of the stlted cost. These figures may not look bad in themselves
but when transposed into nutrients, they begin to show the nature of
the gap between promise and delivery. Assuming that the 30-percent
reduction in food weight affects all nutrients by this same amount,
then the following situation results: The &odes provided now are
56 percent, the vitamin A is 55 percent, and every one of the previously
listed nutrients, including protein, the minerals and vitamins, drop
below 100 percent of the twommended dietary allowaneeft

A few days ago I received the USDA figures on nutritive value of
foods offered and foods actually distributed in this program in .Tune
1070. These, again, are for the 1JSDA family of four and include 26
foods then available. This shows that average nutrients available to
participants as distributed to be very similar to my estimate (see col-
umn 2, table FP).

The USDA. figures do not allow for food spoilage and food wastage,
phenomena that are inevitable in the best managed homeholds. In
homes of the poor where refrigeration is limited, where rats and other
vermin are common, and where good storage facilities are inadequate,
these phenomena become impornt sources of food losses. A loss of

Se< Appendix 2. p. 2279.
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10 percent of nutritive value due to these causes would probably be a
low estimate.

Then there is the question of food preferences and tastes, and the
ability of each family to fully use he foods provided. Not all people
like prune juice and corn grits, not many families can use corn sirup
as their only sweetening agent, and probably rather few families fully
utilize all their wheat flour or bulgur to olve three examples. A con-
servative estimate would be that 10 perceitit of foods available are not
utilized because of food preferences, food habits, culinary problems,
et cetera.

Wastage and nonutilization, together, ma3: then account for a 20-
percent loss of nutrients. in table III* I give figures of what this
would produce. The USDA hypothetical family is now down to about,
48 percent of its calorie allowances,58 percent of calcium, around 70
percent of iron, vitamin A, riboflavin, and ascorbic acid, and around
SO percent of its protein and thiamin allowances. What if the family
concerned differed from the hypothetical USDA family and con-
sisted of an adult man engaged in a very active job such as that of a
farmworker, a pregnant or lactating woman, and two teenage chil-
dren, instead of the tvo preteenage children in the USDA family.
The nutritional needs of this four7person family will be 20- to 30-
percent higher than that of the USDA. family. They would receive
the same quantities of food and so the percentage of the nutrient re-
quirements they receive is much lower. This family would be getting
and this is shown in the fourth column of that tableperhaps 39
percent of its calorie allowances, 47 percent of calcium less than 60
percent of iron vitamin A, riboflavin al,nd ascorbic add, and about
Cr; percent of ies protein and thiamin allowances. These figures pre-
sented in table III aro admittedly very rou0 estimates. Clearly, food
waste would begreater with certain foods rich in particular nutrients
-whereas my arithmetic is based on across-the-board reductions. But
these are liall park figures which I believe may be about average for
the type of family listed. There are certainly hundreds of thousands
of those on food commodities getting much less than my estimates.

think it is important also to remember that when the USDA says
that the "average" commodity user is getting 60 percent of his allow-
ances for calories, this means that half the 4 million recipients are
getting less than 60 percent. My figures have liot included losses of
nutrients in cooking, in exposure to sunlight, and in many other ways.

NEEDY FAMILIES CAN'T PURCHASE SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD

Because we know that there are families who rely mainly on com-
modities for their entire food supply, there are certainly many who
have dangerously low intakes of calories, proteins vitamins, and
minerals. The cost to such a family of raising its narient intake to
100 percent of the allowances by purchasing the rest of its food in the
market would be between $60 and $80 per month. Many families do
not have, or do not spend, this amount. They are almost certainly

'See Appendix 2. p. 1279.
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e:alangerin.ir the proper growth and development of tlwir children
and thc health of an members Of their family.

It should also lw realized that the very nature of several of the
commodity foods, necessitates the purchase of Other items, often rela-
tively expensive ones, if the foods are to be properly used. Thus,
wheat flour cannot be used alone. Even to make bread it requires
yeast and other items which have to be purchased.

Srry...riox IN TOMPKINS CouNTv, N.Y., lx 1970

Let me now Move from the hypothetical and from the guestimate,
to the situation ill my home county ill upstate New York. I -ITO y for
linich of what I say here on my colleague at Cornel!, Dr. Lillian

mmnEos. She, with th ie League of Women Voters n Tompkins
County, studied the commodity distribution program there and helped
improve it. I would like at this point to ask permission t-) enter into
the record* a short paper giVCII tO Me by Dr. Emmons and prenared
by a committee of the league. it is entitled "The Commodity Distri-
lintion Prop.ram in Tompkins County, New York : A Program for the
Nonworking Poor With a ear." I will be referring to this report in the
next part of iny testimony.

The. family commodity program in this part of New York State was
1thased out a year ago and the county is now in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram. While it was in operation in Tompkins County, the food coin-
modli y program was probably superior to that in three-quarters of 1 he
other counties or jurisdictions in the United States. Ithaca, the county
seat., is a university town ; New York.State has a repritation for pro-
viding good social and welfare servwes; the eommunity has many
organizations wldch act as a watchdog -for the poor; sold mobility
among the poor is not great so that people get to know und to assist
one. another.

In Tompkins County recipients of food commodities could collect
them only from the distribution center in Ithaca. In 1970 there were
usually only IS of the commodities- available. Bulgur, corn grits. corn-
meal, and macaroni were not available. Several important food com-
modities were supplied in smaller quantities than the amount per-
mitted or suggested by USDA. A superficial look at the list and quan-
tity of commodities supplied per person per month might suggest that
the poor were being well served. The situation was certainly better
than in many connties in other States where often only about. half the
listed commodities are available.

Tn table TVt figures giving the amounts by weight of commodity
foods supplied in Ithaca and their nutritive value are presented. This
table was prepared by Dr. Emmons for this bearing and it is based on
actual_clata for January 1970 in ToMpkins County. The figures in the
bottom line are most revealing. The4promise" of USDA was 78.6 per-
cent of calorie allowances, the delivery in Tompkins Connty was 44.8
percent of calorie allowances. Protein delivery is 71.8 instead of 139.7
percent promised, and similar reductions are found in all vitamins and
minerals hsted, none of which supplied more than 65 percent of re-
quirements. These figures are again based on the USDA model family.

+see Appendix 2. p. 2250.
5.9. Apperdix 2. p. 2281.
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If a Tompkins County family liad teenage children, a pregnant or
lactatimr woman, an ill person with special needs, a man undertaking
heavy physical activity, then the percentages become very much lower.
And these figures showed. very similar supplies of the various nutrients
to that shown in my estimates in the previous table.

FAMILIES RECEIVED 'ONLY ONE-Trium NEEDS

There were also some food items which families did not like or found
difficult to use, .and there was the inevitable wastage, plate loss, spoil-
age, .and so forth. It is mu- view that many families in this county got
oily one-third of their nutrient needs from tliis program. This is in a
,-ounty which is socially conscious and where a relatively good job is
lone in poverty programs. I hate to think what the position is in some
counties where the minimum possible is done for the poor.

Certain of the foods supplied were very popular and others were
not. Cheese, butter, meat (both chicken and pork, but. not the strong
tasting chopped meat), the peanut butter and the canned fruit were
among these. The nonfat. dry milk was often of a kind that was difficult
to mix and which was not to the taste of many children. The. non-
consumption of the mi!k available mav have serious implications in
terms of protein, calcium, and riboflavin intake of young children.

The milk comes in this type of a package [indicating], and it would
be easy to see that. if, in a package of that size only oiw-third was
used---because the rest was contaminated or had vermin in itthe
nonutilization of three-quarters of that package would have serious
ininact on the nutrients provided for the children.

Tile wheat flour was of a heavy variety and recipients fonnd it diffi-
cult to Inike with. Orange juice was practically never available and
the dehydrated potitoes were often not well liked. 1 r tl wse two items
are not consumed by a family, then the other commodities would pro-
vide. often .8 percent or at most. 20 percent of allowances for vitamin
(7. If fruits and vegetables were not then purchased by families, there
was a real danger Of serious vitamin C deficiencies arising. Fresh fruits
and vegetables are particularly expensive food items, and often ex-
orbitant in the winter. Corn sirup was usually taken but it. is clearly
not the most satisfactory or easy to use sweetener.

Recipients in Ithaca had to go to the Army Reserve Center on the
seeond Monday of each month to collect their foods. One day a month
was set aside for this. For part of 1970 the armory was wanted for
sonw other purpose and its garage was used as the food distribution
center. There were usually about 450 families recristered, yet the total
number eligible in the county as estimated 'by the League of Women
Voters was about. 3,200, a participation rate of less than:20 percent.
Some people had to travel for as much as 4 hours in total,time7to get
to and from the center and the median time spent was 11/2 hours The
poor are not. meant to have assets, yet there is little provision made for
them to collect food commodities without .their :own transport.

The distrilmt ion center..was officially open from .9 a.m. 'WA, :30 p.m.,
lait solnetinws, the food truek had not: finished unloading until 10 a.m.
Some persons had to miss part of their workday and lole some pay in
order to collect their coMmodity foodStuffs.

95.
.;1.!
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CHILDREN UNWELCOME AT DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

As is the case with many commodity distribution centers, children
were very unwelcome. Several families had difficulty in arranging for
the care of their children. Ithaca has very cold and snowy winters, yet
there was no protected and heated waiting area. Recipients waited in
their cars and then lined up in the cold. Th:ey, and their children, often
came without protective footwear, and stood for long periods in deep
snow or melting slush. Waiting time varied enormously but was
usually about 11/2 hours, but occasionally as much as 3 hours. Appli-
cations for the program were made at only one place in the county
and to one person who sat in front of a Snoopy poster. This had a
caption reading "I love mankind, it's people I can't stand," a rather
sick joke that many recipients probably believed was the true belief
of the supervisor.

As a result of a questionnaire, results of which appear in the report
prepared by Dr. Emmons and the league, it was clear that recipients
favored more da3rs of distribution, more help to pass out the food
faster, more distribution centers close to where people live, and a more
systematic means of food distribution.

I paint this picture, based on the study of Dr. Emmons and the
League of Women Voters. provide tt. view of what it is like at one of
the better centers in an "enlightened" State. Getting food commodities
may involve problems of transport, of child care, of losing work and
pay, of long waits, of shivering parents and half-frozen little children,
of indignities, of being pushed -around, of fighting a bureaucracy, and
at the end of the line, of finding that items you are entitled to, or
expected, are unavailable.

PROGRAM SIMPLE FOR BUREAUCRACY BUT DIFFICULT FOR POOR

It is clear to me that, at the local level, this, like other programs, is
made as easy as possible for the bureaucracy and as diffic-ilt as possible
for the poor recipients. There are certainly many possible reasons for
this. One is that both Federal and local governments, despite their
many claims to the contiary, wish to reduce the total cost of programs
by keeping the number of participants well below the number eligible
to participate. In Tompkins Count v, I mentioned that 20 percent of
those eligible were participating. The Federal budget for the next
financial year provides funds for 12 million people on food stamps,
when 20 million may be eligible; and it provides for free or reduced-
price lunches for perhaps 70 percent of children in need. Similar ef-
forts aro made at the local level to discourage maximum participation.

A second important reason is that many local and Fecleral officials
and politicians still regard the poor as lazy and feckless, and consider
that it is creeping socialism to support programs that feed hungry chil-
dren. It is strange that these same officials and politicians believe it
is desirable, even commendable, to subsidize wealthy farmers. These
are just two of many reabuna why minimal assistance Cis given to allow
the poor to benefit ftilly from programs to which they are legally
entitled.Public libraries stay open at night to serve those who work or go to
school during the day; why cannot food stamp and food commodity
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centers do the same? The Department of Defense recruits on television
for the armed services, and the Department of Transportation puts on
TV, spots and announcements for road safety. 'Why does USDA never
use radio and television to encourage the poor to enroll in food
programs ?

Why do commodities have to be taken for a whole month at one time
when transport and storage are problems for recipients? Why can they
not be taken once a week or more frequently ? A family of six will re-
ceive about 180 pounds of food at one time. The poor often live in very
crowded and small houses, apartments, or rooms. They have few cup-
boards and small or no refrigerators. Storage presents a real problem
under normal circumstances, but who can properly store a whole
month's supply of food? When much of what i beifig stored consists
of items like flour in relatively flimsy containers, the dangers of rodents
and other vermin getting at the products during the month are very
high.

CoNVENTENCE FOODS

The most important, and one of the ear/jest convenience foods to
enter th3 market was bread from the bakery. The food commodity
proo-ram participant is supplied with flour and is expected to bake
bren. It does not matter if the recipients are a working woman or a
disabled single man - whether a senile couple or a chronicall3r ill woman
with no oven in her home she is still expected to bake bread.

Wheat flour is one of die. most important commodity foods, provid-
ing 11.4 percent of total recommended allowances for calories, 15 per-
cent of protein, 18 percent of iron, 14 percent of riboflavin, 27 percent
of thiamin allowances, as well as other nutrients. In many U.S. diets,
in-ead is a widely eaten food and may provide similar percentages of
the total nutrient intake. There are practically no American house-
holds today who bake all their own bread on a regular basis. It is a
time-consuming and -mnecessary procedure. For some reason, the poor
aro meant to have that time.

There are, of course, other dishes that can be made with flour, but
they, too, require time and expensive ingredients which may need to be
purchased. Those who devised and continue to run the food commodity
program have ignored this element of convenience. I would suggest
that with a little ingenuity, a system could be devised, at least in the
urban centers, whereb3r some of the flour from the family commodity
program could be provided to bakeries who would in turn sell bread at
greatly reduced prices to entitled commodity recipients. Already, I
miderstand, wheat flour from the commodity program does go to
bakeries for use in schools and institutions. These same bakeries could
be used to extend the use of bread to families. This would lead to a
great saving of time for many families and would almost certainly
result in a better diet. Why should the poor be forced to live a 19th
centry life, baking their own bread, while the rest of us move toward
the 21st century ?

But here we might question why other convenience foods are not
included among food commodities supplied. In fact, there seems to be a
tendency to supply inconvenience foods. Much of the nonfat: dried
milk has been of a kind that is very difficult to mix, and which when

5S-854-ri1-pt. SA
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mixed does not taste like fresh milk. There are available good types of
powdered milk which are simple to mix and which do taste like fresh
milk. USDA should insist that only these better instant milks are used.

Why is corn sirup the only sweetening agent? This ally is not
the ideal sUbstance and is not- what people would choose to use. In
Tompkins County, fruit juice frequently was not available among the
commodities. Waen it was supplied.; it was oftengrapefruit, not orange
juiee. The grapefruit Nice was of the red variety, which people did
not like because of its color. It was also unsweetened, and we wonder
whether recipients really would mix corn sirup with grapefruit juice.

WITY NOT VEGETABLE OIL MARGARINE ?

Why is butter the only spread supplied? Most nutritionists agree
that because heart disease is our No. 1 killer

'
it is far better to use

margarine made from vegetable oils (other than coconut oil) and
that this would contribute to lower levels of serum cholesterol and a.
reduced risk of coronary heart disease. Do farm lobbies perhaps
determine what the poor eat I

There is much More that could be said about eligibility and certi-
fication, and abuse of these at the local level ; about the need for
special consideration for certain groups of citizens such as migrants
and Indians , about the facts that the program takes little cognizance
of important ethnic and regional food preferences ; about the desir-
ability of moving away from the concept of using mainly "surplus"
foods; and about the need for special and different programs for the
old and the sick and for the poor who have no cooking. facilities.

I hope that other witnesses will have covered these :points. A number
of them are touched on in my recommendations which follow.

I wish to make it clear that there have been marked improvements
in the, commodity distribution program as administered by USDA
in recent years. The Food and Nutrition Service of that Department
has a number of dedicated individuals who are working hard to
serve the needs of the poor. I have in the last few days, when prepar-
ing this testimony, received the courteous help of persons. in USDA,
and I would mention here that Mr. Stephen Hiemstra, Assistant to
the Administrator of the Food and Nutrition Service, willingly sup-
plied the material and information for which I asked. My criticisms
are not directed at the Food and Nutrition Service and many of the
criticisms and recommendations that follow need to be acted on not
only bv USDA, but also acted on by Congress and people f .t the local
level. I believe however, that the recommendations I maks are con-
structive, and if implemented would lead to a program which would
better meet the nutritional needs of the poor and would do this with
some needed compassion.

TOTAL OF 13 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A shift of respontribility for Itutrition program,.9 from
USDA to HEW be made. Responsibility for all federally sup-
'ported programs designed to improve the nutritional status of
the poor should be taken over by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. I would include school feeding and the

..eckEtt
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food commodity program in this recommendation. even though
USDA views tile objective of these programs as "balancing the
agricultural economy."

2. Introduction of tuniform Federal eligibility and certification
requirements. There is a need for national eligibility and
certification criteria. Currentlymuch is left to the counties and
in so-ne respects one local official determines eligibility or non-
eligibility. These .standards should be liberal and should be
strictly enforced.

3. Changes be made in the definition of "surplus" and in the
foods available in. the prograin. Regulations at present appear

ito require that foods "be n soft market price condition" and
hence needing price support, or to be declared surplus, before
they can reach the poor through this program. The Secretary
of A_grieulture shoulel have the power to buy foods for this pro-
gram with' the objective of meeting the nntritional needs cif the
poor irrespective of other considerations.

4. The Federal Government itself administer food programs
in delinquent counties. The Federal Government should have the
authority, and 'exercise it, to administer food programs in those
countieS and areas where local authorities ref-use to, or do not,
satisfactorily run food programs for the poor. Standards and
guidelines for this should 'be prepared.

5. The family food commodity program should aim to supply
families with food providing 100 to 125 percent of recommended
dietary allowances for nutrients. The reasons for this have been
stated earlier. This would allow for spoilage, normal wastage
and other reasonable losses, et cetera.

6. That the Governm 3nt use the mass media to assume maximum
registration of those eligible to parNcipate and to provide the
public With information about nutrition and food programs.

7. That the- Government use to a In,uch. greater extent, thew?, is
currently the case, the services of voktnteer organizations for its
food programs. There is a wealth of talent and a host of con-
cerned citizens in many different volunteer organizations. They
could provide a tremendous amount of help with the administra-
tion of food programs and with measures that could improve the
nutritional status of poor Americans.

8. That both the Food Stamp and the Family Commodity Dis-
tribution Programs be (mailable together in the same areas.

9. That the poor, acid the beneiwzaries of the programs, be in-
volved in their planning and administration. Currently if the Gov-
ernment was to underta-!le some new agricultural program in a
county it would consult with farmers. The same principle, of in-
volvement of 'participants should appl7 to food.progrwns.

10: That conmenience foods be increaSingly inchzded among food
commodities. Time is an important commodity for the poor es-
pecially if they are trying to break out of the cycle of poverty. As
suggested earlier, bread and other convenience foods should be
available. r

11. Food distribution centers *be open more oftem, at more con.-
venient hours, and foods should be (mailable weekly. Distribution
centers should be open at a minimum of once wc;e1dy if more than
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100 participants are involved, and for at least 2 hours later than
the end of a normal working day. Where it is more convenient for
the recipient, food should be available on a weekly basis, rather
than only once a month as at present.

12. A system of national registration be adopted and that other
meains be fouind to assist migrants to benefit from the program.
Steps should be taken to waive several existing regulations to
allow migrants to participate fully in this and other food pro-
grams. Special attention needs to be paid tol.J.S. possess;ons, such
as the Pacific Islands. Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

13. The Senate Se7ect Committee on Nutrition amd Human
Needs doterminie the mechomism by which USDA selects com-
modities for the program. I am still uncertain on what basis foods
are included, and excluded, from the program. Who makes the
glee5sion in USDA and on what basis? It is clear that the de-
eisitms are not made with nutritional needs in mind. I recommend
that this Senate committee determine who is making these im-
portant decisions on which the health of nearly 4 million Ameri-
cans depen-l_s. I humbly suggest that you, as Senators, take steps
to alter the present machinery, although I fear that you may meet
strong opposition from certain Senators and Representatives who
are well entrenched in the agricultural committees of the Congress.

These recommendations are neither complex nor far fetched. If I
were czar of USDA I wonld go beyond them and recommend more
sweeping chaiwes. I believe that a computer program should be pre-
pared for this food program. This could include the nutrient needs of
families of different sizes and ages. For each "family type" alternate
print-outs of what amount of food commodities they would take in
different combinations to allow for food preferences and to supply
recommended amounts of nutrients would be available. Families then
would ha allowed some choice and would be assured of getting foods
that would provide for their nutritional needs.' The official answer to
this recommendation will probably he that it is too complicated and
too costly. Fighting corn blight is also complicated and costly, and
so is the war in Southeast Asia.

CONCIATsioNs

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman. I am sucrgesting changes and improve-
ments in the food commodity program.t-T am at the same time saying
that it is a bad program and sbould he entirely replaced by some scheme
which would assure an adequate income for the poor. A program
giving away surplus foods tends to demean the poor. It was good in
Biafra in an emergency, but even there the Nigerian Government is
now providing funds, not food, t3 make the people self-sufficient again
in agriculture and in other ways.

The IT.S. Government has relatively ignored, and continues to ne-
glect the diseases that are especially prevalent among those who are
black or who are poor. One example of this is lead poisoning, a disease

a NoTin.A commercial firm, the Hunt-Wesson Corp., developed a computer menu
plan based on recommended allowances of nutrients. This was used by millions of budget
conscious Americans and proved the feasibility of such a program.
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related to t.eeling walls in Overcrowded tenements. Lead poisoning
results i11 more deaths and more serious disability that did polio in its
epidemic days here. Polio became the focus of a well-funded national
program for its successful elimination, yet no comparable effort has
been made in respect of lead poisoning. A second example is sickle cell
disease, a condition prevalent among blacks, and exceptionally rare
in Caucasians. Efforts in research, treatment, and control have been
pi ifully limited whereas major efforts have been made with Federal
funds to conquer such diseases as PKIT and cystic fibrosis which are
less common than sickle cell anemia, and which are not c:infined to
black Americans. A third example is drug abuse. 'When addiction was
mainly a problem in places like Harlem, Watts, and Roxbury, it wa.3
given limited attention. Now that it has become a problem of white
suburbia and of the military we see a national concern, greatly in-
creased funds for research and contrpl, and even moves to reduce penal-
ties for the possession and use of drugs. While it was mainly a problem
of the black and the poor it did not much concern the Nation.

My fourth and last example is, of course, undernutrition. This is
likeb , in this country, always to be a problem confined to poor Ameri-
cans. Unless attitudes change, unless a new spirit is born, this problem
too is likely always to be relatively shortchanged. Funds for investiga-
tion and control of the problem will continue to be grossly inadequate.

I ask that the four tables, submitted in my prepared statement, be
made a part of this testimony ; also I will submit a paper by Dr.
Emmons also to be inserted in the record.

Senator Plutcy. They will be included and made a part of the printed
testimony.*

Dr. 1...x.rirAm. Thank you ; I also remember that President Nixon in
May 1969 used these dramatic words :

That hunger and malnutrition should persist in a land such as ours is em-
barrassing and intolerable * *. Something very like the honor of American
democracy is at issue * * *. The moment is at hand to put an end to lumgor
America itself for all time.

I cannot disagree with one word of that statement, but I wonder
how long I must wait to see the closing of the edibility gap. Thank
you. Mr. Chairman.

Senator PERCY. We are very grateful, Dr. Latham, for such per-
ceptive testimony and for the specific recommendations that you have
made, includincr a challenge to this committee, and we certainly will
fol 1 o w th rouglion th at.

Before questioning you, perhaps it might be well to a:31c Miss Susan
Bolger to give her testimony and then we can question you together.

STATEMENT OF MISS SUSAN BOLGER, NUTRITIONIST, MATERNAL
AND INFANT CARECHILDREN AND YOUTH'S PROJECT, BOSTON,
MASS.
Miss BOLGER. Thank you. I should like to make my statements very

brief as I understand it is getting late. I will submit my prepared
statement for the record.

* r.r.dix 2, pp. 2278-2231.
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Senator PERCY. We will receive it and include it in the printed
record. PREPARED STATEMENT Or SUSAN BOLGER

My name is Susan Bolger. I work as a public health nutritionist in the Boston
Maternal and Infant CareChildren and Youth Project, Allston-Brighton unit.
There, my patient-clients are primarily young families who fall into several main
groups : Irish, Italian, Cuban and old New Englander.

As background I should liko to submit parts of a study done in Wisconsin Iast
January. The findings can appropjriately be introduced as relevant to the purpose
of these hearings, perhaps providing some background to the recommendations I
shall make.
THE COsT OF FOOD FOR A LOW-INCOME FAMILIr or FauR WITH AND WITTIouT

FEDERAL FOOD AssISTANcE PaoonAlts
(Prepared by : Susan Bolger, Graduate Student in Public Health Nutrition

Training in Wisconsin IState Division Of Health, District #8)
Appreciation for guidance and cooperation is extended to Miss Vera Kerstell,

district nutritionist ; Art Witherall, AFDC Unit Supervisor, County Social Serv-
ices Department.

INTRoVUOTION

Everybody suspects that tbe Welfare check gives a family very little spending
power for food, but just how inadequate IS it? How :vital are 'Surplus foods in the
month's menu planning and purchasing? llow much flexibility do 'they alio*?
How much or a monetary bonus do they provide?And what might happen if' the County changed to the Food 'Stamp Program?
Would it mean that the family could get more food, or would it impose more
problems than the present Program? And how does the Free School Lunch Pro-
gram flt into the picture?Tese questions were ones to which we had only intuitive answers. We wwated
documentation on which to make recommendations or to provide direction for
future programs contributing to the betterment of the County's poor. In addition,
we anticipated that such a study could have many uses, including the following :

Show in dollars and cents that a poor family in Fond du Lac cannot eat
adequately on the present Welfare allotment.Provide information to the community to help support changes in Welfare
procedures.

Furnish an example of Commodity "middle-class" menu.planning, budget-
ing and meal patterns for use by Social Service Homemakers, AFTIO mothers,
social workers.Emphasize to social workers the need for Welfare families' participation
in Federal food assistanett programs, as well as illustrate the dollar-and-cents
benefits to both workers and clients:.

Begin to build a cominunications liaison bc.Aween the Social 'Services De-
partment and the District nutritionist.

Furnish 9dea material" for future programs.
MATERIALS AND nazi-Rona

The flrst step involved becoming acquainted with Fond du Lac1s Department
of Social Services, with the types of problems the- Welfare families eneounter.
and with t4e services presently provided. Tbe,- Assistant-Director and the. head
or the AFDC unit 'each granted interviews tb talk ithout organization strueture,
funding. and the uses a report might serve. In addition, the head of the Welfare
group. "Mothers Forward", gave suggestions about how families do get along
in procuring and mannging food aff well as the kinds of other expenses that,end
up coming from food money. . . these ine'aded the telephone charges, clothing
costs &Above the clothing allowance, membership in school clubs, participation in
athletic courses, bus fare, movies or soda fountain snacks, and even the milleand
crackers grammar school children have in the morning.

1 02
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Then an imaginative "reference family of four" was used to represent a typical
Welfare familya mother, a teenaged boy and girl, and a nine-year-old child. The
food needs of such a family were computed using guidelines according to the
"Low-Cost Plan:" in Home Economics Report #20, 1962 (see accompanying
chart). It is geared toward the non-southern American family and is nutritionally
adequate for indefinite periods of tithe. .

These quantities of food satisfy. the 1958 RecoMmended Dietary Allowances 1-

which call for larger amounts Of. protein; 'Calciries, ,and Vitamin C with smaller
amounts of Vitamin A, iron and :nct' recomMendation for iodineall critical
nutrients among low-income peoPle. In view Of the findings of the National Nutri-
tion Survey.' the choice of using the .generally-higher 1958 Recommendations
was made. We aimed toward large'enough quantities of "good" food to protect
individuals from potential .dietary deficiency diseases or to correct -deficiencies
which -now probably exist.' -In ,planning such menus, high-iron .foods and the use
of iodized salt need emphasis.

The third step involved costing basic foods at a local supermarket.--rn 'Fond:
du Lac the Super Valu store has a central location, accommodates many AFDC
recipients, and seems to .feature- some of the lower...prices...The days of Thursday
and Friday, January'14 and. 15, were used to price items !within each food group.

A master menu (Menu #1) using USDA7"plentiful foods for January" was
prepared with the intention of easily adapting it to substitutions with Commodity
foods (Menu #2). The pattern mimicked: very conventional "middle-class" meal
plans for ease of costing as well as because Welfare recipients should be able to
eat the way most Americana "can. Nee Matter what meal .pattern an individual
family chooses,- the' full quantity of fOod must -be purchased in order-to. ade-:
quately feed the parent and growing children. Menus which eliminated-the packed
lunch were also planned under . both nonCommodity and Commodity plans
(Menus #3 and #4). In spite of Careful menu changes, some of the cereal prod-
ucts given in the Commodity Prograin were not used (flour, oatmeal, rice, corn-
meal). Bread was baked only if. the_family was:Provided with flour under the
Commodity Program.Finally, each menu was carefully costed. The portions roughly followed the
"Basic Four" and used up the quantities "of food included in each group. All
items were calculated as directed in Report #20. Estimates of "as purchased"
meats anticipated cooking losses and reasonably-sized servings. (,i..3e Shopping
Lists for Menus #1 and #2.) Then Menus #3 and #4 were costed to find out
how much packing a lunch bit into the food budget.

The market value of the Commodity foods available for January was also
found by pricing similar or equivalent items, e:g. "Spam" for the chopped meat,
the equivalent amount of meat frem fresh chicken, or fresh eggs (see Price List).

MEN II NUMBER, RECE IVES NO ASSISTANCE

MONDAY"

Fresh Orange Cheese Sandwich
Oatmeal with re-pasteurized milk* Apple Vanilla Cookies
Toast and Margarine Milkt
Hot Chocolate* Baked Hata

Spir'_eh wfth Cottage Cheese Roast Yams
Orange Biscuits* Margarine

Bread Pudding*
si"See footnote at end of table.

_....I See Sebrell, W. kl.:-. Jr.._ "The New Recommended Dietary Allowances," Nutrition
Reviews., 26 :12, December 1908.

, , ,

2 Sehs,rer, Arnold E., and Johnson, Ogden C., "Are We Well Fed? The Search for- the'
An.wer," Nutrition Today, 4:1, spring 1969.

.

3 Todhunter, E. Nel_ge, "School Feeding from a Nutritionist's Point of View,49, Ameri-

can Journal of Public Health, 60 0.2, 2302. December 1970.
6 Stare, Rosemary '11., Consumer Marketing Information, University of Wisconsin Co-.

operative Extension Programs, week of January 101-16, 1971, mimeograph.
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Banana with Orange Slices
Pancakes* wall Syrup
Hot Chocolate*
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TUESDAY

11am Sandwich
Apple Orange Biscuits*
Mi lkt

,Split Pea :Soup
Meatioaf* with Green Pepper

Carrots Baked Potato
Bread with Margarine

Gelatine with Fruit

Grapefruit Half
Oatmeal with re-pasteurized milk*
French toast* with Syrup
Flot Chocolate*

WEDNESDAY

Deviled Egg Sandwich
Celery and Carrot Sticka
Milkt Vanilla Cookies

Pork Roast
Green Beans Oven-browned Potatoes

Stewed Tomatoes Oatmeal Muffins* with Margarine
Bated Apple

Banana
Cinnamon Toast with Margarine
Hot Chocolate*

THURSDAY

Ham and Cheese 'Sandwich
Orange Oatmeal Muffins*
Milkt

Split Pea Soup
Fried Liver with Onions

Broccoli with Margarine Cottage Potatoes
Vanilla Pudding* Sugar Cookies

Grapefruit Half
Oatmeal with re-pasteurized milk*
Toast and Margarine
Hot Chocolate*

FRIDAY

Deviled Egg Sandwich
Green Pepper Strips Carrot Sticks
Mkt Sugar Cookies

Cottage Cheese with Fruit Gelatine Cubes
Tuna Casserole* Green Peas

Bread and Margarine
Apple Betty

SATURDAY

Sliced Oranges
cottage Cheese Pancakes* with Syrup
Hot Chocolate*
Macaroni and Cheese*

!treaded Tonm toes
Escalloped Potatoos*

Celery and Carrot Sticks
Plain Cup Cakes*

Chili and Beans
Cole Slaw Fried Potatoes

Bread and Margarine
Butterscotch Pudding*

Grapefruit Half
Scrambled Eggs* Hash Browns
Toast and Margarine
Hot Chocolate*
Potato Salad

SUNDAY

Chicken and Dumplings*
Hot Carrots and Green Beans
Bread and Margarine
"Tang" Cupcakes* with Spice icing

Toasted Cheese Sandwich Stripe
Hot Chocolate*

Nonfat dry skim milk solids used in place of fresh milk.
Wares:toed at school at rate of $.03 per half pint.
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Total cost for week
$23. 37

Average per day
3. 34

Cost for 31 days
103. 64

Keeping this menu at this low cost requires very close portion control, as left-
overs are planned for later use. It includes no salt, spices, condiments, baking
powder, coffee or tea, soaps, paper products, or sanitar*, supplies.

Prepared by Susan Bolger, Grad Student in Public Health Nutrition, Training
in Wisconsin, Wisconsin 'State Division of Hefilth ; District #3, rond du Lac :
J a nua ry, 1971.

MENU NUMBER 2FAMILY USES SURPLUS FOODS

MONDAY

Fresh Orange Hot Chocolate*
Apple'd Oatmeal with re-pasteurized Deviled Egg Sandwich

milk* Celery Sticks Peanut Butter Cookie..
Toasted Potato Bread* with Butter Milk$

Baked Ham
Spinach Carrot Sticks

Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread*
Rice Custard Pudding* EveSmall Hot Chocolate*

TUESDAY

Banana Hot Chocolate*
Cornmeal Mush with re-pasteurized Cheese Sandwich

milk* Apple Brown Bread*
Pancakes* with Syrup Milict

Bean Soup
Meatloaf* Mashed Potatoes* with Butter

Carrots Toasted Homemade Bread*
Gelatine with Fruit Sugar Cookies

EveSmall Orange Juice
WEDNE.SDAY

Grapefruit Half Hot Chocolate*
Cinnamon Rice with re-pasteurized Meatloaf* Sandwich

milk* Carrot Sticks Cornmeal Muffins*
Toasted Potato Bread* with Butter Milkt

Pork Ito.Ist
Corn Baked Yams

Stewed Tomatoes Oatmeal Muffins*
Apple Dumpling

Stewed Prunes
Fried Cornmeal Mush with Syrup
Grilled Chopped Meat Bits Hash

Browns
Toasted Homemade Bread' with

Butter

EveSmall Hot Chocolate*
TIIURSDAY

tint Chocolate*
Deviled Egg Sandwich
Orange Celery Sticks
Milkt Sugar Cookies

Pan-broiled Liver and Onions
Buttered Broccoli Spanish RI.*

Refried Beans Toasted Homemade Bread* with Butter
Vanilla Pudding* Peanut Butter Cookies

Sm. footnote nt nd of taole.
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PILTDAT

Half Grapefruit Hot Chocolate* Butter
Oatmeal with re-pasteurized milk* Peanut Butter and Banana Sandwich
Poached Egg Toasted Homemade Apple Almond-Rice Cookies

Bread* Milkt
Cream of Tomato Soup*

Tuna Casserole* Green Beans
Carrot Sticl-.9 Duchess Potatoes*

Apple Betty EveSmall Hot Chocolate*
SATURDAY

Stewed Prunes with Orange Slices over Macaroni and Cheese*
French Toast Buttered Carrots Escalloped

Cinnamon 1,12e with re-pasteurized Potatoes*
milk* Celery Sticks

Hot Chocolate* Plain Cupcakes*
Split Pea Soup

Chili and Beans Cole Slaw
Cottage Potatoes Cornbread* with Butter

Indian Pudding* EveHot Chocolate*

Gra pefru it Half
Oatmeal with re-pasteurized milk*
Scrambled Eggs* Chopped Meat

Patty
Fried Potatoes

Butter

SUNDAY

Toasted Bread* with

Hot Chocolate*
Potato Salad with Kidney I3eans
Chicken and Dumplings*
Hot Carrots and Green Beans
Yeast Rolls*
Yellow Cake* with Spice Icing

Bean Soup
Peanut Butter on Toasted Yeast Rolls*

Apple-Orange-Banana Compote
Hot Chocolate*

Nonfat Dry Skimmed Milk Solids used In place of fresh milk.
trurehnsed at school at rate or $.03 per half pint.

Total Food Cost for week $12. 74
Average Cost per day 1. 82
Cost for 31 days

This MPhil requires a great deal of oven time, much more planning stud prepa-
ration, and extra baking supplies. Baked products remain for snacks. Only extra
sugar and shortening inthuled in costs.

Prepared by Susan Bolger, Grad Student in Public Health Nutrition. Training
in Wisconsin, Wisconsin State Division of Health ; District No. 3. Fond du Lac :
January 1971.

RESULTS

The following figures reflect the amount of money theoretically necessary for
food to feed a "reference" low-income family of four receiving AFDC. They
include no allowance for spices, condimeats, flavorings, cleaning substances, or
cleaning supplies.

Besides being built around the month's plentiful foods, sale Items and store
brands were chosen when possible. Most dishes would be considered " ooked
from scratch" and non-convenience except bread for sandwiches. Occasionally a
more expensive item such as cottage cheese or green pepper appeared for variety
and education.

At. the present time, the AFDC income includes about $80 per month for food.
Under the Food Stamp Program, this family's purchase requirement. of $54 per
month nets r. Stamp allotment of $100.
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MONEY NECESSARY TO FEED AN AFDC FAMILY OF 4. FOND DU LAC, JANUARY 1971

Menu No. Per day Per week Per month

Receiving no assistance 1 $3. 34 $23. 37 1 $103. 51
Free school lunches only 3 2. 89 20.15 89. 59
Using surplus only 2 1. 92 12.74 56.42
Surplus anu free lunches 4 1 30 9. 06 40. 33

Market value of surplus foods 1. 58 11. 06 48.15

Figures released in November 1970 by the USDA Agricultural Research Service entitled "Cost of Food at Home,"
September 1970, U.S. average (b sed upon 1965 food prices) says that the reference family of this report should use
$145,70 per month to follow the It uust plan.

The figures indicate that a family cannot afford to eat nutritiously if it
adheres to conventional eating patterns and with conventional types of foods.
And while they will have enough calories via low-cost carhohydrate foods, the
food habits developed in the children are. not ones of choice. The shertage of
fresh fruits ttini vegetables for salads, snacks, and desserts may be a n,,:keelpitat-
ing factor in ols!sity, and the soft texture of the.foods would contrThute toward
denta 1 diserwe.

The figures proved thal a poor family cannot afford to buy the children a
school lunch, that Commodities introduced no more food to the family than
they could buy if they were given the retail value. in money of the Commodities,
and that Food :Ramps would cost lesson a monthly basisthan a family
Using Commoditlea presently would spend for "supplementary" foods. We might
like to know furtherLhow administrative costs of Conlmodities and Food Stamps
comrare.

ne did not show how these people do get along:se don't know
wh:t tleiil biochemical tests might revealor whether they now can eat
nutrit.7u3.ly. But it did show that on the $80 they have, they cannot obtain
enouga food hy conventiona; methods.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study indicate that the poor must drastically alter their
eating habits from that of middle-class society in order to live on their Welfare
check. We can only speculate what effectsmental and physicalthis ,has upon
the children.

Chemically a diet may be adequate at lower costs, but other aspects of
nutritionvariety, texture, palatability, acceptabilityare nOt. And we do not
knoW how the-se patterns which are so different from other children's affect a
child's feelings about himself as a worthy be:ng who can oompete with his
ppers and

Nutrition PHI cl'8 here at a very basic level. In n child's life, food is almost
the tirst way lie hiarns that the outside world is good. Lie s. yelops trust, or
distrust. He gradually explores his world, and food is a big portion of that new
worM. If he learns to like only a few foods, it might be expected that he will
have fear of other new experiences. But if mealtime "friends" Y;try, if be learns
to enjoy many different experiences, we might expect him to transfer this
seeurity in willingness to attempt other new tasks. .

And the kinds of foods the child eats mean more than nourishment for his
growing body. Though soybeans may have the food value of meat, society
places status with meat consumption. Non-fat dry milk solids cost less than
fresh milk, but they carry a stigma of poverty. And powdered egg mix makes
fine scrambled eggs, but the other kids get fresh ones.

How much of being "different from other kids" finally convinces a child that
he really la? How many low-status foods can he eat and still, believe that he's
as good as everyone else? How many teachers, once they know "Johnny's on
Welfare," will expect the same performance from him as from other kids?

When does Johnny begin to think he can't meet the competition? When does
he begin to stay away from other children's homes--and they from himbecause
so much there is strange? Will he get as far as grammar school before he gives
up . . . giving up even before society begins its formal socialization process?
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I low much of poverty perpetuates itself? Studies ^411(M tioi I tho cycle can be
broken,' lint it his a many-faceted task. It will not be accomplished with poor
children suffering front anemia. nor will it be done whit people who don't have
the spirit to help themselves, So childhood nutrition. :is -.loll as prenatal and
infant, appears to he a very influential variable in phy':leal and personality
development which often is overlooked by social service Agencies in their con-
cern for do:Iling with the never-ending crises of a poor family's existence.

Therefore, as people voncorned with the upward naohilit,,- of the poor, we might
establish the following objectives

Subs:tit Me the CoAitmality Foo& Program with Food Stamps and a realistic
education to help with tmdgeting and shopper information. (This may be a first
step in preparing for the Guaranteed Minimum Annual Wage.)

Investigate the possibility of having both Assistance prograt.-s in Fond du Lae
County as well as participating in the Supplementary Foods Program.

Involve low-income mothers in the campaign for participation in the Food
Stamp Program and in convincing other eligible persons of its value.

Include low-Income women as instructors in the classes on cooking, shopping,
and planning.

Involve the Social Services Department in on-going "grocery-store nutrition"
education for the County's poor.

Campaign for future free school lunches for all students in conjunction with
nutrition education in the curriculum and for participation now in the free school
lunch program of all children currently eligible.

Implement a system of payment for health and social servicese.g., -fliers
might relieve teachers of yard duty at noon, contribute rag dolls to Ulf tiler-
garten, or pay the amount of money she feels she can affordwhile no oiie shall
be excluded due to failure to pay.

Appropriate money in the AFDC grant for children's recreational and school
activitiese.g., an older child might receive an "allowance" of his own, the
graduating senior might routinely receive a special grant for "senior activities"
allowing more of the food money to be used for food.

Enlist local professional assistance in order to prevent anemia, sub-clinical
deficiencies, dental deterioration, and obesitythe major nutrition problems of
this Nation's poor.'

SUMMARY

Four low-cost menus for a reference family receiving AFDC were coated using
prices obtained at a local supermarket. Only if the family used Commodity foods
could their food budget of $80 meet their needs. And only families receiving this
Assistance could afford to pay for the School Lunches. Under the Food Stamp
Program, the family could purchase the same amount of food as they would need
If they received no Assistance or If they presently participate in the Surplus
Program. Program recommendations were mule.

This report makes no attemp t. to speculate upon the condition and needs of the
County's poor families who do not receive Social Services financial assistance, hut
the writer recognizes that their existence often may be much more difficult than
tha t of Welfare clients.

The reasons for malnutrition have three broad categories :
1. Insufficient income.
2. Lack of knowledge regarding a well-balanced diet.
3. Changes in marketing and processing.
I shall like to offer solut'ons to problems in the Commodity Distribution Pro-

gram that I, as a community nutritionist, feel would substantially improve the
nutriture of entitled people.
Tnsuffletent income to provide food to proud, low-income people

The current inflationary-Iow employment level stems to be forcing more and
more working families to using Surplus Foods ; it is necessary for them to rednee
food expenditnres in order to meet other financial needs. Therefore, I feel that :

1. The philosophy and goals of the program must be changed : it must be
viewed as a self-help program that provides a more complete monthly supply of
food. thns freeing families from the pressure of food procurement so they can

A nonymons. "Up from Poverty," Public Health Reports, 85 :12. 1074, December 1970.
7 Anonymous, "Nutritional StatusU.S.A.." Nutrition Revietra, 27 :7, 190. July 1069.
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focus upon their other pressing social needs. They should not be further separated
from their self-supporting way of life.

2. Certification procedure must be dignified, shortened and simplifi
(a) documentation of income resources and expensesthe now required checks,

receipts, bills, letters and phone calls require time and an unnecessary harass-
ment for already-depressed people. The signed statement of truth is enou!,!1.

(b) Transfer the application process from traditional locaMons, perhaps afii;
sympathetic, trained aides in churches, homes, community and Community
Action Program centers.

(c) Increase the distribution centers, perhaps regulating their number and
size by geographic area or population. Low income people have neither the money,
energy, nor ability to continually pursue the promise of food.

(d) Include some items needed for personal and housing hygienehand and
dish soap, toothpaste and perhaps shampooall educationally coordinated with
good nutritional health.

(c) Allow supplemental foods for pregnant and lactating women as well as
other groups with special nutrient requirements, for example, salt-free meat,
larger nunther of polyunsaturated fatty acid foods, fewer sugars.
Lt.ck ef Pnowledp:? regarding a. Well-Lalaneed diet.

All Americans, regardless of education, worry about nutritional adequacy of
their diets. The poor need such education the most. The program should groom
people toward the mainstream of food procurement and preparation.

1. !Jake educational materials available (perhaps a month's well-planned
menu with supplementary food shopping list and cost analysispictoral and
verbal) and conduct food demonstrations in places of greatest need.

2. To provide varietyfor acceptability and good nutritioninclude :
(a) adthtional staplessugars, cooked cereals, salad oil, tomato paste, Juice

concentrates, more meat, fish, canned fruits, etc.
(b) provide can sizes appropriate to family size, quantities of vegetables,

fruit and meat increased
(c) offer, on a per person basis, a produce coupon good for any fresh produce

in the store redeemable in a neighborhood market.
(d) Labels on packages should be the same as those used in the retail market

by- the manufacturer and conform to all FDA labeling laws and regulations.
3. Involve local interested professionalsperhaps Dietetic Association ms,m-

beis, home economists, supermarket consultants, etc., in making materials 1:or
distribution.

4. Have supermarkets contract with government to handle foodsfood should
flow from suppliers to supermarket warehouses to supermarket shipping systems
to supermarket storage to annexes. In the Assistance Annex ( for lack of a
better title) specially trained employees Should handle the dispensation of food
supplies, these Jobs perhaps tilled by other low income people.

5. Where lloSslhle, shuttle vans Could Operate to assist disabksd people In
getting to food center (supermarket and "annex") ; these drivers eould also
be low income people.

Low income participants must be involved in maintenance and running of
the service. Including the variety of items provided and their quality.

7. A USDA-HEW-0EO f;urveillanco unit should exist to coordinate all aspects
of the Program, including acting upon consumer complaints.
Changes in marketing and processing ; delivery system

1. lute to higher cereal consumption br low income people, all flour and cereal
products should be fortified and enriched at higher levels, especially with ninein,
thiamine, riboflavin, iron, magnesium and, possibly, iodine.

2. Food itself :
( a) More convenience foods as mentioned abovesoups, biscuit mix, pudding

and milkshake mixes, stew, lunch spreads, etc.
(b) Rotate food items and allow for flexibility within an orderespecially

for large families. Given two to three vegetables, starches, meats, fruits every
month instead of one.

In conclusion, I should like to urge that much smaller emphasis be placed upon
studies and surveys to quantitate the hunger, the deprivation, the misery of these
entitled people before some changes are effected. Nor should the distribution
programs be investigated to point accusative and defensive fingers. Fantastically
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complex and tragic problems exist which need fresh, willing solutions. We can
assume the worst until proven otherwise.

Rather, I urge that regulations be made at all levels of servicefrom bidding
by the manufacturer to the center with itg personnel and facilitieswith mini-
mum standards of performance clearly specified. Each unit would then have to
prove that it meets the standards; regulatory standards should be raised on a
regular basis to continually upgrade the quality of service and responsiveness to
needs.

Miss BOLoER. The first thing that I want to say is that my involve-
ment with commodit3r foods has been fairly brief, only about half a
year. My orienal feeling about them was that they were fairly good
foods; that you could do a lot with them if -you krww how to cook. Let
me start out with what I have done since that time.

In Wisconsin, I did a study in conjunction with the Welfare Depart-
ment and with the State Department of Nutrition to find out really
what were the facts comparing the Food Stamp Program with the
Food Distribution Program. I tried to look at the nutrient require-
ments, the many planning capabilities of women, at the local prices in
the store. I did not look at whether or not the food was actually beino-
distributed in that area. I looked at the list that was given to me as the
list of foods available. I do not know whether this, in fact, was the case.

The results of the study are included in sort of an exhibit that I have
as part of my testimony. I found that the amount of money contributcd
by the Food Distribution Program to the consumer was about the same
amount of money that is contributed by the Food Stamp Program to
the consumer. The food value on the other hand, would 'be extremely
different, because if you look, there is also another attachment on nlv
testimony, comparing the two kinds of menus that could bc plannea
by a nutritionist with a master's degree using foods purchased in tbe
marketplace and using foods supplementing surplus food program.

You will notice that the texture of the food in the Food Distribution
Program is very soft and, I think, detrimental to the dental health of
children. In addition, you will notice that it appears to be a much
higher calorie menu, which it is, and it is very starchy which would
contribute to obesitya form of malnutrition.

No Ci MU:1E ALLOWED To FAMILY

in addition, you will notice that it is extremely monotonous. I will
not g o into that. And, of course, there is no allowance within a
family's choices for any sort of preference. For instance, the USDA
offers three kinds of juicestomato, orange, and appleon a rotat-
ing basis. Why could not a large family be given a few cans of each
one? Or, with beans, why could they notthere are three kinds of
beans being offeredwhy could they not have a choice or a variety ?
The same is true of the meats. This is also true of the vegetables.

The only reason that I wanted ;-,o mention the study is that this
community now has a nutritionist as a result and for that reason
otherwise, there is no reason to do a study, in my opinion, unless
you are going to have some action.

Since I have been in Boston, let me describe to you where I work
and the problems that.I see there. This is the community which 'was
described to you yesterday. It is the oommunity of Alston-Brighton.
It is an old Irish, Catholic, Italian, some Chinese, and some Cuban
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community. It is a peninsula, a finger sticking out from Boston. As
oescribed yesterday, the nearest distribution food center is over here
i indicating]. This community has been going steadily downhill
because of the high rents described yesterday. It is surrounded by
Cambridge, Watertown, Newton, and. Brookline here indicating].
These two communities of Newton and Brookline are fairly wealthy
communities with po3kets of poverty. The only community, which has
a Food Distribution Program that surrounds this area is Cambridge.

In my location, the Office of Economic Opportunity has a subagency
called ABCD, Action for Boston Community Development. It has
undertaken to set up some distribution centers of its own in conjunc-
tion with the Welfare Department. We have one in our area.

When I first came on the job I. came in contact with people -who
were immobile because of pregnancy and because of large numbers
of children at home, not older people. These people needed food
but they could not really get over to Tremont Street. They had to go
to our center. Our center, in turn, was on a continually precarious
point of discontinuation, in that it is supposed .to close on December
31st of this year. In addition, it is in the basement, as described
yesterday, which has sewage flooding about three or four times that

iI have known of. It also has irregular hours because t does not have
a regular delivery system from the Welfare Department; and they,
do make deliveries to old people so that when they go out, there is
no one there to tend the store. This led me to a point of desperation at
which I began o take applications for surplus food.

CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE Is SWIMMING BLOCIK

The reason I did this is because the people that I work with, my
clients, are very proud and independent people. They see going to tins
housing project where the center is located as a, very degrading thing
to do. :I could make it easier for them by putting it into a medical sort
of orientation. I also could give them some education as to how to use
the products that are a particular problem for them. I also could try to
orient them a little bit away from feelings of shame. The certification
is something that has not been touched on. The actual procedure, far
as I remember, requires thatlet me say that the certification is, I
understand, regulated by the Department of Agriculture. This is what
the social worker who werks for the Welfare Department has told me.
I have not checked thatall statements be verified. Anything that has
to do with money must have some sort of canceled check. In the case of
an unemployment check, you have to have the exact same check that
the person has received beoause he receives no check stub from unem-
ployment. You have to have copies of bills if you have medical bills.
You have to have rent receipts or leases to show how much rent you
pay. This is very hard for a. lot ofpeople to come up with because they
do not know how to balance their budgets or how to keep track of
where their money goes, and it has been a stumbling block as far as
certifying people.

One of the other qualifications on the application is that the family
must have cooking facilities in their home. There seems to ;be, to me,
no reason for that when you give out things that do nct need to be
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cooked. If someone needs food, they should be entitled to have it
whether they have a stove or not.

The other thing that has been extremely difficult is that I under-
standand again, I have not checked on itthat the eligibility lev-
elsthe amount of money that you have to have less than to qualify
is determined at a Federal level. Boston, having the second. highest
cost of living in the 48 contiguous States, simply does not qualify. The
levels are too low, and in our area where rents are extremely high, this
is a real stumbling block because food prices are high.

Dr. Latham gave a fig:ure of about $17 that the average commodity
food package costs on the market. I priced 17 items and found that
they cost $23 in a "discount"market in my neighborhood.

My contact .with the commodity foods has involved working with a
couple of people in their homes trying to teach them how to use them.
I have not been terribly successful. The other contact I had was doing
a cooking course for children during the summer. I think it is notable
that I have had at least one dropout that I know of who got surplus
foods at home and did not want to go someplace else where she got
them again. The quote that I heard from her sisterthe sister I later
had as a patientwas that she wanted to work with "real food."

I worked with the Surplus Foods Task Force that has been corning
out of the Services to Older Americans, the one Mrs. Weiner and Mrs.
Peppard had. been working with. I analyzed a package that was given
out in our area in August of 1971. I found that in nutrient levels, when
broken downand there is a table* that shows the percent of recom-
mended dietary allowances of major nutrients that this package pro-
vided, and it does not, of course, provide for any variance in the
delivery and the time that the food was given out, and it does not
allow fel- the fact that some of the food may have been wasted of just
not used.

In all categories except for the very young child, the nutrk.nts were
not nearly close to 100 percent or, in many cases, even 75 percent. The
one that was the most notably lacking was iron, and this is a real prob-
lem in my clinic bec ',Ise I work with pregnant women and children. We
see anemia coiutantly there. We also see folic acid deficiency anemit, in
our pregnant women ; this is an absolutely crucial time in the develop-
ment of the chikl_ You cannot have these medical conditions, because
of lacic of food.

1A1C.) APPEALA DEAD-END ROAD

The results of our hearingmay I state that we are demanding that
the Welfare Department give us a food center when our 0E0 one
closes down. 'There has been no action. Another area to the south of
Boston, Dorchesterwhich is a part of Boston and has probably about
the same distance to travel to get to the Dorchester centerhas been
asking for a center from Welfare for 2 years. They have given the
Welfare Department many locations. The Welfare Department has not
acted because they felt the rent was too high in these locations. There
is no place that we can appeal. This seems to be a dead-end road for us.

In Massachusetts as a whole, the Welfare Department and the De-

See Appendix 2, p.2283.
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partment or Education are responsible iointly for the program. OED
has picked up a considerable amount of the slack. CAP agencies
throughout the State are distributing foods and they are usino. Emer-
gency Food nnd Medical Services moneys to do this. I undersand this
also will be terminated.

There is a group of concerned individuals consisting- of nutritionists,
church people, and others who are interested in trying to coordinate
the program. iV have received OEO money to do this, and it is too
early to say what we are o-oing to do.

As far as recommendations are concerned, I must voice some dis-
may because, as a nutritionist, I feel that the people must have the
food. I know what it means to them. As another kind of person, I
think they should have money to buy the food an.; I do not really know
where the compromise lies.

I think the food proo-ram should be viewed as a self-help program
rather than as a dole. iVe have to change the orientation of this pro-
(rram in order to make it more acceptable to working people that are
coining into the program because of absolute necessity now. We have
got to have more outreach. I would like to see aides specially trained
going into homes, going into churches, trying to approach people on
a personal level and with respect.

I would like to see, of course, the number of distribution centers in-
creased and some sort of standard mechanism developed for the num-
ber of distribution centers that any population area has.

I would like to see some sort of hygiene incorporated into the food
program ; this comes from the fact that you cannot buy soap on food
stamps. I see children that do not have toothpaste, that do not have
soap or shampoo, and I do not know what to do about it.

There has got to be educa Ion about how to purchase. I would like
to see menus distributed on a monthly basis showino. just as an illus-
tration to people who may not know, how to use the food along with
a list of supplementary things that they would have to purchase.

I would also like to see some example cost analysis of menus to
show how to budget, and I would like to see the nutrient r ids of
special groups considered.

I visualize a pmgram that does not. separate welfare or surplus
food participants from everyone else. I would like to see the packages
the same as those that are in the supermarket. If the milk is nAade by
Carnation, I would like to see it as Carnation milk in the Lome. I
would like to see. the same regulations applying to surplus fc ,c1. pack-
ages and labeling as apply to everybody else s.

I would actually likeI should think that USDA would figure
they should oet out o f the food distribution business enough so that
they might oqfer the program or1 a bid basis to supermarkets, letting
supermarkets do it and trying to coordinate that with the education
going on in supermarkets.

That is my testimony.
Senator PERCY. Very, very good, indeed. I could not help but think

of a few personal experiences as you both talked. On your last point
of permitting the purchase of soap and toothpaste, somehow we are
just going to have to appeal to the House with some sort of slogan
that 'Cleanliness is next to Godliness" or invent something like that,
because we did put it in the Senate bill. I was distressed when it was
taken out of the conference bill, but we will certainly try again.

5S-S54-71-pt. SA
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Miss BOLGER. It should be on an optional basis. I do not mean to
imply that people do not know how to keep themselves clean, but it
often is money.

SOAP AND TOOTHPASTE ARE NECESSITIES

Senator PERCY. Of course, it is just as much an item of necessity
for a household as anything else.

From the standpoint of the shame and mortification that people
have, I have heard people say that "Well, if you are poor, you should
not be ashamed of it." But even though there were a lot more poor
people during the Depression than there are today-17 million people
were out of work thenI can well recall that in Chicagothe com-
modity food program was in effect in 1935 and our family was a
recipientthey provided for home delivery. They delivered it to the
home. I was always gratefulthe apartment we lived in was up on
the third floor with a lot of apartmeiits with the doors open and so
forthgrateful the truck that delivered the -Peod was unmarked,
and I was always fearful people would know we were so poor that
we had to accept public charity. And, I can just imagine what it is
like standing in lines. And yet, poverty is so bad in Uptown Chicago
today- that when Rev. Jesse Jackson oi Breadbasket came up to offer
free food parcels to the poor whites in the uptown area fif Chicago
I did not think people would come out and &Yet the basketsbut as
the chairman of this committee I otood there, Jesse Jackson got up to
pass out the packages, and people stood in line a block and a haH long
to get food parcels.

Now, they are not going to do that unless they are really desperate
for nutritional assiance and help for their children. Most of them
were fathers and mothers, and they said that they were taking the
food home for their hungry children.

I would like to ask a couple of specific questions. Miss Bolger, first,
can ;you comment on the iron content of the 15 distributed commodi-
ties in -Boston ? Is there a deficiency or a sufficiency there ?

Miss BOLGER. The table at the end of my testimony shows that for
some groups it is as high as 6:3 pAreent. For the critical groups, of
course, it is only 36 percent, in August. I might add that the utilization
of iron in the body is assisted by vitamin C, which is also in very low
quantity, and, as 13r. Latham said, in surplus foods the potatoes are
where the vitamin C comes from because they are fortified, and I am
not sure how many people in my community eat those as many are
Irish and prefer real potatoes.

Senator PERCY. You have given us a wealth of statistics and material
in human terms. Could you tell us whether yrou have actually observed
malnutrition among commodity recipienth in the cases that you have
been studying?

MALNUTRITION I1V' COMMODrrY RECIPIENTS

MiSS BOLGER. Yes; I am following several children right now for
obesity, which is, of course, a form of malnutrition. These people are
on surplus foods. This is the, major portion of their diet andI do not
wish to speculate on the idea that altered carbohydrate metabolism is
a contributing factor to obesityI think this may play a part.
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In addition, I am following several young, young children for
"Failure to Thrive," and I have had the rewarding experience of
making home visits and making diet sugestions which, when imple-
mented, have assisted the families in giving the children food, because
they simply have not known what to do and they have allowed the child
to just sort of fend for himself. This is an education problem but they
also just do not have the money for food.

Senator PERCY. A few weeks ago in a receiving campa refugee
camp. in East Pakistan on the Indian borderI talked to a grand-
mother whose son and husband had. been killed by the West Pakistan
army. She had fled with her daughter-in-law with five children, five
grandchildren to her, to India. They had been in a refugee camp and
I asked her why she had come back, and she said, "Well, her grand-
children were getting so ill from the change in diet"----they had lived
on a fish, high-protein diet and their rice was a different variety. The
isstu of rice that they received was so different that the children were
all getting sick and had dysentery and she said "If they are going to die,
we decided I would rather have them die back at our home than in a
refugee camp in India."

I have noticed in many areas of the country, including Chicago
where we have a large Spanish-speaking community, that all the res-
taurants are quite different ; the meals are quite different according to
our various ethnic groups. Is any account taken of this in the distribu-
tion of food ? Do we take into account the fact that diet is eclite differ-
ent for migrants from Puerto Rico whose children are all brought up
on a different diet, or are they expected to adapt just like that [indicat-
ing] if they are poor ?

Miss BOLGER. There is no adustment for this nor is there any sort
of adjustment for the fact that they do end up paying more money in
their corner stores for their special products. It is extremely complex.
Simply, the answer is "No."

Senator PERCY. "Do you know why it is that Boston receives only 15
commodities when, at least with the limited list that we have, they
could expand 40 or 50 percent with what is available?

Miss BOLGER. There are 19 commodities that they do not ,cret. Of the
commodities that are distributed, there were 1D that month that they
did not fzet. This brings the number of total col aiodities to something
we have not considered before, but this is the total variety offered by
the USDA, which includes three or four kinds of vegetables, et cetera.
I do not know why. I think it is in the ordering process, where, you
know, everybody is very much in the dark about how things are ordered
and what happens to the order. This was touched on yesterday.

NEED COORDINATION OF AGENCIES

I would really like to see coordination of the agencies responsible
for the program. 0E0 is working on it. HEW is working on it. USDA
is working on it. Consumers are wishing they could work on it, and
nutritionists are getting involved in it, as are volunteer agencies. It
seemS like if we could ,alliget together to try to figufe out how this
thinz would work, I think it could. work 'and there is no doubt about
the fact that at the end of the month those foods are absolutely essen-
tial to the family.
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I have a socia1 . worker that tells nw she goes into the homes and
this is what they are living on.

Senator PERCY. Despite the practical comments Dr. Latham made
about the demise of the program, I do not know whether T will lw
the Senate long enough to see it done away with, even though it is a
poor progTamand we all admit thatfrorn a nutritional standpoint.
:Maybe we must be practicalyou know if you cannot fight it, join it--
maybe we must look at how we can build on this base. and expand it
with certain other commodities that are desperately needed. Could
both of you respond? Maybe you could start, Dr. Latham. Let's say
we are stuck with this program for a while, a number of years anyway.
.vhat should be added to it as absolutely basic essential ingredients
that should be available at all times to all families any place in the
country. and that we conld simply requ:sition and direct the Dena rt-
nwnt of Agriculture or HEW, hopefully, ta always have available for
these programs?

Dr. LATtmat. I fully agree with youthe program has been in opera-
tion for 35 years and it is not likely to die. 1 still believe that the poor
need money and not food, bat the program is going to be in operation
for a long time. The recommendations I made, if implemented, would
go a long way to improving the commodity program.

I think, as alluded to in my testimony, that there are practically no
considerations given to food tastes, to ethnic preferences and to geo-
gmphie differences, and c':+arly this needs to be clone.

Take. for example the milk supplied. There is increasing evidence
that many non-Caucasians do not digest. lactose well, and lactose is
milk sugar. It is very gnestionable whether people in the food com-
modity program should be getting 10 percent of their nutrients from
milk powder when they cannot digest lactose, and milk may cause them
to e, t diarrhea. I think that we shonld be looking at what the par-
t r diets or various groups of people are and what they Nvo tdd like
to oat, and II et areordingly, Obviously iwople like steak 11 ad potatoes
mlinl these kinds of thing.,-s. and if thew was ally way to provide these
T thinlz this would lw a way of improving the program. But even
within the range of items available in the commodity program yon
rail see some Rents that are very popular awl some tlmt are not. Those
items that tend to rnn mit again and again at these food centers because
they are popular should be provided in greater amoth;ts.

NowAn.vvs TiAntxo IlltrAn Ts VxmarasTrc

I think it is easy in partienlar areas to find out from the recipie..ts
what they would like ia Inrzer amounts. I think we must go to eon-
vellien:-e foods. As T said, to provide flour for these people and expect
thent to hake bread hi quite unrealistic. There are many wi.eat products
which are available if we cannot. devise some system bv which they
can get bread at a subsidized price. There are many whetu ...iucts on
the market, such as unsweetened cookies, various types of pup-ups and
other things, that could be totisted, even spaghetti and a variety of
pasta products. All these are basically wheat products. These should
be available made out of the wheat supplied by the commodity program.
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There clearly 5110111(1 be a little less in tlw way of carbohydrate foods
and more in the way of protein rich foods, but people eat the things
that are t as!: and they are used to eating. The 'fowls should be made
attract i ve to the recipients: 2:2 food itemseven though there is 5onic
variation within the 22--is a very limited number of foods and the
dkt then becowes extremely monotonous. So I think variety becomes
important, and ii would be very easy to draw Up a Mulch wider list..

I think one is Lampered by those who make the decision about what
food should be supplied and with the definition of surplus. I think we
need to move to asking ourselves what do the poor need in terms of
nutrients; what do they like in terms of what is available and what is
the mu i flU liii wasonable choke they can he (riven. We need to ask what
ethnie differenc, xist in food habits; wiTat do Puerto Ricans like
and what do the blacks in the South like; and include some of these
item, There to be flexibility in these programs and we just do not
have that at t ,sent time.

Senator PR: .. Let's take one item, milk. I do not partienlarly like
the taste of powdered milk. It is different from fresh milk. And cer-
tainly, we know that with the emphasis cereal companies place on
trying to make food taste good that it is pretty hard to force even a
poor child to take some; g that does not particularly taste good to
him.

What is the difference between a powdered milk product that. tastes
good and one that is not (rood? What can he done to make this product
mow palatable? is it at all feasible to try to premix it alwad of tittle?

Goon Powimum 11fr1..x Is AVAILABLE

Dr. LATuAlt. There are niany powdered milk products on the
market now that are iuiiieli varier to mix than the ones supplied in
t lie program. I think inereasingly the food commodity program has
moved to use these. So there have becn improvements in this directioe.

lint the reports I received from Tompkin- County and elsewhere a
year ago. were that the milk was a difficult kind to ndx, it was lumpy,
and also did not, taste very good. Some of this is still being used.
rwre are good poudered milks :mil the USDA should say "We are
()lily going to purchase this particular kind of milk," arK: undertake
yialatabilitv tests and mixing te;ts and insist :hat only satisfactory
prr.dnets are used.

Of conh-ie, fresh milk would Ite better, but the counties could not
deliver fresh milk in the food commodity program because foods are
distributed once a montIL Fresh milk has been supplied free to groups
of persons in other counties, such as Britain.

Nfiss BotAiER. As far as milk is concerned, because it is BO impor-
tant. I should like to see an instant breakfast type or an instant
pudding type item given. Cocoa was given at. one time as a supple-
immt which was an extremely popular item.

Senator PERCY. If a family actually misses its milk ration, for one
reason or another, what does this do to the nutritional balance of
their diet?

Miss Boixam. I did not analyze i without milk, but, of conrsu.,
protein will go down: vitamin A; vitamin D will be almost elm-
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inked; and this is necessary to prevent rickets ii rrowing children.
Riboflavin, of course, would be way down, ana calcium will be
extremely low.

Dr. LATHAm. The USDA figures show that about 40 percent of the
recommended allowance of protein is supplied by milk, so that if it
is not used then the protein in the diet will be reauced by 40 percent.
The milk provides 80 percent of the calcium needs; so calcium and
protein, which are two very important nutrients for growing chil-
dren, both get dangerously reduced if milk is not used.

Senator PERcy. I am not sure how ponular the peanut butter is
among the elderly poor, but it is popular among children and it pro-
vides a great deal of nutrition. I understand it comes in a small
supply and on occasion is out of stock in some areas of the country.

What if a family in southern California, for i:istance, misses its
peanut butter ration for an extended period of time? What does that
do to the nut ! itional balance for that tamily?

PrANUT BITITER ASS:IMES PROTEIN INTAKE

Dr. L Peanut butter is a popular item in the county I hai-e
looked into. Peanut butter is particularly important for its prothin
content and niacin and 13 vitamins. In the total food commodities.
the protein they would get from peanut buttet- would provide about
8 percent of the, recommended diet allowence. If you reduce a child's
peanut lmtter then you reduce the protein intake. 'We have not talked
enough ,lbout uneven distribution of food within a family. USDA
assumes that all members are all getting equal amounts, hut yon
might find that the children are getting most of the peanut butter
and not, any of some other prodnets: then the children might be
ff et I ing 20 or :10 percent of their protein needs from the pen ont butter.
11 pea mit butter is not, available for some months, then a serious
tednetion in protein intake. will result.

In all these figures the ITSl): is proshwing the figure for the four-
nerson family. I worked in developin7 countries and one of tlw
:treat Problems iS t hat the "arbolwdrate foods are the bland foods COD-
S; .cred suitable for children. and often the protein-rieh foods are more
tast y. The children then el.t. a ainly ets 'tolty.trate diet. This often
loads. to Ferions protein deficiencies.

Senator PEP:7Y. I1Ge- about the meat supply ? That. asso comes in a
sitiall supply and let's sav_ the fam;ly misses half its meat issue for a

what-locs that to do nutritional diet, ?
DI'. LATHAM. Well. aft:11in. meat is an important contributor of pro-

tein to rnost people's diets. In this program, if one were making a
recommendat m, T snggest that there be a great increase in the
amount of meat products supplied. These penple are getting very much
less meat than the average American. They are getting very much less
meat than the people who are getting food stamps who are buying
what. they like with their food sts,mps.

So, in fact, the contribution in terms of protein -light be arotmd
20 iierceut P.om the meats that they get. Therefore, if they are not
getting meat then there is a redaction of 20 or mori percent in the

g
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proteins taken. But I think the amount of meat available in the pro-
gram should be greatly increased.

Senator PERCY. I was very pkased to see in your statement, Dr.
Latham, on page 1, that this adminishation has, during its term in
office, done more in relation to food programs than any previous ad-
ministration. I certainly feel this is true. The edibility gap that you
pointed out is still there to a great extent and we are more conscious
of it the more we talk about it, but I think progress has been made
and I am pleased that you _pointed it out. I am pleased also that along
with the criticism the 'USDA has taken in the course of these hear-
ings, we can point out, as you have, that in recent years there has been
marked improvement in the commodity distribution program as ad-
ministered by USDA. And I am pleased that you have specifically
pohited out certain people who have been helpful to you.

I have been critical of the Department concerning item 8 in yoln.
recomn_endations. I think that both the Food Stamp and the Food Dis-
tribution Program should be available, together, in the same area. I
think this is extremely imuovtant. Yet TJSDA, in spite of the law, has
refused to do this ev-;n when local governments have volunteered to
pay the administrarve costs.

Could you expar d on the importance of this as you see it and tell
us how strongly you feel al:wilt- it and how strohg a position this com-
mittee technically and should take to press this point ?

DUAL PROGRAMS GM' PEOPLE A CHANCE

Dr. LATHAM. I feel that this is very important. I think the main
reas,:m for having both these programs available together is to allow
people to have the choice, to he on one nr the other. If they wanted
to collect the foods, they eould do it. Tf they preferred to get the food
stamps and go to the grocery si or fl ul make their own dmice, they
could do that. For example, am elderly couple who did not have very
good cooking facilities, or an old perw-m with no oven. have to take
flour that they cannot use. This is point leQs. If these people had shimps
they could go to the supermarket with their food stamp7and buy some
foods that were more convenient for them. and which took no cooking.
An Indian family, far from a trading post where they ould use food
stamps. might prefer food commodities.

thiT we sl:ould go further. I think none of these fooa programs
1,rovide for t.le,e who lave no cookinry facilities. There are a
I of Americans -wilt) are poor with no cooking facilities. Food stamps
sLould be authorized for use in restaurants and cafeterips for those who
cannot. cook their own food because they are disabled or because they
are old or because they an not have the right facilities.

So I think ihere shouid be alternatives and I think the more alter-
nath es that a 5 open to people, the more likely people are to meet, their
family needs and to meet them with some dignity. So I think in any
county there are going to be people who will benefit more from the
commodity program than the stamp program and vice-versa, and
these options should be open to these people. It would not create much
more erpense except a BUN bit more organization and a little bit more
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trouble for the bureaneraey. But all these programs are made as easy
as possible for the bureaucracy without. consideration for the poor. We
do not have people, waiting at post offices to get, postage stamps in the
snow and the cold, but, we do for food commodities and food stamps.
This is intolerable to me. In many places people wait for 2 or 3 hours
ont in the cold and the snow and this type of thing. No government
program for the affluent requires people to suffer in this kind of way.
So I think it would be of great benefiteven though it would b..
more trouble and a. little more expensivefor several of tilt.
0-rams to be available for the same people; and, that the progran 122-
come more sensitive to the needs and the dignity of the poor.

Senator PEncv. I want to thank you very much indeed. Senator
Soh wei ker. do you have any questiohs?

Senator SCIINVETHER. No questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MONOTONY or FOOD

Senator PERCY. All right. I would like to tell you a personal story
that, I have told the staff. We have had this subject of the monotony
of food raised before and, I have heard the confluent, "My gosh, if you
are hungry, why should y-41 worry? Food is food." Tut. when my
father's bank failedbe was a small neighborhood banker, cashier of
a bankand he was stuck with double stock and fought for 7 y 'ars
from going into bankruptcybut he was just overwhelmed by his
debtswe wee on ;his .ommodity food program sort of subsidy. My
father was a V ry devout man, always said Grace before dinner. But,
one time we had a large shipment from this commodity food -program
of canned tomatoes and ricethey were in excess apparently at the
tune--so we. had this about 10 nights in a row for dinner. ;Mother
just made it into various forms of Spanish rive, but it all tasted the
same; and finally, just as we propressed into our dinner one evening,
my mother looked up in shock at my father as he started his meal
he just started to eat, and she said, "Father, aren't you going to say
Grave?" And he, looked at, herand T have never heard him utter a
,Year word or cuss word beforet-iat he said, "Mother, I'll be ,lamned

I'm grate ful for this Spanish rice."
So I think the monotony, even i'or pool families, does L,et to you

a little bit.
Thank :von very much for your extremely helpful testimony and

the. devotion you have to this very, very vital and urgeht field.
am very happy to have Senator Schweiker introduce our next

guest, and we will call Mr. Harve: Stephens, c'xecutive vice persident,
ARA, Inv.

Senator SCTINVEIRER. I am delighted to be able to present one of my
conetituents, particularly a constituent who haR done a lot of work
and lias a. lot of experience and expertise in this whole fliq. I knovk
that our witness today, Mr. Harvey Stephens, executive vicA presi-
dent or ARA, will give this committee a lot of.prii.ad.ctical inflr-4 ri

beeause of the expertise that his company,
We are very pleased to welcome Mr. Ste, here tud.. a!

his stall' nutritionist, Mrs. Robertson. lire arc very 1-.1v ) hi o'on

',me fore our committee.
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY STEPHENS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
ARA, INC. ; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. EDYTHE ROBERTSON, NUTRI-
TIONIST

Mr. Smell ENS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PEncy. As long as Senator Schweiker has gone over and

answered a live quorum call and I have not, I will excuse myself, If
you will take the Chair, I will be back as c 'ickly as I can.

Senator SCHAVEIKER. All right. Go right ahead.
Mr. STEPHENS. I am going to keep this as brief as possible. I am

really here in the role of what in the food service business might be
called an operator. We are responsible for food service in a variety
of institutional markets and in a variety of locations around this
country.

I do want to add to your introduction of Mrs. Robertson, wlm is
nutritionis:, on our headquarters staff. She is one of more than 300

ARA. dietitians and nutritionists who work for us throughout our
company. She has also had a lot of experience in the area we are discuss-
ing today. For that reason, I have asked her to sit up here on my left
and take care of any questions you might have. For many years, Edythe
was Chief of the Food Service staff for the U.S. Air Force and she has
had a lot of experience, not only with nutrition, but more importantly,
with the problems of distribution, which is what I want to talk about.

I am Harvey Stephens, executive vice president of ARA Services,
Inc., and I appreciate this opportunity to present some facts and ap-
praisals of the role that the food service management industry, with its
service capacity and potential, can play and is playing in the provision
of meals that will improve the nutAtion of America's youth.

AR t Services, as well as other companies, is now preparing and
serving hundreds of thousands of meals each day to schoolchildren
mule e the national School Lunch Program. ARA also serves over 300 of
the country's colleges and universities, 200 hospitals and health care
centers, thousands of induHtrial companies, business offices, government
installations, as well as St a d tuns, convention halls, airlines, and public
restaurants. Our food service volt- alone is about one-half billion
dollars a year, and this means tar- we purchase large quantities of
foodstuffs for meal and 'refreshment preparation. We are pretty large
in the commodity distribution bu.iness within the framework of our
own activity.

The logistics of quanfity purchasing in ARA den and that we main-
tain and control a constant flow of supplies to assure quick. efficient
service of more than '2 million meals each day. While other companies
may Ilse somewhat different methods, I feel ours is reasonably repre-
sentative of the food service management mdi ry.

In our industry the governing consideration is thc -;ei vice of the
individual customer and everything having to do with I procurement
and distribution of food flows from meeting the customer's need. Pur-
chasing has its origin with the menu and the recipe. The nutritional
objectives of the food service program combined with a knowledge
of the food Preferences of the group being served, spell op.t the types,
form, and te quantities of commodities required for the fabrication
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and service of meals. These considerations together with price, form
the basis from which we calculate the quantities of each commodity
to be purchased and delivered.

MYTH or GREAT PURCHASING POWER

At this point I would like to dispel the inyth that large companies
such as ours enjoy great .purchasing power through sheer size. 1Ve
perform food service operations at literally thousands of locations and
most of the product we buy for them is purchased locally. Our pur-
chasing efficiencies are due to the fae4- that we systematize our menu
»lanning and ordering in snch a way that the purveyor is able to serv-
ice us efficiently and thus we &come' a very desirable customer for
him, and he in turn becomes a part of our service system. And of
extreme importance, I might add parenthetically, he becoMes a part
of our service systeM, and that is very critical tons.
'.Size in, itself is not the determining factor.- It- is our cooperation

and understanding with the suPplierenabling scheduled deliverieS
perhaps only once a Week at each locationthus relieving him of too
frequent .del,iveri..s, the elimination of yisits by sale§ pt_rsonnelour
purchasing proceaures establish standards and prices to e followed
at the local leveland the proinpt payment of our bills.

Our Objective is to make the supplier responsive and responsible to
our needs, hence to those of our clients and ea: 'omers, wherever and
whoever they are. Tf a distributor does not ordinarily supply hospitals
and we have a' hospital client in his territory, We work with him to
get him responsive to the situation. He will obtain the special corn-
mod, tier, We may need for special, diets beeanse he values our business.
We forecast our demands so be can develop and maintain his inven-
tories ill fill efficient way. In menu development we reque:4 conmiodi ties
in an orderly fashion and choose purveyors who do enough business
to purchase and distribute in economic quantities.

The accuracy of our individual operating units i n debemining their
owr needs is vital to the entire purchasina, process. Our inventory
policy is to restrict these units to 1 week's.supply of merchandise. fhis
requires good planning-on the part of our local mamrxers and good
w a rehouse management and service on the part of our Ruppliers. This
policy helps the purveyors to establish th ir optimum inventory levels
which reduces their cost. Other important benefits are that this type
of purchasing assures freshness and it is a demonstrated fact that when
inventory is kept down. inventory losses for a variety of reasons are
n-Animized.

PURVEYOR MUST RESPOND QUICKLY

ARA ell (Ioes its purveyors in any area after thorough check of
tli. 'r reputation for service, their methods of operation, and t.7.ie
qrc.;ity and mice of their merchandise. We have very specific cor-
porate sth .clards of food quality, product specifications, ,a file of
thoosands of tested recipes and systematic menu planning. Our unit
managers are expected to operate within this procurement frame-

flic.7 to make all of their purchases from among our authorized
krveyors: and our purveyors are expected to be highly responsive
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to the needs of our unit managers. In order for us to operate with
maximum efficiency, it is necessary for our purveyors to be al-oe torespond to the needs of our units gnickly. By this, I mean with,
to 48 hours. Their warhunsing and trucking capacity must be capa-ble of handling thi, requirement.

As continmng quillity control we check very carefully on the
merchandise at the time of delivery and reject on the spot any item
which does not measure up to our standards.

Or research and standa:ds department evaluates over 1,000 newproducts a year prior to acceptance for use at our units. Our regional
purchasing directors also continually review the capabilities and
performance of purveyors, both those on our authorized list and others
seeking to serve us. This relieves our local unit operations manacrers
of the need to be purchasing experts and enables them to concentTate
their full energies on the service to their clients,

I might add at this point that our suppliers, value their relation-
ship to us. It is a relationship they maintain by .meeting our stand-
anis and when they do not meet our standards we replace them and
we get somebody who does meet our standards, because, our goal is
to satisfy the customer and where we have ,a weak link in our supply
or fabrication or merchandising cha'n which is not pointing .in that
direction, we have to do something about it; and in terms of our
suppliers, they are given an opportunity to meet our standards, be
it quality of service or the price, and wnen the ^,annot do it or wiJ1
not do it, we go to another segment of the-business and bring hi some-
body elso who is more interested in being of service to us and to oar
customers.

Senator SMIWEIRER. About how many prirveyois do you deal with
in the course of a year?

NEr. STheliENs. T1'ole4ands. T would. say. --We are a large company,
as I meutioiwd. Our food in the food service. segment of ou busuu-ss
:2 aboitt $500 million, but we buy locally in many. of 011r operations.
While we inti have some mitional cor tracts with paper goods or
things of that sort, food is purchased locally in the communities in
whieh we work and live. When you live in a collet'cre community or
you 1):17't Of a health care instaution, y011 relate tothat community,
anal we do that, not only in termS of relating to the customers, but
in relating to, the supply sources.

Our managers have ihe benefit of such publications as the ARA. Pur-
chasinc, Manual, the Meat Buyers Guide, and other material gen-
eratecrboth from within the company and oaside. We issue a regular
purchasing newsletter for the benefit of our operations people.-Pro-
cechires are outlined; withorized purveyor Fists are distributed. Should
a Moll :111111rier nuti7e purchases from an unauthorized source, this fact
will be picked up by our computer, and followup will determine the
rew,m for such purchase, wild in malty cases there are gocd reasons why
this was done, but we are interested in knowing why it was done be-
cause wo are interested in what is going to happen to the satisfaction
of our zustomer because he is the guy that keeps as in I-- Ijiness, and we
have no subsidy from 'him, or we have no tenure process which keeps
us serving an institution. We do it based on our performance, and it is
perhaps trite, but it is easy to say in our business, we are as good as the
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last meal we served and that is the one people remember us for, so they
all have to be good theoretically.

EFFICIENCY ORIGINATES AT PLANNING END

To summarize briefly, long experience has taught us thateflicieney
in the procurement of food supplies for large-seale meal delivery sys-
tems originates at the meal-planning end. Ter .ecipes whose yield
from a given quantity of raw food is dependable, . p 1. Specific food
standal.ds for depend:ability of results is step 2. A, anced menu plan-
ning ,tc. a basis for ordering is a major step in avoiding undue delivery
costs and food spoilage. Finally, and of primary importance, a coop-
erative and constructive working relationship with quahty sources of
supply is an essential to the smooth working of the system.

T1 describing the food procurement and distribution approacht used
hy our corn )a,ny and by indnstry in general, I am mindful of the many
differences between our type of operation and the commodity distribu-
tion problems of the Department of Agriculture, particularly a_s they
relate to the, distribution of commodities to a variety of institutions.

These differences were highlighted during the White House Con-
ference Food, Nutrition, and Health by four of the 26 panels which
dealt with the problem of food distribution of Government-donated
commodities. I had the privilege of chairing one of these panels, panel
V--4, on large-scale meal delivery systems. After months of consider-
able study and evaluation of all the data on the issue, distribution, and
use of commodities, panel V-4 submitted a total of 88 recommenda-
tions to the Conference, four of which recommended the elimination
of all future purchases of price-supported commodities, and in their
place recommended that the millions of dollars paid by the IT.S. De-
parhrent of Agrieulture for food commodities he realloented directly
to t.ht institutions in the form of cash subsidy for Ilse, in buying end-
113e. p. oducts on the front end rather than having the item appen r at
their facility after menu olanning, based on food preferences and
nutritional needs and costs, were completed. While it may not be possi-
ble now from a practical or political point to eliminate the commodity
distribution system serving institutions, there is no question in the
minds of many competent people that the system needs ehane.e.

Future trends a aticinated in donations to ehild-feedinfr. nrotrrams
place, more than quantitative demand upon the distribution system.
Coinciden:.-, with the commodity voliime increase would be the addition
of a large number of recipient 'agencies such as the day care centers and
homes for the aged, which could also present significani, challenges to
comm"dity distribution program planners.

Sysill. is WILT. TTNDERGO CHANGES

Strong economic pressures are forcing schools to try to offset the
rising costs of school feerl4ng programs. Major efforts ai .. being
directed .

toward reducing the labor content, of food service operations.
Central kitchens for food preparatkui is one of the approaches. and
the use of more preprocessedfoods to avoid onsite preparation costs is
another. These shifting conditions imply that for commodit:-- distribu-



timl systems, boll tlie type of food items and theme hods of processing
and distribution will have to undergo chiiges if the cominodity pro
gram is to respond effectively to child-feeding-system needs.

School districts rely on commercial suppliers and distributors for
80 percenu of their total food needs from a. supply system that parallels
ARA's system of local procurement. The U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture furnishes approximately 20 percent of all foods used. School dis-
tricts are in daily contact with their food suppliers for the items needed
in the menus. Most of the same items the Government purchases and
distributes to schools are also purchased rc.,, alarly by a school distriet;
from their regular suppliers. Schools have established competition
between their several suppliel7s, and are buying foods with vari-ms
services and at the best possible price, I might ,add, with consider..ible
skill.

Commodities obtained, by the Government are now purchased from
the same suppliers the commercial wholesale distributor uses. This
makes the .Government another distributor in th- ---hol_esale market in
competition with the private sector, and with a system which is a poor
copy of the distribution which is being used in the private sector, I
might add. The U.S. Department of Agriculture does not deliver to
the end user ; the State and local agencies must perform this service,
which is not their specialty.

In conclusion, to get the benefits of proarement based on what is
needed at the lunch table, the commodity diAribution system
needs to be changed. As it works now, it defeats good menu -planning
and cost control 'by not predictably supplying what -the school may
need.

I do believe that if all groups involved in this program work posi-
tively at what is needed to get the job done, it will get done. Govern-
ment administrators and officials, and businessmen from the private
ector, need to work toward a common goal, a system that will provide
schools with their food needs a the best possible cost to Federal, State,
and local districts.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee today,
Mr. Chairman. If the information I have presented today is of help,
and if some of the techniques we have developed can aid in solving
some of the problems of the commodity distribution 'r k )(gram, we stand
ready to aid in the solution of these problems.

might add that we have just loaned Mrs. Robertson to the Com-
mission on Government Procurement, which has 1.en established by
the Congress, and she is now working full time, at f%tir expense, I might
add, in study g oup 13A, which deals with problems of Federal food
acquisition. So we are continuing our interest in this program.

NOTHING HAPPENED IN 30 YEARS

That is the end of my prepared statement. I Made a copple of notes
as I listened to some of the other testimony this morning. I heard
Ester Peterson ai7d Senator Percy discussing Margaret Mead's testi-
mony daring her appearances here. During the White House Con-
fe-x.nce on Food, Nutritior and Health, I bad the pleasure of having
Margaret Mead as a member of my panel, and I was treated to a liberal
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dose of her views on these problems. I will never forget her first state-
ment when she attended our first meetingshe sai:1, "Harvey, this is
where I came in 30 years ago," and the inference was that nothing
much has happened in the last 30 years, and I think this is particularly
true as we look at this commodity distribucion system.

I think we have two choices, reall, looking at it from a practical
view of a businessman. We either discontinue the commodity distri-
bution program particularly for institutions, -which may he a politi-
cally impractica). thing tO d.o

'
or we improve the distribution system

and fix it. If the proo-ram is to be contmued, it would be my recom-
mendation, without aving gone into a lot of stady, that this job
and I notice from reading yesterday's testimony that Dr. Howard

,nan, who was here yesterday from Pillsbnty Co., made the samereco immendationthis s a job which the private sector can best
perform.

One of the modern miracles in distribution of the 20th century has
been the development of the medern suPermarket. The supermarket,
as you see it on the street, is the top of the iceberg. Unseen, but sup-
porting that Market, iS a treinendous 'distribution system which has
changed the eating habits 'of this Nation' and improved the nutritional
1.c-ell-being of all of us. It has certainly given us mere choice and re-
duced the prices of food because of the excellence of this comprehensive
distribution system.

There are people in this country who can help solve this problem.
Unfortunately, in my opinion, they are not in the Department of Agri-
culture, and I think if we are to have conimodities and they are to be
distributed effectively,-we .ought to get assistance from the private
sector to do this job. .

There was one other comment which was made this morning which
I would like .to in a sense, hot disagree with but express a different
point of view. g enator Percy, in talking with Ester Peterson, she was
tafking about the need to educate home economists and cliel:itians in
the area of nutrition. In my opinion, this is not goiag to improve the
dep-ree of nutritionnl literacy in this country. Home economists and
dielitians know qu a bit about nutrition. In some cases, they kno*
so much that they cannot communicate it to some of us who do not.
know. But if we are to' do something in terms of nutritional education,
it has got to begin at the preschool age and in the earlier yen-s of
ekmentary schoa

All of us who have gone past the age of 21 or 30 years, are lost. We
are not froing to learn much about nutrition. We are too set in our
ways. We know what we like and we eat it. But if there is anything to
this trite saying that "we itre what we eat," and Hit is a fact that in
most of our hospitaL today many of tne acute care beds are filled
with patients who are there as a result of faulty nutrition., whether it
has affected their arteries or their hearts or their glands; if something
is to be done in the whole area of prevention in health care, something
has to start in the area of nutrition education at an early age.

NUTRITI02"1 EDUCATION -MUST BEGIN AT EARLY AGE

This, again, was the result of a number of panel deliberations and
many recommendations that have been made through the White House
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Conference, that nutrition education has to start now and it has to
start down at the early grades in school, when the formal process of
education begins.

These White House Conference recommendations are still kicking
ai ound somewhere in Agriculture and they, along with HEW, are
probably going to do something about them. The whole problemand
I would certainly agree with the previous witnessesthe problem of
schr ,!! lunches, the problem of feeding the great masses of people who
are ir a number of institutions, is not a problem in agricultural eco-
nomics or farming. It is a problem in how you relate to people, and
it would seem to me that this whole exercise, as was recommended by
many panels in the White House Conference, should be moved and
moved quickly to the human resources group, whether it ever gets to
be that in terms of the reorganiiktion of the Executive Office or not.
It should go into the departments of this Federal Government whose
primary concern is for people, not for farm products and farm prices ;
and that is the end of my informal comments.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you very mueh, Mr. Stephens.
I want to ask a few questions relative I your testimony. When a

purveyor does not meet a delivery schedule, c quickly does ARA act
to seek damages ? What is your general policy on this ?

Mr. STEPHENS. Our general policy is to quickly fir Jut whyand
our manager is the guy who does that because he is thereand if that
performance is not improved very quickly, we replace that purveyor.

Senator SCIIWEIKER. Would you say, from your experience with
USDA, do they checi . the purveyors as well, and how fast do they
...espord in a similar situation ?

Mr. STEPHENS. I am going to turn that. over to my friend, Erlythe,
iwho has had some experience n this area.

Mrs. PonERTSON. Obviously, they are not as fast to react as w are in
industry. Probably, in the pipeline of contract administration, this may
require some time to get back to them.

But I have often wondered why, if they are subsidizing a food prod-
uct and this is to help that phase of the farming industry or the insti-
tutional processOrs and that processor or that farming grouP or coop-
erative is not responsive to th6.-e needsand does not meet -deadlines,
quality packaging standards and wholesomeness in foodwhy do they
not discontinue subsidi.7.ing that product or that area of agricultural
production as we discontinue using a poor supplier ? Do you not think
t his would bring the commodity supplier in line ?

Senator SCHWEIKER. Yes. I think that is a very valid point andthat is
exactly what I want to set at really, as to what should be done and
what policy we might to

Along a similar line exactly the same point, does the U.S.
Department of Agriculti. obser ve the same standards Ld regulations
they establish for the. commercial food industry in their own procure-
-Ttent and processin_

i
g_and packaging and handling distribution of Fed-

eral commoditi Wes? hat s your assessment of their standard that they
impose on themselves compared to the standard they inipose on the
private sector ?
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.1)r,tr, STANoAnos Fon USDA, %No Pmvxrn STANDARDS

Mrs. IZoittarrsoN. fn this particular area, we have proven that the
qnnlity of the product is let,s than minimal using the Federal specifi-
cat ions as a base. it sulumirginal in wholesomeness. The, inielogmg
inadequate. The inspection oC the inner packaging and the eapahildy
of the outer carton does not Ipeet with the standards that are set up
for industry.

Lake linq is now covered in Federal law for both meat and poultry
products and requires listing the ingredients of the product. This is
ahsohdely essentid in institutional feeding to detumine the nutrt-
timml analyses of components for nutrient consumption data for
special and regular diets. Component ingredient listing is also re-
quired for renpe combinations and functionality of product. In quan-
tity cookery actual composition of the packaged food is required for
pecutate formulation and control in batch cooking.

Institutionally, the surplus or price support commodities arc used
in public health hospitals and in projects feeding the aged, and this
brings about a very major question in my mind. 'When a commodity
label bsts "vegetall, shortening," does this represent the live very fine,
American soft oils that we know are low or have no lauric acid, which
is the culrit in raising cholesterol, or does this product contain coco-
nut oil, of an offshore procurement item that is high in lauric acid and
is very dangerous to cardiac patients?

There is a double standard. Industry must label according to the
Department of Agriculture regulation. We must list every product,
every component that is in the product; but the Department of Agri-
culture, issuing to public health hospitals and agencies for feeding
the aged or in nursing homes, does not have to label according to the
meat and poultry stautes. I think the -louble standard should go.
think that we should all use a standard ..lat does list the components
and when the nutritional analyses listing for labeling is finalized it. is

going to be, most helpful to all of us in the business of determining the
nutritional components of the koods we buy and the foods we serve
and that information should also appear on the food containers issued
by the Department of Agriculture.

Senator Sctiwman, Thank you. 'YOU Mt* a very important con-
I ribution. T guess it is the traditional story of the shoemdcer's children
*in terms of handlMg this problem. I think that is rather tragic really,
with the vast resources of the Federal Government and the vast in-
volvement with food, that our record is that poor. So I think your
testimony has been very helpful to this committee in seeing what
remedial action our committee can take to change the double standard.

I know Senator Percy has some questions, so I will let him resume
the Chair here.

Senator PERCY. I have only one question relating to your testimony.
Mr. Stephens. In your testimony on page 6, you state that of the 88
recommendations submitted by panel V--t, .four recommended the
elimination of price supyort commodities. IVhich Federal agencies are
invel ved ?
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REVUSED $50 MILLION IN SITUPLATS FOODS

Mr, STEPHENS. Wen, one which I can remember clearly was the.De-partment of Defense who was representing all of the military services.They recommended and were quite happy to put themselves in .thePosition to save the Department of Agriculture, as I recall, $50 million.'Lliev did not want the surplus commodities. They mterferred witht heir food production and processing systems, but yet they had to takethese commodities and fit them into a food production system whichwas already adequately designed. I can remember the representative ofthe Defense Department talkingI guess you could say testyfymg toOur panel at this point, that he did not want the in-kind reimburse-meat in money. He did not want the $50 million. He just, wanted not tohave to take surplus foods and use them.We had the same recommendations from many of the members ofthe American Schr,o1 Food Service Association. Really, what they weresaying at that point in time, as we were looking at large meal deliverysystems, is that because of the uncertainty of the commodity distribu-tion rperation as it relates to schools because the commodities, in manyinstances, did not arrive on time; they were not always adaptable to amodern food processing technique in a huge school and, in many cases,they were not the things that they wanted or could use.Piblic schools have n very difficult time absorbing hundreds of casesf iiivts into a school lunch program. Kids do not like ripe olives andyeu do not need a lot of research to determine that, yet schools haveripe olives distributed to them for school lunch use.The Veterans' Administration was another group that raised thesame question, and also some of the children's programs in HEW, th-eluding projects feedingmigrant children.The reason was not that the food was not of good qualitywe didnot discus,- thatbut it made the operation of a large efficient foodservice delivery system impractical by introducing at a late date anunknown quantity or even an item into a food production process andhaving to use it inefficiently. We looked at the food service problems atthe Federal prisons and they did not want commodities for the samereason. They could not rely on them. They could not integrate theminto what they were attempting to do, to develop an efficient and veryeffecti ve food delivery system.Senator Ileitc-r. I wonder i f I could ask ARA. to perform a servicefor this committee which can also be useful for the Senate SpecialCommittee on Agingin trying to assess nursing homes and how muchthey should be spending on food. They are, of course, limited by thetotal payment. that they get from public aid cases to take care of theirpeopl..
I am particularly interested in the detailed studies we are makingnow in Chicago on where that dollar goes and I am trying to decidewhqt would be required to spend for a, nursing home; what should theyhave to spend assuming they have 100 beds. I suppose that is a prettyinean figure.

58-854-71pt. 8A
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Offhand, would you have any idea what the cost per meal for a unit

serving 100 people, three meals a day, would be? If you cannot furnish

it offhand, vould you mind giving that information to me c,

Mr. STEPHENS. f will be glad to give it to you.* I carnot furnish it

offhand, but we can do it. We do provide food service in a number of

nursing homes throughout the country.

FOOD DISTRIIIUTiON PnoonAM Punitt,Ems Von ELDERLY

Senator Prmcy. One la:4 criestion on the elderly. ,S re there problems

particular with the Food Distribution Program for the elderlylet's
just say a woman living in a rooming house in one room. Does she

have cooking facilities? (_lan she go get the commodity food? Is com-

modity food avaiNble to her ? Can she store it when she gets it? And

if she can only get it once a month, what happens te the food that is

left around her room ?
Have you had any experience with the in-feeding of the elderly

at community centers or some central point and could you offer any

comments on the value of that from a social standpoint as against inst

giving a single person, living alone, commodity foods and saymg,
"Now, you take care of the rest of the problem. 'We have given you

this."
Mr_ STEPHENS. Well, I am not an expert in this area, but our com-

pany has had experience in this area.
We are working in a conple o projects now in this country, one of

them right here in Washington, D.C., where we are feeding a number

of elderly retired people through a p rant which has been obtained

by the Urban League, and for whom we are providing the food service.

One of the principal benefits of that program is not just a well-

balanced, nutritious meal designed for someone who is aged 65 and

overand this meat design is a little bit different nutritional engineer-

ing than you apply to the young peoplebut the important thing is

that these elderly people are brought out of these single rooms where

they are lonely an41 alone, and they a re. brought into the company of

other people of their own age. The social intaraction which takes place

around that luncheon tableand I think too often we forget that

sitting down P, i. eating together is one of the greatest opportunities

for social cul( Ilral exchange that, takes place i our society. Usually

when von want to impress someone or get, to know someone better you

take tAtem to lunch or you get a group of people around a table. in

our college food service, our principal philosophy is that the round

dining table is one of the most effective instruments for education on

a college campus because it gets students together to talk. In my
opinion, you do not get an education, I am sorry to say, by sitting in a

classroom ; you get information. But when you live and interact with

other people in a nonthreatening dining environment you may very

well benefit from the experience.
We found that in these programs for the elderly, particularly the

one here in Washington, that the real invigorating part of the experi-

*At Wne of printing, information was not received.
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ence is not just the food, but it ', the social intercourso which takes
place, the interaction, and it is possible because people come together
to eat.

Senator Prmcr. We thank you very much for being with us and for
your very helpful testimony.

Mrs. 1Zoiwirrsorr. Senator Percy, W3 have heard a lot in the last 2
days about food preferences. Our company has been collecting food
prefereace data for all of 20 years and have been collating this, and
since we realized that some of the commodities and some of the pro-
grams in the Department of Agriculture or that they administered
were not too acceptablewe initiated some research. We used1 percent
of the total college populationthese were students from all walks of
lifeand did an evaluation of food preferences.

Our study indicates that the majority of those items that are issued
in the surplus commodity program have a very low acceptance. An
example is the navy bean it is one of the most disliked items on our
list.

Senator PERCY. Yogi mean the one that we use in the Senate soup ?
Mrs. ROBERTSON. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. I would like to say that the first day I arrived here

I ordered a bowl of Senate soup. That was 5 years ago and I have not
had one since. I relate with that voter preference.

FOOD PREFERENCES IN RELATION TO NUTRITION

Mrs. ROBERTSON. Yes: we ha-7e analyzed preferences of foods as
consumed in relation to nutrition. I would like .to leave this informa-
tion with you. In my opinion, this is one of the finest studies that our
company has done for the Government because it does outline a back-
ground of food preferences in relation to nutrition. We have had
hundreds of requests from land-grant colleges for a copy of this report.

Senator PERCY. Well, without objection, it will be inserted in the
record.*

Our final witness is Mr. Ralph Abascal. Mr. Abascal, I understand
you are staff attorney for the San Francisco Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation.

STATEMENT OF RALPH ABASCAL, STAFF ATTORNEY, NEIGHBOR-
HOOD LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. ABASCAL. Senator Percy, I will depart substantially from my
prepared testimony because a lot of it is redundant and because every-
body wants to get to lunch.

Before proceeding, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
share my, thoughts, and the thoughts of the many other people who
are also intere,sted in the improvement of the Food Distribution Pro-
gram. The testimony that I will present is. a composite of those many
views.

See Appendix 2, p. 22S4.
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PROGRAM IS AN "UNPROGRAM"

The program is, to borrow from Madison Avenue, really an un-

pro;rram. Many of its deficiencies ean easily lae traced to unimnaginative,

unsympathetic admmistration by Federal, State, and lecal a(lminis-

trators. And, while I will present several examples :)f administrative

failings stieh fault-finding is just too easy. Really, the responsibility

for the deficiencies of the program lie. with Congress and the poverty

law "establishment," perhaps most fundamentally with the latter,

While nearly every State, in the Union participates to one degree or

another, and there are over 3,5 million poor persons who receive food

from the program, only three lawsuits have been brought, by the

poverty lawyers. That record is by no means indicative of the degree

of illegal operation of the program nor the absence of legal "pegs"

upon. which a suit can be brolyrht. It, is indicative of indifference; the

same indifference as the congre 'Tonal and administrative vaY..ieties

that, have long prevailed. In fact, the program is really the illegitimate

child in the food program family. You characterized it as a stepchild.

Tt is an ille!,-itiniate cliihl. Whatever improvements are made in the

food programs are made last, if ever, in tlie commodity program. For

example, in April 1969, the Department of Agriculture; by regulation,
required the States to grant administrative hearing,s to aggrieved food

stamp recipients. A year later, on Saturday. April 4, 1970, after re-
peated threats of suit, and a 'nal notice that suit would be filed early

Momlay morning, the Depa ent finally issued a regulation provid-

inp. administrative hearMg, ommodity recipients.
Reconst itution of the pi u is necessary simply because of its

many failings, and you hal trd of those failings these past 2 days,

but there is a more importa L.eason for reconstitution of the program.

If H.R.. 1 is enacted with i food stamp "cash-out" provision, reform

is even more urgent. If 1 . 1 was implemented in California on
October 1 of this year, 35 45 percent of all AFDC families would
have their grants reduced r terminated. That would be true if Cali-
fornia elected to take full advantage of all of H.R. l's options. Most

of the debate that currently exists in Congress is whether the option

of State supplementation of the Federal benefit level of H,R. 1 shall

not be optional, but mandatory upon the St at es, Tf the, Congress decides

o make it mandatory, the effect that will result in Cali fornia, that, is.

the leduetion or termination of the, AFDC aid of 35 to 45 percent of

all the families, will occur in approximately 40 States throughout the

country.
Now, if I can move to the blackboard. I will descriTe the method

and the way it operates. This is why I believe that the commodity pro-
gram and concern for the commodity program is very, very essential

at. this time.
The present welfare system operates on the concept of need, and

the Federal Government tells to the States to determine what is called

a standard of need : determine whether recipients need shelter ; whether

they need food: whether they need clothing. Once you determine the

categories of a basic subsistence requirement, then price those require-
ments. That results in a composite.

1 32
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C0311'OSITE AVERAGES LOWER NECESSARY PAYMENTS

Let's consider a hypothetical welfare system in which we have 100
families of four, a woman and three children. The need for those
families in hypothetical state is $300. Thirty-nine of the SO States do
not, pay what thes, determine to be minimally needed; rather, they
have payment limitations, somuthing less than full r d is paid for a
variety of reasons.

Lees assume in thi hypothetical tatr that th: avment i liukited
to $50. Now, the system presently operates this way : If the family
is fortunate to have ot her incomeveteran's benefits, Social Security,
child support, earned income, income from outside sources that in-
come is subtracted from the $300.

Now, assume in this hypothetical state that 25 of the 100 families
receive $50 in child support. Tha budgeting method is to subtract the
$50 from the $300. That results in a $250 deficit which is equal to the
grant maximum. So all 100 families receive a grant of $250. Twenty-
five families, in addition, have outside income of $50; multiplying the
number of families and their income, the average income is $262.50.

What H.R. 1 does to reach this result of reduction of grants is to tell
the States that they can make this kind of computation : What is the
average income of the specific caseload in your State? Hypothetically,
it would be $262.50. Reaching that average income, that would be the
maximum grant allowable under H.R. 1.

But the treatment of outside income is to then subtract it from the
S262.50. In this hypothetical example these families that have $50
child support, the $50 is then subtraded from the $262.50 and their
grant is $212.50. It is, in effect, as though each of the 25 families took
three envelopes and put $12.50 in each of those envelopes and went
across the street to three of their neighbors and gave each neighbor
one of the envelopes. Because all 100 families have an income of
$2,62.50, it is an income redistribution scheme, but operative only
amongst the poor.

Now, the effect of that on a nationwide :Jcale is that approximately
40 States have payment systems where they pay less than full need
and, approximately a third of the recipients throughout the country
have some outside income, so these kinds of consequences result ; neces-
sarily, a grant will be reduced. They can still participate within the
system but their income will go down. They will have less money for
food because their outside income is supplementing their (rrant and
the supplementation will be less and their food needs will a greeter.

So any idea that a "cash-ont" of the Food Stamp Program will add
to incomes through H.R. 1 is spurious because this effect on the top
part of the caseload. In fact, California's recently enacted Welfare
Reform Act of 1971 is due to be implemented on October 1, 1971. We
will, in effect, see H.R. 1 operative in California very soon; these
figures that I have given you, approximately 35 to 4.5 percent predicted
reductions in the California caseload, will be a result of the recently
enacted State statute which incorporates H.R. 1's provisions.

Then, if H.R. 1 is not made mandatory upon the State, there is a
further possibility that the results will be even worse because if the
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Sta tes do not take full advantage of H.R. 1 grants will be even lower
than at present and the consequences will be greater.

Because H.R. 1 contemplates Federal administration, the oppor-
tunity to convert the commodity program to Federal administration
is apparent. HEW operating H.R. 1 programs should operate c,om-
mod ity profframs so people will not have to go to two or three different
offices, but it is also necessary even now. If the decision is to retain
State and local administration, the costs should be borne by ti"..a Fed-
eral Government. At an absolute bare minimum, I will propose. a slid-
ing scale cost-sharing scheme in more detail later in my testimony.

DEPARTMENT POLICY' EXECUTES CONGRESSIONAL WILL

The commodity program began in 1935 for the fundamental purpose
of disposing of agricultural gluts; that policy remains today and it
per Jades the program's administration. Until Congress directs the De-
partment of .Agriculture otherwise, that policy, and its deficiencies.,
will remain. At bottom, the Department cannot be faulted for execut-
ing the congressional w ; however, this is not to say that agricul-
ture's interests cannot be reconciled with those of the poor.

The program's deficiencies fall into three basic categories : (1) The
benefitswhat is provided to the poor; (2) the eligibility standard
who acts what benefits are provided ; and, (3) the distribution of
bene fit s--how those who are provided benefits get them.

Within each category, improvements can be made under the direc-
tion of Congress. Perfection cannot be achieved becanse we live in an
"Nth best" world. Many of these improvements will cost money, but
many will not. In any case, Congress has long ago provided more than
enough money to improve the program. Since 1959, more than $1.25
billion available to the program has gone unused because Congress did
not otherwise express its will. Such silence is a fundamental tragedy
considering the physical and intellectual toll upon the Nation's basic
resourceits children. Aside from the human suffering, it is just bad
economics to "invest" so little in such a basic resource.

But, unfortunately Sin some respects, the poor are overly generous in
their ability to forgive; so now is not the time for remonstration, it is
the time for rectification.

The first and most basic problem to be resolved is what benefits are
to be provided by the program. USDA has always interpreted its au-
thority to be restricted to providing the poor with the product of gluts;
it is cheaper to give those products away than to store them in hope that
a shortage will exist in the future. While this interpretation has long
existed, it is not compelled by legislation. Section 32 of the Agricul-
tural Ad j nstinent Act of 1935, the basic legislative base of the program,
contains no such restriction. It provides a continuing appropriation
of 30 pereent of the previous year's customs receipts, plus $300 million
of unused :unds from earlier years which :

Shell be used . . . to . . . encourage the domestic consumption of . . . com-
modities or products by diverting them . . . from the normal channels of trade
and commerce or by increasing their utilization among persons in low-Income
groups . .
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The only restriction as to what commodities fall within the Depart-
ment's power is that no more than 25 percent can be spent upon any
ono commodity.

Now, this broader le(ial interpretation of the Department's author-
ity has been concuireid in by USDA. At pages 52-53, "Hunger
U.S.A.," here appears a dialog between the general counsel's office
and the members of the citizen's committee. There is no restriction
limiting food for the poor to the product of gluts. USDA has taken the
position that if it purchased products that were not glutting, or about
to glut, their respective markets such action would raise the price of
the product unnaturally and distort the product's market. Howeveri it
does not reqr,i I., a (Treat degree of economic sophistication to realize
that if USDA makes known to agricultural producers in any giv3n
product market that it regularly will demand so much ofthat product,
production will increase to meet such permanent new demand and re-
turn the market to its former price equilibrium. I could go into this
further, having endured 4 years of graduate economics at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, prior to law school, but I would think
it wiser if the committee would solicit the views of agricultural econo-
mists on this score. I suagest Professor Galbraith of Harvard.

The consequence to tile poor of restricting program benefits to sur-
plus commodities is obvious : Available food varies according to the
vagaries of production. But there is even greater variation, the fault
of which lies at each and every level of administration.

At the Federal level, certain foods are additionally unavailable be-
cause of poor logistical planning and failure to exe7-cise existino- author-
ity. In the spring of 1970, 150 carloads of food destined for ealifornia
was delayed for reasons which were never explained to me ; many items
were unavailable during the next month. On June 1, 1970, in response
i-o an inquiry from the Navajo Tribe in Arizona, the San Francisco
regional office of USDA said :

Another problem that we are constantly confronted with is contractors' inability
to meet the shipping schedule under the contract. There is nothing that can be
done for this fallu, to ship on time except to assess a penalty or fine.

PENATJTIES SHOULD BE ASSESSED ON NONPETIFORMANCE

Presumably, such contracts are profitable or they would not be
sought. A sufficiently high penalty should insure that the processing
industry meets its responsibilities. The States and Federal Govern-
ments, in building highways and public works, readily assess penalties.
I have attempted to determine the extent to which the Department so
exercises its authority on its contracts, to no avail. That is, my attempt
has been to no avail.

At the State and local level, there is further variation of federally
available commodities, which is dependent simply upon the willingness
of State and local administrators to make them available to the poor.
For example, during March 1970, among the 15 participating Arizona
counties, the number of items not offered varied. between four and 12 of
the 22. In California during July 1969, as many as eight of the items
were not offered by some counties. These examples are not the worst.
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In many areas, even fewer are offered. Puerto Rico averages between
eight and 12 items per month.

The monthly inventory sheets do not tell the whole story. I recall
several months during which Slitter County, Calif., offered no more
than four or five items to those whose pickup dates fell in the last half
of a month. Why ? Either the county n taintaed no inventory control
or it was a conscious, deliberate policy decision. Time and time again
these same stories are repeated throughout the Nation. The problem
exists because of two combined factors : (1) The Department does ilot
require full distribution ; and (2) local costs of transportation and
storage$6 to $7 per year per personare borne by local goverhment ;
since these costs are directly related to what perishables require refrig-
eration equipment and how much is distributed, both factors combine
to create a very real incentive to distribute less than is available. Out-
reach programs are disfavored because they only increase local costs.

ONLY 20 COITNTIES HATI ALL "AVAILABLE" COMIODITI-Es

I understand that there are only 20 counties in the country that had
regularly distributed all available commodities. Mississippi "baiters"
would be interested to know that all of those counties are in Mississippi.
Why ? Probably because OEO had assumed all of the local costs of the
program.

Recently, the Department has taken steps to reduce the local cost
factor as an inhibition to broader participation. During 1970, $15 mil-

lion was made available to local government to establish programs
where none existed, and to expand existing programs where local gov-
ernments claim to be unable to provide additional funds. These funds
are to be apportioned according to two factors ; The relative degree of
poverty in a State, and the relative per capita income, each related to
the respective national levels. However, the regulations do not state
how much weight is to be given to each factor.

I would suggest another alternative, that which was suggested by
Secretary Frceman before this committee on January 8, 19C9. He sug-

gested that the same two factors would provide a county with between
20 to 90 percent of its local costs. The distinction between these
two plans is that there is a sliding scale and Secretary Freeman's
operates with an open budget, whereas the present one operates with a
close-ended" budgetthe $15 mPlion. The other would operate with

fln "open-ended" budget. Given the expansion needs for real improve-
ment, the open-ended plan is the only one with any hope of success.
The money is available ; only an increased will need be expressed. Sec-

tion 32 funds are very considerable. It is my understanding that that
section is embarrassing to the Department since apparently it has re-
turned over $1.25 billion to the Treasury that was available for use
in the program. Last year, funds were not returned to the Treasury,
but it is my understanding the commodity CCC appropriation has
been reduced by- using Section 32 funds for commodity credit pur-
chases, thus utilizing all Section 32 funds and reducing embarrassing
surpluses. I am not certain of this, but this is what I understand ; I
think it would be worthwhile to examine the appropriations request of
the Department for CCC purchases under Section 416 and several other
sections of the act, which I. think have been reduced in terms of their
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request, reducing such appropriations and using, instead, Section 32

funds. But Section 32 funds are there and available for the commodity
distribution pro,rrani.

The second ad-antage of the latter plan, the sliding scale scheme of
distributing funds to local government, is that it recognizes that there

are poor counties that exist in wealthy States.
But even if a better assistance formula is used, we will still see

examples like those which occurred recently ir Oklahoma and Arizona.

A few months ago, Oklahoma refused $570,000 in additional Federal
assistance ; a year ago, Arizona refused $160,000 to expand distribu-
tion on the Navajo Reservation. Such situations simply require greater
assertion of Federal power, legislative or administrative.

Within the limits of what. items are made available, after g3ing
through each level of government, the quantities of available items

are often insufficient. Through the odd and perverse first "General Law

of Government Benefits," those most in need are aided least. I will
not go into detail, but the way it works for farmworkers is tragic. If
you are too poor, the various HUD programs are beyond your reach ;

if you are wholfy unskilled, you are too much of a problem for the
manpower administrators. This committee has seen examples of this
general law with respect to the School Lunch Program.

ST'LL NUTRITIONALLY INADEQUATE

The Department has acknowledged that even if all counties dis-
tributed the whole theoretical bundle, it would be nutritionally in-
adequate. Families with no cash income, which are numerous, as you

know, have only the actual bundle to eat. Thirty ounces of meat per
person per month is just too Spartan. If you decide that the program
-will not be designed to provide an adequate diet to all participants, it
would still be a simple matter to double or treble the quantity of cer-
thin items as income declines.

The quality of many items leaves much to be desired. Time after
time, from each State we hear of bugs and maggots in food, of rancid
butter, of hardened or spoiled cheese, of rats or mice in food. The
solution seems simple. Try harder and care more.

Finally, no allowance is made for cultural and ethnic variations in
eating patterns.

I would suggest one additional solution applicable to each and all of
these problems : A National Client's Council. In Government regions
there would be 12 to 15 commodity recipients; and they would desia-
nate representatives to the National Council. I have a great deal cif

faith in the ability of welfare and commodity recipients to articulate
their needs. In a free market, preferences are expressed very directly.
Such a council would substitute for this mechanism. If this sucrgestion
is accepted, make it real ; provide for appellate review to the SeCretary,
with a written decision required-from an adverse ruling by lower level
administrators. Then the council should be provided witl, a "slush
fund" to overrule the Secretary in a few instances. The choice as to
which instances will then be up to them.

The second problem is that of eligibility standards. I think few
examples are needed to indicate that Federal eligibility is required, a
uniform national standard. So, first and foremost, there must be na-

1 ftli:7
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tional eligibility standards. Congress has already recognized this in
tho School Lunch and the Food Stamp Programs. But experiment
with the new commodity programprovide for regional income varia-
tions based upon thP. Department of Labor's $6,500 annual standard
for a family of four. Congress has wisely recognized the reality of
regional differences in many of the housing programs. The data is
available and so are the computers which make the mechanics quite

Until then, this committee should exert its strongest efforts to urge
USDA to enforce its own regulations requiring statewide uniformity
of eligibility standards. Existing Federal regurations compc1 uniform
statewide standards and they require the State to compel local units to
conform to thwe standards.

STARVE CHILDREN IF PARENT IS A DRUNK

Two yearsago, this committee detailed the varying eligibility stand-
ards that existed from county_ to county within the various States.
("Pover y Malnutrition and Federal Food Assistance Pi ()grams
Statistical,Summary," September 1969, at 14-16.) Some of these are
cluite unusual. For example., a family with a dog is denied commodities
in Cass County, Ind. Jt is unclear whether this is done lx muse the
family is thereby considerad to not be in need or because it is presumed
that the dog will share the corn meal. In Starke County, Ind., "If one
or loth of the parents are drunks, they are excluded i:or the sake of the
children."

In enlightened California, we were not free from varying eligibility
standards. The 17 letters in exhibit 1* to my written testimony present
a sad chronicle of inaction by both State and Federal officials who were
aware of the manner in which the poor in 12 of California's counties
were long denied the program.% meager benefits. These 12 counties, in
one fashion or another, refused food to some or all public assistance
recipients.

STATE ADMINISTRATOR NOT rETENT To JIIDOE . . ."

In 1967, a series of six letters v :ls exchanged between the Marysville
office of California Rural Legal Assistance, the State administrator
and the USDA regional office. CRL..A... contended that Slitter County's
denial of food to all public assistance re -ipients violated the State plan,
which itself required distribution to all such households. USDA. ac-
knowledged that it was aware of this problem in Sutter and other
counties but the only help offered was to suggest that the county super-
visors be contacted by CRLA in hope that they would change their
policy. The State's response was that the Federal regulations offered
each county a choice to include or exclude welfare families; like,
USDA, it . was suggested that the board of supervisors be contacted.
CRLA's response was a detail9d legal analysis of the Federal riigula-
dons which reached the obvious conclusion from clear regulatory
language, that only the State could ;make such a choice and the State

See Appendix 2 , pp. 2292-2301.
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plan had opted for inclusive eligibility. Finally, the State adminis-
trator responsed by claiming that he, as a layman was not competent
to judge the legal analysis; anyway, if the State adopted CIZT.A's
interpretation, he said that he was "afraid that, all 26 counties . . .

would withdraw." This chapter then ended as the interested attorney
left CREA.The next chapter began in 1969, when, shortly after arriving in
Marysville, I initiated a series of 11. letters. The same arguments were
made. Exasperated, on November 13, 1969, I threatened suit. Twelve
days later, USDA finally acknowledged that the regulations meant
what the3, said and the State WU:4 directed to enforce its own plan.
Then California's Attorney General wrote Dr. Max Rafferty, the State
administrator, detailing the illegality and urging immediate enforce-
ment of the State plan. Then the phone calls began, but nothing hap-
penedjust assurances of "all deliberate speed" were given. I should
remind you that this was the winter of 1939, hopefully, northern
California's last great flood. It rained every day in Deeember. This is
orchard country and it was the pruning season but no work was avail-
able becati-30 of the rain. In fact, in mid-January, the. President de-
clared tin 14-county region a disaster area; over $60 million was soon
provided in disaster relief.

Yet, we finally had to file suit on February 4, 1970, on behalf of all
e,--t-lnded families in the 12 counties; I have attached copies of the

_rs as exhibit 2.* On the very next day, the State plan was re-
ornphasiy,e timt the count 11:.c1 to comply with it. On the fol-
lay, USDA approved the revision. Because of the ever-present

,c,edural delays in court, it wa, months before the last county,
Bernardino, gave. in and. complied. In the five worst counties, be-

fore the snit, there was a total of 1,954 persons p:nticipating. After,
part ici pat ion increased in these five to over 31,000. ln Merced County
it went. front 215 to nearly 15,000 in 8 months. For all 12 counties,
participation increased from 50,000 to over 190,000.

Prior to the suit there was either a food stamp or a commoditypro-
grain in every county of the State. But, as the California experience
demonstrated, it is not enough for USDA. to come before this com-
mittee with just data as to the number of counties in the Nation with
an operative proerram. The testimony of the witnesses that were heard
last year presented a very good analysis of the programs that existed
in California.Illegally operated programs exist all over the country. The respon-
sibility of requiring the States to comply with Federal regulations is
that ca the Department of Agriculture. but they never have assumed
that responsibility.

PROGRAM BENEFITS TREATED AS INCOME

Another eligibility problem that should be dealt with is that of
treating program benefits as income. In Massachusetts, most- of the
housing authorities were assuming that, all tenants received benefits
from either the food stamp or commodity program and the School
Lunch Program. Rents were determined on the basis of such assump-

See Appendix 2, p. 2301.
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tions. Soon after a lawsuit was filed this year, the practice ceased.
A current, regulation prohibits the reduction of welfare grants because
commodity benefits are .-eceived. It should be modified to bar consid-
eration of such benefits for any purpose.

Senator Murphy, 2 years ago, believed that 0E0 Legal Services
Programs should deal with. eases of individuals and not broad legal
problems or test. eases; but what we are dealing with, Senator, is law
enforcement cases; not test cases. It is a great waste of legal resources
to have to go to conrt after exchanging 17 letters between State Lind
Federal administrators to enforce a very clear Federal obligation on
the part of local and State governments. This is the duty of the Fed-
eral Governmentto waste those 1,inds of resources, to have to go to
court and suffer all of the tedious prccedural delays and consume the
energy of so many peoplewhen the Federal Government should be
enforcing its own regulationsis a pure warte of our resources. Most
of the efforts that we have to engage in is to force governments to
obey the existing law that applies to them.

Many, but not all, States provide for hardship deductions from gross
income. These deductions recognize that some families have excess
costs for shelter, medical care, transportation, et cetera. These should
apply in every State.

Many counties deny commodities during the harvest season. This
crude, archaic "work incentive" could be stopped by litigation. It.
would be so much e.Lsier though if the Department merely exercised its
regulatory power.

With respect to migrants and residency, there sl-Lould be no resi-
dency requirements for migrants. There are two types of residency
reqnirements. Durational msidence requires ;you to be .a permanent
resident of an area for a particular period of time. That is uneonstite
tional. But there are still many areas that, are applying it. The e4'
type of residency requirement, one that is most important for migra
because migrants have a permanent home somewhere, is the require-
ment of permanent residency. It means that you have to have an in-
tention to remain in that State but no durational intention. Migrants
esually have no such intention. Such a requirement should be elimi-
nated from the commodity program because it excludes migrants from
its vital benefits.

The inability or unwillingness of many local cfficials to spend no
more on administrative and operational costs than the absolute mini-
mum pervades the program. Its effect is most telling in the variety of
barriers which are placed before actual participants. The problem is
both fiscal and logistical.

THE FURTHEST SHALL BE LAST

Here, the "First Law of Government Benefits" operates mostclearly.
The further one lives from a distribution center, the less likely he is to
participate. The full "bundle" weighs about WO pounds for a family
of four. Twenty-five pounds can be very heavy for the aged or infirm.
When a. family is especially poor, no car exists and taxi or bus fare
but, of course, there are no buses in the poorest areascomes very, very
dear. The tInswer is more distribution centers and timcks -when popula-
tion denzity is particularly low. On the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
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in South Dakotathe second largest in the United States, 4,300 square
milesthere is only one certification clerkat the town of Pine Ridge.
Seventy-five percent of the participants live throughout the rest of the
reservation. When it snows, there is a significant decline in
participation.

Many of the problems that exist in terms of the logistical distribu-
tion of commodities require more labor, a greater frequency of distri-
bution, and more distribution centers. As others have described, local
crovernment is unwilling or unable to provide the necessary funds for
such increased costs.

I would suggest a simple answer. In 1967, Congress amended the
Social Security Act and added the work incentive program (WIN).
AFDC recipients couhl be emphtved under Sect ion 13:2 of the act to
learn warehousing and teamster skills, participation in the commodity
program could expand significantly, and the counties could be relived
of four-fifths of their personnel costs. [WIN provides that the Federal
Government will pay 80 percent of the wage.] Perhaps if HEW had
been administering the commodity program, this would be a.reality
today. I know of no public service project in the commodity distribu-
tion context. WIN is available and it should be utilized in order to
expand the existing funds that the counties and States are willing to
commit with respect to labor.

There is one final item that I would like to mention. Just a few
months ago, Congress made it abundantly clear that dual operation of
the food stamp and commodity programs would be available to those
States initiating such a request. Food Stamp Amendments of 1971,
Public Law 91-71, Section 3(1)). Colvrress provided for three inst ances
in which this could occur ; the third instance is "on the request of the
State agency." On July 21? 1971, the State of Washington requested
dual operation because of incredibly high. level of unemployment in
t he SI ate. The June 1971 unemployment rate in Senff1'. was 15.7 per-
eent ; in the city's naodel cities area im Jani, 48 percent.

USDA DENIms STATE':,
On August 5, 1971, USDA wrote the State and, while acknowledg-

ing that the 1971 Food Stamp Amendments provides for dual opera-
s ion on request of the States, said that "the _Department has decided
that it will not approve any dual operations."

I want to come back to my initial theme. In 1788, James Madison, in
the Federalist Papers (No. 51), F aid in both pithy and eternaLy ap-
plicable terms that :

In framing a government, which is to be administered by men over men, the
great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to control the
governed and in the next place oblige it to control itself.

This is now the "next place" for Congress and the commodity
program.

Senator PERCY. I thank you very much and it could not end on a
better note. I think Federalist Paper No. 51 is on factions in govern-
ment. It is certainly one of the most intelligent documents in analyz-
ing bow we operate, and we certainly see evidence of that every day in
Congress.
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Because of the latePess of the hour, I will keep my questions very
short, ; and your statement was so complete and thorough that it will
not be, necessary to question you too deeply.

Does the State or the county pick up the natialtal funds in the
sliding: scale which you propose ?

Mr. ABASCIAL. I tIuiiik it would be more preferable ta have the State
pick up the matching funds because the State has a much greater
taxing power. That is something that has been discussed with respect
to revenue sharing. It would be much simpler for the State to pick
up the local mat(hing funds and the sliding scale would be the de-
terminant of how much goes to each county. This would be based on
county variations in these two factors. OEO has collected the data for
each county in the Nation; it keeps the data current ; the Department
of Agriculture can utilize it.

Senator PEncry. You mentioned that if the program hat been ad-
ministered by HEW, the WIN program would have provided a solu-
tion to train- per,41-:Tiel to dispose of the food and so forth.

Why do you think the WIN_Trogram has not been applied to the
commodity progrtaxt under the USDA ?

Mr. ARASCAL. t ?link that is an example of many of the problems
of administering program by the Department of Agriculture and
perhaps it is lad f information about the existence of this program.
But HEW is committed to this program and those kinds of programs
that exist like Manpower in the Department of Labor and HEW are
very familiar to t e administrators there.

Perhaps if the .ornmodity program had been administered in HEW,
the idea would ye occurred to them that they could extemi WIN
and relieve maily ....a the problems of local g-overraltent lay combining
the two programs. the commodity and the work programs.

Senator PERCY. What would you suggest as the money source for
th is s)peit-ended adm in ,trative fund ?

Mr, ABAscAL. Sectit.it 32. Section 32 provides more than enough
money than would be Iiecessv' s I said, $400 million was returned
to the Treasury in 1909. I i ;I not certain of the conversion of these
Section 32 funds to effect a reduetion of CCC appropriations. but I
think that. should be inquired into by the committee.

If Section 32 funds could he used for the Commodity Credit, Corpo-
ration so that, they will not have to return Section 32 funds, there is
much more than enough in Section 32.

Senator PEttcy. Do you happen to know how much USDA collects
in liquidated damages every year ?

USDA. HAS No INFORMATION ON Cor.L.F.crioNs
Mr. ABASCAI.. No. It is my understanding that a recent response to

such. an inquiry by the USDA said that such information is not avail-
able. I think that is a further condemnation of the Department. If
their a6counting function is so inefficient that they do not know how
much they collect with respect to the exercise of this power, there is
something wrong with their accounting.

Senator PERCY. Finally, do you think that we need legislation to
bring about this Client's Council or can it be done by regulation?
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ABASCAL. Nearly every one of these solutionsthe recommenda-
tions that I have made and many other people have madecan be made
by regulation, because the legislation for the program is so limited.
All there is is an appropriation. Section 3:2 is merely an appropriation
and the purpose is to provide food for low-income households. There
is no other legislative limitation. All these things can be done by regu-
lation. Congress has not restricted USDA in any way. In fact, it has
given probably the broadest based latitude to this program that has
been given to anything similar. Nearly everything that has been sug-
gested can be done by regulation.

Senator PERCY. Lastly, on page 4 of your testimony, you indicated
that if 1-1.R. 1 is enacted or were to be enacted on October 1 of this
year, 35 to 45 percent of all AFDC families would have their grants
redneed or terminated.

What you are talkiner about there is their commodity food grants?
Mr. ABA SCAL. No.
Senator PERCY. Are you implying that you do not favor H.R. 1

for that reason?
Mr. ABASCAL. No. Their welfare grants would be reduced or termi-

nated. Their cash assistance grants would be reduced or terminated
by that rough percentage, and that is because of the elimination of
the concept of need.

The method of taking outside income and subtracting it from an
average income so that in the upper third, those families that are able
to achieve full need because of the supplemental income, their total
incomes will be redistributed to those with no income, so their grants
will decline. Therefore, their food needs will be more dependent upon
some other program.

Senator PERCY. Do you personally support H.R. 1 ?
Mr. ARA SCAT,. No, I do not.
Senator PERCY. And have you made clear your reasons for that?
IVIr. A IZA SCA I,. No, I have not. I talked to several people in the last

couple days on this position, people who are very close to the bill
Senator Ribicoff's officeand I am planning to write to the Congress
and explain this. My familiarity with it, a<rain, is simply because Cali-
fornia is doing this and we filed a lawsuit 2 weeks ago on this issue.
and then I began to understand that the new California grant system
is the H.R. 1 grant system, and these consequences become clear to
me from that experience.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Abascal, we thank you very much for being here.
I wonder if Mr. Schlossberg has any question ?

WAS DEPARTMENT IN VIOLATION OF LAW ?

Mr. SCHLOSSBERG. I really have just one comment. Senator Percy
mentioned this earlier in the hearing when you -were not in the room
in regard to the dual operation of the programs. Given the act passed
last yearwhich specifically provides for Department regulations,
which also provide for would seem that the Department's posi-
tion, in regard to Seattle that they would not permit dual operations,
is in clear violation of the law.

1434-4 I
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Mr. ABASCAL. The two earlierthere ,are three options. The first two
options require some determination of fact by Secretary. The first
is that during temporary emergency situations the Seeretary deLer-
Jfl ines the Commercial channels of food distrilnition has been disrupted.
That requires a factual deterniination.

The second category, for such periods of time the Secretary deter-
mines necessary to effect an orderly transition from food. stamps to
commodities. That requires a factual determination.

But the third category is just upon the request of the State agency.
The State of Washington requested this and 3 weeks later the Depart-
ment said, "We have determined as a matter of policy we will not
approve .any dual operation."

Mr. SCHLOSSBEUG. In this case, the State was willing to pay for the
operation of the program ?

Mr. ABASCAL. -Yes. They did not request any subsidy from the De-
partment in terms of administrative costs, but merely requested
authorization of the Department. The State was willing to pick up the
costs tr' qatisfy this tremendous need. Unemployment is very, very
high-- 7 percent. There is a great deal of unemployment. If it is 15
pereen .

,iemployment, hidden unemployment becomes very, very
high ; as shown by all the data on unemployment in the model cities
area, it is 4S percent.

Mr. Scrmosseimu. Thank you.
Senator PEncy. I would like representatives from the Department

of Agriculture toj"-ist meet with me for a moment afterwards. I would
like to put a question to them.

I wish to express the complete appreciation to our witnesses today
who have offered such valuable testimony and assisted this committee
so much.The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Wednesday. in
room S-407, of the Capitol.

(Whereupon, at 1 :10 p.m was .

reconvene at 10 a.m., on Sept .inuk_t1 .,;21 .L.4 1, in room S-407, of the
Capitol.)



APPENDIXES

Appendix 1

ITEMS PERTINENT TO HEARINGS OF SEPT. 15, 1971

Item 1Material Submitted by Witnesses

FROM MARLOW RIGGINS
CITY OF PHOENIX,

OFFICE OF THE MAYO%
September 18, 1971.

To whom it may cou,cern.:
I hereby verify that on one occasion while visiting the Riggins family, I ob-

served bones and feathers in surplus commodity chicken. BILL EVANS.

We, the undersigned, who must rely mainly on USDA surplus foods for our
family's diet want to protest the condition of certain surplus commodities. We
have received flour, rice, and canned chicken that actually has been infested
with worms. We have also found feathers and sbp-o pieces of bones in the
"boneless" chicken. We 1--low t' t our f. ..1 b& "tter umirished if

buy fre.-?7 loctf . viieve agricultural
',Lir State would benefit more if we could buy their products with

Food Stamps than they do under the present system of surplus commodities:

Date Name Address Rem-

Sbpt. 10,1971 Ruby Bowen 1115 West Broadway, Phoenix
Ariz.

Werrtl, -and little black bugs in
corrrilifities.

Sept. 10,1971 Marlow Riggins 1437 East Monroe, Apt. 555,
Phoenix, Ariz.

Flow; vith erif ms, feathers
bones in cans of

carman
Sept. 10,1971 Lonie Lee Morgan 1939 East Purchla Wwma 'Jlicken.
Sept. 10,1971 Jessie Mary Cheatam 3102 East Chipman Road,

Phoenix, Ariz.
Bu-r<> in

Sept. 10,1971 Eumuhii Fox 2051 East Sena Ana, Phoenix,
Ariz.

Warm u r.

Sept.10,1971 Jewel H. Brown 4809 South Fourth Street Blew avg in flour and rice.
Sept 10,1971 Ida Noble 4205 South 21tt St. Too many Dugs and worms.
Sep*. 13,1971 James Will 211 East Willi Street, Space

Wiley Noble
14(85040) Phoenix, Ariz,

4205 South 21st St. Not pairseilri nutriticte.

(2165 y
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EXHIBIT ADIETARY LEVELS OF HrUSEHOLDS IN THE UNITED STATES, SPRING 1965

(A Preliminary Report by Consumer and Food Economics Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service, United States Department of Agriculture)

SUMMARY

A survey of the food consumption of -a nationwide sample of 7,500 households
made in the spring of 1965 shows that :

Amounts of food used in U.S. households were sufficient, on the average, toProvide diets meeting the Recommended Dietary Allowances set by the Food
and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council for calories and protein ; for the minerals, calcium and iron ; and for the
vitamins, vitamin A value, thiamine, riboflavin, and ascorbic acid.

Half of the households bad diets that met the allowances for all nutrients.
These diets were rated "good."

The other half of the households had diets that failed to meet the allowances
for one or more nutrients. Calcium, vitamin A value, and ascorbic acid were the
nutrients most often found to be below 9llowances.

About one-fifth of the diets providect less than two-thirds of the allowances for
one or more nutrients. These diets were rated "poor."

Little difference was found in the proportion of households with diets below
the allowances for one or more nutrients in the four regionsNortheast, '-
Central, South, and West. Southern households spent less for food Oa- n
holds in other regions, but they had a greater nutritional return for ettt.:A e
spent.Similar proportions of urban and rural households had diets below the allow-
ances fo_ one or more nutrients. More rural tnan urban diets were below allow-
ances for vitamin A value and ascorbic acid. But for most of the other nutrients
studied, more urban than rural diets were below allowances.

At each successively higher level of income, a greater percentage of house-
holds had diets that met allowances. High income of itself, however-, did not in-
sure good diets. More than one-third, 37 1.ercent, of the households with incomes
of $10,000 and over had diets that were below the allowances for one or more
nutrients.

Almost two-thirds, 63 percent, of the households with incomes under $8,000
had diets that did not meet :be allowances for one or more nutrients.

Over one-third, 36 percent, of the households with incomes under $3,000 had
poor diets. At this income level poor diets occurred most frequently among urban
households in the North Central and rural households in the South.

Fewer households had good diets in 1t65 than in 1955-50 percent in 19435 and
60 percent in 1955. The proportion with poor diets increased over the 10-year
period from about 15 percent in 1955 to 20 percent in 1965. Decreased use of milk
and milk products and vegetables and fruit, the main sources of calcium, ascorbic
aMd, and vitamin A value, was chiefly responsible for these changes in dietary
levels.

DIFFERENCES BY INCOME

Dietary adequacy, as measured by the percentage of household diets meeting
the allowances for all seven nutrients, was related to income. At each succes-
sively higher levels of income, a greater percentage of households had diets that
met the allowances.

High income alone did not insure good diets. More than one-third of the house-
holds with incomes of $10,000 and over had diets that did not meet the allowances
for one or more nutrients.

Income level

Percent of Average
diets below number of
allowances nutrients

for 1 or more below
nutrients allowances

Under $3.000
$3.000 to 14.999
$5,000 to 16.999
$7,000 to P.999
610.000 and over

63
57
47
44
37

2. 5
2.2
2.2
2.0
1. 9
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As income increased the proportions of diets that were below the allowances
declined less sharply for calcium and vitamin A value than for ascorbic acid.

Income level

Percent of diet; below allowances for-
Vitamin A Ascorbic

Calcium value acid

Under $3,000
$3,000 to
$5,000 to ,999 -
$7,000 to ,999
$10,000 and over

36 36 42
35 26 33
29 24 24
25 20 20
24 18 12

TABLE 20.-110USEHOLD DIETS PROVIDING LEC.S THAN NRC ALLOWANCE IN SPECIFIED NUMBER OF NUTRIENTS

Percent of diets short in-

Region, urbanization, 1964 money income after taxes 1 or more 1 only

United States:
All urbanizations

Under $3,000
11,000 to
,000 to ,999

7,000 to 9,999
10,000 and over

Urban
Under $3,000

,000 to $4,999r5,000 to $6,999
7.600 to $9,999
10,000 and over

Rura nonfarm
Under $.3,000

r7,000 to
5,000 to ,999
,000 to 9,999

000 and over
Rut.: :arm

Under $3,000
r,000 to

999
5,000 to ,999
7,000 to 9,
:0,000 and over

(1) (2) (3) (4)

i00 44
100 37
100 43
130 45
100 52
100 53
100 44
100 34
100 43
100 45
100 51
100 53
100 44
100 41
':.00 41
100 43
100 56
100 50
100 43
100 34
100 43
100 50
100 52
100 68

2 3

(5)

26 14
28 15
27 16
26 13
25 11
20 16
25 14
29 14
25 15
25 13
25 12
21 15
27 15
24 16
31 16
29 12
25 9
kd 20
29 1S
30 17
30 17
26 13
30 12
15 13

4 to 7

(6)

16
121

15
16
12
11
17

2 23
16
16
12
11
15

a 18
12n
10
10
13

6 18
9

7
11

8

S 21 percent versus 13 percent average.
2 23 percent versus 14 percent average.
3 18 percent versus 12 percent average.

18 percent versus 9 percent average-

This table shows that, over all the United States, 21% of the families with a
1964 income under $3000 had diets which were deficient in 4 to 7 nutrients. Of
the families with 1964 incomes over $3000, an av-trage of only 13% were deficient
in that many nutrients.

EZCHTBITI3 D ANY} a
Exhibit B consists of two burst ?tins of evaporated milk, obtained by Robert

B. Choate at tbe DireCt Distribution warehouse in Ventura, California.
Exhibit C consists of one corroded can or tomatoes and one bulging and cor-

roded can of orange Juice, obtained at the same time and place.
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RAIN CHXCK

EXHIBIT D

(From Ventura, Caaifornia)

(name (case 00.)

When you picked up Your donated food° °a los
rare unable to supply the following items

Quantity Item

We are sorry for any inconvenience thip cowboys caused you. However. 710u-MY
pick up this Item LZ it is available, by presenting &hie rain cheek at any fisem
during fbis month.

Donated roods avoilebte to
the Welfare: Department vary
monthly homed on supplies an
hand and d:Jotributed by the
Department of Agriculture,

56-.0..549 (1-;U:

1MBPAZIMENC or Swim. viciaqua

suarLus commoorrms :wham

(TRANSLACXON) WatitCIA

=XXXII X. XXXXXXXXXXXIXX 30t X.X.-X100000E-40X
(nombro) (=mere de casco)

Cuando vino pair su orden de amide en X2MMXXX XX. XXXX
no pudima devil* las siguientes comma;

Canttdad Producto
XX XXXX XXXXX

Mai

---MMISPZ-2211256.-22M5.--
mo sentimes el este le ha caused* cualquier imccmosniencia. sin embargo,
puede cojer este producto, si lo tenemos, a cualquior flempo opt. imps
presentando seta note.

La amide donsda disponible a este
departamento cambia mensualmente
dependiando en las previsions* a
memo, y les provisional' que noe
manda el department* de agriculture.

560549 (170)

1.48
-:

DEPARIMMUT or SOCIAL WSLIPAWI

SURPLUS COMMITIMB MANOR
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EXHIBIT E

Telegram from USDA Dallas to USDA WashingtonAugust 20, 1971.
Corn Products, Inc.Mississippi (corn syrup)
Contract let : July 1, 1971.
Delivery Date : July 19July 22, 1971.At:tual Delivery Date : August 23August 26, 1971.

"Vendor states it was necessary for plant to halt USDA production for a few
days to meet commercial contracts".

EXITIBIT
SomINoLE, OKLA., Augu,st 21, 1970,

DEAtt VoTErts : Your commodity program is a service to you by your County
Commissioner. Although they are furnished by the Federal Government, NO
COMMISSIONER IS REQUIRED TO HANDLE THEM IF HE DOES NOT
WANT '10 DO SO, and in some counties the Commissioners will not distribute
them.TO BE SURE that you continue to receive your commodities as you have in
the past, GO TO THE P0LL2 ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 25th. AND VOTE FOR
J. NEWT HARBER FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER OF DISTRICT No. 2.

Thank you. (Signed) HAZEL LONGACILE.

EXHIBIT
State requirements for recovery of amount of assistance rightfully paid by

claim against the estate of a deceased recipient or by iien against real property
or other type of legal security tiled against real or personal property befor. death
of recipientOAA, AD, or APTD (or AABD).

As reported June 1, 1970, for 30 Jurisdictions which have such reouirements.
Terms used in the following table:Lien.Recovery assured by lien against real property or other type of

legal security filed against real, personal, or total estate_
Claim.Recovery made by filing claim against estate of recipient after

his death.None.No requirement in this program.

State OAA AB APTD

Alaska Lien Lien Lien.
Colorado None Claim None.

Connecticut Lien Lien Lien.
District of Columbia _ do None Do.

Florida Claim Claim Claim.
Hawaii do do Do.

Idaho_ do None None.

Illinois Lien Lien Lien.
Indiana do Claim Claim.
Iowa do None None.

Kansas Claim Claim Claim.
Maine_ do do Do.

Maryland do oo Do.

Minnesota Lien do Do.

Montana Claim do Do.

Nebraska Lien Lien Lien.
New Hampshire do None Do.

New Jersey do do Do.

New York do Lien Do.

North Carolina do None Do.

North Dakota Claim Claim Claim.
Ohio do None None.
Oregon do_ _ do Claim.
Pennsylvania Lien Claim Lier..
South Carolina Claim None None.
South Dakota . Lien do Do.

Utah do Lien Lien.
Vermont do do Do.

Wisconsin do Claim None.

Wyoming do None Claim.

Note:Total OAA liens,20; claims,9; none, 1.Total AB Kans.?: claims,12; none,11.Total APTD liens,12; cialms,11; none,7.

Source: "Characteristics of State Public Assistance Plans Under the Social Security Act: General ProvisionsEligi-
bility. Assistance, Administration". 1970 edition.
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EXHIBIT J

TABLE 4.-NUTRITIVE VALUE, AS PERCENT OF RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES,* SUPPLIED BY FOODS IN
REPRESENTATIVE PACKAGE ACTUALLY DISTRIBUTED IN COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM, JUNE 1, 1970

[Subject to change without notice/

Representative package
Food

energy Protein Calcium iron
Vitamin
A value

Ascorbic
acid Thaimin Riboflavin

Applesauce, canned
Beans, dry
Bulgur
Butter
Cheese, Cheddar, process
Corn, whole-kernel,

canned 2 9
Corn grits 9 9
Cornmeal, degermed 2 4 9
Ellig mix, scrambled,
-dehydrated

Lentils, dry
Macaroni, milk It
Meat, chopped, canned.. _ _ _ .
Milk, evaporated r
Milk, neniat dry, regular s....
Oats, roiled
Orange juice, sw., canned s s.
Peanut butter
Peas. split, dry
Potatoes, dehydrated

granules le
Poultry, boned, canned u
Prunes, dried
Raisins
Rice, regular Is
Shortening s =
Sinop. corn_
Wheat flour, all-purpose n____

0.5
3.0
.2

4.0
2.6

. 4
. a

4.6
1.6
.7

2. I
2.9
I. 2
4.6
2.2
.9

2.3
.8

2.0
1.9
.2

L 1
3.6
5.0
1.8
9.1

0.1
2.6
.2
.2

7.6
. 5
.9

4.6
4.7
2.5
3.3
6.8
2.8

21.0
3.7.6
4.7
2.5
2.2
9.8
.1
. 4

3.1
o
o

12.3

0. I
3,1
o
.3

12.3

. I
0
.2

3.6
.4
.8
.2

5.4
41. I

. 7

.4
.6
.2
.6
.2
. I
.6
.6

o.7
1.0

0.6
13.5

. 3
o
1.3

.4
1.9

11.5

2.7
-.. ..- nJ
3.2
4.3
.2

1.5
5.0
1.4
1.6
2.2

2.7
2.5
.6

2.6
9.1
o
5.1

14.3

0.1
0
o
9.8
4.5

. 8

. 5
2.9
3.4
. 1
.1

0
I. 5

14.6
0
1.9
o
. I

10.5
.7
. 7

o
0
o
0
0

0.3
0
o
0
0

1.4
o
0

. 3
0
o
o
.5

4.3
o

34.2
o
0

48.2
0
. I
. 2

o
o
o
o

0.2
11.3

.2
0
.2
.3

1.9
11.0

1.6
1.6
9.9
6.0

. 7
8.7
6.7
2.5
1.0
3.2
1.8
.4
.1
.8

8.7
o
o

21.9

0. I
3.3
o.

I
4.8

. 5

.9
5.6
5.6

.13
3.5
3.4
4.8

37.0
1.3.6

. g
1. I

1. I
2.3
.2
. 5

co'
5

0
11.1

Total 59.9 103.7 73.4 91.4 LI 52.3 89.5 100.7 90.8

* I person in family of 4: Man and woman, 22 to 35 years; boy, 11 years; and girl, 8 years. National Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council, Pub. 1694,1968. Based on foods distributed to families, 1969, except applesauce, lentils, and
macaroni which are estimated.

3 Vitamin A values based on yellow varieties; white varieties contain only a trace of vitamin A value.
May be replaced by cream-style corn, green beans, green peas, or tomatoes.

4 Enriched: 21 mg. iron, 2 mg. thiamin, 1.2 mg. riboflavin, and 16 mg. niacin per pound. The same nutritive values
apply for corn flour, offered in the same amount.

st Alternate package size may change amount Per _Person Per month som=bet.
Enriched: 13 mg. Iron, 4 mg. thiamin, 1.7 mg. riboflavin, and 27 mg. niacin per pound. May be replaced by wheat-soy

maceroni.
7 Fortified: 360 I.U. vitamin 0 per pound.

Fortified: 9.980 I.U. vitamin A and 1,996 I.**. vitamin D per pound. May be replaced by instant nonfat dry milk.
May be replaced by apple juice, unsweetened orange juice, or tomsto juice.

79 Fortified: 16,000 I.U. vitamin A and 798 mg ascorbic acid per pound. May be replaced by dehydrated potato flakes.
n may be replaced by beef or pork with natural juices.
72 Enriched: 21 mg. iron, 2 mg. thiamin, and 16 mg. niacin per pound.
Is May be regrld by lard.
= Enriched: 13 mg. Iron, 2 mg. thiamin, 12 mg. riboflavin. and 16 mg. niacin Per Pound-
s* The recommendW dietary &Rowena, for vitamin A. adjusted to account for the relatively high percentage of preformed

vitamin A in the representative package of foods actually distributed (75 percent of total vitamin A value), is 2,700 I.U.
On this basis, this package provides 81:1 percent of the allowance.

EXHIBIT K-1,88 (RD) INSTRUCTION8 709-6
STATE DISTRIBUTING Aar/gems

Information for : Regional Offices.
HANDrawo AND Bream= ow paomms CHEESE

I. Purpose
This Instruction provides guidelines for the handling and storage of process

cheese to encourage wider acceptance and use of this product from available
supplies.
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II. General
Process cheese, through modern food technology, can withstand a reasonable

range of temperatures in storage with relatively moderate humidity conditions.
Understanding safe storage limits of process cheese helps prolong shelf life.
At 70° F. process cheese begins to oil off and at 90° F. it will melt. The product
should never he frozen. At 40° F. the approximate storage life is 12 months. At
70° F. the approximate storage life is three months. Favorable storage tempera-
tures are between 45° F. and 50° F.

A gradual increase of the temperature above 70° F. causes the first stage of
lowering the quality. As the temperature goes up, product life will have a
tendency to reduce in proportion to the extended period of storage. Although
holding process cheese above 70° F. Is not recommended, some lowering of
product quality such as darkening of color would not necessarily mean that
the product was unsafe or unusable. During handling, storage and delivery, the
temperatures should not be allowed to rise above 75° F.
III. Recommended holding temperatures

The optimum storage process cheese temperature is 850 to 45° F. which will
provide a storage life of about 10 to 12 months. In some instances facilities are
not available for optimum temperatures. The following table shows the effects
of temperatures on storage life of process cheese :

Storage conditions Storage temperatures Storage life

Optimum 350 to 45° F_ 10 to 12 months.
Favorable 45° to 55° F 6 to 10 months.
Acceptable_ 55° to 65° F. 3 to 6 months.
Fair 65° to 70° F 3 months or less.
Critical 70° to 75° F Temporary (emergency only).

Dangerous
175° to 90° F Not recommended-.
t Under 32° F Do.

IV. Recommended Practices
A. Use room air conditioners when available.
B. Use lower level rooms if available and cooler.
C. Keep product away from direct sunlight.D. Order and keep quantities as near to needs as possible.
E. Move out oldest product first.F. Establish a policy of periodic inspection of the product (120 to 150 days

are recommended).
V. Responsibilities of distributing and recipient agencies

These are recommended practices only. If followed, they will help maintain
and prtAong the storage life of process cheese. They do not take the place of rea-
sonable judgment which must be exercised by the persons responsible for handling
and storage of donated foods. ADMINISTRATOR.

Exursrr DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE. FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

Washington, D.C., August 20, 1971.
Subject : Cost per pound figures for foods used in the food distribution program.

fiscal year 1971.
To : Guy Carinack, Director FNS reporting staff.

The June 80. 1971, average costs to the Government, on a delivered cost per
pound basis, are listed below for the !oat-3 that were distributed in our program
last fiscal year.
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section 416

Commodity : Coat
Bulgur 0. 0789Butter, print 7401
Butter, canned 7048
Butter, bulk 7640
Cheese 6087
Cornmeal 0477
Farina 1419
Flour, all-purpose 0600
Flour, whole wheat 0604
Flour, bread 0602

Commodity :
Cheese

Commodity :
Grits
MacaroniMilk, instant
Milk, regular NFD
Oats, rolled
RiceRice cereal, instant
Salad oil
Shortening
Wheat, rolled

Section 709

Section C
-Commodity : Coat

Apricots 0. 1468
Beam?, green 1095
Beef, frozen, ground 5635
Chicken, frozen 3065
Corn, canned 1196
Tomatoes 1251

Commodity :
Peaches, canned
Peas, canned
Pinapple
Sweet potatoes, dehydrated
Sweet potatoes, syrup

Section 82
Commodity : Coat

Apples, fresh 0. 0954
Apple juice 0948
Applesauce (No. 10) 1389
Applesauce (No. 303) 1080
Beans, dry (2 pound) 1166
Beans, dry (50 pound) . 1940
Grapefruit section canned_ . 1941
Honey 2100
Meat, canned chopped 3686
Milk, evaporated 1603
Onions 0300
Orange juice, frozen (5

gal.)
Orange juice, frozen

(32 oz.)
Orange juice, canned
Sweet Potatoes
Syrup
Tomatoes, canned

Cost
0. 0594

1380
4407
3127
0635
1079
3617
2041
2063
0641

Coat
0 0173

Cost
0. 1321

1100
1502

.3574
1117

Commodity : coat
Beans, Green, canned__ - -- 0. 1309
Chicken, canned boned__ __ . 6946
Corn, canned 1299
Cranberries . 1900
Egg mix 8743
Formula, infant dry 7500
Peas, cannea 1240
Peas, dry split (1 pound) . 0853
Peas, dry split (10 pound) _ . 0847
Peanut butter (No. 10 ) . 3154
Peanut butter ( 2 pound ) . 3235
Pork, canned W/N.3 6668

1986 Pork, frozen, ground 5445
Potatoes, dehydrated 1912

21 '14 Prunes, canned dried 1559
1019 Prunes, canned. 2112
1318 Tcnnato :paice 0946
1327 Turkey, canned boned 6497
1663 Turkey, fresh frozen 3454

JUAN DEL CASTIZZ-0,
Director, Food Distribution Division.

ExTrip-_r attty.s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE
San Francisco, Calif., July 9, 1971.

'rot : All distributing agencies.
Subject : Second quarter estimates for fiscal year 1971.

Please furnish by July 23 your estimated requirements for the OctoberDecem-
ber quarter. Estimates should be based on the following carloadings.

5 4
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Commodities and type Pack
Cark. _.,ngs Categories of
net pounds recipients

Butter:
18/20 cans
32/10 prints
Bulk 2

Cheese:
15/N, loaves
6/W loaves

Canned Juices: 12/03 cases

Milk, nonfat dry:
12/4 112110 packages
Bulk-500 and 1000 bags..

Milk, inst. fort.: 6/40 packages
Milk, evaporated: 48/1434 oz. cases
Peanut butter: 24/20 cans
Pork, on& kW: 24/29 oz. cases
Potatoes, dehy.: 10 packages
Egg mix: 48/6 oz. cases
Rice:11

24/20 packages
500 bags

Syrup, corn: 24/16 oz. cases

Canned vegetables: 24/0303 cases

36, 000 Families.
38, 000 AIL

30, U00-60, 000

33, 600 Families.
33, 600 All.

69, 005-69, 745 Families and suppleme..tal food
program.

80,028 AR.
80,000
40,080 Families and supplemental food

program.
69,600 Do.
69, 840 Families.
69,600 Families and supplemental food

program.
60,000 Families.
36, 000 Do.

80,064 All.
80, 000
60.792 Families and s-qplemental food

programs.
67, 200 Do.

1 For use only in areas where g yint butter cannot be used because freezer storage is not available.
2 Because of Bits continuing large inventories of bulk butter, quantities intended for use in bread-baking or printing

into patties sheuld be supplied from bulk stocks insofar as .ptacticable.
Even though we are requesting estimates on rice, the food requisitions should be submitted by the 10th of the 2d

month preceding the month of shipment as in the past

We are not requesting estimates for dry beans, bulgur, corn grits, corn flour,
cornmeal, flour, lentils, macaroni, chopped meat, rolled oats, dry split peas,
salad oil, vegetable shortening, or rolled wheat since all of these foods are being
procured on the basis of orders submitted. However, Food Requisitions (Form
FNI3-52) should only cover one month and are to show the quantities planned
for use by eligible recipients. This information is needed here for reporting
purposes.When a range in carloading is permitted, the heaviest carloading should be
used to the maximum extent possible. For cereal products the usual carlot
weights range from about 50,000 to 80,000 pounds_ Upper limits, however, are
about 100.000 paunds. If, in your judgment, your agency can conveniently handle
100,000 pound carlots of a cereal product, this size carloading should be used.

The rates of distribution, on a per-person-per-month basis, used to compute
estimated needs shall be those established by the distributing agencies for all
the applicable categories of recipients. If distributing agencies request more than
one carlot per month, the remaining carlots ordered must be balanced out be-
tween the first and second halves of the month. If the distributing agencies fail
to do this, then appropriate adjustments will be made by this office.

Those states which have cities or counties changing to the Food Stamp Pro-
gram should give careful consideration to inventories needed to make whatever
adjustments are necessarY.Please furnish the estimates by forwarding a copy of the "Quarterly Estimate
of Needs for Donated Foods" (Form FN8-42). The small table in Form FNS-42
headed, "Requested Shipments (Number of Carlota)," is to be used to show
the total number of cars desired in each category. These figures should conform
to the nearest carload when the figures in column (I) are converted to the ap-
plicable carloadings. This table also indicates the period during each month
covered by the estimates, by category, in which shipments are desired. This
detailed information is needed here for our compilation of estimates, preparation
of budget, and reports on the quantities required for the different categories of
recipients.In order to expedite shipments of estimated commodities we are requesting
that the food requ, anions accompanying the respective estimate sheets for the
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periods in which commodities are requested. Any changes such as cancellations
of orders or requests for increases in estimates for the quarter will be handled
!-)y communication between your agency and this office.

Your cooperation in submitting the Estimate Work Sheets rind Food Requisi-
tions to reach this office before July 23 will be greatly appreciated.

BERNICE D. CANATA,
Supervisor, Food Distribution Program, Western. Region.

FROM RITA M. PEPPARD

DEPARTMENT OF ConsutTNTrr AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF SERVICES TO OLDER CrriziErrs

ALLSTON-BRIGHTON FOOD SURPLUS TASK FORCE, PETITrONERS

REQUEST FOR A PUBLIC HEARING ON PROBLEMS AND DEFECTS IN THE SURPLUS
COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM

I. Nature of proceedings
1. Petitioners request that a public hearing be held whereby testimony of the

citizens of the Allston-Brighton area may be heard and considered on the present
and potential failings of the Surplus Commodity Distribution Program.2. Petitioners request that a special invitation to appear be tendered to
Stephen A. Minter, Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Public
Welfare, so that he will personally appear to hear the testimony presented and
affirmatively and conclusively respond to the problems raised.

3. Petitioners request this public hearing through the authority of the Depart-
ment of 'Community Affairs and its delegate agency, the Office of Service to
Older Americans.4. While a substantial majority of Petitioners' organization consists of senior
citizens, Petitioners speak for over two-thousand surplus food recipients in the
Allston-Brighton area who have been =made eligible to receive surplus commodi-
ties through either Action for Boston Community Development or the Massachu-
setts Department of Public Welfare.

Problents to be considered
1. Petitioners have been informed and do fear that, after December 31, 1971,

no food distribution center will exist in the Allston-Brighton area. Rather, area
recipients will be forced to travel to 1280 Tremont Street, Roxbury, Massachu-
setts, a location financially and physically inaccessable to most of them.

2. Petitioners are aggrieved by inadequate and unsatisfactory administration
by the Department of Public Welfare and its subcontractor, ABCD, of the Surplus
Commodity Distribution Program which deprives the Petitioners of their legal
rights and opportunities under the Program.

3. The present facilities for distribution of food surplus commodities at 9
Fide lis Way, Brighton are unsanitary, subject to flooding by the sanitary sewer
system, and are inadequate in size and incapable of serving the Allston-Brighton
area.4. Petitioners have been deprived of their proper allotment of surplus com-
modities due to the inadequacy of distribution in the Fide lis Way Surplus Food
distribution center.5. Petitioners have been deprived of Food Stamp allotments under the current
Program.
III. Relief sought

1. That tiwa presiding officer at the hearing prepare a report of findings and
conclusions based upon the evidence brought forth.

2. That the Department of Public Welfare make an administrative order or
otherwise confirm that the food surplus program be conducted in a suitable
location in the Aliston-Brighton area through and beyond the calendar year,
1972.3. That ABCD food recipients be allowed to continue receiving Surplus Com-
modifies.

1 5
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4. That the Department of Public Welfare clarify the stat-;:s and :vallability

of food stamps.5. That Stephen A. Minter, Commissioner of the Massachust- ts rtment
Public Welfare, respond affirmatively and conclusively to t'ie Peti:ioners' rt,
quests for relief numbered 2 through 5 herein within 30 days uf the date of tL(.!
hearing.

Respectfully submitted. RITA M. PEPPARD.
Task Force Chairman.

GENE R. SIIREVE, Esq.,
Attorney for the Aliston-Brighton Food Surplus Task _Force.

AFFIDAVIT
I, Stella St. Pierre, state the following to be true to the best of ray -nowledge,

information and belief :
1. I live at 17 Ledgemere Road, Brighton, Massachusetts and I am a senior

citizen.2. I have on several occasions attempted to go over to the food surplus distri-
bution center in Roxbury to pick up my surplus foods.3. In good weather I have gone over to the Roxbury Center by taking three
different buses and walking several blocks to get there. Sometimes I have tried
taking food back on the bus, but it is hard for me to walk with it and to climb
on and off buses with it that I can only carry a little bit and it really isn't worth
it. My health is not good and I suffer from heart trouble and high blood pressure,
among other things.4. iSometimes I take a cab back but that isn't worth it either because it is very
expensive to use a cab (about $4.00 one way) and it is very hard to get one.

5. I and most of my neighbors depend on the food surplus deliveries made bylocal volunteers. Without these deliveries we would probably be forced to do
'without surplus food which would be a great hardship on us.

MrS. 'STELLA ST. PIERRE.
GENE R. SUREVE.

Signed before me at this the 17th day of August, 1971. My commission expires
July 22, 1978.

AFFIDAVIT
MAriam C. Davis, do state the following to 1.e true to the best of my knowl-

edge, information and belief :1. I live at 20 Ledgmere Road, Brighton, Massachusetts and I am a senior
2. Several times I have gone over to the Roxbury food center to try to pick up

surplus foods. It has always been very hard for me to bring any back from there
because the food is heavy and I cannot carry it back on the bus. Carrying it back
in a cab costs too much. In all, it just 'isn't really worth going over to Roxbury
to pick up food the waly things are.3. Several times volunteers have brought the food to my home. This is about
the only way I am able to get the food to which I am entitled.

MIRIAM DAVIS.
GENE R. Smurvz.

Signed before me this the 17th day of August, 1971. My commission expi- a
July 22, 1978.

AFFIDAVIT
I, Rose Hardiman, state the following to be true to the best of my knowledge,

information and belief :1. I live at 42 Brackett Street, Brighton, Massachusetts and I am a senior
citizen.2. When I was living at 44 Montfern Avenue, I tried on several occasions to
go over to the food surplus center. I often had to use the car line and it was very

58-854 0-71pt. SA 11 1 5 7
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hard on me to try to get the food that way. I could only carry a little because of
my heart condition and it was very hard to climb up on the bus, often without
a place to sit down, and to walk home with the little food I did try to carry.

3. About two years ago I was attacked and robbed in the Dudley Street bus
station in Roxbury. My billfold with the money from my welfare check which
I had just cashed (about $65) was taken away from me. It made me very upset
and frightened. I have not been back to the food center in Roxbury since and I
will never go back to Roxbury again. ROSE E. HARDIMAN.

GENE R. SHREVE.
Signed before me this the 18th day of August, 1971. My Commission expires

July 22, 197g.

AFFIDAV rr

I, Kathleen Pidgeon, state the following to be true to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief :

1. I live at 1263 Commonwealth Avenue, Allston, Massachusetts and I am a
senior citizen.2. On June 3, 1971, I received a food surplus identification card from the
Welfare Department along with instructions to go to 1280 Tremont Street, Rox-
bury, Massachusetts, to pick up the food.

3. I took a Dudley Street bus to Roxbury. Because I was unfamiliar with the
Roxbury area, I stayed on the Dudley bus too long and when I got off I had to
walk a distance of several blocks in the direction of the food center.
-4. While I was walking, I was attacked by two men and thrown into the

gutter. They pulled my bag out of my hands and ran away, leaving me lying
there. No one would help me and it was some time before I could get on my feet.
I finally got to a police station and the policeman took me to Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital. I suffered from shock and scraped and bleeding knees.

5. I never did find the food distribution center and I never wiP go back there
again because of what happened to me. KATHLEEN E. PIDGEON,

GENE R. SHREVE.
Signed be4ore me this the 17th day of August, 1971. My Commission expires

July 22, 1978.

PHE COMMONWEALTH OP 'MASSACHUSETTS,
DEPARTMENT OP COMMUNITY AFFAIRS,

Boston, Ara.as., August 3, 1971.
MEMORANDUM

To: All persons interested in delivery of food commodities to elderly persons.
From : Donald Strong, Coordinator, Office of 'Services to Older Americans.
Subject : Public Hearing, Thursday, August 19, 1971.

This office is in receipt of a petition from a coalition of 'Senior Citizens called
"Allston-Brighton Food Surplus Task 'Force" requesting a public hearing on
"problems and defects in the surplus commodity distribution program". The Task
Force states that the existing food commodity distribution office is scheduled to
close and they are concerned about providing for the needs of their elderly
People.As required by the Department of Health, Education & Welfare Manual for
Statewide Planning and Coordination and with the approval of the Department
of Community Affairs Commissioner Leon Charkoudian, we will hold a public
hearing on this matter at the Brighton Municipal Building, 20 Chestnut Hill
Avenue at 1 :00 P.M. on Thursday, August 19, 1971.

Members of the Task Force will make a presentation regarding the problem
faced by Senior Citizens of the area. Commissioner Stephen Minter of the De-
partment of Public Welfare will be asked to attend. Others to be invited include
Robert Coard, Director of Action for Boston Community Development and
Joseph Kerrissey Commissioner on Aging for the City of Boston.

Any persons wishing to speak will be heard and a report will be prepared fol-
lowing the hearing with recommendations for all agencies concerned.

t
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ALL STON-B RIGHTO N I N FORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER,

Brighton, Maas., September 9, 1971.
Zazoisuroin MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAM

On February 7, 1979, Miss Elizabeth :Schmitt, a nutritionist at .St. Elizabeth's
Hospital met witli a number of senior citizens in Fidelis Way concerning the
possibility or a meals on wheels program. They were very interested in it and
felt there was a large need for such a program in the area. =Seven months later
the meals on wheels program in Brighton started, initially with only 5 people.

After talking to Miss ,Schmitt and Miss Nancy Harvey, nutritionist at Beth
Israel Hospital, we felt that the program could start the end of April. There were
many planning meetings and many postponements of the starting date. We knew
from the beginning that the program would only start with 10 recipients, so our
initial publicity was minimal ; yet during our long waiting period, 41 elderly
persons expressed an Interest in the program. tOf those 41, 0 are now in nursing
homes, 1 Is hospitalized, 3 have homemakers and 5 have died. Several of the
other persons live in Allston, a little too far away for the one driver. The rest of
the persons dropped out from lack of interest. Many of those did not believe the
program would ever start and they were disappointed in the delays. Others
dropped out after the program started because they "felt the quality of the food
was not good and there was not enough food for them.

One or the major problems has been money. Beth Israel 'Hospital is charging
the Allston-Brighton APAO 750 per meal (raw food cost, labor, styrafoam con-
tainers.) We charge the recipient 550 a meal. We received $150 from the Mass.
Dietetic Association and the Vood Education and Nutrition Committee to pay
for the extra costs. The APAJO is temporarily paying the driver. We hope to get a
local gas company to donate gas.We should expand as soon un possible ; as we are finding an increasing need
for this service, especially on an -,tnergency basis. Persons come back Trom a hos-
pital, often with no follow up care. A good meals on wheels program can save
their immediate nutritional and social needs. The need for increased national
funding for such programs is great.
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NO FOOD DECISION
The Monroe County Court, in session Monday, took no final action on

whether or not to restore the free food program in Monroe County. It will not
take such final action. Presiding Judge Maupin said, until additional information
is sent from the state welfare department. The Monroe County Court has told
State Welfare Director Proctor Carter it will re-install the program if it is
allowed to say who shall get the food in case it learns someone not deserving it
is doing so. Carter has not replied to the letter of the court.
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FREE FOOD PROGRAM MAY BE RESUMED NOVEMBER 1

In session Monday, Judges Maupin, Callis and Fields took voluntary action
on the proposed new free food program plan, and agreed tc3 again go into the
program, under certain conditions.

They notified State Welfare Director Proctor Carter that the county would
re-enter the free food program on Noxrember 1, the earliest date possible under
the new plan, providing the counties of Northeast Missouri will all run the
program in the same manncir and further providing that the County Court will
have the authority to eliminate some recipients if facts show they rlo not need
the food.

A meeting of the County Court jr2.ulges Association of Northeast Missouri isbeing held at Huntsville Thursday and the matter will be further discussed.
Under the new plan proposed by the state, as explained in the Appeal last

week, the state and federal governments will pay 80% of the local costs, the
county the remaining 20%. County Clerk Menefee and the County Court esti-
mate the cost will be around $200 monthly, instead of the former cost of around
$500 monthly.Under the old plan, many counties were getting all the expenses paid, whileMonroe County and some others were being forced to pay half. This was
obviously unfair, and as a result, Monroe County withdrew from the program,
and protested at Jefferson City and Washington.

Because of those protests, the policy was changed by the federal government
to allow each county the same percentage of aid.In its letter to Carter, the Court agreed to furnish an office for the food
program supervisor and a place for distribution of the food, providing its other
terms were agreed upon.Some of the counties, like Audrain, that have been getting all the food pro-
gram expenses paid by state and federal governments, are threatening to with-
draw from the program because they are now being asked to pay 20% instead
of getting it all for nothing.

FROM GRACE OLIVAREZ

A STUDY OF THE FEDERAL FOOD PROGR.AMB IN PUERTO RICO

BACKGROUND

Puerto Rico is an island of tragic and widespread poverty. Some of the
miconscionable facts and statistics about this United States "Commonwealth"
island are :

Approximately 30 percent of the island's 2.7 million inhabitants live in
inadequate housing (according to the Puerto Rico Housing and Urban Re-
newal Corporation).Out of the 77 municipalities on the island, 37 have a per capita annual
income below $550; only 12 municipalities have a per capita annual income
above $1,000.Outeide of the San Juan Metropolitan Area, the unemployment rate is23.3%. In the past 18 years, the rate of unemployment in all of Puerto
Rico has never been below 10.0% (according to the Bureau of Labor
statistics).According to medical testimony before the Senate Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs, approximately two-thirds of all children treated
by pediatricians in the East Health Region of Puerto Rico are malnour-
ished. Many of these children suffer such severe nutritional problems thatthey either die or are chronically ill, and most are irreparably retarded
in physical and mental development.The monthly welfare grant level in Puerto Rico is $53 for a family of
four. This compares unfavorably to the $70 and $81 grant levels for Mis-
sissippi and Alabamathe two lowest paying welfare states. (This is true
despite the fact that the cost of living in Puerto Rico is higher than the
cost of living in the United States. Since Puerto Rico imports most of its
foodstuffs and other necessities, the prices of almost all items on the island
are higher than the prices in the United States.)
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Of the 24 items that are supposed to be dispensed in any Federally

operated commodities program, Puerto Rico receives only 8 to 12. Among

these, most are starchy, low nutritive foods (flour, coreuwal, potato flakes,

macaroni, etc.). At the distribution centers, waiting periods are as long as

2-3 hours, toilet facilities are broken down, storage facilities are inadequate,

and no refrigeration units whatsoever are in existence at any of the 82 dis-

tribution sites. (Considering the beat in Puerto Itico, much of the food

spoils or contains maggots.)
In 1970 over 44,000 persons emigrated from Puerto Rico to find "greater

economic opportunities" in the United States. The emigration figures have

substantially and steadily increased over the past five years.

In short, Puerto Rico is an island of devastating poverty, where children's

lives are constantly being crippled by hunger, malnutrition and ill health.

PROJZOT

A $5,000 grant is necessary to cover the expenses of preparing an in-depth study

of the Federal Food Programs in Puerto Rico. In essence, we are proposing a

complete examination of the present Commodity Distibution Program, with

comparative statistics on how many public assisted people are eligible to par-

ticipate and how many people on public assistance are actually participating;

how many non-publicly assisted are eligible and bow many non-publicly assisted

are actually participating. Also included would be a discussion of the main

deterrents to publicly assisted and non-publicly assisted people's participation

and a percentage breakdown of those who are participating who are aged, de-

pendent children, disabled and blind, in institutions, etc.
Puerto Rico was included in the amended Food Stamp Act of January 1971.

Albeit Puerto Rico was not scheduled to participate for fiscal year 1972, there

is a possibility that funds will be allotted for the following fiscal year. As such,

the second part of the proposed study will explore the need for a Food Stamp

Program, the feasibility of its implementation, and its effects on 1he Puerto

Rican economy.
METHOD

The study will require between 4 to 8 months' work, all of which time the

researcher will be working under the auspices of the Consumer Research Center

of the University of Puerto Rico. His affiliation with the Consumer Research

Center will be most helpful with particular regard to the study of the Food

Stamp question as Professor Herrerro of tbe CRC already has done some pre-

liminary work in this area.
As there are 84 food commoditiea distribution centers and 4 warehouses in

Puerto Rico, it is expected that the researcher will do extensive traveling through-

eut the island in order to get first hand information on the current effectivenew

of the commodity program. It also will be necessary to initiate correspondence

with the USDA regional office in Atlanta, Georgia and USDA officials in Wee,-

ington, D.C., in addition to meeting with administration officials in Puerto Rico.

ANTICIPATZD asetrurs

The study will provide a concise and documented fact sheet on the food pro-

gram in Puerto Rico. it will analyse the need for expanded ard upgraded food

progrran and propose suggestions for better implementation of the already

existing programs. in addition, the report will be functional as a tool to further

publicize tbe poverty conditions in Puerto Rico.
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FOOD DISTRIBUTION CHALLENGES FOR THE SEVENTIES

COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION NATIONAL WORKSHOP

Washtngton, D.C.

September 28 - October I, 1970

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Food and Nutrition Service
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FOREWORD

This is the final text of thc recommendations from the 1970 Commodity

Distribution National Workshop. Minor editorial corrections are the only

changes from the text presented and endorsed by the Workshop participants.

A sequence of numbers has been added in the margins next to the recommen-

dations, and the numbers listed with "titles" in Appendix C. Progress

reports and communications will use these numbers and titles to identify

the recommendations.

Preceding the recommendations is a summary of General Session activity.

Appendix A contains notes from speeches by Mr. Davis, Mr. Rorex, Mrs. TUrner,

Assistant Secretary Lyng, and Dr. Altschul; and Appendix B lists those who

attended the Workshop.

Primarily a tool for people involved with the Workshop's recommenda-

tions, this report has been produced in a form that ve hope in durable

enough to be used for reference.
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SUMMARY OF GENERAL SESSION ACTIVITY

The Workshop got underway Monday morning, September 28, with

Marvin M. Sandstrom, Acting Director of the Commodity Distribution

Division, and Workshop Chairman, presiding.

The Invocation wan offered by the Reverend Thomas A. Jackson of

the McLean (Virginia) Baptist Church.

Mr. Sandstrom greeted the State representatives, introduced people

from FNS and related USDA agencies and speclal guests, and asked the

Regional Directors to make group introductions of their staffs and

.
representatives from the States in their Regions.

In his keynote speech Edward J. Hekman, Administrator, Food and

Nutrition Service, congratulated the States on their efforts to get all

counties into a food assistance program, for improving the quality of
family distribution, for helping to reach 5.2 million needy children

with rree or reduced-price lunches last school year, and for working to

improve the nutrition of vulnerable groups such as Indians, migrants,

and the elderly. But he noted that there is still much to do in the
family distribution program and in reaching more needy children.

Mr. Hekman told about FNS beginning the commodity distribution studY,
moving the Technical Services Branch 'un to an agency-wide service staff,

and studying new foods and food techniques. He said that the Workshop
Agenda suggested a busy week and that he looked forward to hearing the

recommendations.

Howard P. Davis, Deputy Administrator, Food and Nutrition Service,

reviewed the current situation and outlook for legislation and funds,

and discussed several matters relating to national eligibility standards,

feedina the elderly and family assistance planning, etc.

Herbert D. Rorex, Director, Child Nutrition Division, described some

of the changes P.L. 9l-248 has instituted in the child feeding programs;

and George R. Grange, Acting Administrator, Consumer & Marketing Service,

reported on the outlook and baCkground for commodities. He said that there

are ample supplies of those we are interested in, except perhaps cheese,
but it seems ve will be able to regularly procure instant nonfat dry milk..

Helen D. Turner, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Federal Ektension

Service, summarized the Ektension Service's Expanded Food and Nutrition

Education Program, the "Nutrition Aide Program." She encouraged Commodity
Distribution and Extension Service coordination on the Federal, State,

and local levels.

William M. Seabron, Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights, asked

the Workshop representatives to guarantee civil rights to employees and

prcgram participants. He pointed out that, in our positions, lie must treat

everrone fairly, courteously, and with dignity.
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Mr. Juan del Castillo appeared briefly and said he was looking forward
to mid-November when he would take his position as Director of the Commodity
Distribution Division-in Washington.

The Monday General Session closed with Charles M. McGuire, Branch Chief,
CD Operations, introducing representatives of the A. T. Kearney Company, Inc.
With the assistance of Regional and Washington staff members, the.Kearney
Company will be studying the transportation and handling of commodities from
vendor to recipient agency.

Richard E. Lyng, Assistant Secretary, addressed the Workshop on Wednesday
morning, giving the out]^ok for Commodity Distribution from the Secretary's
Office. He reminded the Workshop that our country was the first to be making
the effort to eliminate hunger, and he thought commodity distribution would
grow and continue to help needy families. He closed by calling upon the
Workshop to manage change and make it beneficial.

Next, Mr. Sandstrom introduced probably the most widely-known of all
volunteer "hunger fighters" in this country, Sophie Leavitt. She congratu-
lated USDA and State kiersonnel on their actions to end hunger.

Dr. Aaron M. Altschul, Special Assistant to the Secretary, spoke about
the progress in food and nutrition knowledge; about engineered, textured,
and ethnic foods; and about the possibility of eliminating malnutrition as
a disease.

A review of visual aids closed the Wednesday session: one film showed
the conversion 9f a distribution center to the supermarket style self-service
system; another showed some of Hurricane Celia's damage and how FNS responded
with coMmodities; and the last was a series of 10 TV spots produced by the
Missouri Extension Service to promote participation in the Commodity Distri-
bution Program and use of the foods.

Preceding the Workshop reporting session on Thursday morning, Harold
Bryson and Ronnie Rhodes of the Southwest Region Information Service gave
a demonstration of outreach techniques.

In presenting the Worksnop recommendations, each Group Chairman made a
copy of his Group's recommendations available to th,..! full Workshop. The
recommendatl-ms were read, discusaed, and voted on. Those that follow were
approved for presentation to the Food and Nutrition Service.

Mr. Hekman closed the Workshop praising the recommendations and prom-
ising the State representatives that they would be kept informed about
progress on them.
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THE WORKSHOP REG( MCENDATIONS

GROUP I

CHALLENGES IN THE' FAMILY FEEDING PROGRAM

The family feeding program presents many challenges. The hard work,
persistence, and cooperation of Federal, State, and local government
agencies continues to be needed to meet the food needs of hungry people.
Reaching all the potentially eligible is a continuing challenge. Some
challenges are triggered by the as yet unknown course that may be fol-
lowed by other Federal assistance programs for households. Fair hearings,
nationwide eligibility standards, and simplified certification are new
and intriguing challenges. Food donations must be accessible to house-
holds in need. Food donations should be well used within the homes.
Operating Expense Funds are a boon, but still there are costs to be
borne locally. Volunteer interest picks up momentum, and this available
outreach must be coordinated with local government services. Packaging
and labeling can be changed to stimulate use, facilitate handling, and
ease equitable distribution. Other forward-looking ideas are waiting
in the wings.

Group I was asked to consider:

1. Greater participation by the needy through improved delivery
systems, volunteer activities, food and nutrition education, etc.

2. Operating Expense Fundstransportation.
3. Eligibilitynationwide standards, simplified certification,

rezttriction,-, fair hearings.
4. The family food packagerecommendei changes, food items,

packaging, labels, etc.
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Re c ornmetioa:

Nutrition Education

1. It is reccmMended that each State agency handling commodity foods for
needy families employ a nutritionist for the State staff. This nutri-
tionist 'would coordinate the activities of the commodity program with
those of the state Extension Service and other agencies interested in
nutrit ion education.

Backgroond: It is a slow process to get people to select and prepare
food that will Provide the nutrients needed by the family members. How-

ever, many atates have had good success with the use of demonstration
centers, InarticularlY with making recipes available.

There sa'e 1,055 county-city areas covered with FES nutrition aides and
some of these are understaffed. This is something like one-third of the'

total as'eas in need of such assistance.

Group i believes that a qualified nutritionist could do much to bring
about maJtimum utilization of nutrition-education efforts available
throughOut the State.

Nutrition Education

2. It is recommended that each State agency distributing donated foods to
needy faMilies Make maximum use of -ale nutrition aides available to
gather timAch ne eded information on outreach for the distributing agency.
This coliad be accomplished through a simple reporting system from the

aides to the distributing agent.

Backgro1;4d: 1rdividual reactions and recommendation,: from recipients and

aides concernine our food needs, especially those ideas concerning likes
and dislikes as well as use of and attitudes towards our foods, could be
fed back to tne State D/A.

Arizonebas prepared and distributed a remarkably successful publication

called Qookipg Capers." This booklet has been made available to all
interested and has been widely used in Arizona as well as other States.

The booklet al so contains a "report-back" section which is completed
and returned to the D/A. Last year some 4,500 of these were returned
to the D/A containing valuable information about the food program.

Nutrition Education and Volunteer Activities

3. It is %"ecoMmended that the governor or legislative body of each State be
zeques.ved to appoint an agency within the State to*coordlnate the activi-
ties of the many agencies now concerned with nutrition education to
improve the total of the State operation, to provide better coverage,
and to Ptevent duplication of errort.
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Background: Missouri has been most successful with their coordination
effort to bring about maximum gain from many volunteer agencies in the

field of nutrition education. Group I believes similar accomplishments
could be achieved by other States if the governors could be persuaded

to get involved and push the programs.

Improved Delivery Systems

4. It is recommended that each State agency handling donated foods to needY
families be encouraged to improve delivery of commodities to recipients

by establishing self-service distribution centers, mobile distribution
systems, delivery to the homes of the elderly and infirm, installation
of more accessible distribution points, and by increasing the number of
hours or days to ensure access to foods at times other than the normal

working day.

Background: The self-service distribution method has proved that most

of the recipients will select only those foods they can use when given
the opportunity to choose their own foods. Self-service has also
improved recordkeeping by reducing the overages and shortages normally

found in the across-the-counter distribution system. In addition, this

system helps eliminate preposting of distribution cards and adds a
psychological value by allowing the recipients to select their own

foods.

We have all recognized the need for more readily accessible distribution
points, especially in counties that cover wide areas. We also recognize
that tailgate distribution tends to greatly restrict the hours in which

the food is available.

It is most difficult and, in many cases, impossible for elderly people to
travel great distances to receive their food. Sometimes the quantity of
food alone prohibits participatioon 1r, the elderly because of their
inability to handle the food and get it to their homes. Therefore, we
believe the distribution to the homes of the elderly and the infirm
should be the goal of all concerned.

Distribution centers that are kept open and maintained only during
working hours of the day of the normal work week are of little value
to the individual who works the normal work week and is unable to pick

up his foods during those hours. Therefore, we have recommended that
the centers be made available at times other than the normal work day

or week.

Nationwide Standards of Eligibility

5. It is recommended that USDA and HEW, working together at the national

level, decide and prescribe a joint-type policy that could be used by

each agency requiraU to determine eligibility standards for the many
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and various programs offered by the FNS and the Departments of HEW.
It is further recommended that this information be sent to the State
agencies concerned.

Background: To date there are many systems and a great variety of ways
used to determine income and rc..source limitations in the programs of
buth HEW and USDA(FNS). Since the receipt of food or stamps is based
on a welfare standard, Group I believes that the standards used for
receipt of HEW funds and our USDA foods cy. stamps should be the same
for everyone including both public and non-public assistance cases.

Sim lified Eligibilit Determination

6. It is recommended that the Department make available to the States guide-
lines on simplified eligibility determination for commodity distribution
simultaneously with similar action by the Food Stamp Program. It is
further recommended that verification of income not be required for the
first month's issuance of commodities.

Background: Many of the States using simplified certification in certain
of their welfare programs at present believe they would be in a better
position to implement this system for commodity distribution and food
stamps as a simultaneous action. Further, Group I believes that, since
our present instruction authorizing one month's distribution on commodi-
ties without verification of income are effective, that this should be
extended into and put in use with simplified certification.

There was some expression of doubt as to the ability to provide the
quality control required by HEW for our commodity food program. This
will require additional discussion on an individual State basis.

Greater Variety oi Foods

7. It is recommended that the distributing agencies be permitted to indicate
their preferences fur specific items of available donated foods, and that
these requested preferences be honored.

Many States have indicated requesting items of a specific trpe; i.e.,
beans, etc., and without notification have received substitute items
which were not acceptable in their States.

Expanded Variety of Donated Foods

8. It is recommended that the Department expand varieties of foods, using
surplus foods in various combinations such as cake mixes, cooked canned
bears, pie mixes, etc., and investigate the use of instant rolled oat
cereals in the School Breakfast Program.

BackgroiAnd: Many distributing agents would welcome more variety in the
foods so as to be better aesured of actual nutritional intake for the
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recipients. Despite the fact that warehousing space would present a
problem, the members of Group I recommend that this subject be researched
and, if possible, implemented.

Packaging of Foods

9a. It is recommended that packages or food be confined to one size and that
the size package selected be such that every family could receive all
commodities each month. For example, if lard or Shortening were confined
to one-pound packages, it would be possible for the smaller sized families
(one or two persons) to receive this commodity every month instead of on
alternate months as is the case with larger package sizes. Further it is
felt that accountability problems would be lessened.

9b. Further recommendations by the group are that juice containers include
a plastic cover so that the unused portion may be saved for further use.

9c. It is recommended that brightly colored covers, if possible matching the
color of the contents, be used on the labels. This would make for a more
attractive and desirable food package. Further, it is recommended that
pictures of the contents of the can or package be placed on the label to
clearly identify the package to the recipients who are unable to read.

9d. Further, it is recommended that the Department resolve the problem of
inadequate or weak containers by adopting the following:

(1) Syrup packaged in an unbreakable container.
(2) Cellophane packs with heat-sealed seams more sturdily bound to

eliminate spillage in all food items for which they are used or
that plastic bags be placed in individual boxes for protection.

(3) Evaporated milk packaged in a more sturdy container--the cans
are too fragile.

9e. It is recommended that the Department expand the distribution of canned
butter to additional counties, especially those without adequate
refrigeration.

Suramer Camps

10. It is recommended that rates or distribution or commodities to summer
camps be set according to actual needs.

Background: Our reasoning for the above recommendation is that the
amount of food presently allowed summer camps is not nearly enough to
meet the needs of campers. This is particularly true with respect to
chopped meat and peanut butter. Children in camps are most active and
probably eat more during the camping period than they would at home;
the cost to the camp of transporting the small quantities of foods
now available are in some instances more than the foods are worth to
the camp; and further, the -Tamps are nonprofit and should receive
sufficient quantities of each available food to meet their actual
needs.
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Operating Expense Funds

11. It is recommended that INS explore the possibility of amending OEF regula-
tions to permat funds from the States' grants to be proviLed to a county
in hardship situations. This is in addition to the restriction that such
funds be used only to expand and improve the programs.

Procedure for Getting Funds

12. It is recommended that the method of getting OEF runds to the States be
changed to the letter-of-credit plocedure.

Penalties for Vendors

13. It is recommended that penalties be increased on vendors who do not ship
food- s'n time.

Publicity

14. It is recommended that the Department provide information to local govern-
ing boards regarding the family feeding programs that would indicate and
communicate the Department's intention of program expansion rather than
program reduction pending phase-out.

Background: It was thought by this group that many of the presently
operating Commodity Distributton Programs for needy families are most
reluctant to take on additional expense of improving or expanding for
fear that it is a waste of funds. This is the result of constant pub-
licity in the news media that the Food Stamp Program will replace the
Commodity Distribution Program in the very near future.

, Racial/Ethnic Group Data Collection System

15. It is recommended that the-Department revoke INS-CD Instruction 718-16,
Racial/Ethnic Group Data Collection System.

Background: Previously all reference to this was not to appear on
records. To gather this data now would impose severe hardships on manSr

States and the changing oE some State laws which now prohibit gathering
such i.formation. The cost of such gathering would be expensive to most
States.

58-854 0-71pt. 8-12

1 73
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GROUP II

CHALLENGES OF TYE CHILD FEEDING PROGRAMS

The child feeding programs present a tremendous challenge, not only to

State distributing agencies co->perating with the Food and Nutrition Ser-

vice, but to the entire United States Department of Agriculture. The

goals here include reaching 6.6 million children with free or reduced-
price lunches by Thanksgiving time, but they go much farther than this.

We must strive to ensure that all children have access to a lunch and/or

breakfast. It is essential that breakfast programs have donated foods

available. The distribution program has a big job ahead and the oppor-
tunity to shot' what it can do to meet these goals.

We all need to understand more clearly the impact that the new School

Lunch Regulations will have on the distribution program. The use of

limited items in those service institutions receiving reimbursement
under the special food service program for children, the use of dcnated

foods where processing contracts and food service management contracts
are involved--both of these impose new challenges. Intrastate delivery

systems must be geared up to provide service to additional outlets and
throughout the year. Warehousing capability must !...e examined to improve

as necessary the availability of food to all child feeding programa

Uses that could be made of Operating EXpense Funds in warehousing and
delivery need to be considered. Exciting, new foodc will become a part

of the distribution program and must be delivered and utilized.

Group II VOA asked to consider:

1. New School Lunch Fegulations - planning and cuordination with
SLD/A, new eligible outlets, "Commodity Only" schools.

2. Adequate warehousing - needs.
3. Intrastate delivery system.
4. Contracts - processing, food service management.

5. Research and development.

Recommendation 1

16. The group recommends that USDA through the combined efforts of the

Washington and Regional Offices improve communications. Specifically,

new program regulations, instructions, and commodity information must be

Channeled to State agencies on a more timely schedule.

Recommendation 2

17. Wherens implementation of the expanded child nutrition services man4.stel

by revised regulations promulgated Ly the passage of Public Law 91-248
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is resulting in substantial increases in the number of children being
served nutritious meals; and whereas there has been no related increase in
the quantity of commodity foods purchased for subsequent distribution to
cover these expander '. programs; and whreas the economic inflationary spiral
has reduced the quantity of commodities able to be purchased by the present
appropriation of funds; and whereas this has had a diminishing effect on
the maintenance of the assistance level for the child nutrition programs;
and whereas we feel that the purchasing power of the USDA can be a strong
contributing factor in stabilizing the economy of the food production
industry; and whereas we realize the intent of Congress to reach all needy
children can be more readily attained by an increase in the quantity of
foods donated by the VSDA to programs devoted to child feeding; be it
resolved that the following recommendation be taken under consideration.

Recommendation: USDA provide adequate funding beginning in the fiscal
year 1972 and thereafter to guarantee that the commodity assistance level
to child nutrition prOgrams,be maintained at a level equal to, or greater
than, the assistance ratio USDA commodity procurement to local school food
purchases as reached in fiscal year 1968.

Recommendation 3

.18. Whereas donated commodity acquisition costs (such as administrative,
warehoueing, and transportation) often dilute the financial asaistance
the commodities are intended to provide nonprofit feeding programs; and
whereas monies expended in donated commodity acquisition charges are
neeoed to improve and refine feeding services; be it resolved that the
following recommendation be taken under consideration.

Recommendation: Monetary support money to State nistributing kgencies
be provided with Federal funding to provide for paymen+ of expenses
associated with tne within State costs of distribution of commodities
to eligible recipient agencies and that should present regulations or
legislation prohibit the implementation of this resolution, then the
regulation and/or legislation be amended to provide for the authoriza-
tion of such monetary support funding.

Recommendation 4

19. Achieving the broad Section 32 surplus-removal Objectives, which include
market development, and promoting nutritional objectives dictate consid-
eration of the following in USDA commodity purche3ing programs: (1) Total
Federal and State and local costn of putting donated foods on the school
lunch tftble; (2) Increased utilization rates that can be achieved when
the form and packaging of surplus foods are convenient for use in child
feeding programs. The value of such considerations has been demonstrated
in the family feeding program. If this cannot be achieved under existing
legislative authorities, it is recommended that new authorities be sought-.
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Also, State distributing agencies should give greater consideration to

processing contracts that they might get better utilization of commodities

and reduce food costs in the child feeding programs.

Recommendation 5

20. The Department should purchase and make av,ilable to Guam, Alaska, the

Trust Territories, etc., the instant nonfat dry milk for child feeding

programs.

Recommendation 6

21. Whereas over the years our schools have traditionally looked upon the

availability of dairy products such as butter and cheese as a normal part

of the Federal contribution to the school feeding programs; and whereas

State agencies are and have been receiving many requests for information

on when cheese will be made available under the Commodity Distribution

Program; and whereas the Congress, by Section 709 of the Food and Agricul-

ture Act of 1965, has authorized and directed the Secretary "to use funds

of the Commodity Credit Corporation to purchase sufficient supplies of

dairy products at market prices to meet the requirements of any programs

for the schools (other than fluid milk in the case of schools)...and such

other programs as are authorized by law, when there are insufficient stocks

of dairy products in the hands of Commodity Credit Corporation available

for these purposes"; be it resolved that, representatives of the State

Distribution Agencies in group assembled, during the course of the Food

Distribution National Workshop, September 28 through October 1, 1970,

strongly urge and respectfUlly recommend that every consideration be

given by the Secretary toward activating his authority through an immediate

purchase of cheese to meet the needs of the School Lunch and Child Nutri-

tion Programs.

Recommendation_T

22. A portion of the new 1 percent reserve of child nutrition funds under

Public Law 91-248 be utilized to study and ZItvelop new ways to utilize

donatel foods in chi a feeding programs.
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GROUP III

CHALLENGES In INSTITUTIONAL FEEDING

A broad number of challenges confront the institutional feeding program.

In the case of the elderly, innovative approaches wi]:' continue in the

delivery of prepared meals t...) their private residences and in providing

luncheon -arvice for them at Senior Centers and schools. Some concern

nes been expressed about the variety of donated foods now available to

the larger institutions, but questions about priority and supply are

entailed. The reductions in the number of needy family programs may

require changes in delivery patterns in order to assure adequate supplies

of foods to the institutional outlets. The continuity of service to these

outlets needs to be maintained. The line of items avalluble and the rates

at which they are distributed and consumed deserve serious consideration.

Donated fo)as are now routed into correctional institutions for adults--

a whole seriez of challenges.

GrotT 1'1 was asked to consider:

1. Food service for the elderly - residential deliveries, s,,ior

centers, meals on wheels, scnoola.
2. Priorities for food allocutions.
3. Improving services - survey, food items available, distribution

rates, summer camps.
4. Correctional institutions - minors and adults.

-ntroduction:

Work Group III was charged with the responsibility of considering the

challenges of change confronting the program of distribution of USDA

commodities in institutional feeding. In a climate of national concern

for improving nutrition, it is the consensus of Group III thot the pro-

gram of food distribution to institutions should be reappraised with a

view toward expansion and improvement.

This is neces:;ary because widesweeping social legislation and concerns

of ['AIL, 1960'n have considerably changed the corposition of our institu-

tional program:5. A multiplicity of eligibic , potentially eligible

outlets for donated commodities has been the outgrowth. As examples,

the Medicare-Medicaid Programs have created nr=1.- problems in determining

eligibility for donated food assistance in medical institutions. Group

feeding programs and "Meals on Wheels" for the elderly have proliferated.

The Group recognized that USDA has, through policy instructions, pro-

cedures, and other means, made an effort to provide guidance designed to

help the States respond to the changes indicated above. However, the

Group feels that this guidance has not resulted in a sufficiently effec-

tive food assistance program for institutions. This situation is further
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complicated when U3DA limits the variety of foods available to different
categories of institutiw,s without sufficient prior consultation with
its State partners.

In the lively discussions and deliberations which shaped the recommenda-
tions to follow, there was a pervasive feeling among Group III that USDA
1;hou1d Use its resources to make a more meaningful nutritional contribu-
tion in institutions or, alternatively, to channel this capability in
yther directions; and, that the Department needs to place more reliance
on the good judgment and elyerience of its State partners in administering
the program.

Recommendations:

Recommendation 1

23. Recognizing the emphasis currently being placed on programs for the
elderly, Group III. recommends that the United States Department of
Agriculture eliminate the factor of need in determining the eligibility
of all persons age 65 and over in all eligible, nonprofit institutions.
The Group recognizes that amending le lation would be required to
implement this recommendation.

Recommendation 2

24. The institutional food donation program as presently constituted offers a
minimum of assistance toward meeting nutritional goals. If we are to
significantly improve the nutrition of eligible persons in public and
private nonprofit institutions, it is the recommendation of Group III
that USDA-donated foods similar to those available for distributtm to
needy families be made available to all.eligible, nonprofit institutions.

Recommendation 3

25. After discussing the problems involved in applying the provisions of FNS
(CD) Instruction 708-7, "Establishment of Sub-Classes of Recipient
Agencies...," Group III recommends that USDA-established priorities for
food allocations among categories of institutions be eliminated, and
tnat the matter of priority diatribution, when nocessary, be left to the
discretion of State distributing agencies, taking into consideration
available food supplies and the food needs of the various institutional
groups.

Recommendation 4

26. Group III took recognition of the problems created by the failure of
railroads to follow directives furnished by the American Association of
Railroads.in the disposition of damaged commodities. This vas brought to
the attention of Group II where matters of this nature were being con-
sidered. The recommendation brought to that group's attention is: That
the United States Department of Agriculture again request the American
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Association of Railroads to notify the mar* rail carriers of the existing
instruction to cbrriers relative to the hane.Lieg of damaged commoditles
so that a uniform procedure may be followed.

Recommendation 5

27. With respect to rates of distribution for institutions, Group III recom-
mends that the Food and Nutrition Service, through its Technical Services
resouices, re-evaluate present institutional rates of distribution to
make certain that such rates are based on the ability to use. An evalu-
ation of current activities in the area of nutrition education and food
utilization for institutions should also be made to determine what edu-
cational programs are needed to assist institutions in making the most
effective use of donated commodities. (Arrangements should be made to
make dure that USDA resources are availcble to institutions.) Group III
recognizes the need for a comprehensive, one-time, in-depth survey of all
participating insitutions to properly perform these evaluations.

Recommendation 6

28. Group III recommends that USDA financial assistance be made available to
States to expand and improve the distribution of donated commodities to
nonschool feeding programs. In view of the fact that funds are currently
available to expand and improve commodity distribution to needy familiea,
and recogpizing that the demands on such funds will diminish as more and
more areas transfer from needy family distribution to the Food Stamp Pro-
gram, Group III recommends that the USDA in its annual budget request
Operating Expense Funds for State distributing agencies, for the expansion
and improvement of comModity distribution to all nonschool feeding programs.
Furthermore, the group hopes that the upcoming Kearney study of commodity
distribution will point out those areas within the various State distribu-
tion systems that should be changed or improved.

Recommendation 7

29. The State representatives in Group III recommend that National workshops
on Commodity Distribution be held as often as necbssary but no less
frequently than annually.

Conclusion:

The Group wishes to express its appreciation to Mr. John Stalker for his
lucid, comprehensive, and stimulating presentation on the Massachusetts
program for feeding the elderly through the use of schota lunch facili-
ties. The Group considered this excellent, detailed explanation in its
deliberations on the whole area of USDA food as.listance to the elderly.

The State repreaentatives instructed the chairman to express their
sincere appreciation to the United States Department of Agriculture
for the opportunity to participate in this, the second National Work-
shop on Commodity Distribution.

179
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GROUP IV

CHALLENGES POSED BY SPECIAL GROUPS

These special groups do not fit the routine molds. Providing food
assistance to these groups challenges the flexibility of traditional

methods. Migrants move. Indian communities have varying lifestyles.
Disasters occur without warning. Problems arise in assuring that
mothers and infants cor9ume the types of food they need. Ethnic groups

are used to their custom foods. One or more of these groups present

'
challenges almost daily to every State Commodity Director. The work-
shop presents an nmortunity to get all of our suggestions and ideas

presented and discussed to help crystalliz our thinking and recom-
mendations for meeting the needs we are capable of meeting.

Group IV was asked to consider:

1. Pregnant and nursing mothers and infants.
2. Migrants.
3. Indians.
4. Ethnic Groups.
5. Disaster Victims.

Recommendations:

I. Ethnic Groups

Recommendation 1

30. Recommended that the Commodity Distribution Directors contact the
EXtension Service Directors of the State or County. Ask extension ser-
vice aides to survey ethnic groups to learn if foods other than those
currently being distributed under our prograns would be more acceptable.

If there is no extension service in the State or County, ask a nutrition

council or similar agency to conduct such a survey. Findings are to be

reported back to Commodity Distribution Directors who in turn will Uor-

ward findings to the Washington office.

Recommendation 2

31. Explore the possibility of providing convenience foods for distribution

to needy families in ethnic groups as well as to schools servicing people

from those ethnic groups.

Recommendation 3

32. EXplore the possibility of allocating and distributing certain foods in

small quantities to service small caseloads.

180
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IT. Supplemental Food Program

Recommendation 1

33. Group IV agreed to support Food Stamp Program cr Commodity Distribution
Program as basic family food assistance programs and recommends that
efforts be made to improve the food assistance programs in accompli3hing
their original intent. Further, that the Supplemental Food Program be
continued as a supplement to those programs.

Recommendation 2

34. Recommended that the Supplemental Food Program be established nationwide.

Recommendation 3

35. Group IV recommends that ages 2-5 be reinstated into the Supplemental
Food Program.

Recommendation 4

36. Recommend that the Supplemental Food Program be continued on the same
eligibility standards as are contained in USDA Regulations Par' 250.14
(which refers to certification under the control of public health
authorities), and that these standards also apply to the Food Certificate
Program.

Recommendation 5

37. Recommend that a standard list of foods be established for the Supplemen-
tal Food Program and that the nutritional value of those foods mt be
changed.

III. Indians

Recommendation 1

38. Recommended thet the USDA give consideration to the expanded use of Stste
Operating Expense Funds for Commodity Distribution to cover the implemen-
tation and expansion of the Supplemental Food Program where necessary
and where funds are available.

Recommendation 2

39. Request authorization to implewnt pilot or restricted area Food Stamp
Programs within Indian Reservations to determine the feasibility and
acceptance of the Food Stamp Program by Indian households. Persons may
nct participate in both programs simultaneously.

181
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Recommendation 1

40. Recommend that USDA provide guidelines, pending new i.gislation, on how to

respond to man-made disasters.

Recommendation 2

41. Recommended that the Regional Office Directors be delegated the authority

to determine that a disaster has occurred of such a magnitude that requires

the use of USDA-donated
commodities in a Food Stamp area.

Recommendation 3

42. State agenv directors offer commendation to Washington and Regional

Office people for assistance given in past disaster situations.

V. Migrants

Recommendation 1

43. Recommend that a nationwide registration and identification system for

migrant workers be established. All persons would be registered. All

persons aged 16 years and older would carry individual identification.

Identification cards wou2d provide vital statistics and picture. Num-

bers or months would be listed on the outside edge of the card so that

agencies could indicate months in which issuance had been made. The

card would be useable for bcth Commodity Distribution and Food Stamps.

Recommendation 2

44. Recommend that the USDA continue its efforts to establish a nationwide

certification for migrant labor based on annual income. Individuals

would be certified to avoid the problem of changes in household size.

Family income would be prorated to all members of the family. Authority

would be given to reduce temporarily the pur %ase requirements in Food

Stamp areas during periods when the individual is unemployed due to

circumstances beyond his control.

VI. Annual Commodity Conference

45. Recommend that the USDA annually hold a conference similar to this one.

General

46. On Thursday morning,
after discussion and passage of the Working Groups'

recommendations, it was moved from the floor that the States be inform,'

regularly about the progress of the Workshop's recommendations, which

motion was e.pproved.

1 82
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APPENDIX A - SPEECHES

Votes From Mr. Davis' Speech

Mr. Davis said that one of the requirements of the ,Jending Food Stamp

amendments was for the Secretary of Agriculture to A^tablish national eli-

gibility standards. If they passed, he said, ther g. could be a similar

change for the CD needy family program. In mentioning the legislation

that has been introduced for feeding the elderly, Mr. Davis said that the

Food Stamp amendments provide tor use of food stamps for home delivered

meals; but he thought that within existing legislation CD could innovate

and provide improved food service to the elderly. He also said that if

( and when the Family Assigtance Program is passed, that would not meat

that the CD needy family program would be eliminated.

Notes From Mr. Rorex's Speech

Mr. Rorex dets-"ad the following changes P.L. 91-248 has instituted

in the child feeding program.

1. Now, National School Lunch Program requirements must be

met by any school receiving commodities, with one exception; in non-NSLP,

nutritious meals incorporating food from the four basic groups must be

served in lieu of lunches meeting Type A lunch requirements.

2. The Secretary of Agriculture must set nationwide standards

of eligibility for free and reduced-price lunches. These standards are

minimums, and after January 1, 1971, must be met by all States. States

may permit tree or reduced-price meals for children in families with

higher incomes. That is, the States may est-..blish income eligibility

levels higher than the Lecretary's standard:. The standards which are

used must be publicly announced in the community. The price tldf a

"reduced-price" lunch may not exceed twenty cents.

3. States must develop plans to e,rtend the NSLP to all schools.

4. States must match Federal fu:.is provided under section 4

of the National School Lunch Act.

5. Section 6 commodities may now be used in breakfast programs

and nonresidential child care programs participating in the Special Food

Service Program.
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Notes Prom Mrs. TUrner's Speech

Mrs. Turner said that of the 3,129 counties and independent cities

in the country about 1,050 participate in the Expanded Food and Nutrition

Education Program. They employ some 7,000 Aides who work an average of

about 127 hours a month. In the past year and a half, the Aides have

reached more than 700,000 families. Statistics on these families show

that:

1. 63% have incomes less than

less than $1,000.

$3,000 per year and about 16%

2. 43% participated in either the Food Stamp or Needy Family

program in June 1970.

3. TWo-thirds of the families are members of minority racial

groups: about 48% are blaelr, and the rest Indian, Spanish-speaking, or

Oriental.

4. Substantial improvements in diets may have resulted. The

diets of the homemaker (normally the most poorly nourished member of the

family) were checked early in the program. Several months later, three

times as many of those still in the rrogram had relatively good diets.

There was a pleasing increase in the use of nonfat dry milk.

Excerpts From Mr. Lyng's Speech

It is a pleasure to be here this morning and to represent the Secretary

of Agriculture as I bring to you his regards. He is very interested in the

work the Food and Nutrition Service people are doing as they continue to

expand and improve USDA feeding prograns in the United States.

We are most grateful for the concentrated effort directed toward

improving vor programs and the assisLance in helping achieve President

Nixon's stated .)bjective--the
beefing-up of the School Lunch Program in

the bill which he signed last May.

We are substantially reducing the nuMber of no-program counties and

improving the delivery systems for child nutrition and family feeding

programs.

In the spirit of a bi-partisan effort, the Congress is also concerned

with the problem of malnutrition in this country, especially poverty-caused

malnutrition.

1P4
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We think there is much to be done and we have only begun. With over

200 million people living in our great country, we should be aware that

never efore in recorded history has an organized and massive attempt been

made to eliminate poverty-caused hunger.

Scon, we will listen to some words from Aaron Altschul, Special

Assistant to the Secretary, who has just returned from India. The number

of Indian people in the low-income classes is equivalent to the total

population of the United States.

We have learned a great deal at home about how to eliminate hunger

and malnutrition, bLth we are a long way from totally eradicating it. We

need to actually increase the consumption of food by everyone in this

country; this mignt be done by increasing the activity of the people. It

may be that we will have more difficulty in achieving a balanced nutri-

tional level in this country unless we can get people to exercise more,

and subsequently, eat more.

All of you are interested in the changes that are taking place for

the Commodity Distribution, Food Stamp, and School Lunch Programs. None

of us can really say what the future holds in this, but it is probably

safe to predict that our commodity distribution programs will burgeon,

particularly for the schools. But certainl.y the food donation program

will continue to assist family food distribution and other related pro-

grams. I cannot Imagine the time when we would not have a commodity

distribution program because it benefits so many people per year as it

'helps satisfy the President's objectives and the goals of USDA's Food

and Nutrition Service.

The one thing we can count on is we are going to see a tremendous

amount of change in the future; change has come more quickly in the recent

yeal-..s. In the next ten years it is anticipated that the gross national

product will nearly double; we will witness an explosion of affluence with

an increase in disposable incomes. This will leave an indelible imprint

on the food industry--increased sales.

We are going to have to manage these changes instead of having the

changes manage us. By being the managers of change, we can use change for

the benefit of the per in this country. However, if we allow change to

manage us, it will ha\ deleterious effect. It will be harmful to the

majority of the people in this country.

We a-re pleased that you are here in this Workshc,p, and again for

Secretary Hardin, I welcome you here to Washington, D.C. To reiterate,

we are quite pleased with the work we see that you are doing.
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A Text From Dr. Altschul's Speech:

THE QUIET REVOLUTION IN NUTRITION AND FWD SCIENCE

Man's knowledge of nutrition and his ingenuity in food science have

multiplied trememdously in the past half century. In the field of nutri-

tion we know quite a bit about proteins and amino acids, about vitamins,

and the trate mdrierals. We probably know enough to be able to do much to

improve nutrition of most people. I am not saying that we know all we

need to know, but we have enough knowledge upon which to base aggressive

programa to eliminate malnutrition.

In the area of food science, we can now synthesize vitamins and

amino acids. We can make foods which are not only nutritionally complete,

and acceptable in terms of texture, flavor and appearance, but at rela-

tively low cost as well.

What in the significance of this "quiet revolution" in our knowledge

and technica1 capability?

First, it is now economically possible to eliminate malnutrition

caused by poverty, especially in vulnerable groups such as pre-school

children, pregnant women, nursing mothers, and the aged, at much lower

costs. These are the groups which generally are the least well nourished,

and where the results of malnutrition are most dangerous.

We can eliminate such malnutrition in several ways: One is by

reducing the cost of the most expensive nutrient, protein, by using more

low-cost proteins such as soy which are in abundant supply, or by increas-

ing the protein effect of cereals by amino acid fortification. Such pro-

tein sources can reduce the cost of protein as much as half.

Second, we can reduce the need for specific foods as sources of

vitamins. It is not recommended that we place less emphasis on fruits or

vegetables an the best sources of vitamins. But it now is at leant possi-

ble to put vitamins into the basic food staples and insure sufficient

vitamins to mett the daily requirements.

These concepts are already having a major impact on our food habits

and our nutrition, but their importance will continue to grow as popula-

tion pressure on the land continues to increase and az our diets includt

more processed foods.

The kinds of intervention that are possible to eliminate malnutrition

are of three cltkases:

a. Transform the major food irto a complete food by proper fortification,

b. Use institutions as a means tor improving diet and for correcting

eleficiencies of the food eaten ouu 4* %e instittational context.
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C. Use habits ar a means of correcting deficiencies. Convert soft

drinks and snacks into complete foods, as an example.

Any intervention must be coupled with: 1) proper surveillance to

insure that what is being designed is indeed, achieved; and, 2) change

the intervention itself as health or food habits change.

Here are some examples of how we are trying to carry out the above-

mentioned principles.

Malor Foods

In cooperation with the Agency for Internatlonal Development we are

conducting research in three countries on the basic concept of fortifying

food staples such as cereal grains.

In Tunisia, Harvard University is directing a study of some 70,000

in 12 villages where the basic food is 4heat. The purpose of the

study is to fortify wheat with the deficient amino acid lysine and with

vitamins and minerals, over a several year period, and conduct biomedical,

social, economic studies of the results of such fortification upon the

people.

In Thailand, rice is being fortified with rice-like granules con-

taining the deficient amino acids lysine and threonine, and vitamins.

The fortification granules are added to ordinary rice and, we hope, remain

indistinguishable from the rice itself. Again, the study will run for

several years and will include biomedical and other observations to deter-

mine improvements in nutrition.

In Guatemala, corn meal is being fortified with soy flour and lysine

which adds the deficient amino acids lysine and tryptophan.

Inntitutions

In the :I.itfrtd States we have several institutions which can be

vehicles for nutrition improv ment. USDA's child feeding programs have

provided a certain amount of food for s certain number of children; we

are exploring ways to use the program mere effectively. For example, C]e

Department of Agriculture is taking a new look at the Type A lunch. Tra-

!itionally this was comprised of a certain amount of protein-rich foods,

fruits and vegetables, cereals, etc. We are examining our traditional

attitudes, and may someday be ab7.e to design school mealr not merely by

types of foods tut rather according to their nutrient content. Three

examples may suffice.

Our breakfast regulations call for whole grain cereal, fruit juice,

bread and butter; with milk, these provide the necessary breakfast nutri-

ents. One company has now developed a breakfast food which, when eaten

with milk, not only combines all the nutrients in the Above ingredients

but is: 1) readily acceptable by ehildren, 2) reeuires no refrigeration
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or preparation; and, 3) costs no more than the above breakfast. It is,

frankly, a type of cupcake which children have long enjoyed.

Maccloni has long been a mainstay of the school lunch program; it

is well liked by children and easy to prepare, and is a good base for

meat or cheese. But macaroni, even though it contains 10% protein, has

been considered a carbohydrate food. Now, there is a macaroni (containing

soy) which contains 20% prote4n, of high quality. The Department of

Agriculture is considering giving credit to such macaroni products as

part of the protein requirement of the lunch. This could reducz the cost

of a lunch several cents, while maintaining nutrition. The school can use

the savings to provide more free or reduced-price lunches.

A third example :a textured soy protein, also being considered as

pelt of the protein requirement in school lunches. Although the theorY

;or creating these products has existed for a generation, only in the last

few years have they been commercially produced. 3asically, soy flour is

spun and textured or extruded into pieces which, when cooked, resemble

meat, fish or other animal products. Such products are nutritious, are

pre-cocked, and can be mixed with hamburger or prepared in casserole-type

dishes as a partial meat substitute. They ofter seve7.al benefits, the

primary one being a lower price. A meat patty made of one thirC textured

vegetable protein t.;_d two thirds meat will cost 2 to 3O less, will cook

faster, and be as tasty and nutriLious as the 100% meat patty. Again, as

with the macaroni, such products make possible more efficient use of school

lunch funds and permit more participation of needy children. We assume

the schools will continue to buy as much meat as before, but will feed it

to more children.

Eating Habits

Throughout history all cultures have obsfqved traditional eating

habits. While, these may e}lange over a period of time, change is difficult

and often brings with it nutritional problems. Iu the United States--in

fact throughout the world--we consume large quantities of soft drinks and

snack foods. They offer refreshment and good taste. This is a fact of

life which nutritionists cannot avoid and which nutrition educators are

finding difficult to change. Rather than merely lecture people not to

consume soft drirocs and snamks, an,ther alternative is to insure that

such foods are m nutritLias.

The food industry has begun to recognize the problem. Coca Cola,

nor example, is test maiketing protein drinks in Brazil and Dutch Guyana.

Melly other ei4Ipanies ark: working on the concept of producing a carbonated

soft drink which contains protein plus vitamins and minerals. Althouel

the technology necessary to do this is qul.te difficult, such drinks will

be on the market in the near futare. Kool Ald, long a favr,rite in the

South, now contains vitr, C and the company is workirg toward adding

other nutrients as well.
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Snack foods dill also be improved. Several companies are working

on a potato chip which will contain added soy, vitamins, and mineralo,

thus making a snack food a complete food. The basic concept here is

merely to make popular, basic foods as nutritionally complete as poss-:.-

ble so that food habits become a vehicle for good nutrition.

Take the case of the Navajo Indians. A group of us visited the

reservation in January 1970. We found that the Navajos subsist largely

on a diet of wheat flour, beans, and corn, eating milk, meat r.nd vege-

tables in less than desirable quantity. Because our food assistance pro-

gram with the Navajos is in the form of commodities, we were able to make

some direct changes based on Navajo food preferences. We found that

Navajo "fry-bread" (a pa-cake-type product made from flour and water) may

provide most of thc calories for adults and children as well. Fry bread

and black coffee are often a real, even for pre-schoolers. Even though

we distribute commodities to Navajo's, poor distribution due to complex

administrative problems and geography may cause many people to go without

adequate food Thus we made two changes in our flour shipments to the

area: "e arranged for purchase of bread flour, which '..he Navajo prefer,

and ve added the deficient amino acid lysine and double vitamin and iron

enriciment.

Wx: also foxy' that both the Indians and Mexican Americans in our

Sout states prefer pinto or red beans rather than white teans. This

is paally because of hundreds of years of tradition and partially

because the pintos require less cooking time; fuel is scarce in ttAt area.

We are now shipping more pintos and less other varieties.

Third, we found that corn meal and corn Clour are basic food st; .1.es

in the area and nre testng a corn meal with 15% added soy; tle soy pro-

viding the missing amino acids and thus making the corn a complete food.

We are examining other subcultures in the U.S.--the Alaukt, Native

1-pulation, Puerto Rico, and the inner city ghettos. Each will. require

a slightly different strategy based on "(pod habits, income, food marketing

systems, and other factors; and adjustments will have to be made as bio-

medical surveillance tells 146 about changing conditions.

The Future

For the future, I see the day when most foods will be nutritionally

complete on a calorie basih. That is, each food will furnish complete

nritios in aroportion to its contribution to the total food intake.

see the day when food will be tailored or engineered to end mal-

nutrition as a disease. That is, foods will he developed and priced so

that the poorest can afford good nutrition.

58-854
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Finally, I see the day when foods will be tailored for preventive

medicine. For example, a person who needs certain foods to prevent a

disease or minimize chances of its appearance, will be able to get foods

specifically designed for his particular condition.

Those of us who are involved ir food prograns and in food policy

can either stich with the past or ride with the futv79. am proud to

see that USDA has chosen the route of adopting the . .nology in a

responsible way.

190
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APPENDIX B - WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

State Representatives and Regional Staffs

Northeast Region

Edwin S. Pfeiffer

District of Columbia Louise Baker
Melvin Boger

Maine Lawrence Downs
Alice Garby

Maryland William J. Brugger
W. Kenneth Shifflett

MAssachusetts Thomas Donoghue
John C. Stalker

New Hampshire Richard Johnson

New Jersey

New York

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

West Virginia

Regional

Alatama

Georgia

Dept. of Finance & Control

D.C. Public Schools
D.C. Public Schools

Dept. of Health & Welfare
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Budget & Finance
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Admin. & Control

Ellsworth Reiss Dept. of Treasury

James J. Donnelly
Richard 0. Reed
Lewis Schorr

Robert J. Freiler

Jcihn R. Robinson

Grace Strain

Office of General Services
Dept. of Education
Dept. of Education

Dept. of P:,.operty & Supplies

Dept. of Administration

Dept. of Welfare

Wallace F. Warren, Director, FNS, Northeast Region
Robert Hanifin, Supervisor, CD Program
Gene Thibodeux, Assistant Supervisor, CD Program

Southeast Region

Oscar L. Bentley, Jr.
Robert Stewart

C. Travis H,Iltzclaw

-ohn T. Mann

Maur.l.ce Viomlcon

Paul Wills

Dept. of Pensions & Security
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Family & Children
Services

Dept. of Family & Children
nervices

lx.pt. of Family & Children
Services

Dept.-of Education



Kentucky

Mississippi

North Carolina

Puerto Rico

South Carolina

Tennessee

Virginia

Virg n Islands

Regional Staff

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Michigan

Minnesota

Mi s souii

Nebrackn

Ohio

South Dakota
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Tom Lewis

W. T. Parker
Lena C. Rigby
Harris ' .cker

Jay P. Davis

Enrique Balasquide
Hue7erto Bas
E. Perez-Ginoro

G. Ramon Aycock
James T. Theus

Frank Perkins

Thomas R. Yates

Donald George

Dept. of Agriculture

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Public Welfare
Board of Mental Institutions

Dept. of Agriculture

Dept. of Education
USDA Field Office
Dept. of Social Services

Dept. of Education
Board of Health

Dept. of Agriculture

Dept. of Agriculture

Dilpt. of Social Welfare

Russell H. James, Direr...tr./7, FNS, Southeast Region

John Hughes, Supervisor, CD Program
Leeman Barge, Assistant Supervisor CD Program

Midwest liegion

Ray Suddarth

Ed Booknis

Vernon Wood-..rd

John Gambotto

Charles L. Matthew
Joseph O'Rourke

James Curry
Roy Fergusqp
Earl M. Langkop

Harold R. McGrew

Thomas McQuade

Martin Sorenson
Mclvin Wall

1 92 0,

Dept. of Public Instruction

Dept. of Public Instruction

Dept. of Social Services

Dept. of Social Services

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Health & Welfare
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Public Welfare

Dept. of Public Welfare

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Education
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Wisconsin Fred Jordan
Edward J. Post

Regional 3taff

Arkansas

Colorado

Kansas

Louisiana

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Texas

Regional Staff

Alaska

Arizona

California

Guam

Dennis M. Doyle
Albert Carlson,
Robert O'Hagan,

Dept. iic Instruction
Dept. of Public Instruction

, Director, FNS, Midwest Region
Supervisor, CD Program
Assistant Supervisor, CD Program

Southwest Region

Lois Roton

Ronald S. Mikesell

Harold L. Smelser

Randall Wiight

Thomas G. Brandt
Paul Brock

Dept. of Public We]fare

Dept. of Social Services

Dept. of Social Welfare

Dept. of Education

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Dept. of Health & Social

Services

L.2wis Hope Dept. of Public Welfare

William Herndon Dept. of Public Welfare

Martin D. Garut.r, Director, FNS, Southwest Region
Charles Herndon, Supervisor, CD Program
Billy Wood, Assistant Supervisor, CD Program
Harold Bryson, Chief, Informtion Division
Ronny Rhodes, Information Livision

Western Region

Richard Bradley

Arthl,r Borselli
John Smotherman

W. A. Farrell
Dave McCollough

M. E. Robinson

John Cherfauros
Pedro L. G. Santos

Hawaii Edith Kagawa

1 3

Dept. :0!' Administration

Dept. of Education
Dept. of Public Welfare

Dept. of Education
San Diego County Public
Welfare

Los Angeles County Purchasing
& Stores

Dept. of Ealcation
Dept. of Health & Social

Services

Dept. of Education



Idaho

Montana

Nevada

Oregon

American Samoa

Saipan, Marinas
Islxnds
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Cecil F. Olsen
Robert Sobelson

Joseph A. Buley
Jack Koetter

Lorraine Savini

Ramon Damerell
Richards Miller

L. M. Tuaolo

Virginia Cruz

Utah Leo H. Ericksen
Cluff Snow

Washington Ena Simpson
Richard J. Zook
Phyllis Palmer

Wyoming Truman Friday

Regional Staff

Sidney Werner

Dept. of Education
Dept. or Public Assistanc,-

Dept. of Public Welfare
Dept. of Public Instruction

taLe Purchasing Division

Office of Generel Services
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Education

Office of the Commissioner

Division of Mental Health
Dept. of Education

Dept. of Public Instruction
Dept. of General Admin.
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Arapahoe & Shoshone Tribal
Council

Dept. of Education

Charles M. Ernst, Director, FNS, Western Region
Bernice Canata, Supervisor, CD Program
Robert Kragh, Assistant Supervisor, CD Program

The Secretarys Office

Richard E. Lyng, Assistant Secretsry
Mr. Aaron M. Altschul, Special Assistant to the Secretary
William M. Saabrcn, Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights
Edward H. Koenig, Off:-e of the Secretary
Ellen Russell, Office of the Secretary

USDA Administration

Fred Olmstead, Budget and Finance
Ben C. Hole, Budget and Finance

Office of the General Counsel

Helen E. Lutzen, AV:o ney, Commodity Stabilization Division
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Office of the Insgector General

William F. Dickson, Deputy Assistant Inspector General

Harry A. Janzig, Office of Inspector General

Charles B. Landry, Office of Inspector General

Robert L. O'Brien, Office of Inspector General

Off'^e of Management and Budget.

Steven E. Satterfield, Budget Examiner

The Administrator's Office

Edward J. Hekman, Administrator
Howard P. Davis, Deputy Administrator
Leonard B. Pouliot, Deputy AdJu_.. strator

Neill W. Freeman, Jr., Assistant Deputy Administrator

Isabelle M. Kelley, Assistant Deputy Administrator

Marvin M. Sandstrom, Assistant Deputy Administrator

Michael B. Crew, Assistant to the Administrator

Stephen J. Hiemstra, Assistant to the Administrator

Wftlliam H. Hunter, Civil Rights Cc)rdinator

Peter J. Shambora, AssiEl.art to tho Administrator

Commodity Distribution Division

Marvin M. Sandstrom, Acting Director
Jacob R. Idol, Dtputy Director
Jim Greer, Acting Chief, Programming Branch

Charles M. McGuire, Chief, Operations Branch

Janet M. Akers
William L. Andrews
Williuii T. Boyd
James E. Britton
Fay D. Carpenter
Phillip J. Christie
Joseph J. Coady
Kathlecn E. Cockrum
Donald N. Cole
Stanley N. Davidson
Richard E. Dowlink,
Henry R. Dubois
Marvin M. Eskin
Itubrt Haspray
John S. Hitchcock
Jack R. Johnston
Hyman Laskin
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Paula Linch
Martha Loughlin
Donald W. McCreary
James 0. Melsby
Raymond J. Pelletier
Lester E. Powell
Victor Rodriguez
Virginia B. Ross
T. Weston Sampson
Marsha M. Schweitzer
Joseph r. Scordato
Robt.rt L. Sheppard
Stuart H. Sut1-,-?r1and
Nancy M. Weik
James C. Westfall
janet S. Wollam
Lyn Zimmersamn
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Food Stamp Division

James E. Springfield, Director

Vernon R. Morgan, Assistant to the Director

Robert M. Flory

Child Nutrition Division

Helen T. Thompson

Herbert D. Rorex, Director
Keith R. Keeley, Chief, State Agency Operations Branch

FNS Information Division

Philip V. Fleming, Director
Stanley A. Flower, Chief, Food Programs Branch

Doug Campboll
Joyce Letzler

Program Reporting Staff

Suzy Taxin
Ralph Vincent

Guy W. Carmack, Director
Anneva C. Hackley

Olive G. Elison
Jerome M. Stein

Jackie Davis
dean Luck
Mary Ann Moss

Technical Services Staff

FNS Management Di/isions

Nada D. Pc,ole
Bonney H. Sheahan

W. Vin, t Fowble, Director, Management Services Division

Arthur i. Holmaas, Director, Budget and Planning Division

Jerome F. Kennedy, Director, Finance and Accounting Division

Leroy A. Konz, Chief, Management Studies and Systems Branch,

Management Services r;vision

From Related USDA Agencies

George R. Grange, Actirg Administrator, Consumer & Marketing Service

Carl C. Farrington, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Agricultural
Stabilizaion and Conservation Service

James V. Scala, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

Helen D. Turner, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Federal Extension Service

Elizabeth S. Crosby, Plentiful Foods Division, Consumer and Marketing Service

Joyce S. Short, Plentiful Foods Division, Consumer and Marketing Service

.198
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Special Guests

Dr. Thomas A. Jackson, The McLean (Virginia) Baptist Church, who gave the
Invocatir-n

Larry Bartlett, Director, School Lunch Program, Tennessee
Juan del Castillo
Ned Johnson, A. T. Kearney and Compeny
Mrs. Sophie Leavitt
William Oswald, A. T. Kearney and Company
Wendell M. Stewart, Vice President, A. T. Kearney and Company, Inc.
Jim WeeklY, Quaker Oats Company
DeVoe Willard, President, National Peanut Council

Gail Brooks
Mary G. Davis
Brenda C. Rims
Carol Kaul

Stenographers and Receptionists
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Gail Martin
Lynda S. Petrey
Eleanor Powell
Phyliss E. Weaver
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APPENDIX C - INDEX TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS

Group I

1. Nutritlun Educatica - State Nutritionist

2. Nutrition Edu:ation - Feedback from "Nutrition Workers"

3. Nutrition Education and Volunteer Activities

4. Improved Delivery Systems

5. Nationwide Standards of Eligibility

6. Simplified Eligibility Determdnation

7. Greater Variety of Foods

8. Expanded Variety of Donated Foods

9. Packaging of Foods

10. Summer Camps

11. Operating Expense Funds

12. Procedurc for Getting Funds

13. Penalties for Vendors

14. Publicity

15. Racial/Ethnic Group Data Collection System

Group II

16. State-CD Communications

17. Commodity Assistance Level to Child Nutrition Programs

18. Federal Funding for Intrastate Distribution Costs

19. Food Form, Packaging, and Processing Contracts

20. Nonfat Dry Milk for Noncontiguous Gtates

21. Cheese for Child Nutrition Programs - Section 709

22. Study of Donated Foods in Child Feeding Programs
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23. Need Factor in Eligibility Determination of the Over-65 in Institutions

24. Increasing 'foods Distributed to Nonprofit Institutions

25. Elimination of USDA Allocation Priorities for Institutions

26. Notificetion to Rail Carriers About Deranged Commodities

27. Re-evaluation of Institutional Distribution Rates

28. USDA Financial Assistance for Nonschool Feeding Programs

29. Annual Commr"ity Distribution Wnrkshop

proun IV

30. Food Preference of Ethnic Groups

31. Convenience Foods for Ethnic Groups

32. Small Caseloads of Ethnic Groups

33. Continuation of Supplemental Food Program

34, Nationwide Establichment of Supplemental Food Program

35. 2-5 Age Group in Supplemental Food Program

36. Certification in Supplemental Food and Food Certificate Prograns

37. List of Foods and Nutritional Value in Supplemental Food Program

38. Operating EXpense FUnds for Supplemental Food Program for Indians

39. Pilot Food Stump ?rograms for Indians

4o. USDA Guidelines for Man-Made Disasters

hi. Regional Authority for Disaster Commodities in Food Stamp Areas

42. Commendation to Regions said Washington for Past Disaster Help

43. Issrance Record for Migrants

44 Certification by Annual Itumme for Migrants

45. AnntIsd Commodity Conference

General

46. Reporting to the Stntes About Workshop Recommendations

199
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PROM DR. HOWARD E. BAUMAN
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GROCERY PRODUCTS COMPANY
DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSE

SANITATION MANUAL
NUMOER 2.1

PREVENTING DISTRIBUTION OF CONTAMINATLD PRODUCTS

124OE 1

DATE March 30. 1971

FtEyin loN NO.

These instructions outline the steps which must be taken and followed in order tc prevent

any contaminated goods from entering food channels.

I. PROCEDURE

A. Pillsbury products 1. Pillsbury products will not be stored in any warehouse
unless the sanitation conditions have been approved by the
Environmental Biology Dept.. Corporate Quality Assurance.

2. A sanitation inspection will be made at all plants, warehouss
or other facilities.rior to their being utilized to produce

or store grocery products

NOTE: Available check lists for sanitation inspections can
be obtained from the Environmental Biology Dept.

3. Completed sanitation inspections and/or check lists should
be forwarded to the Enviromental Biology Dept., Corporate

Quality Assurance for final approval.

4. Aby Grocery Products
storage arrangements

tirtgli2:alogbveifk.
of utilization prop(

S. All contracts cover
owned merchandise s
be protected again
but not limited to
by rudents or bire
contamination and
with all applicab1
Act.

Company activity requiring emergency
must in adVance notify the Environmental
the name and location of the plant
and the P robable duration and type

orage or handling of Grocery Products
specify that the merchandise will

, forms of contamination including.
!sect infestation, defilcmeet or damage
pesticide residues, microbiological
t the manufacture and storage will c=ply
,lyvisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

B.Inspection of Grocery 1. A sanitation inspu Lion and, where applicable, a sanitation

Products facilities check list will be filled out at periodic intervals by

prodects in storage qualified Grocery Products personnel ih all primary and
secondary warehouses or any other location where Grocery
Products goods are stored, the title to which is held
by Pillsbury.

2. When Grocery Product% goods in any primary, secondary or
public warehouse are chccked by any Fedurel, Statc or
local Food and Drug inspector, then the owner. manavr:*,
ur ageht in charge of the facility must immediately notify
by telephone the Grocery Products manager responsible for

the products in the warehouse and/or the Environmental
Biology Dept.
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GROCERY PRODUCTS COMPANY
DISTRIDUIroil WAREHOUSE

SANHATION MANUAL

SUBJECT
P4VLNTING DISTRIBUTIM or CONTAnIuATED PRODUCTS

C. "Holding" of con-
taminated product

NUMBE4 2.1 -1

PAGE 2 --1

DATE March 30, 1971

REIJMION NO.

3. Any manager who has been so advised of the Food and Drug

inspe icn 11 irnleditely contact the r-vironnental
Biology [Wpt., Corpcirate Quality Assurance, ihkitrs.. MPIs.

4. Grocery Products goods will not be shipped to any jobber

war:house, or any other seconeary warehouse, wheel it is

known that products in the warehouse have "besome contaminate:
while being held for sale" until the sanitary conditions

are thereafter approved by the Environmental Biology Dept.

1. When any inventory of Pillsbury peoducts is inspected by

Federal, State or Local Food and Drug inspectors, a member

of the Environmental Biology Dept., a member of the Quality

Assurance Dept., or by any other Pillsbury representative
and the inventory is found to contain evidence of contamina-

tion then the employee with custody of the inventory:

a. will immediately place a conspicuous "UOLD-DO NOT SHIP"

sign on the inventory involved and will make no more

shipments from the remaining inventory,
b. will determine if any shipments have been wade from the

contaminated inventory and immediately to- advise the
Environmental Biolugy Dept., Corporate Quality Assurance

C. will examine all other products in proximity to tbe

product in question or having any relationship to the

product in question.

2. The employee with custody of the inventory will immediately
decide whether the'contaminated product is to be:

a. held entil disposition is appmed by the Environmental
Biology Dept., Corporate Quality Assurance and/or Law

Dept.

or

b. destroyed or removed from food channels by methods approve:

by the Environmertal Biology Dept., Corporate Quality

Assurance and/or Law Dept.

3. If the decision is to "hold" the merchandie. then the

following informat.on will be immediately forwarded to the

proper Hdqtrs. Manager and tilt- Environmental Biology Dept.

by phone;

a. type of contamination involved (including. not not

limited to, insects, rodents, birds, bacteria, etc.),

b. the relativc quantity, amount or degree of contamination

ohrervtd on the product,
c. the qn-Intity of prcduct involved and its age es indieet,

by the code dAte,
d. the approxirai:e length of time it hns been in storage.

c. the name of the supplying plant, ir sw7h is the case,
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GROCERY PRODUCTS COMPANY
NUMUER 2.1DISTNOUTION WAREHOUSE

SANITATIoN MANUAL PAGE 3

PREVENTING DISTRIBUTIR OF CONTAMINATED PRODUCTS
DATE March 30, 1971

REVISION NO.

f. the requested information on shiment, which may have

been made from the inventory,
g. proposed disposition of the contaminated material,

h. if necessary, representative samples of the contamination

will be requested to be obtained in the proper manner

and placed in suitable containers to be foruarded for

analysis by the Environmental Biology Dept.

II. DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Environmental
Biology Dept.,
Corporate Quality
Assurance

1. Will immediately have all samples received from the suspectnd

inventories analyzed upon receipt of the samples.

2. Will notify the proper product distribution authorities

as to the resulfs of analyzing the products.

3, Will keep the Law Dept. informed of all individual situations

and the case histories concerning contaminated products.

4. Will consult with the divisional quality assurance personnel

to determine whether to hold the products flaying one of the

following relationships with the contaminated products:

3. stored in the same area with the contaminated materials,

b. containing the same "contaminated" ingredient,
c. manufactured on the same equipment prior to or just after

the product in question,
d, received in the same car or truck.

5. Will consult with the appropriate divisional and distribution

personnel:

a. to assure that the suspected contaminated goods are

handled in accordance with existing Food and Drug statutes

and in accordance with approved methods,

b. to determine what extent the manufacturing or distribution

of the product should be stopped and advise disposition

of same,
c. to determine the extent to which the use of the products

in the hands of customers should be stopped pending

investigation and ultimate disposition.

204
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GROCERY PRODUCTS COMPANY
DISTIUBUTION WAREHOUSE kumeEn 2.2

SANITATION MANUAL 1PAGE

SUBJECT
HOUSEKEEPING AND PEST CONTkOL IN WAREHOUSES

DATE March 30, 1971

REVISION 610.

These instructions outline the steps which must be taken and followed by warehousemen
in order to prevent infestation by insects, rodents or birds.

1. GENERAL WAREHOUSE SANITATION

A. Handling of inven- 1. A space of at least 18 inches must be left between
tory in warehouse :Ile wall and tiers of product.

2. Adequate aisle and space between tiers must be planned
so that forklift operations do not damage the stocks
in the daily handling procedures.

3. When each lot of product is received, it must be
placed in a clean bay or warehouse area.

NOTE: It is important that all stocks be rotated in
accordance with good warehousing procedures.

B. Prevention of 1. If during a "cube" unloading operation a case or
accumulations package is damaged in the unit loae, it must be temporarily
of dirt taped or fixed in such a manner that when the cube

load is taken to a bay, a trail of product is not
left on the floor.

2. The salvage area must be in an isolated location
in the warehouse.

3. The entire floor area, including the "hard to get"
places, must be cleaned in a satisfactory manner
at least once a week, or more frequently if necessi-
tated by dust accomulation and product spillage.

4. The salvage area must be cleaned daily when the normal
salvaging operations have been completod.

5. The overhead must be checked periodically, and cleaned
as needed.

6. When the overhead is being cleaned, any product
located directly below must be adequately covered
to protect the product from dust.

7. The pallets used in the warehouse must be.clean
at all times.

.
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C. Cleaning equipment 1. Minimum inventory:.

a. floor brooms, hand brushes, etc.

2. Optional equipment:

-a. power operated sweeper - the model to be determined

by the size and operation of the warehouse,

b. power operated wet scrubber - the necessity for this

type unit and the model to be determined by the size

and nature of material to be picked up in the warehouse.

3. Specific recomendations concerning manufacture:s of cleanir;

equipment and material may be obtained from the Environ-

mental Biology Dept.

II. CONTROL OF STORED PRODUCT INSECTS

A. Inspection of in-
coming product

B. Housekeeping

C. Spraying

1. All incoming product must be inspected for the presence

of any "stored product insects", all thqse which are

pictured and described in Instruction 3-1, i.opendix C,

entitled "Description of Insects which might be found

in Boxcars".

2. Any boxcar or trusk lot shipment observed to have insects

crawling on the containers or in the transit vehicle must

be handled in accordance With Instruction 3-1 entitled

"Inspection of Incomieg 3oxcars or Trucks upon Arrival

at a Warehouse and'Disposition of Damaged or Contaminated

Merchandise and Vehicle". .

1. Strictly adhere to general warehouse sanitation instructions

outlined in paragraphs 1-A and B of this instruction.

1. As a bay is cleared of stock, the floor must be swept and

then sprayed with an insecticide on a regular rotation

basis so that the warehouse will have a treatment at

tne beginning of the warm season in the spring and once

again about midsummer.

2. The insecticide must be sprayed on all flour surfaces,
wall surfaces and the cracks and crevices of the pallets

at least twice a year, early spring and midsumer.

3. Do not use the insecticide on floors unless all stocks

are placed on pallets or on cardboard shccts. No food

container should bc placed directly on the insecticidal

treated surface,

4. The eporeved insecticide to be used is a nyrenone spray

diluted at a rate of one part comentrate to six parts

water or oil.
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D. Fogging the warehouse 1. During the summer months when the temperature of warehouse
stock is above GC F., the warehouse must be fogged weekly
with pyrenone in oil at the cloae of the week's work
period.

2. Fogging is defined as the dispersion of a micronized yr
_smoke generated insecticide mixture into the atmosphere
that will engulf all of the product within the storage
area. .

NOTE: Air operated micronizing units or thermal.fogging
units may be used to disperse the insecticide; hovever,
the air operated micronizing units are preferred. Aciosol
"bombs" are not considered sufficient to effectively
fog warehouse storage areas.

3. The micronized material must be used at a rate of at
least one quart, but not to exceed one gallon, pc:
50,000 cubic feet of space.

4. Recommended-toxicant: one part concentrdte (11.8% piperonyl
butoxide and 1.18% pyrethcins) mixed with four parts
pdorless, stainless oil.

E. General fumigation 1. If a building becomes heavily infes':d with insects.
.

it is essential that the,entire warehouse, plus stocks,
be given a general fumigation.

2. A general fumigation is specialized work and must be
done only by experts in the field.

3. The Environmental Biology Dept., Minneapolis will determine
the necessity for a general fumigation.

NOTE: Do not attempt a general fumigation of a warehouse
with warehouse employees.

F. Use of cold storage 1. Sometimes 'an older lot consisting of a few cases or bags
may have an occasionil insect crawling on the container.

2. These few containers can be placed in cold storage, 17
available, for a ptriod of at least seven days.

3. Most stored product insects will be killed at temperatures
of zero degrees.

NOTE: If flour of a temperature of 750 is placed in cold
storage at zero degrees, the temperature ,:ithin the flour
will equalize at approximately four degrees above Zero
within a five dcy period.
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G. Small lot fumigation 1. If cold storage is not available, small les may be
placed in tight boxcars 4nd fumigated.

HOUSEKLEPIMG APO PEST CONTROL III WAREHOUSES

M. Reconmended insect
toxicants 8, appli-
cation devices

2. Some warehouses may be equipped with fumigation vaults
specifically designed for small Int fumigation.

3. This type of fumigation is a proccdure which should be
handled only by experts and *nst rot be attempted by the

warchouieman or his personnel unless they have specific
instructions from the Environmental Biology Dept., Mpls.

1. A pyr.Aone concentrate (11.8% piperonyl butoxidc and
1.1= pyrethrins) diluted with oderless, stainless oil

will bc utilized in fogging and spraying warehouse

areas. Cowtact the Environmental Biology Ocpt. for
recommended supplier.

MOTE: Hot rore than one gallon of fogging mixture should
be used for 50,000 cubic feet when fogging.

2. A thermal aerosol unit ran be used for dispensing micronized
particles of foo in the warehouse or in boxcars.

3. tompresscd air operated foggers can be used ,for dispewing
micronized particles of fog in those areas where comprer.scd
air is available. This method is recomme.., ,:hcrever

possible.

4. A:power sprayer with a 12 gallon capacity tank, powered
preferably with gasoline engine.

5. Oust masks must be provided fo J,L.e individualc using

the fogging devices. Contact thr., Environmental biology
Dept. for reconmended types and suppliers.

III. COHTROL OF MISCELLANEOUS IHSECTS

A. Roach control

B. fly control

1. If aay warehouse beccnr.es facet) with a roac' pronlem,
contact the Envirenental 'Biology Dept.. M.-neapolis
for advice on specific control rleasuies Wlich can Le
taken.

1. If flies become a problem in ;Jffice ereas, at the end of
the working day fog the arca trith pyre-^-e, the concentrate
being diluted nine parts oli to one part c,-ncentrate. .

2. If flies become trouhlcsome in lunch rooms and other areas.
fog as above. However, all food and fopi dispensing
eqvipment must he covered prior to dispensing the tojcant.

3. Garbage ctns shc.ull be L,,pt sprayed with pyrenone.
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4. Lavatories should be fogged with pyrenOne at the close
of the working.day utilizing the same concentration as

indicated above.

W. RODENT CONTROL

A. Perimeter control 1. Keep weeds and high grasses from growing on the property

measures immediately adjacent to and surrounding the warehouse.

-2. In the spring of the year use a soil sterilant on the railrcac

tracks and waste areas to prevent the growth of vegetation.

3. If a portion of the pertmeter area is lawn, keeP it well
mowed to prevent excessive growth of vegetation.

4. Establish a program for immediate removal of trash, junk
and/dr garbage from the areas adjacent to and surrounding

the warehouse.

5. All holes into the building through the walls at or near
ground level must be repaired with either sheet metal

or concrete.

6. All doors into the warehouse must be tight-fitting in
their frames and should fit snugly against the warehouse

floor.

7. Rodent b.. ...ations should be utilized at the edges of
the property where rodents are prone to migrate toward

the warehouse from suirounding infested-areas.

B. The rodent bait stations must contair liquid and/or meal

type baits containing only anticoagulant type poisons.

9. The rodent bait stations must be staker.: down and provided

with a hasp. staple and padlock to prevent tampering

witt by children or irresponsible individuals.

10. Rodent bait stations must be placed at strateoic locations
around the base of the warehouse buildings. particularly
under or adjacent to dock areas.

11. A rodent guard consisting of an eight inch wide metal band

can be installed around the base of the building, approxi-
mately three feet off the ground, thus preventing rodents

from climbing up the foundation into the building.

12. Rodent burrows (if present) should be treated with Eyanogas

A Dust using a dust gun.
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B. Jnterior control 1. Establish Ketch-All mouse traps and/or snap type traps
along the walls of the warehouse.

2. Place Ketch-All mouse traps on either side cf unloading
doors.

C. Poisons banned in
Pillsbury warehouses

3. Batteries of at least four to six snap type traps with
expanded triggers may be utilized in place of Ketch-All
mouse traps:

a. each rnap trap should have a trigger expanded with I
very thin sheet metal or cardboard so that the wire
loco snap will barely clear it .

b. w000en or metal snap traps must be placed at right
angles to the wall with triggers adjacent to the wall.

4. Areat where rodent activity is noted should be saturated
with baited traps:

a. never set as few as six or ten traps but rather
saturate the entiee area with 100 or more mouse
traps and/or 50 or more rat traps.

b. partially congealee Ilacon grease or peanut butter
are the recommended baits for trapping mice.

HOTE: It is important that tae bait be placed exactly
in the center of the expanded trigger for best results.

5. Ketch-All mouse traps caa also be used insidu track
areas and adjacent to overhead trac$: doors. These traps
have an advantage oval the snap type trAps since they are
capable of trapping more than one mouse without being
reset.

6. Supplies of Ketch-All mouse traps and metal traps may be
obtained by contacting the Environmental hio/ogy Dept.

1. Never permit the use of metallic poisons such as strychnine,
phosphorous, thallium or thallium sulfate in or around
any building where Pillsbury products are stored.

2. A rodenticide known as 1080 must never be used in any
building where Pillsbury products are stored.

3. The use of tracking paaders such as OUT dust is prohibited
in a warehouse for the control of rodents.

ROTE: This does not preclude the use of a non-toxic
dusting powder used for the sole purpose of determining
the presence of rodents.
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4. The use of anticoagulant type poisons in the form of wax

cake blocks is prohibited in ane around any Pillsbury

operated warehouse.

S. The use of foam-type rodenticides in or around the warehouse

is prohibited.

6. In contractinn outside pest control companies for performing

rodent Control measures, it is necessary to obtain a
guarantee that tLe above mentioned materials will not be

utilized in the rodent control measures. It should be

understood and written in the contract that it becomes

null and void if any of the ahove listed materials arl

used in the warehouse.

D. Rodent fumigation 1. During the fall or winter months of the year, rats and

mice may attempt to migrate into the warehouse. It may

become necessary to perform a fumigation to rid the

premises of the infestation.

2. Fumigation for the control of rodents is specialized werk
and must only be done by experts in the

3. kotify the Envirenmental Biology Dept. immediately if
there is a sudden increase in the activity of rodents in

and/or around the warehouse buildings.

E. Use of blacklight 1. The blacklight will be utilized in cherking for rodent
urine stains to determine if stock has been contaminated

by rodents. _ .

2. Dried rodent urine will fl lu tc to yelln4-

white -- a fresh stain n color.

3. Any contaminated product
....4st be u,sposed of as

indicated in VI-D.

V. BIRD CONTROL

A. Preventive measures 1. If windows and/or skylights are present in single- or
multi-story warehouses, they must be screened adequately

to prevent the ingress of birds.

2. In situations where warehouses are bothered with bi-ds
roosting, nesting and/or resting over or around stocks

of Pillsbury products. the Environmental Biology Dept.

will furnish Specific instructions on the elimination

of the pests.
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1. Damaged oreduct result.eig from careless forklift operations,
tears due to rough pallets or nails in pallets must not
be permitted to enter trade channels in a damaged condition.

2. Broken containers should be taped to prevent spillage
and exposee stock or removed from the stack immediately.

3. Taped t77;r1 iners r-st be removed and recoopered as soon

as

4. Spilla7- :7:ould be cleaned up immediately.

5. Damage to be reconditioned in the same manner as outlined

for the :onditioning of railroad damage, setting aside

those H,s which cannot be salvaged. These units must
either be stamped with indelible ink on the top, front

and back of each individual package with the word "salvage"

or th:_ eroduct must be removed from its original package

and ciL ed into large bags for sale as "Scrap Product

Unfit 'oe Human Food".

6. bo nc iclude warehouse damage with transit damaged product.

7. Specific instructions for the reporting and disposition

of warehouse damaged products will be arranged individually

at each warehouse location.

B. Damage which 1. At those war, else: located at plant production locations,

occurred at pro- damaged merch tldi'io which war, damaged during loading of

duction facility the shipment ti 11 be retir 1 to the plant.

2. At other warehouse ( .rations, this damage is to be
included with the warehouse incurred damaged goods and
reconditioned in the same manner as warehouse damaged

goods.

3. to not inclvt'e damage of plant origin with the railroad
damaged products.

C. Insect infested 1. Product fetnd to be infested with insects must be disposed

product of as follows:

a. hauled to a sanitary land fill where it is to be crushed,

buried and witnessed by a Pillsbury employee,

b. cut ap and put into dumpsters or other trash receptacles
that are used for solid waste disposal,

C. parrage contents dumped into unlell)eled conUAiners and

thq marhed as "Unfit for Human Food".
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D. Rodent or bird
contaminated
product

2. The insect infested product marked "Unfit for Human Food"
can be sold for industrial purposes or for animal feed
if a letter or affidavit from the purchaser is obtained
to the effect the product will be used for purposes
other than human food, and the purpose for which it
will be used is clearly stated.

UUTE: A copy of the affidavit is attached.

1. Product found to be rodent contaminated by pellets,
urine stains or chewing or bird contaminated must be
immediately reported to the Environmental Biology Dept.
and the Manager, Distribution Warehousing Operations.

2. Special instructions will be issued by the Environmental
Biology Dept. for the handling and disposition of rodent
or bird contaminated products.
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. APPENDIX A

Date

AFFIDAVIT FOR DISPOSITION OF PILLSBURY PRODUCTS

MARKED "UNFIT FOR HUMAN FOOD"

The undersigned has received and certifies the product(s) listed below

and marked "UNFIT FOR HUMAN FOOD" will not be allowed to enter human

food channels but will be diverted to other than human food use in

accorcance with all ,licable provisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act of 1938 with Am ,:?nts.

Quahtity Product
Production

code Description code

Signed by

Witnessed by
liTrishurv Representative
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APPENDIX B

Date

AFFIDAVIT FOR DISPOSITION OF PILLSBURY PRODUCTS
MARKED "UNFIT FOR FOOD"

The undersigned has received and certifies the product(s) listed below

and marked "UNFIT FOR FOOD" will not be al1c;:,1d to enter food or feed

channels but will be diverted to other than food or feed use in accor-

dance with all applicable provisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act of 1938 with Amendments.

Quantity_

Product
Production

Code Description Code

Signed by

Witnessed ty

21d
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These instructions outline the necessary communication channels for holdihg and/or releasin:

products at field warehouse locations when requested by Corporate Quality Assurance, Envircn-
ment Biology Dept. or Federal and State regulatory personnel.

I. PERSONNEL REQUESTING HOLD

As Corporate Quality 1.

Assurance, Environ-
mental Biology
Dept.

8:Federal or State
regulatory personnel

Authorization for the holding or releasing of products in
inventory at field warehouse locations must be channeled
directly from the manager of the company distribution
warehouse operatio.s as follows:

a. Agri-Products Company: Director, Distribution and Produc-
tion Control,

b. Grocery Products Company: Manager, Distribution Ware-
housing Operations.

2. Any time it is requested or suggested that a product, el-
products, be placed on hold by someone other than a member

of Grocery Products or Agri-Products distribution, this

fact must be immediately communicated to the appropriate
manager as specified in (1) above.

3. The information transmitted to the manager, as specified
in (1) above, concerning the material(s) requested to be
placed on hold must include the follytine:

a. manufacturing code date(s),
b, product ccje(s),
c. quantity(ies),
d. pet.:an(s) requesting the hold.

4. Some reat.,ns for requesting products to be held include,
but are not limited to, deviations from quality or sanitary
standards, off weight or out of date. Regardless of whether
or not a reason is given for the request to hold a product.
the manager as specified in (1) above must be immediately
notified of all such requests.

S. Products on hold are not to be released by anyone other
than the individual who Placed those'products on :told.

NOTE: Immediately notify the manager as specified in (1)

above when the individual requesting release of a held
product is not the same person who originally authprized
the material to be placed on hold.

1. Immediately notify tht. Environmental Biology Dept., Corporate

Quality Assurance, by phone.

2 Consult distribution W,i.,41ouse sarlitatien instrmcLicee: 1;1,

"Inspection by Food c. Drug Personnel", and 2.1, "Preventing
Distribution of Contaminated Products", and comply with
these instructions.
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These instructions outline the PrOcedures to be followed in the disposal And destruction
of product from warehouse inventories not included in sections of this manual covering
handling of carrier damage and warehouse damage. It does cover the deStruction of products
that would jeopardize the sales effort if they were allowed to get into trade channels.
They also cover destruCtion of products w:Iere a hazard to the consumer.is involved.
This procedure does not cover product doni,ted to charitable organizations.

1. AUTHORIZATION FOR DESTRUCTION

A. Grocery Products .1. Authorization to destroy grocery products must be in writing
Company with a copy to the Manager, Distribution Warehousing Operaticrf

and receipt confirmed by the warehouse.

2. An eXpense account number must be furnished at the time destr....::
tion is authorized. .

B. Agri-Products 1. Authcirization for destruction of Agri-Products merchandise
Company is the responsibility of the warehouse coordinator. He will

transmit an order giving complete disposiZion of the product
involved. .

C. Environmental
Biol Dept.

2. A charge number will be placed on the tran.kmitted order.
IPiy salvage recovery should be credited to the charge
number and, similarly, any expenses incurred should be
written off using this number.

1. Any member of the Environmental Biology Dept. can, on his
routine inspections, order the destruction of products found
tO be contaminated and which pose a hazard to the consumer.

2. When grocery products are involved, the inspector must
communicate to the Manager, Distribution Warehousing Operatier.
(with copy to Distribution Accounting Manager) the quantities
and codes of the product involved and the reason for orderinc
it destroyed.

3. When Agri-Products merchandise is involved, the inspector
must communicate to the warehousa coordinator (with a copy
to the Director, Distribution & Production Scheduling
Control) the product codes, quantities involved, and reasons
for ordering disposition of the product.

Xl. CLASSIFICATION AND METHODS OF DISPOSAL OF PRODUCTS OW&RED BY THIS PROCEDURE

A. Product classifi- 1. Contaminated product which is insect infested or rodent
cation or bird defiled.

2. Inferior quality product.

3. 31d age product which hLs gone beyond the condemnation date.

4. Discontinued products which fiave been ordered destroyed.
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1. Product to be destroyed must be defaced to the extent that

it could not possibly fall into human food channels.

2. Acceptable means of destruction are:

_a. by pouring oil (fish oil, crankcase oil, etc.) over
product, making sure that entire contents of each case

of product is covered,
b. by bulldozer at a sanitary land fill provided product

is type that running over it with a bulldozer will
destroy it. (A pouch pack would not be in this category)

c. by punching holes through shipping container (with rod,

screwdriver, etc.),
d. by breaking open packages and dumping contents into a

large container (multiwall bag, bob-rel etc.) which is
labeled 'Scrap Product - Unfit for Food". (If product

so labeled is sold, signed affidavit from buyer must be
obtained; see Instruction 2.2. Appendix B).

3. Destruction of product in the above categories is the respors-
ibility of the manager and must be witnessed by him or an

individual in a svpervisory capacity appointed by him from

the warehouse.

4. When the loading order covering the destruction is processed
(and this should be done as soon as possible so that in-

ventories can be properly adjusted), a notation should be
placed on the front of the loading order stating who original-..

authorized destruction, charge number used, and attesting

to the fact that destruction was witnessed. The statement

must be signed by the supervisor present at the destruction.

1. Disposition of Agri-Products merchandise that is classified

as uniit for human consumption yet salable as animal feed
by authorization or the warehouse coordinator:

a. off grade, out-of-date, or discontinued product will be
sold as animal feed by proper marking of the package and
securing the proper affidavit from the buyer that the
product will be used as animal feed and not for human

consumption,
b. the above instruction does not apply to case goods unless

specific authorization is secured from the warehouse

coordinator,
c. contaninated product approved for animal feed by the

Environmental Biology Dept. will also follow the above

means of disposal.
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2- Product that is classified as unfit for huMan or animal

food must be destroyed:

a. by bulldozer at a sanitary land fill provided product is

type that running over it with a bulldozer will destroy
it (a pouch pack would not be in this category).

b. by breaking open packages and dumping contents into a
large container (multiwali bag, barrel, eta. which is
labeled "Scrap Product - Unfit for Food". (If product
so labeled is ::.old, signed affidavit from buyer must
be obtained; see instruction "Housekeeping and Pest
Control ih Warehouses. Appendix 11").

3. Destruction of the product is the responsibility of the
warehouse manager and must be witnessed by him or another
warehouse employee appointed by him-

-

4. Authorization to destroy product will take the form of a
loading order and will be signed by the person witnessing
the destruction. A copy of the signed loading order shpuld
then be sent to the warehouse coordinator.
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These instructioyis outline the standard procedures to be followed in inspection of inbound

carriers upon arrival at a warehouse, the disposition of damage from transit origin and the

dispasition of 4ehic1es found to be infested with insects, rodents or other forms of con-

tamination.

I. INSPECTION OF INBOUND CARRIERS

A. Inspection of door 1. Every incoming carrier should be carefully examined to

seals determine if doors are intact and untampered with upon
arrival at the warehou%e.

2. The seal numbers are to be recorded on the receiving report-

3. Any broken seals, or seals which have been in any way
tampered with, should be noted as such on the receivino repor:

B. Inspection of product 1. Immediately after the doors are opened, examination should

for possible insects be made of the vehicle to detect ak presence of insects

and/or rodent
tation

infes- crawling on the exterior of the product.

2. The loaded commodity should be examined on-each Side of the
load, midway beb-reen the door and the end of the car or

truck.

3. An examination should be made of the floor area adjacent to
the door post which will normally reveal the presence of
insects or rodents if they originate in accummiations
behind the grain side liner neeir that arca.

4. With the advent of cold weather in the fall of the year,
it is important to inspect the product for any evidence
of rats and mice.

5. If the inspection discloses nothing, then the unloading
operation can commence.

5. The unloading personnel must be familiar with the insect
and/or rodent signs commonly found in a vehicle and, if
noted, their immediate supervisor should be so informed.

7. Signs of possible contamination may consist of:

a. live cereal or grain inscts on the bags along the floor

of the car or truck,
b. mouse or rat pellets on the rwoduct or on the floor,
c. rodent gnzn..::d bags, .
d. evidence of nestin5 or nests being constructed in among

bags or cases of product.
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DATE March 30, 1971

C. Inspection for
undesirable odors

8. After a boxcar is unloaded, a check of the coopering paper
around the base of the side liners anri end liners should
be made to determine if any rodent gnawed areas are present.

NOTE: As a general rule, the exact spot.where the rodent has

left the car lining to get into the product can be determined

by the hole in the coopering paper where the rodent has

gnawed through.

1. Immediately after the doors are opened, the inspector should
enter the vehicle and attempt to determine the presence

of any undesirable odors.

2. No boxcar shouTd be accepted if any obnoxious odors, such as
paint, oil, potatoes, musty, moldy or decomposed materials

are detected.

D. Damaged merchandise 1. If damaged merchandise is found in a car, the railroad agent
must be notified at once and given an opportunity to verify

the damage.

E. Handling of refused
boxcars (other than
ssigned cars)

2. In all oases, the warehouse must secure a notation of damage
jn the car from the railroad agent to be noted on the freight

bill or the OS&D report.

1. When any loaded car arrives with evidence of insect infesta-
tion, rodent coutamtnation, obnoxious or deleterious odor,

or any other form of contamination, the railroad agent
must be notified and given an opportunity to inspect the car.

2. The car should then be refs: ,ed to the railroad and the Hpls.
Claims Dept. and Environr4ntal Biology Dept. should be
immediately notified by teletype or telephone.

NOTE: In addition to notifying the Claims Dept. and Environ-
mental Biology Dept., the Purchasing Dept. is also to be
notified if the boxcar is from a supplier other than Pillsbur

3. The Hpls. Claims Dept. and/or Environmental Biology Dept.
will instruct the carrier and the warehouse as to final
disposition of any refu, AI boxcars and the merchandise therei-

4. No boxcar or truck is to be returned to any plant or wareheJse
of the Pillsbury Company without express authority, from the

MIAs. Claims Dept.

S. Ho car will be fumigated by Pillsbury personnel at a uarehotAss

or any disposition made of infested products by PillsburY
employees unless specifically authorized by the Hpis. Cla4ms

Dept. and/or Environmental uiology Dept.
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6. No shipping instructions are to be given verbally or in any
;Witten form by warehouse employees regarding any boxcar or
truck refused to the carrier because of any evidence of -

contamination or other conditions which may be violative
of any Food and Drug law unless specifically authorized
by the Mpls. Claims Dept.

F. Handling of assigned 1. If a piece of assigned equipment arrives at a warehouse
equipment Infested, or allegedly infested, with insects, rodents, etc.

do not reject to, or notify, the railroad.

2. Wire the following people at Mpls. Hdqtrs. at once:

a. Claims Dept.,
b. Environmental Biology Dept.,
c. Traffic Dept.,
d. appropriate Company Distribution Managers.

Advise the condition, routing, etc. of the car and disposi-
tion will be given.

3. Depending upon circumstances surrounding the Previous move-
ments of the car involved, disposition will be to either
accept the car at destination or return it to the shipping mi.--

4. If circumstances direct that the incident is a railroad
claim, then the car will be refused to the railroad at
destination and disposition will be given by Mpls. Claims

Dept.

5. If it is for our own account, we will not notify or refuse

to the railroad. However, the Mpls. Cl-alirs Dept. will still

give disposition.

6. Disposition in all instances must come from the Mpls. Claims

Dept.

G. Handling of trucks 1. When any lotded truck arrives with evidence of insect
infestation, rodent contamination, obnoxious or deleterious
odor, or any other form of contamination, the trucking
concern must be notified and given an opportunity to in-
spect the truck.

2. The Mpls. Claims Dept., Environmental Biology Dept. and
distribution manager of the appropriate company should be
immediately notified by teletype or telephone. The Claims
Dept. and/or Environmental Biology Dept. will instruct
the carrier and the warehouse as to final disposition
of any refused trucks and the merchandise contained
therein.
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II. DISPOSITION OF INBOUND RAILROAD DAMAGE

A. General instructions 1. Management should discuss the following items with the local

for handling of railroad agent:
railroad damage

a. method of reporting damage,
b. inspection and/or waiving of inspection of damage; whether

he desires to inspect before or after unloading,
c. the method of maintaining identity of merchandise to be

rejected,
d. the frequency and manner in which the damaged merchandise

should be delivered to or picked up by the railroad,
if such is the case,

NOTE: All railroad damage should be picked up or handled
at least every two weeks.

e. t;.e manner in which notations of damage will be obtained
from the railroad agent.

2. Care must be exercised to insure that damage occurring in the
warehouse does not become commingled with the damage of
transit origin.

B. Damaged products 1. Where cases or bales are damaged, individual pockages must
handled at distri- be removed from the damaged case or container aNd individually

bution warehouses inspected.

2. Those packages or units which are not damaged can be accepted
and placed in warehouse stock.

3. If a carton or sack is broken open exposing its contents,
it must be refused and not recased or resacked for placement
into stock.

4. Any product which becomes contaminated by rodents or infeste::
with insects must be immediately segregated ane clearly
labeled "UNFIT FOR FOOD".

5. Rodent contaminated products cannot be sold for animal feed
unless they are frst sampled and have undergone micro-
biological analy-is described in Instruction 3.6, section
II

6. If insect contamim products marked "UNFIT FOR FOOD"
are to be sold fe. .dustrial purposes or for animal feed,
the product must oe:-

a. denatured with an inseparable material such as fish oil,
lamp black, or tankage
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facilities

REVISION NO.

b. if returned to the railroad, a letter or affidavit from
the railroad agent or the purchaser must be obtained to

the effect the product will be used for purposes other
than human food and the purpose for which it will be used

must be clearly stated (see Appendix.A and B)

or

c. wherd small packages are found to be contamirnted or infest

the packages can be opened and the contents dumped into

larger containers. The identity of t4e product is thus

destroyed as far as any Pillsbury label is concerned.
The larger container must be marked "UNFIT FOR FOOD"

and handled under the same conditions as listed above for

larger size packages.

7. The damaged packages must have the words "Railroad Damage",

"Railroad Salvage" or "Truck Damage" legibly stamped on the

top, front and back of each individual package.

8. Damaged product must be segregated and be identified ty"the

car number representing the car in which the damage occurred.

9. if any recasing is performed, the damaged individual contair..ar:

and cases which are rejected to the railroad must be identifle

by the car number in which it arrived at the warehouse.

10. All individual bags which are refused to the railroad sucn

as. 50's and 100's should be nverslipped to minimize product

loss for the railroad and to contribute todard good house-

keeping and desirable sanitation practices.

11. A record or report of thc salvage operations must be kept
and submitted to the appropriate company (Agri-Products

or Grocery Products) with the claim papers so that credit
for salvage can be given the railroad on the final pavrs

and claims.

1. Disposition of the inbound railroad or truck damage will be
handled on an individual basis at each production facility

and will be dependent upon whether the products can be
salvaged rather than returned to the railroad.

2. Care must be used to insure that the railroad damage is
kept separate from plant damage until the railroad agent

has verified the amount.
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D. Railroad claim 1. All expenses involved in the examination, stamping, recasic7,

expense overslipping. etc: of the damaged goods is a legitimate part

of the railroad claim.

E. Filing railroad
claim papers

2. It is important the total expense of the above is broken
down as either so many hours at the rate paid by the ware-

-house or as to so many cases at so much per case.

NOTE: Salvage charges claimed against the carrier must
nut exceed the actual cost of the operation.

3. Either breakdown as listed above is acceptable but it Should
be attached to and made a part of the claim papers 'orwarded
to the Pillsbury Company so it can be included in the final

claim to the railroad.

NOTE: No clerical charges may be included in a claim.

1. Claim papers consisting of the freight and/or bill of
lading, the railroad agent's notation of, damage, either
made on freight bill or on an "over, shórt and damage report'

must be submitted to the Pillsbury Company.Office preparing
Ihe

2. An unloading tally must also be iF,cluded with the final

claim papers.
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1. Debris, dunnage from previous loading, steel strapping,
protruding nails, etc. are to be removed from the car prior

to use.

NOTE: A nail finder can be used to locate nails and staples.

2. Loose dirt, grit, grain, flour products, rubbish etc. must

be removed from the car by vacuum cleaning or by sweeping.

Car floors must be cleaned before loading.

.3. Cars with bows or bulges in the ends in excess of two inches

beyond a straight line should not be used for case goods

unless they are padded with corrugated cardboard.

4. Cars with a raised steel plate on the floor of the doorway

are to be padded with corrugated cardboard.

5. During the summer months, an insect toxicant will be applied

to the car after cleaning, but prior to coopering.

6. The Environmental Biology Dept. will annually issue inttruc-

tions concerning materials to use and the dates to start
and stop the treatment of boxcars.

II. ASSIGNED BOXCARS (SPECIAL EQUIPMENT)

A. Special note

B. Inspection

1. It is of absolute importance to recognize and remember that

assigned boxcars (special equipment) differ from the usual

cemmon boxcar furnished by the railroad inasmuch as, under

the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act, the responsibility for
contamination in transit can rest solely with the Pillsburj

Company rather than the carrier.

2. Loss or damage to the products might not be recoverable

from the carrier if it is the result of our not maintaining

the car in a clean and sanitary condition.

3. Therefore, extreme care must be observed in the inspection,

cleaning mid handirlia-Wf these cars in order to assule

there are no conditions existing in -these assigned cars

that might contaminate or otherwise cause damage or loss

of value to the product.

1. Particular care must be taken to inspect an assigned car
on its first trip to a plant location to assure the car

assigned meets cempany standards for acceptance.

NOTE: When a car is first assigned to a location, the ware-

house has the option of rejectino the car because of criticEt;

or major defects as listed in I-C above.
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2. Prior to loading, all special assigned
equ.ipment must be

certified by the railroad as fit for food loading.

3. Prior to loading, each assigned
special car must be thorous.nli

inspected nut only for possible defects.due to misuse but

also for signs of product accumulations, insect and rodent

infestations.

NOTE: The warehouse has the option of rejectin_ csigned

equipment when there is reasonable evidence thL the car

has been out of our captive use because it is (a) mechanical7y

defective and/or (b) contains residues
of products not of

Pillsbury origin.

1. Special equipment
assigned to a Pillsbury production facility

cannot be reloaded by a warehouse without special permission

from the manager of special equipment service.

2. Prior to loading, all product accumulations will be removed

from the assigned equipment, particularly from floor channels.

3. All assigned boxcars or specially
equipped cars will be

treated with an insect toxicant during the summer months

in the manner prescribed annually by the Environmental

Biology Dept.

NOTE: Care must be exercised in the spraying of these cars

so that a build-up of insecticide,
resulting in a strong

odor, does not occur on short hauls and quick turnarounds.
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These instructions outline the procedure to be followed in the cleaning and spraying of
trucks owned or leased by Pillsbury and engaged in the hauling of general merchandise
such as grain, feed ingredients, machinery, animal or poultry feed prior to being loaded
with Pillsbury products intended for human consumption or with ingredients, packaging
materials or other products destined for a Pillsbury plant or warehouse.

I. PROCEDURE

A. Cleaning

B. Spraying

C. Truck operations
manager

1. All trucks must be thoroughly cleaned before being loaded
with any materials or equipment destined for a Pillsbury
plant or warehouse.'

2. The truck cleaning operation must be performed on a year-
round basis.

I. Immediately after cleaning, the truck must be sprayed with
a pyrenone base spray (2% piperonyl butoxide - .2% pyrethrins
in an odorless, stainless oil carrier) during the summer
months.

NOTE: Do not use any other types of insectioidal spray 'With-
out the express permission of Corporate Quality Assurance,
Frivironmental Biology Dept.

2. The spraying operation may be discontinued during those
months of the year when the temperature remains below 500

3. The spray is to be applied to the interior of the truck
in such a manner to achieve thorough coverage.

4. Spraying can be best performed'using small power sprayers
wtich are available at most Pillsbury production plants.

5. If the power sprayers arc not on hand, then a hand sprayer,
which is available at all plants and warehouses, should be
used.

1. Will acquaint drivers under his directinn with the above
requirements.

2. Will make certain that the drivers have the trucks cleaned
and sprayed when necessary.

3. Arrange for cleaning and spraying in the event a truck unloads
and reloads at a location where spraying equipment is not
available.
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During the warm summer months when the average daily temperature is above 50" F.,

distribution warehouses will spray and/or fog all boxcars to be shipped with an insecticide.

Cars, captive or specialized, which are loaded at a warehouse, shipped to a customer and

returned empty to the warehouse will be sprayed or fogged with pyrenone prior to reloading.

Cars which may be received at warehouses that were loaded at.Pillsbury plants and returned

empty to the plant should not be sprayed at the warehouse.

Even though all incoming boxcars from Pillsbury locations have been sprayed and/or fogged,

they.must be inspected for possible infestation at the warehouse in the manner outlined

in the distribution warehouse sanitation manual. .

PAGE

3. 4

SPRAYING AND/OR FOGGING OF BOXCARS PRIOR TO SHIPMENT

I. BOXCAR SPRAYING

A. Equipment h
materials

B. Method

C. Safety

1. A power sprayer may be used for the spraying of boxcars.

A five to seven gallon capacity gasoline powered sprayer
with pump, spray rod and agitator in the tank is sufficient.

2. For spraying common bolcars which will be coopered prior to
loading, use only the special residual concentrate approved

by the Environmental Biology Dept. .

3. Only py-enone sprays will be used in assigned or specialized

ears.

4. Dilute concentrate as directed on the label.

14 Mix up only the amount of spray solution necessary to treat

the number of boxcars which are set in daily. Do nct retain

any spray which is left over, after the spraying operations
inasmuch as the ingredients in the spray tend to break down
and become ineffective after being mixed with water and

allowed to stand for extended periods of time.

2. Begin dt one end of the car.

3. Hold the nozzle approximately one foot from the walls and
spray along the cracks of the wood, whether these be vertical

or horizontal. Spray the end lining, the side lining and

the floor, thoroughly "wetting" the entire surface, but

permitting no "run-off".

4. Make certain no "puddling" results on the floor from any
defective nozzle, valve or spray equipment or from over-

spraying of the walls.

. The individual applying the spray will be furnished with a

dust type mask to prevent droplets of the spray material

from entering the respiratory tract.

2. After the entire spraying operations are completed, the

spray unit should be thoroughly cleaned and placed in an

assigned location.

o Q
4 Ir..-007-411.,
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I!. FOGGING OR MIST SPRAYING OF BOXCARS

A. Equipment a 1. Air operated aerosol application devices and/or other

materials micronizing equipment such as electrical micronizing type
units or thermal aerosol units.

NOTE: Recommcnded brand names may be obtained from the
Environmental Ciology Dept. -

2. The insecticide to be used in air operated fogging devices
is the pyrenone spray approved for use by the Environmental
Biology Dept. and diluted with water as per label instructions

3. Deo Apco 467 otl, instead of water, is required in thermal
fogging units such as Swing Fog and Dyne-Fog units or
electrical fogging units such as the microsol units. An
oil soluble pyrenone concentrate is necessary to permit
dilution with the oil.

B. Method 1. One door of the car must be completely closed. The fogging
device will be placed in the car through theother door

which will be opened approximately one foot.

2. he unit should be aimed at one end of the car until the
fog is sufficiently thick so it appears as A heavy atmos-

pheric fog. The device should then be reversed and pointed
toward the other end, repeating the above step. It will

require from one pint to one quart of insect toxicant per
car.

3. Upon completion of the fogging, the device should be remover:
from the car and the doors left closed for 15 to 30 minutes.

4. At the end of the exposure time, both doors should be opened,
coopering of the car can commence after the fog has dissi-

pated.

C. Safety 1. Same as listed in I. BOXCAR SPRAYING,C. Safety.
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FROM SECRETARY ELLIOT RICHARDSON

(ExerPted from Finance Committee hearing record on H.R. 11

INELIGIBIL/TY FOR FOOD STAMPS AND ELIGIBILITY FOR SURPLUS COMMODITMS

Senator HANSEN. Then maybe if we could possibly pursue those points just a
bit further at this time, is there anything in H.R. 1 making it, that would make
it, mandatory that States cash out food stamps.

Secretary RCHARDSON. Yes. For those, for the people under the AFDC program
who would be receiving benefits, that is the people in that family situation. There
are a few people who are not covered by H.R. 1 at all who could continue to be
eligible for food stamps under the existing food stamp law.

Senator HANSEN. What you are saying is that all persons who would come
under the purview or the provisions applying to aid to families with dependent
children, none of those persons would be eligible for food stamps in any of the
50 states.Secretary RICHARDSON. That is correct

Senator HANSEN. Is this same situation true with commodities.
Secretary RICHARDSON. No, the H.R. 1 does not touch the commodity program.
Senator HANSEN. Then could that be indicated or may we have a clarification

of the possible impact that could result In a welfare situation if a State decided
to distribute and dispense surplus commodities.

Secretary RICHARDSON. About a third of the counties, I believe, still do utilize
the commodities program rather than the food stamp program. We have referred
to this in our footnote somewhere. Are you suggesting that we show the economic
value of (the food stamps) as they, in effect, part of-

Senator HANSEN. I was trying, Hr. Secretary, to determine for myself, if I
could, the total impact of all of these various programs and it would occur to me
that the ability to receive surplus commodities in diminishing amounts, assum-
ing there would be a cutoff on those, along with other things, couid be a factor
in determining a person's motivation.

Secretary R/oHAIWEION. It could be. It is true that under the commodities pro-
gram, quantity stays level up to the income cutoff beyond which the family is no
longer eligible, so the result is a notch. It is hard to figure out when you are
handing out commodities. The only way to do it otherwise would be, / suppose,
to progressively reduce the quantity of the commodity. We have a short analysis
of this problem I would be glad to furnish you.

Senator HANSEN. That would be helpful and I appreciate it, Mr. Secretary.
(The information follows : )

1.11 ISSUE PAPER ON SURPLUS COM MODITY PROGRAM

ISSUE
Section 502 (a) of H.R. 1 prohibits a FAP recipient from participating in the Food

Stamp Program but does not prohibit participating in surplus commodity programs. This
creates Inequities among families with similar income and mantains a significant notch
and accompanying disincentives to work effect.

IN II.R. 1

Section 3 (e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1964 is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentence. "No person who is determined to be an eligible individual or
eligible spouse under section 2011 (a) of the Social Security Act, and no member of a
family which is determined to be an eligible family under section 2152 (a) of such Act.
shall be considered to be a member of a household or an elderly person for the purposes of
this Act." DISCUSSION

1. One-third of the counties now sponsor surplus commodities programa. A DOA spokes-
man estimated the retail value or the present combination or goods to be $16 per person
per year. Eligible families in these counties will have more real income than persons with
comparable money income in the other two-thirds of the counties.

2. A family receives the same amount of surplus commodities from 0 income to the
cut-off income. This creates a clear notch effect with potential disincentives to increased
work effort.3. There would be many problems if the disparity in the treatment of Food Stamps
and Surplus Commodities encourages expansion or the latter program. Expansion of com-
modities to all families now receiving Food Stamps would create disruptions in the market
and involve heavy distribution and storage costs.

4. One alternative is to prohibit receipt of commodities by PAP recipients but it may be
difficult to sell to Congress. Chairman Poage of the House Agricultural Committee already
advised Chairman Mills of Ways and Means that jurisdiction over surplus commodities
was not transferred along with Potod, Stamps. The Senate Agricultural Committee may
be equally protective of the surplus cOmmopity,program.

2 ai
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5. Another alternative is to define surplus commodities as part of income ; this avoids theCongressional obstacles but then thcre Is a problem in placicg a value on the commodities
The cost to the Government runs $80 per person per year which is considerably less Hum the
DOA estimate of retail value of the package. Despite the problems. the required valuationis analogous to calculation of a national consumer price index and therefore of course could
be done.0. Since a county may have a food stamp or a commodit3r program, but not both, ourfood stamp provision "cashes out" commodities as drafted, if we prohibit receipt of
commodities.

POSITION
Attempt to prohibit receipt of commodities for family and adult recipients. either in

11.R. 1 or by amending the commodity legislation. As a last resort, choose the alternative in
5 above.

Senator HANSF.N. One further
Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, may I just elaborate a little on the history of that.
Senator HANSEN. Yes.
Mr. VENEMAN. When the bill was before -the House last year, you will recall,

when we offered an alternative to buy (nit food stamps we also applied
ft to commoditiesthat is the way we initially offered it to Ways and Means.
The Ways and Means did not include commodities because of jurisdictional
problems as well as anything else. Our position was we should not provide
incentives to initiate another nationwide commodity program-

. AN ANONYMOUS* REPowr

USDA PACKAGING OF COMMODITIES FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE POOR

IINTRODUCTION
This report covers a preliminary investigation of the UHDA packaging of

commodities for distribution to the poor. The basis for the ConClItsions and recom-
mendations is a limited study of some of the packaging, a review of specifications,
and limited observations of warehousing and centers where trie product is dis-
tributed. This report call in no way be considered complete blcause of the very
limited nature of the investigation. The packaging which appears Inadequate in
this study may be found satisfactory, while packaging that appears satisfactory
at this writing may have pr-,blems at other localifurs or geographical areas. The
limited warehousing and distribution facilities that were otxserved cannot be
assumed to be representative of all warehousing and distribution facilities used
in the U.S., and with the exception of past packaging history, cannot be equated
with overseas shipments. To develop a comprehensive analysis of this packag-
ing and the distribution system would require a detailed study for a several month
period, observing at least 25 percent of the warehousing and distribution facil-
ities in different geographical locations, a lab study of each package, the develop-
ment of new specifications, lab testing of same and a field evaluation. With this
approach, developed around the information in this report, it should be possible
to produce a new set of specifications and a packagiug system that would be viable
relating to handling and product loss for U.S. and overseas shipments at some-
thing that would be a cost standoff or slightly higher in price than existing pack-
aging when all is considered. In some castes we would expect to upgrade the
packaging with increased cost, in others a different system could offer a costreduction potential.

2CONCLUSION
2.1Basis a rather limited observation, it appears that the problem of product

loss is more the result of the total system ths.n simple under packaging, and un-
less warehouising and quality standards were upgraded, overpackaging would not
offer the desired level of protection. From the 'study of the packages received,
the specifications and tbe warehousing and distribution facilities. It would aD-
pear that the plicknailig, while it migbt be considered adequate, is minimum. Mini-
mum packaging, while acceptable, requires the very best handiing and ware-

*Author of report retained In committee flies.

11X-5E4 0-71 pt. RA-1
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housing to insure that it arrives at the customer in satisfactory condition. From
what has been observed, the warehousing and handling of these products is far
from the best. Consequently, we axe faced with a situation of minimum packag-
ing, bad handling, and warehousing which reignite in apparent package failure.
In other wc:ds, the warehousing distribution system would hardly be adequate
for maximum packaging must less minimum.

2.2In many cases the principle package for the product would be satisfactory
if the shipping container were upgraded to prevent damage. In other cases, ob-
viously poor quality control has resulted in a package that would be damaged re-
gardless of this shipping container or method of handling. Some packaging should
be definitely upgraded since, while it meets a minimum standard, you would
find no one in the industry using this low of quality.

2.8If we are to insure maximum product life and minimum product loss it
would almost be necessary to start from scratch with a complete overhaul of
existing packaging and methods for handling. In considering what appears to be
some political implications in the overall system, there is a question as to how
practical this might be.

2.4At some point in time, a study should be undertaken to evaluate each
individual package, develop new specifications in a more precise and detailed
manner, and laboratory and field teat packages made to the new specifications.
A final evaluation should also include costing as compared to the present
packaging.

2.5Specifications should be rewritten in a more precise and, detailed manner
rather than the general concept of having one specification cover many packages.
The specifications and methods of quality evaluation should be put on a more
realistic basis, and finally accepted after laboratory ard field testing have estab-
lished that product loss is held to an acceptable level.

3-111ZOO1LMI1DATIONS

8.1 That a program be undertaken to determine:
8.1.1the actual amount of product loss due to package damage, infesta-

tion, rodents, inadequate barrier properties of the package, etc.
8.1.2at what point in the distribution system the destruction of the

product occurs.
8.1.3shipping methods used for damaged product and packaging.
8.1.4the quality of warehousing provided by the contractors.
8.1.5how packaging for each product relates to the identical product

packaged for commercial use.
3.2Packaging in cloth bags should be elhninated.
8.8Fitty and 100 pound bags of food material could be eliminated in favor

of smaller lot packaging since the larger bags are much more prone to shipping
and handling damage.3.4Bundles could replace bails for kraft overwrap of smaller weight bags.

3.5Bach individual package as it now stands should be evaluated by laboratory
and field testing.

8.6In those cases where packaging is inadequate, new specifications should
be developed, and actual packaging, basis these specifications, be evaluated in the
laboratory and in the field.

3.7A new form be developed for specifications which will be very specific on
each point.

8.8Packaging better than minimum be specified.
8.9Packaging that la not equal to or better than comparable pntkaging for

commercial sale to consumers be immediately upgraded to be identical with or
better than same.

8.10A thorough evaluation of all packaging for overseas shipments be con-
ducted and same be upgraded to be equal to or better than Packaging used by
industry.

4--DI8CU5SION

4.1There would appear to be no valid reason why commodity foods dis-
tributed by the USDA to the poor should not be packaged to provide product
protection equal or identical to products packaged by private industry for sale
to the public. Products for sale to consumers are not positioned against those
packaged for distribution to the poor, in that the commercial package itself is
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designed to provide a competitive position, convenience, or uniquenesa and have
appeal to the consumer by the use of graphic design. This package is developed
around the set of marketing objectives to make it competitive in the store with
adequate product protection a prerequisite. Consequently, a package which pro-
vides equal product protection, but without unique features in graphic design
and not for Hale, would in no way be competitive with its counterpart.

4.2--In most products it costs little or no more to provide adequate product
protection than it does to under package. Many times such insignificant changes
as glue pattern on a bag or folding carton can increase its effectiveness many
times. In other instances, improved packaging for product protection may ac-
tually result in a cost reduction through the use of modern materials and
methods.4.8After reviewing the government specification for packaging of these
products, they could, if properly interpreted, be adequate for minimum product
protection when handled through a regular grocerer's distribution system. In
normal distribution you can expect a maximum of one to two percent product
package damage between the time it is manufactured and the time it reaches
the store shelf. There are many reasona for this, the primary one being the
generally accepted shipping and handling practices. The one problem I have
with the government specifications for this packaging is that they are too gen-
eral, minimum, and all inclusive, i.e., one document deals with all bags, rather
than an individual specification developed and written for a particular product
in a particular package as is general industry practice.. The specifications allow
too many options. It is my opinion that each size of each commodity should have
a separate specification that defines the package for a product exactly and pre-
cisely, and that as new products for distribution become available, new specifica-
tions should be written. Also, instead of general test methods applying to a broad
range of bag or carton packaging, specific test methods and quality assurance
methods should be developed for specific packaging.

4.4In the analysis of existing packaging, there are some general areas that
I am sure contribute substantially to product loss through damage, infestation,
etc. Bags are much more vulnerable to shipping and handling damage than boxes
and cartons and the greater the net weight of the contents of the kraft bag the
more susceptible it seems to be to damage. In normal grocery distribution, the
damage iu bagged producta particularly in the 25, 50 and 100 pound range is
often 10 to 20 times as great as the same product in smaller boxes. No matter
how well a 50 pound bag of grain products is sealed, once it is damaged by a fork
truck or other handling, it is immediately subject to infestation, moisture absorp-
tion, etc. Another practice which has been outdated tor many years is the use of
bulk shipment in 50 or 100 pound bags for dispensing in smaller size quantities
to the consumer. If you wish product protection, this practice should be elimi-
nated. Cotton or burlap bags, while they have a secondary use, offer almost no
product protection from moisture, rodents, infestation, odor transfer, etc. Woven
polyethylene bags are more economical and stronger, and the cost savings could
be used to add a light gauge polyethylene or polypropylene inside film bag,
which would provide moisture, odor and infestation protection and improved
rodent resistance by restricting the odor of the commodity. Paper bags could be
coated to limit moisture and oil transfer and considering some of the adverse
storage conditions it would appear that improved sealing methods would be war-
ranted in some cases. If at all possible, many of the products under 5 pounds net
weight now packaged in bags should be in overwrap cartons. This will add to the
cost but should provide substantial improvement in protection. In many instances
cartons could be coated to prevent moisture transmission and infestation and
flap overlaps should be sufficient to insure infestation proof seals. A protective
paper overwrap should be used in many cases.

4.5Rather than general requirements for adhesives for sealing bags and car-
tons, particular adheaives should be specified and in many cases hot melt should
be used.4.6The use of bundles (81g) rather than bails (bags) provide a better pack-
age which is much less vulnerable to shipping damage at a cost reduction when
numbers of smaller bags are shipped as a unit.

4.7-1t has been noted that the packages are labeled as to meeting require-
ments of uniform freight classifications or essentially confirming tr, the railroads
Rule 41 and that bags are designated as freight shipping bags not packages to
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contain product. A package that is designed to meet Rule 41 will not necessariiy
perform well in the rest of the distribution system. An example would be that
Inflicts are rarely stacked more than two high in rail cars or truck trailers, while
they may very well be stacked three or four high in warehouses and distribu-
tion centers. The net result of this is that a package designed to withstand the
two high pallet loading in a rail car may be subjected to twice the vertical load
when warehoused resulting in crushing or other damage to the bottom containers.

4.8There is also a serious question as to whether there is any validity in
packing smaller bags, i.e., five and ten pounds in cartons for shipping since with
grain products there can be substantial compacting of the product due to vibra-
tion, etc., and a shipping bag will lend no vertical support to the carton and cause
bulging. Consequently, unless it is substantially overdesigned, the carton will
crush when stacked in a warehouse. As to the problem relating to the use of a
case cutter for opening and damaging the product inside the case. This is a
frequent occurance in normal grocery distribution and in many cases steps have
been taken to eliminate this possibility. The general use of a tear itrip doesn't
seem to be the answer, since in most cases a knife will be used any how since it
is easier and faster. The notation of do not cut below dotted line has some validity
in grocery stores but may not be applicable for distribution of government prod-
ucts since I suspect they are not handled as well as they are in the stores. There
is one sure answer to the problem and that is a liner around the inside of the
case which prevents cutting through to the packages containing the product. This
will Increase your carton cost, but will eliminate damage from cutting and give
the carton increased vertical load capability.

4.9- The practice of utilizing polypropylene bottles for packaging corn syrup
has been well established in the industry and will result in substantial cost reduc-
tions as well as decreased breakage and product vulnerability

4.10---If one looks at the logic of large volume bag shipments (25, 50 and 100
pounds) for distribution to a consumer, yeu can see the justification or ration-
alization for eliminating this type of package. In a household the use of 25, 50
and 100 pound bags of grain products are subject to infestation, moisture absorp-
tion, etc., because of the 'long period of time they remain open before the entire
contents are consumed. In distribution, if one 50-pound bag of product is damaged,
it is in all probability entirely lost, or its nseful life substantially reduced. If
the same 50 pounds of product are broken down into five pound bags, there is a
chance that one or two may be damaged or become otherwise contaminated result-
ing in only 10 pounds loss. Granted the cost of packaging will increase, however,
this should be more than offset by the cost of the product that is saved. To go
one-step further, the chance of damage and infestation can be reduced still more
by replacing the bag with an overwrap carton which can be well sealed against
infestation as opposed to bage which are virtually impossible to seal completely.
All bags are rather easily damaged or punctured by projecting pieces or wood or
nails on paliets. pallets with boards missing. fork trucks projecting nails, splin-
ter, etc., in cars and trucks, careless handling shock loads, shifting in cars or
trailers. etc. Consequently, it would seem to make sense to eliminate as much
bag nackaging as Is possible particularly in the larger sizes.

4.11Basis observation, one can only conclude that if there is a substantial loss
of product due to package damage, infestation, rodents, moisture, grease, crush-
ing, etc., that it Is the reault of the use of minimum packaging with minimum
warehousing, both which contribute substantially to the problems. In visits to the
warehouses, many situations were observed that would be totally unacceptable to
industry and I'm sure to the VDA. Pallet loads of processed cl-eese marked "keep
refrigerated" were standing in an open warehouse with the temperature in ex-
cess of SO degrees. Products marked "store in a cool dry place" with a tempera-
ture range 82 to 70 degrees marked on the container, were stored in an unheated
warehouse where the temperature probably ranged from 100 to the summer to
below zero in the winter. Warehousing wee observed where the roof was leaking,
the,v were holes in the wall, the doors did not flt tightly and the floor boards
had one inch wans where ground could be observed underneath. If this is the
prevailing condition throughout the country, it is one of the first things that
should he changed.4.12It annears general practice to package dried beans. macroni and other
Products of this nature in cello or polyethylene bags and place 24. 36 or 48 in a
corrugated container. When these products are stacked two, three or four pallet
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loads high, the corrugated shippers crush severely causing product damage and
rupture of the bags from vertical pressure. This packaging should definitely be
upgraded.4.13A substantial amount of denting and crushing damage was noted in
peanut butter cans and condensed milk cans and while it is difficult to determine
the cause, better packaging and heavier tin plate weight should be investigated.

4.14Practically all cartons in the bottom rows of pallets of bagged product
had obvious bulging in spite of the fact that they were stacked only one and two
pallets high. This situation needs correcting and occurs In prunes, beans, peas,
macaroni, meal, flour, grits, mashed potatoes, etc. Increasing the corrugated base
weight and dividers would provide better vertical strength.

4.15It was noted that many of the larger (00 pounds) bags were cut through
on one ply and a fair amount had been damaged seriously enough to require
taping.4.16Enriched rice, egg mix, powdered milk, etc., seem to have the same gen-
eral problems of crushing, some broken cartons, broken bags, seals coming open
on bags and while this does not always result in loss of the product, it creates a
situation which is unattractive and in some cases requires repacking.

5N OTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION

'Long grain enriched ricein 50 pound bags. All product in the warehouse are
stacked 1, 2 and 3 pallets high.

Dark red kidney beansnet weight 24 pounds packed in polyethylene bags in
cases. Product looks like it has been around for quite a while. Bottom cases
crushed.

Processed American cheeseseveral pullets of 5 pound cartons Stored at regu-
lar warehouse temperatures. All cartons specify "keep refrigetated". They are
stored in the open at warehouse temperatures, which are excessive. From the
dust and condition of the cartons, it would appear some product has bt en there
a while. Packing code numbers identify it July, August and September, 1971.

Peas in cartonsstacked two pallets high. Some damage occurring to the bot-
tom cartons in the three pallet stacks, looks like it was hit by a fork truck. Bot-
tom cartons deformed by weight.

Cut green beans- -also in cartons printed "store in cool dry place" (32°-70°)
stored in normal warehouse conditions.

Peasthe same way.
Vegetable shorteningcans in cartons printed "store in a cool dry place"

(320-70°). Temperature at 85° in tlik: warehouse. May, 1971, is the date on the
product.Salad and vegetable oil packed 6/1 gallon Cans in carton. No ob.1.3rvable
damage.Orange juice in 12/#.1 cans per cartons. Stacked three pallets high. Appears
to be in good condition.Pork with natural juices and salt added-12/1 pound 13 ounce cans. Net
weight 431 . Stacked three pallets high. Normal can stacking. No apparent
da ma ge.

Wheat enriched fitacaron1-24/16 ounce roly bags. It is only stacked one pallet
high but there is a substantial amount of vise damage to the bottom cartons,
this was probably stacked higher in shipment. A substantial amount of damage
and bulging in all cartons.

Flour enriched bleachedin bails. Net weight 50 pounds, 5/10 pound pack-
ages. Damaged bails and bags are obvious.

Dried prunes-24/1 pound packages to a carton. Obvious bulging in the bottom
cartons in spite of the fact that they are only stacked one pallet high. This pack-
age should be changed.Instant mashed potatoesbulging in the bottom cartons, stored one pallet
high.Evapotated milksenrr be nn problem here. 48 cans per carton stacked
three pallets high.Instant no fat milkone carton damaged, taped over with scotch tape.

6/#10 cans of cornstacked two pallets hie-. No apparent damage.
Dry no fat milklooks like it is bagged or cartoned in an overcarton. Appears

I his needs more protection.

eas
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Canned dried prunescartons are pretty well beat Up. This is probably some-
what in excess of normal damage you would expect for the stacked can materials.

Rolled oatsin bails. Net weight 36 pounds. Bottom bail crushing and bulging
when stacked two pallet's high.

Enriched rice-2412 pound bags packed in bails. Looks like they were taped
on the end.Corn meal-50 pound bags, sewed ends. Bags damaged, taped, stacked two
pallets high. Some bags on the bottom are leaking.

Dry yellow split peas in poly bags. Net weight 24 pounds, packed in a carton.
Every carton is crushed and distorted. This container obviously needs to be
changed.

Canned sweet potatoes. No apparent damage.
Canned grapefruit sections. Appear in good condition.
Egg mix-4816 ounce pouches packed in a carton. Bulging is obvious in five to

ten percent of the cartons. S_.me are broken, others are oil stained. Product
leaking out on to the floor. Pallets are sub-normal, not in very good shape.

Dried pinto beans and red kidney beans pouched in boxes. Bottom containers
crushed and bulging.

Enriched rice in 50 pound, same general problem. Holes in bags are taped.
Tears in the bags, torn ends and product leaking on the floor.

Yellow corn meal-10/5 poUnd packages in a bail. Bails are torn, however,
no product seems to beleaking.

Dried lima beans-50 pot_ads in taped sewn bags seem to have survived fairly
well. Some of the outer plies of the bags are torn.

Rolled oats-36 pounds in bails. They seem to be getting through alright, but
would not recommend this type of packaging.

Boned turkey fully cooked. 24129 ounce cans. Packaged in cartons. Carton
damaged. It is hard to assess the can damage without opening the cartons, but
suspect some.

More red kidney beansin pouches. Bottom cartons crushed and bulged.
Vegetable shorteningstrong, cool and dry place, stored at regular warehouse

conditions, but probably all right.
Apple saucein cartons. Several cartons are damaged.
Non fat dry milkpacked in cases. 6/4 pound cartons. This is stacked three

high. Seems to be surviving alright.
All purpose flour bleached in bails. 5/10 round packages. Net weight 50 pounds.

Seems to be in fairly good shape.
The warehouse is an abandoned railroad station. Some of the floor is covered

with plywood, the remainder is the original board structure. The building is old
and unheated. Floor boards are spaced so there are wide gaps. Doors don't fit,
etc. This certainly would not be acceptable under any circumstances for a grocery
products warehouse building fc,r industry. Floor does appear to be clean and
swept, however, and we find very littls damaged product laying areund. One
additional note : The manager did say that these products packaged in paper
seemed to have substantially higher damage rate than that material packaged In
corrugated cans, Loxes, etc.

In the distribution center we have complaints of seals coming open on bags of
flour, meal, etc., labels coming off of cans, crushed and damaged cans of con-
densed milk, crushed cans of orange juice, tomatoes leaking from top seam of
the can. There are some seam leakers on several different products which appears
just a bad seaming job or incomplete coating on the inside. Fork truck damage
was noted on powdered non fat dry milk and some breakage in gIass corn syrup
bottles. Egg mix was in badly damaged cans. Dried prunes are packed in poly
bags three aided seal. Seamed down the face of one bag.

On enriched powdered rice, in two-pound bags, glued bottom seam, sewn top
seam. Macaroni packaged in cello bagssome broken.

They have taken care to instruct their personnel not to cut product in bags
that are packed in cases. (They use case cutters set to depth for opening cases.)

Peanut butter had 100 percent crushed cans, appears to be from vertical load
since the cases show no damage on the ontaide. Rolled oats are packed in bags,
ialue top and bottom, some leakage it would appear, though not excessive. All
bags are kraft. Yellow corn meal, enriched 5 pound bags, substantial amount of
dusting and leaking. Many of the bags look like they have bad bottom or top
aeals are definitely off center. Dry milk is in a carton with an overwrim, wax or
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polycoated paper. Beans are 32 ounces packed in a poly bag. Heat seal top and
bottom and along the back. No product shipped in here in 50- and 25-pound bags.
Largest bag is 10 pounds flour. Some poly bags are damateed slightly due to
handling probably weakened in storage. Cheese is cut to 1, 2, 3 and 4 pound
blocks in the location thut dispenses the product. Butter is just overwrapped in
one pound blocks and packed 32 to a container. Most food in damaged packages is
repackaged in bags.

6-SHIPPING DAMAGE
There is one other area that in an probability results in as much package

damage as all others combined and this is rail shipment. In spite of package
specifications that conform to Rule 41, this damage still occurs and is the result
of improper car loading, high "0" forces when cars are humped or switched andmany of the road beds in the United States which are far from ideal. In this
area of damage, many things become critical such as pallet patterns, pallet over-
hang, loading configuration, particularly in the area of mixed product loads,
the conditions of the car, the use of cushioned or non-cushioned cars, and the
shipping route.

To understand why we have package damage, particularly in the area of bags,you can follow a typical example through the system from manufacturer to
the ultimate consumer in an overseas situation. To start let us assume that we
are shipping 50 pound bags of a grain product on a pallet which probably is far
from being new or in excellent condition, with a few protruding nails, splinters
and perhaps even a missing board. Under Rule 41 and GMA regulations we ship
on a 40 by 48 inch pallet with a four inch overhang both directions, which is
allowable. Once the product is palletized it is probably stacked in the warehouse
for a few days, two, three or four palluts high, with each subsequent pallet rest-
ing on the unprotected bags of the lower load. Here the warehousing conditions
are probably satisfactory so we don't have to worry about moisture, infestation
or rodents. We do, however, risk the hazards of the bags be4ng damaged by a fork
truck. This product is then removed from the stack, loaded in a non-cushioned
rail car for shipment to the port and is subsequently subjected to the normal
damagc: that can and will occur in box cars, because of shock loads, shifting, and
again, protruding nails, splinters from load shifting, etc. At their destination
these bags are removed from the rail car and in all probability warehoused again
stacking three or four high while waiting for the ship. When ready to be loaded,
they are removed, placed on the ship and subjected to rolling and pitching, load
shifting, etc. that wilt occur in this type of shipment. At the end of the line they
are again unloaded and by one means or another distributed to the ultimate user.
It is apparent from this that the regular Rule 41 packaging requirements are not
going to be adequate to protect this package from the many handling situations
it encounters as well as the high relative humidity, the potential for becoming
wet, and the exposure to infestation and rodents which are generally on aU
freighters. This is a case where substantial amounts of overpackaging will be
required to insure that the product gets to the consumer in a usable condition.

The solution to the problem is not simple and requires a substantial amount
of study to develop a specific package specification for a specific product for
specific end use to be transported under specific shipping condition to specific
geographic locations. To make recommendations for in dividual pa ckages without
a study would simply be shooting in the dark and could result in substantial
overpackaging or a situation that would be no better than it is at the prssent
nine.In the discussion of this report, some general areas have been covered which
could and should be changed, and I have included comments relating to damaged
packaging that has been observed. From this it would appear that a program
could be design._yi to correct what packaging deficiencies there are, with immed-
iate attention to changes that are obvious and a study to develon new approaches
in all areas. With this the overall situation could be substantiilly improved.

FROM MRS. MURIEL BARRON, PARIS, MO.
SEPTEMBICE 14, 1971.

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Mrs. Muriel Barron (Betty). I am married to Muriel Barron ;

we have five children, ages ranging from 3 to 9 years ef age. Three of which
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are in school. My husband has 7 years of schooling. Since there was 14 children

in the family and he being the last, had to work to help his mother. His father

was killed in a mine accident when he was 9 months old. I have had 11 years

of schooling.
Last October 30th my husband was disqualified for work after a car wreck.

He has just had a spinal fusion at the Boone County Hospital, and will be

unable to work for some time.
We got checks from the Stateone for $70, which they are cutting about $10

for my husband.
The other check is A.D.C. for the children and myself, in the amount of $185.

I want to tell you some of my background 90 that you can understand how

important commodities are to me and my family.
We have very little left to get groceries on once we pay bill such as rent,

utilities, etc. and when we get commodities which amount up to around $87.50

a month extra over and above what we have left out of our check to spend for

groceries, and it helps.
I know there are more people in this country and other places who believe

as I do that it is bad enough to be down on your luck, trying to raise your

children right without having to beg higher ups to let you have commodities

after all we pay taxes which in turn pays the higher up.
I am not good with words but this I do know the state has this food extra

why not give it to people who need it? We are always sending food across the

water to other countries, well why not give food to the hungry children in

America?
Sincerely yours, Mrs. (Betty) MURIEL BARRON.



Appendix 2

ITEMS PERTINENT TO HEARING OF SEPT. 1.6, 1971

Item 1 Material Submitted by Witnesses

FROM MRS. ESTER PETERSON

EXPERTS UNITE To PLAN THE PROGRAM

Dr. Jean Mayer, professor of nutrition at Harvard University, chairs the com-
mittee that designed the Giant nutritional labeling program. Other committee
p.embers include Doris Behre, president of the Virginia Citizens Consumers Coun-
cil ; Mildred Brooks, home economics consultant with the D.C. Department of
Human Resources; W. W. Falck, president of the Maryland Consumers Associa-
tion Inc., Madison Jones, former chairman of the Mayor's Commission on Food,
Nutrition and Health ; Rodney Leonard, president of the Community Nutrition
Institute ; Sidney Margolius, consumer author and columnist ; Helen Nelson,
associate director of the Center for Consumer Affairs at the University of Wis-
consin ; Paul Smith, president of the D.C. Citywide Consumers Council , Dr. Ira
Somers, director of research laboratories of the National Canners Association;
James Turner, author and consultant at Ralph Nader's Center for the Study of
Responsive Law ; Irene Wolgamot, former president of the D.C. Home Economics
Association ; anz: 1iNtricia Young, chairman of the women's panel of the White
House Conference. Dr. Ogden Johnson and Judith Cooke of the FDA are
liaisons to the committee, which also includes a number of Giant staff.
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FROM DR. 111r1HAEL C. LATHAM

TABLE 1.-NUTRITIVE VALUE, AS PERCENT OF RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES,' SUPPLIED BY FOODS IN

REPRESENTATIVE PACKAGE USJA OFFERS TO STIJES FOR FAMILIES IN COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM,

f EBRUP.Av 1971
/Subject t7 chew without noticel

Representati ye package

Amount per
person per

month 3
(pounds)

Food
energy

Pro-
tein

Cal-
alum Iron

Vita-
mln A
value

Ascor-
bic

acid
Thla-
mine

Ribo-
flavin

Beans, dry 2.000 4.3 13.1 4.5 19.4 0 0 16,2 4.7
Bulgur . 500 1.1 1.6 . 2 2.3 0 0 I. g .7
Butter. 1.250 5.6 . 2 . 4 0 13.7 0 0 0

Cheese, Cheddar, process 1.250 2.9 8.5 13.7 1.4 5.0 ^ 5.4
Tomatoes, anneds 1.000 .1 .3 . I .6 3.0 5.2 .6 .3
Corn Griis41 .500 1.1 1.3 0 2.9 .7 0 2. 7 1.4
Cornmul, degermedtlt 2.500 5.7 5.8 . 2 14.4 3.7 0 13.7 6.9
Ug mix, scrambled, dehydrated._ . 562 2.0 5.9 4.5 3,4 4.2 . 3 1.9 7.0
ftetaroni, wheat-soy I I. 000 2.2 4.8 . 9 3.6 0 0 11.0 3.9
Meet, chopped, canned 1.875 3.5 8.2 . 3 5.2 0 0 7.2 4. I
Milk, evaporated a 1.812 1.6 3.7 7.2 .2 1.9 .6 .9 6.4
Milk, nonfat dry, Instant 0 4.000 9.0 41.9 81. 2 3.0 29.2 8.6 17.4 74.8
Oats, rollmil. 1.500 3.7 6.2 1.2 8.4 0 0 11.2 2.2
Orange juice,sweetened,

canned $ u 3.108 1.0 .6 . 5 1.5 2.1 37.8 2.7 .6
Punut butter 1.000 3.6 7.5 1.0 2. 5 0 0 1.6 1.3
Potatoes, deh d rated granuteso_. 1.000 2.2 2.4 .7 3,0 11.7 53.6 2.0 1.2
Pork/natural Juices u I. 812 2.5 9.1 . 4 53 0 0 10.4 3.2
Prunes, d
Rice, regular 14

.500
1.500

.7
3.4

.3
2.9

.3

. 6
2.1
8.6

2.3
0

.4
0

.5
8.2

.7

.5
Shortenings' 1.500 8.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
Sirup, corn 1.490 2.7 0 I. 1 7.6 0 0 0 0

Wheat floor, ail-purpose I' 5.000 11.4 15.4 1.3 17,8 0 0 27.4 13.9

Total 78.6 139.7 120.3 113.8 It 77.5 106.5 137.6 139.2

I person in family of 4: Man and woman, 22 to 35 years; boy, 11; girl, 8. National Academy of Sciences-NRC, Pub.

1964,1968.
I Based on USDA family distributimi for 4-person family.

May be replaced by cream-style corn, whole kernel corn, green beans, green peas, or applesauce.
Vitamin A values based on yellow varieties; white varieties contain only a trace of vitamin A value.
Enriched: 21 mg. iron, 2 mi thiamine, 1.2 mg. riboflavin, and 16 mg. niacin per pound. The same nutritive values

apply for corn flour, offered in the same amount.
4 Alternate package size may change amount per person per month somewhat.
I Enriched:13 mg. iron, 4 mg. thiamine, 1.7 rng. riboflavir., and 27 mg. niacin per pound. May be replaced by milkmacaroni.

I Fortified: 360 I.U. vitamin D per pound.
t Fortified:9,980 I.U. vitamin A arKi 1,996 LU. vitamin D per pound. May be replaced by noninstant, nonfat dry milk.
10 May be replaced by rolled wheat.
u May be replaced by appld juice, unsweetened orange Juice, or tomato juice.
13 Fortified: 16,000 1.11. vitamin A and 798 mg. 83CorniC acid per pound. May be replaced by dehydrated potato flakes.
13 May De Need poultry or beef or pork In natural julcen.
14 Enriched. 21 mg. Iron, 2 mg. thiamine, and 16 mg. niocin per pound.

May be replaced by lard.
to Enriched: 13 mg. iron, 2 mg. thiamine, 12 mg. riboflavin, and 16 mg. niacin per pound.
11 Base on preformed vitamin A (with 80 percent of A preformed R.).A. is 2,600 I.U.) foods offered supply 129.1 per-

cent of R.D.A. for vitamin A.

Note: Nutritive values are based on the commodity as specified in the USDA purchase announcement of the date in-
dicated in ARS (CF() June 19,1970, table 7, Nutritive Value of Pound of Foods Offered for Families in Commodity Distri-
bution Program. Changes in such specifications might affect the nutritive value of the commodity.

248 .
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TABLE II.SUMMARY OF NUTRITIVE VALUE, AS PERCENT OF RECOMMENDED DIETARY
ALLOWANCES, 1 SUPPLIED

BY FOODS IN REPRESENTATIVE PACKAGE OFFERED
AND DISTRIBUTED BY LUTA TO STATES FIR FAMILIES IN

COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAM, JUNE 1, 1970

Nutrient

Foods
-ed by
;DA 2

Foods
actually

distributed 8

Food energy

82 60

Protein

156 104

Calcium

131 73

Iron

124 91

Vitamin A value d
136 87

Ascorbic acid

105 90

Thiamin

138 1(;1

Riboflavin

154 9:

I National Academy of Sclences-National Retwarch Council, pub. 1694, 1968. RDA based on average allowances for 1

person in family of 4 (man and woman, 22 to 35 years; boy, 11 years and girl, 8 years).

V2 Representative package
26 foods in average amounts suggested by USDA for 1 person in 4-person household;

applesauce, dry beans, bulgur, butter, cheese, canned
whole-kernel corn, corn grits, cornmeal,dry lentils, milk macaroni,

canned chopped meat, evaporated milk, regular nonfat dry milk, rolled oats, canned orange Juice, peanut butter, dry

split peas, dehydrated potato rranules, canned boned poultry, dried prunes, raisins, rice, shortening, scrambled egg mix,

corn sirup, and all-purpose wheat flour. The list of foods, and amounts of single foods are subject to change witheut notice.

Amounts of 26 foods in representative
package based on records of distribution to families, 1969, except applesauce,

lentils, end macaroni whist, areestimated.
Assumes 75 percent is performed vitamin A.

TABLE III.THE NUTRIENT
GAPDIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROMISE AND DELIVERY

(Nutrient value es percent of recommended dietary allowances. Cols. 1 and 2, as per previous table, are foods offered

and foods actually distributed by USDA. Col. 3 Is an estimate based on 20 percent lowering of nutrient percentages in

col. 3 due to nonutilization,
wastage, etc. Col. 4 is 25 percent reduction in nutrient figures in col. 3 for a model tam ily

with high nutrient needs] (In percent!

Nutrient

Delivery

Promise Nutrients from
Nutrients from foods actually

foods offered distributed
by USDA by USDA

(I)

Food energy (calories) ..
82

Protein
156

Calcium
137

Iron.
124

Vitamin A
136

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C)
105

Thiamin
138

Riboflavin
154

Nutrients reduced
by 20 percent
due to loss by

non-utilization,
wastage, etc.

Nutrients reduced
for hypothetical

family with
requirements 20 to

30 percent above
USDA family

(2) (3) (4)

60 48 39

104 83 67

73 58 47

91 73 59

87 70 56

90 72 58

101 81 65

91 7:I 59
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF TOMPKINS COUNTY,
Ithaca, N.Y., September 10, 1971.

THE COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM IN TOMPKINS COUNTY,
NEW YORK : A PROGRAM FOR THE NON-WORKING POOR WITH A

CAR

The Commodity Distribution Program was the food assistance program for low

income families in Tompkins County until July, 1970, when it was replaced by

the Food Stamp Program. During 1969-70 the League uf Women Voters studied

the programits coverage, administration, and treatment of recipients. They

also questioned recipients to find out if it was easy for them to participate.

PROBABLE NUMBER OF FAMILIES ELIGIBLE FOR TIM PROGRAM

Using 1960 census figures on family income and family size and the eligibility

figures for the Commodity Distribution Program (January 1970), the League

of Women Voters estimated the number of families who were probably eligible

for the Commodity Distribution Program in each part of Tompkins County:

Area :
Number of fafAiliee

Ithaca City
1, 226

Caroline
129

Denby
133

Dryden
420

Enfield
114

Groton
273

Ithaca Town
801

Lansing
235

Newfield
153

Ulysses
195

Total
8,224

NUMBER OF FAMILIES SERVED

How many families were being served by the Commodity Distribution Pro-

gram? No more than 450 to 480 a month ! Scarcely 15% of those seemingly eli-

gible for it !
SOME REASONS FOR LOW COVERAGE

Many obstacles stood between the family eligible for commodities an I the ono-

modities :
1. The program was not publicized by those administering it; consequeltiy

niany families either did not know it existed or, if they did, did not know how to

apply for it.
2. All applications for the program had to be made at one place in the county

(in the middle of Ithaca ) and to one person ( who sat in front of a Snoopy poster

declaring "I love mankind, it's people I can't stand !") Since Tompkins County has

negligible public transportation, the poor without the use of a car had great dill-

cuity making the trip to the application office.
3. Commodities were distributed only one day each month (the second Mon-

day), from one distribution point On the outskirts of Ithaca), for a limited
number of hours (9:00 to 4 :30 p.m.). Since no public transportation was available

to the distribution site, private transportation, one's own or a friend's, was an
absolute necessity. If families failed to pick up commodities two consecutive

months, they needed to reapply for the program.
4. Commodities were brought to the distribution site the morning of the day

of distribution. Consequently, when weather conditions were bad, or the truck had
problems, commodities arrived late, were ready for distribution late, and were
distributed late. Waiting was not easy for the recipients in winter in the
snow or in the summer in the heat. Since children were not supposed to be
taken in to the distribution area, they were often left in locked cars (too hot in
the summer, too cold in the winter) or left home (sometimes alone).

SURVEY OF RECIPIENTS AT COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION MN=

On January 12, 1970 members of ths.? League of Women Voters asked families
who had come to the distribution miter to answer a questionnaire about the
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Commodity Distribution Program. 148 qeestionnaires were completed. The an-

swers provided are important :
1. Do you presently have a job? 21% Yes ; 79% No.
2. If you work, do you need to take time away from work toith.out pay to come

for the commodities? 85% Yes; 15% No.
3. How do you come to the distribution center? 50% In own car ; 45% In a

friend's car ; In a taxi or on foot.
4. Does lack of transportation sometimes prevent you fi om picking up the

commodities? 20% Yes ; 80% No.
5. What time during the day do you come to the distributien center? 87%

9 :00-12 :00 noon ; 33% 12 :00-4 :00 p.m.
8. Would you prefer to come some other time? 17% Yes, before 9:00 a.m. ; 15%

Yes, after 4 :00 P.m.
7. HOW long does it take you to drive to the distribution center, pick up the

,.emmodities and return home? 24% Under 1 hour ; 45% 1-2 hours ; 14% 2-3
hours ; 9% 3-4 hours ; 8% Over 4 hours.

8. How long do you wait at the distribution center before receiving the com-
modities? 21% % hour ; 15% 3-1 hour ; 21% 1-1% hours ; 27% 13-2 hours ;
7% 2-2% hours ; 4% 2%-3 hours ; Over 3 hours.

9. If you know other families who might be eligible for the program, why
don't they apply for it? "Because they don't have the time"; "Because they don't
have the transportation" ; "They work."

WHO WAS SERVED BY THE COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM?

Those who knew the program existed and how to apply for it.
Those with the time to travel io and wait at the application office and distribu-

tion center during working hours.
Those with transportation facilities primarily their own car (not the usual

possession of poor families).
Those not working or who, if working, could make arrangements to be away

from work to pick up commodities.
Those in good enough health to travel, wait in line, and carry boxes of com-

modities.
Those able to make arrangements for the care of children and other dependents

in their absence.
SOME COMMENTD

There is an underlying assumption that, altheugh the poor do not have money,
they have time. Therefore, large amounts of their time are swallowed up as they
1' :Ay for and wait for programs that are supposed to serve them. Even when
they become participants, the demands on their time df. not stop. For example,
in the Commodity Distribution Program the homemaker, whether she has the
tacilities and skills or not, needs to find the time to bake so she can use all the
flour, lard and corn syrup she is given. That time would be saved if she could
'Iuy baked goods, especially bread. One wonders whether a nutrition aide working

the Expanded Nutrition Education Program would advise a family to use its
food stamps to buy the items offered in the Commodity Distribution Program and
in the amounts given. Who regularly buys 1 pint of white corn syrup per person
per month when sugar is so much more usable and acceptable?

Being poor takes time. Worse yet, it takes time away from helping one-
self back to self-sufficiency. Should not programs meant to help the poor le; de-
signed and administered to serve them more efficiently and effectively? The Com-
modity Distribution Program with its restricted list of foods, and its many
problems in administration and distributions leads one to question both its
efficiency and effectiveness.

Mrs. LIN EMMONS, Chairman,
Mrs. VIRO/NIA AHRENS.
Mrs. JANET FrITHEN.
MrS. NANETTE HANSLOWE.
MrS. DIMIAH HOGUE.
Mrs. Hamm MORSE.
Mrs. ANNE MARGOT NASZLErL
Mrs. JMSE RINEHART.

Committee on Food itaaiatance Programa.
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FROM SUSAN BOLGER

THE BOSTON PACKAGE, AUGUST 1971 (COMPOSITWN FIGURES FROM USDA TABLES; JUNE 1, 1970; AND BOWES

AND CHURCH, FOOD VALUES . . . 1966)1

Per-
cent Percent
low
cost

plan 2
Calor-

ies
Pro-
tein

Vita-
min A

Vita-
min D

Vita-
min C

Thia-
mine

Cal-
cium Iron

Folic
acid 3

Child 4 to 6 years._
hild 8 to 10 years

Boy 14 to 18 years
14 to 16 years__

Man 22 to 35 years
Woman 22 to 35
Man 55 to 75+
Woman 55 to 75+...
Woman pregnant._
Woman nursing
USDA figures actu-

ally cfistributed

55
45
29
35
33
38
39
47
32
28

87
63
46
58
50
70
58
81
E4

45

60

197
148
99

1.5
90

107
90

107
90
65

104

173
123
86
86
86
86
86
86
72
54

87

85
85
85
85

85
85

(7)

100
100

72
80
63
72
66
72
66
66

90

100
72
52
66
57
80
66
80
72
53

101

165
132
94

101
165
165
165
165
110
101

73

66
66
36
36
66
36
66
66
18
18

91

55

35

5

3

/56

(3)

Iodine 4

51

5

I

5

5

3

(5)

I Prepared by Susan Bolger.
3 Surplus package co:ded in neighborhood "discount" supermarket.
I Primarily In green leafy vegetables, yeast, liver, other greens, kidney, beef, wheatdeficiency, if any, subclinical

except In pregnancy.
4 Primarily foods from seaboard areas and fortified salt-deficiency manifested by simple goiter, on increase in midWest

and south.
I Not calculated.

From USDA table--Summary of Nutritive Value, as percent or recommended dietary allowances; June 1, 1970.
I Not listed.

NOTE: Fat equal 40 percent total calories; Saturated fats equal 97 percent total fat.
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SUMMARY-Tim food preferences of approximately 50,000 college students representing I% of

rhe college enrollment in the United States during the 1966-1967 school Year were analyzed. The

responses were collected on a regional basis, subdivided as to sexand were reported as national and

regional totals. Two hundred and ;even food items were surveyed. Foods were ranked in terms of

percent Liked, Disliked and Do Not Know. Median andpnrcentile groupings for each food class, as

well as for all foods, were calculated. The relationships between lood preferences and nutritional

values of foods were examined. The percent of the recommended dewy allowance provided by

one serving of a given food item was calculated for vitamin A, vitamin C. calcium and iron. The

results indicated that if food preferences were the vole determinant of food intake, then the dietary

intake would be low in vitamin A. In fact, the best mikes of vitamin A were among the mosr

disliked foods in the entire survey. The relationship between foodpreferences and possible vitamin

C and calcium deficiencies war not clear-cut. Except for liver, one of the best sources of dietary

iron, there was little evidence ihar food preferences discriminated against foods containing sign*

kant amounts of iron.

INTRODOCTION

THIS STUDY is a report of the food
preferences of college students. The data,
obtained from the ARA Services, Inc.
(ARA), have been analyzed and a rank of
the liked and disliked foods established.
in addition, the nutritional contributien
of representative foods has been calcu-
lated. The study reported here repre:,ents
a first step in establishing the relation-
ship:: that exist among texture and flavor
of foods, food preferences and the nutri-
tional value of foods. The objective of
these investigations is to identify nutri-
tionally significant foods that arc dis-
liked, in order ultimately to increase their
acceptability by remedying texture and
flavor defects nr hy educating the con-
sumer to accept these bus because of
their nutritional value, or both.

Studies of food preference and accept-
ance have be.n of particular interest to
the Quartermaster Corps. Kamen et al.

(1967), in a survey tat the food prefer-
ences of servicemen, found that bread
was the most-uked food class, followed in
decreasing order of preference by fruits,
desserts, main dishes, beverages, potatoes
and starches, cereals, accessory foods,
soups, salads and vegetables. An earlier
study of Peryam et al. (1962) also indi-
cated that breads were the most popular
class, but the lesser-liked classes were
ranked in a slightly different order. It is
noteworthy that vegetables wr.e the
most-disliked fo..d class in both surveys.

A study of vegetable acceptance was
conducted by Van Riter 11950 in a
college women's dormitory. She found
that acceptance for green beans, vrax
beans, pear, potatoes and corn was in
excess of 80%. Strongly flavored vege-
tables such as turnips, broccoli and red
cabbage w ere not well accepted.

Studies directly relating food. prefer-
ence to nutritional value have not come
to our attention.

EXPERIMENTAL
THE DATA were collected doting the
1966-1967 school year from approximately
200 colleges and universities around the coun.
try and torment more than two million bits of
information obtained from 50,GJO college
students, approximately 1% of the total college
enrollment in the United States at that time.
The responses from the schools were collected
on a regional basis and reported as national and
regional totals. In addition, imth the national
and regional totals were subdivided by sex.
Infoonation was also provided as to the food
preferences of the students by age and ethnic
group. However, since this information ssas
limited, it is not reported at this time.

Students were queried about their food likes
and dislikes in the followirer manlier. Food
preference questionnaires were presented
dunng the noon meal-hour to all students

eating in the college dining facilities. A portion

of the questionnaire and the as.companying
instructions arc shown in Figure I. The stu-
dents ViCre asked to check Like a Lot, Like, Do
Not Know or Dislike for each of approximately
55 foods. Do Not Know responses reflect either
unfamiliarity or a lack of preference for a given
food. For thc purposes of this study, Like a Lot
and Like hare been combined into one cate-
gory, Like.

Altogether, 207 food herds were surveyed.
These items imluded all types of foods distrib-
uted among several questionnaires. Foods
belonging to the sante class were not listed
together. It is msumed that the random listing
helped the student make an independent
judgment regarding each food and minimized
the tendency r- raz.9e comparative judgments.
Some items appeared on more than one list;
thus, the number of responses for e given food
ranged from about 8,000 to approximately
28,000.

The data were expressed as a percentage of
the total response for that food. For example,
if 20,000 students responded to roast turkey
and I ii,000 checked Like, then the percentage
of preference was 90%. The remaining 10% may
have been divided between 8% Dislike and 2%
Do Not Know, or 1,600 and 400 students,
respectively. A food which is not well liked is
not necessarily disliked, since that food may
have received a high Do Not Know response.

The analysis of data was begun by ranking
all foods in terr of percent Liked, Disliked
and Do Not Know. This enabled calculation of
both median and percentile groupings for each
food class, as well as of al/ foods included in the

study.

Food composition data
AKA made available the recipes used to

prepare the foods listed in their queste :mire
as well as the size of an average sem The

Fig. f -Portion of actual food preference que rionnaire example.
Menu Like Do Not

item a Lot Like Know Dislike

Orange sherbet
Buttered kale
Chicken cacciatore ---
Apple juice

The food preference questionnaire on this page is one of several
containing representative foods of all types. No one list is complete, so
do not be concerned if there are other menu items about which you

would like to comment. Opposite each item on your questiminaire
place a mark in the column which best describes how you feel about
the food. When making your choices, think of the foods as served to

you here: if they have not been served, then think of them in the form

in which you have eaten them elsewhere. Please give us you honest

opinions-not those of your neighbors. This is not a test of your knowl-

edge of foods.

254
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Table 1The 10% of ell surveyed foods best
liked by college students.

Table 2The 10% of all foods surveyed least
liked by college students.

Table 3Tbe :0% of all foods surveyed
receiving the most Do Not Know responses
from collebe students.

Percent
liked Menu item

Percent
disliked Menu item Percent

94 Ice cream 68 Sautded chicken livers do not

94 Soft rolls 66 Turnips
know Menu item

52 reuben sandwich

92 Beef steak 62 Sautied iiver

92 Hot biscuits 61 French-fried eggplant 49 Cheese blintzes

92 Milk 58 Cabbage
45 Kale

92 Orange Juice 58 Pickled beets
40 Welsh rarebit

91 xoast turkey 57 Baked squash
37 Spanish omelet

90 Roast beef 57 Stewed tomatoes 36 Vegetable aspic

89 Apple pie 56 Carrot-raisin salad 33 Pug* Plum cobbler

89 Fried chicken 56 Stewed rhubarb
31 Chicken cacciatore

89 Ice cream sundae
54 Stewed prunes

31 Lemon snow pudding

89 Strawberry shortcake $3 Cream cheese and jelly sandwich 30 Peach and cranberry salad

88 Doughnuts 53 Navy bean soup 30 Wel sealoppine

88 French-fried potatoes 52 Cucumber and onion salad 29 Jellied bing cherry salad

88 Hamburger 51 Cauliflower
27 Beef turnover

26 Cinnamon pear salad

88 Sliced peaches 51 Soft-cooked eggs

87 Chocolate-chip cookies 49 Stuffed pepper 26 Corn fritters and bacon

87 Fruit cup 43 Brussels sprouts
26 Lamb stew

86 Brownies 48 Lamb stew
26 Veal fricassee

86 Tossed green salad 48 Succotash
25 Baked swordfish

48 Sauerkraut 25 Beef barley soup

25 Grits
25 Hungarian goulash

amounts of vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium and
iron per serving were calculated for most of the
foods irt this study. The primary data sources
on food composition were Agriculture Hand.
book No. 8, Composition of Foods (1963); and
Nutlitive Value of Foods. Home and Garden
Bull. No. 72 (1964). When Information was not
available in either of these primary sources,
data wert obtained from Food Values of Por-
tions Commonly Used (1963). For multicom-
ponent recipes, a given nutrient conte. per
serving was calculated by adding together the
amount of the nutrient present in each ingre-
dient of the racipes. Thus, in Table 8, Beef
Stew and Chicken Pot Pie are listed as good
sources of vitamin A. The vitamin A content is
derived from the carrots called for by these
recipes.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Specific food preferences

'f he most popular foods among college
students are presented in Table I. For
example, milk, beef steak, hot biscuits
and orange juice were liked by 92% of all
the students who responded to those
demi. This list contains many desserts,
but only one pctato item and no vege-
tables. However, tossed green salad, com-
posed of raw vegetables, is on this list.
When these foods are co.apared to those
preferred by the servicemen, it is found
that the ten most-liked foods (fresh milk,
hot rolls, hot biscuits, strawberry short-
cake, grilled steak, ice cream, ice cream
sundae, fried chicken, Ftench-f ried pota-
toes and roast turkey) are all among the
foods most liked by the college students.

The foods which were extremely dis-
liked eppear in Table 2 in order of
decreasing percent disliked. On this list,

there ate a large number of vegetable
item and no desserts. Sauteed chicken
liver, the most disliked entree item, was
also the most disliked of all foods in the
survey. It occupies the top position on
the disliked list. Reviewing the. other
items reveals that the term stewed may be
related to the dislike of certain foods
since stewed tomatoes, stewed rhubarb
and stewed prunes as well as lamb stew
are all found in this group-

The third class of foods are those
which received a large number of Do Not
Know responses. These foods are listed in
Table 3. Unfamiliarity with either the
food or the name may have prompted
this response. Foods such as kale, grits
and grilled reuben sandwiches are known
only in certain areas of the country.
Chicken cacciatorc, veal scaloppine and
veal fricassee may have been eaten and
enjoyed, but the names of these items on
the questionnaire may not have been
ii ' with the foods.

.1c following foods received few Do
Not Know responses: orange juice, ham-
burger, roast beef, fried chicken, ice
cream, milk and spaghetti. These are
foods to which most everyone has been
exposed and, consequently, has had an
opportunity to make preference deci-
sions.
Preference according to food class

All the f000 items in the survey have
been separated into one of ten food
classes which include: breakfast items,
appetizers, soups, salads, sandwiches. en-
trees. vegetables, desserts, breads and bev-
erages. These classes and the most liked and
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disliked in each are shown in Table 4.
This table should be examined in con-
junction with Figure 2, which has been
designed to facilitate comparisons be-
tween food classes. In Figure 2, the
median values of all items in each class
are related.

It should be noted that even though
cornbread was the most disliked of the
bread class, it was disliked by only 23%.
This class is so well liked that the least
popular member is better liked than
almost one-half of the other foods in the
survey.

Of all the food classes, bread is the
most popular, since it has a median
percent Like of 92. The next popular
clans is the beverages, but now the median
has dropped to 78% Liked. Desserts,
sandwiches and appetizers rank close

together, with 71, 70 and 69% Liked for
the median in each class, respectively.
These five classes are above the median
for the entire survey, which is 63% Liked.
Er.trees, salads, breakfast items and vege-
tables are less popular classes, with medi-
an percentage values of 55, 53, 52 and
51, respecii-Jely. Finally, the tenth class,

and least popular is soup, which had a
median score of 43% liked.

When these findings are related to the
food preference of servicemen as studied
by the Quartermaster Corps, it is noted
that the bread class is the most liked in
both studies, while the soup class is the
least liked. In general, there is a definite
similarity in the ranking of the food



Tott to 4-Matt Wed sod Most &tithed
Food clau Most Liked
Iheakfut items Dovitinub
"Spied/en Orange Juke
Soups Chicken noodle
Salads Tossed poen
Sandwyches Hamburger

Entties Beef steak
Vegetables French fries
Breads Soft rolls
Cismerts he cream
Brierages Milk
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foods for pub f004 CMS.
Moat Disliked

Son-cooked sus
Stewed rhubarb
Nary bean
Pickled beeb
Cream cheese and jelly

&bulged chkken livers
Twines
Com bread
Mead pudding
Coffee

classa in both studies, even though the
food classes Ole not exactly the some; for
example, in the college student study,
breakfast items include cereals as melt as
hot cakes, omelets, etc., whereas in the
Quartamaster report the same foods
were divided between entrées and cereals.

Of the viz beverages included ut the
survey (coffee, hot tea. Iced tea, hot
chocolate, lemonede and milk), coffee
was liked the lust, a finding also reported
by Lamb (1954) in her study cf co.sege
students. Servicemen pattered milk,
chocolate milk and hot cocoa to coffee
and liked hot tel only slightly las than
coffee (Payam et al., 1960).

Both the entree and vegetable clasatz
are further subdivided in Figure 2. Vege-
tables hare been divided into 2 Sub-
classes -potatoes and other vegetables.
The median for the potato subclass is
75% Liked. The median for the "other
vegetables" winless h. 42%, below even
the lowest class, soup. The subclass
"other vegetables" contained 27 Items.
Of these, peen beans, pms, baked beans,
noodles, des and sweetpotatoes were
hied by more than 52% of the students
responding 'These wets the same items
especially liked in the study conducted
by Van Biter (1950. The remainder of
the vegetables in this e:ilichisa wet. liked
far less than I hose Just listed.

A close took at thom entree subclasses
which pertain to meat, fish end poullre
reveal that bee items were the most liked
and bur the least liled. lbe chickee
class, placed competitively low on the
entree scaler, included : chicken cacciatote,
chicken chow mein. deckers a le khelf.
cluck= pot pie, chicken and dumplings
and (Mod chicken. This somewhat Iowa
melamine eney his doe to the lugs
moans of combination Items us this
close Combination demi are generally
less wetl liked than plain entlie foods,
howeuer, sp. Matt, bee! stew and pizza
are well liked. rned eineliess was the only
member of MS a.luta CUM especially
welt liked. Ituaged meal items, especially
rood beef and roast curtsy, received
preference ratings show the median lot
the entree class, with the exception of
roast Iamb. Lamb is the least liked of all

the red meats and the only red meat
outranked by fish as a clam.

A large number of fish items weie
Incicded in the survey. Many of these
items mere not liked and only fried
shrimp (73% liked) received a rating
greater than the median for the tint=
enSrév dem

It is noteworthy that the meat prefer
awes of college students differ markedly
from those of servicemen. In the Quarter-
master study (Peryam, 1960), fowl was
the Number One meat choke, followed
by pork, harn, veal, beef, lamb, liver and
fish. College students prefened beef,
pork; chicken, veal, fish, lamb and liver in
that order.

In this study, a wide metal, of nutri-

Bost (i)

Post en) Seabrisble (7o1

weer (e)

ems (D)

pub (ik)

lamb OM

Low. (PM

boys sandwiches
all the student..
hambargers were
tion, many other
pork sandwiches
salad sandwiches
students.

All the foods included in this stud, are
found in Table S. All foods are divided
among the 10 food classes and are listed
in order of decreasing percent liked with-
in the class.
Differences in food preferences between
the acme

In a companion of tbe responses made
by men and women, it was noted that
men had a greater tendency to give Do
Not Know response, and women WM-
cated stronger preferences for certain
foods. These latter preferences are re-
ported in Table 6. Ax mieht be expected,
salads and vegetables, the lowercalorie
menu items, are preferred by college
coeds. In general, the foods in Trble 6 are
not welt liked by either sex. Tt.y may
perhaps be considered as leas well lifted
by men than by women. There were no
foods foe which men indicated a decided
preference.
Regional differences in food pefeence

Although todey's college etudents are
a transient group, some regional prefer-
ences would be expected. The data wete

was Wei liked by most
As might be expected,
welt liked but, in addi-
types such as hot roast
and tuna and chicken
were popular with the

ft. a-Crytoostoest madto. : tooth teat nee mid tw Sottiss sod stseoltitts avberessis.
IMerreeen, *ewe res.41 mu permittreiss.
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analyzed tot the 6 regions listed in Table
7. These regions coincide wiIh lac regions
used by ARA and were selected because
their use facilitattd processing of the
data.

The greatest regional clifferences were

Teem 5Preferences roe MI roods
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noted in Region 4--thc South (Table 7).
Grits, black-eyed peas. lima bean -. and

iced tea were among the foods preferred
in the South; chili and lamb stew were
preferred in the West and clam chipi,ler
in the Northeast. flour leg of lamb was

its0 pfercrfed by the West Coast eerier

but this preference was not I. strong as
(or lamb stew. Hot reast pork sand-
wiches, roast pork and grilled pork chop
were all disliked in Region Two, the area
around Philadelphia (Table s) Although

summed Wed by rood chum. /MOM III each maw ranked M order or chcemaing percent liked.

Food class

Breakfast
Doughnuts
tlot cakes
Fiench tout
Scrambled eus
Bkwber.y pancakes

Frosted cornflakes
Fried eggi
Hans 0111eit I
Oatmeal
Cream of wheat

Bran flakes
Soft-cooked eggs
Gnti
Spanish omelet

Appetizers
Ors mice
Fr.. Jests)
Grape juice
Banana Metall
Apple juice

Cantaloupe
Grapefruit Juice
Tomato lute
Pineapple juice
V-11 juice (vegetable)
Stewed ;nines
Stewed rhuharb

Soups
bitten noodle

Vegetable
lomat
Ocam of mull
(lam chow
Beet harks
Navy bean

54154.
Tosard peen
lettueu and tomato
Head lettuce
Owl's
Chefs saied bowl

Potato
Cole new
aisoned relishes
Waldorf
Jelled peach and basin,

Cottage theme
Cinnamon pear
.lelhed Wog cherry
Oran. C000111,11

Peach And cranbewy
Cucumber and 0400s1
Pickled beets
Corot raisin

Vegetable aspic ((resh)

Sandwiches
Hamburger
Cheewbuiter
llot roast beef
Bacon, lettuce and tomato
Ham

G011ed ham-cheese
Barbecue beef
Grilled cheese
Tuna salad
Chicken salad

Submarine (Hoatie)
Hot roast pork
Bologna and lettuce
Egg sated
Cream threw and Wily
Grilled wenn

Entrees
Beef stem
roast tutkey
Rout beef
Fried chicken
Spaghetti (Italian)

Canadian beton
Bacon strips (also-grilled)
Swiss steak
Grilled pock chops
flaked smoked ham

Frankfurtert
Hied shrimp
schilisity steak
Reef stew
Piraa
Mainetwere platter Instill
Roast frock
Cluette and dumpling,
barbecued gweenbt
Gniled ham Weak

Macaroni and chome (baked)
Sausage (entled)
Weat umf
Rant veal
Chicken pet pie

IL magns,

Ranch
Chicken a Is king
Cold cuts (platter)
Chit con Caere

Vested flounder
Beef turnover
Fruit antes' cheese Flatter
?vest leg of lamb
Fried ticallori

Veal cutlet parmigiano
Creamed chipped beef
bun loaf (baked)
Tuna-noodle casserole
Fried haddock

Turkey croquettes
Grilled stuffed frank
Chicken chow mein
Cooled beef
Deviled crab

Corned beet' hash
Shrimp creole
Chicken CICCIatore
Veal fncessee
Fned perch

Stuffed tomato cold platter
Baked swordflth
Baked halibut
Veal scaloppOii
a:impel:al goulash

Stuffed peppers
Coon fritters and bacon
Salmon tom (baked)
Sauteed bver
Welsh rarebit

Lamb stew
Cheese blintzes
%noted chicken livers

Vegetable*
rench-f Ind potatoes

Whole kernel CORI
flaked potato (Idaho)
Coin on the cob
Whipped poi 'toes

Green beans (buttered)
Oven-browned potatoes
Given pus (buttered)
Parsley potatoes (buttercd)
Potaton au gratin

Baked beans
Noodles (buttered)
it, or (steamed)
SeverpAltslet
SPNItat nor

Uom beans
Broccoli (buttered)
Spanach
Asparagus (buttered)
Bruserls sprouts

Glazed canots
Sauerkraut
Cauliflower
Smodwred comet
fawned beers

Black-eyed peal
Cabbage (steamed)
Baked squeal
Stewed tomatoes
Succotash

Fried egwlant (French)
Turnips
Sale (buttered)

Breads
Soft rolls
Hot biscuits
Cornbread

Muerte
lec einem
Apple pie
Ice cream sundae
Strawbern shortcake
Sliced peaches

Chocolate-chip cookie'
Brownlee
Orange sherbet
Chocolate-nut sundae

Devil's-food cake
Leeson meerngue pie
Angel-food cake
Gingerbread
Blueberry pie
chocolate pudding

Cherry cobbler
Apple crisp
PM ton cream pie
Peach nibble,
Pumpkin ple

Peanut hitter cookiss
Baked ropier
Power* upside-down cake
%smeltery chiffon pie
But renvoch pudding

Raspberry .estatir
Chocolate keener. cream
Cherie cake
Eap.oct
Bakes! custard

Lice puddang
Lernon mow pudiling
Mum COWINt fpurpkz
Bread I ardiR

limners
teak
Lemonade
Hat chocolate
IrJ lea
Hos sea
Coffee
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other foods were to a degree prefer-
entially liked in the remaining 5 regions,
differences were not great enotuals to
merit their inclusion.

NUTRITIONAL QUALITY
A recent report, Nutritive Quality of

Diets USA (1968), pinpointed thc nutri-
tional soft spots in our societ y. The study
reports that dietary deficiencies, when
they do exist, center around vitamin A,
vitamin C and calcium. The National
Research Council in its 1968 revision of
Recommended Dietary Allowances
(RDA) raised the iron recemmem:ation
for females (ages 18 -22) to 18 mg. Since
there is some doubt as to whether this
amount will be provided in the diet of the
average 18-22-year-old female, this nutri-
ent was also studied.

The RDA for vitamin A, vitamin C,
._alcium and iron for males and females
between the ages of Ill ar.d 22, the age
group represented in this study, arc listed
below:

Vitamin A
Vitamin C
Calcium
Iron

Males Females

5,000 11J 5,000 IU
60 mg 55 mg
0.8 g tig
10 zni l8n.

The ansounts of vitamin A. vitamin C,
calcium and iron in an average serving of
the foods included in this study were
calculated from published food composi-
lion data, For each of these nutrients, the
percent of the recommended dietary
allowance provided by a serving of a given
food was determined. The preferences for
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foods found to he good sources of these
nutrients ate given in Tables 8 through

Student food preference ratings in
Tables 8 through I I arc given as a rank
within thc food class to which ihe food

Table 6 --Fe^.14 Ward rnore by young womeo than by young own.- -

1:11,

Salaas Sandwiches

Tuna salad
Chicken ulau

I/everts
Oseese cake
Peanut butter C0,03, s

E ntrees

chea Wad bowl
Fnut glalter -coruge cheese
Stuffed tomato cold platter'
Tunamoodk sasserole
Lasagna
Baked e,a. aonii artd. lvvese

B everages

Hot tea

Cotter cheese
Cole s;aw
Carriatiairin
Lettuce
Lettuce and tomato

Toar-el green
Waldc
Cheri
Ass led missiles

Vegetables

Steered tomato(
Buttered asparagus'
Cauliflower*
Steamed cabbap
Glazed canas

Buttered broccoli
/JAM asuasht
Hansard beets'
Belmar sprouts'

'Let'ilhan SOl:s Liked.

2 5 8

itcni belongs. The "rank in food slasv- is
denoted by a fraction whose denominator
equals the number of items represented in
the food class and whose numerator is the
rank, in the order .lost Liked 11 I Least
Liked, for the food w 'thin its Clasm. Thus.

Table 7-Selected foods indicating regional likes and dislikes among
college students.

Food class

breakfait
Grits

Region'

C MA S MW WC

Soups
Clam chowder
Beef barley

Salads
Potato
Canot-raisin
lelhed peach and banana
Assorted relishes
Cole slaw

Sandwiches
Ilot roast pork

Veretables
Black-eyed pet,
Lima beau
Baked beans
Rice

Desserts
Pumpkin pie
Peach colshlei

Beverages
Iced tes

Emtrees
Honk submarine
1 Ind flounder
Pried perch
baked halibut

hirken cdeciattan.
Veal cutlet parnitz,no
I:teamed chipped beet
Chili
(Neese blintzes

Lamb stew
Grilled peak chop
Roast pork

X

X

X

X

0 0 X
0 X

o

0

X

X

I X designates liked. 0 designates disliked.
northeast -Coaneetscut.Maine. Massachssetts, New Ilanspshce.

new York, ttbode island and Vermont..
Central -Delaware. I:astern Pennsylvaeu onctudmg Plidadelphud

and Nev, Jersey.
-Mid-AtLaita Delaware. Maryland, Southwest Virginia. W ash-

InrIon, D.C.. Washmgton County. Ohio. west Virginia and Western
Ptiolvylvania,

S, Souther, Alabama. Arkansas. I Fonda. Georgia. Ken Neky, Low-
%sans. Missisupr.;, New Me ,..11, North Carolina, Northern Virginia.
Oloarsoma. South 'tecluna Issas and Ternessee.

MW Mid- Vest Ce"..rt,t, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas. Michigan,
Minnesota, Missvuo.blebasika, North Dakota.Ohio. South Dakota and
Wisconsin.

WC-West Coast Ari-sma. t'alifornia, Idaho. Montana. Nevada,
Oiegon, Utah, Washington asd Wyoming



Table 8-Srudenn preferences for vitamin A.connoning foods.
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Food item
Percent of RDA

per seminal
Rank in

food class'

Foods supplying 10tr; or more of R bA

Liver 430 59/63

Sauteed chicken liven 300 63/63
Sweetpotatoes 230 14/33

Spinach 210 18/33

Glazed carrots 150 20/33

Cantaloupe 120 6/12
Beef stew 110 14/63

CarroFtalsin salad 110 18/19

Baked squash 100 28/33

Foods supplying 30 99% of RDA

Broccoli (buttered) 60 17/33
Chicken pot pie 60 25/63
Kale (butte:ed) 60 33/33

Pumpkin pie 60 21/34
Baked swordfish 40 52/63

Spanish omelet 40 14114

Bacon, lettuce am'
tomato sandwich 30 4/16

Fried Mt 30 7/14

Towed ..ett mama 30 1/19

Veg.,,,bk soup 30 2/7

'RD% for vitamin A is 5.000 Ill for both men and women, ages
It io 22.

'Oenominator equals the number of items in the foo ' class. The
ator represents pte ICnce rank within the class. Thus, the value

1 ot 59/63 tales Mat the (ood class contains 63 items and that
;iced 59th in preference among the 63 entrees studied.

t hc fract.an 1/63 means that the (Gad
class contains 63 members and thy food
in question is the best liked in tie class;
the fracl,on 63/63 means that the nem is
the least liked in a litld of 63. It is
assumed that foods compete only within
a class. A choice may he made ciween
chicken and fish (ut Iatel) between
chicken and ice cream or coffee.

Foods containing the greatest amounts
of vitamin A per serving are listed in
Table b. Of the 9 best sources of vitamin
A, only sweetpotatoes and beef str w
ranked above the median of their respec-
tive classes in food preferences. Liver, the
best source of vitamin A, was among the
most disliked food in the entire survey.
Only of the 19 foods supplying 3IYX or
more of the RDA for vitamin A were
abOve the median for foods liked in their
respective class,

Foods high id vitamin C are tabulated
.., I able 9. Of the 9 best sources of
ota min C, orange juice. lettuce and toma-
to salad and cole slaw %WM well liked. 14
of the 24 foods supplying 30% or more of
the RDA were below the median in food
preference f.st their resprYtive .classes.

mtainirg roads are given In
Table 10. these foods contain small
amounts of calcium. However, only 8
foods, biked macaroni and cheese. pizza.

rabf. 9-Snide/me preferences for sirarnin Ccooraining foods.
Percent of RDA Rank in

per serving' food class3Food item

broccoli (buttered)
C'abbage (steamed)
Cantaloupe
Orange juice
Cauliflower

Brussels sprouu
Grapefruit lake
Lettuce and tomato salad
Cole slaw
Spinach -
Sweet potatoes

Asparagus (buttered)
Baked potato
French fries
Strawberry chiffon pic
Black-eyed peas

Kale (buttered)
Lemonade
Oven-browsed Potatoes
Parsley potatoes (buttered)
Sauerkraut

Stewed tomatoes
Tomato Juice
Vegetable aspic (fresh)

Foods supplying 80 10091, of ROA

100
100
100
90
80

17/33
27/33
6/12
1/12
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toods supplying 50-79% of RDA

70 20/33
70 7/12
70 2/19
60 7/19
50 18/33
50 14/33

Foods supplying 30-49% of RDA

40
40
40
40
30

30
30
30
30
30

30
30
30

19/33
3/33
1/33

24/34
26/33

33/33
2/6
7/33
9/33

72/33

29/33
8/12

19/19

1RDA tor v.aunin C Is 60 mg for men and 5$ mg for *omen. apes
18 to 22. Calculations based on male nmuirement for vitamin C; tne
above foods supply a slightly greater amount of a woman's daily allow/-
UWE,

2Denominatot equals the number sr items in the food cLass. The
numerator moments the preference rank sonar, the dese, Thus, she
value for broccoli, 17/33, states that the fos lass contains 33 items
and that broccoli ranked 17th preference among the 33 vegetables
studied.

Mac, welsh rarebit. grilled ham and
cheese sandw,li, grilled checese sand
wich, cheesebwger and hot cakes, con-
tainyd 30% or more of the RDA Per
serving, and none of these 8 contained as
much as 50%, recommended allowances.
T;Jeze foods are sources of calcium
because they contain substantial amounts
of milk or dairy ptolucts. Welsh rarebit
was the only one of these 8 best sources
of calcium that was disliked.

Iron is the only nutrient that has a
great...7 RDA for women than for men ;18
nits vs. 10 mg). Foods coi.tributIng 10%
or more of the iron RDA for young
women are given :n Table I I, No food',
other than liver, cs.atribute more than
30% of the RDA for iron. However, many
foods not listed in Table I 1 can contlib-
ute 3 5% of the Resommended w-

ance. It is of interest that despite he

greater need tor iron ry the female there
is apt-at:idly no preference for iron-
conta.ning roods by young womes. as
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conspired to young men.
The result of the present study shows

that if food preferences were the sole
determinant of food intake among college
students low dietary Intake of vitamin
A could result. Two-thirds of the 19
foods o..pplying 30% or more of the RDA
for vitamin A are among the foods least
liked. In fact, the best sources of vitamin
A are mong the most disliked foods in
ttse entke survey.

The relationship between food prefer-
ences sod possible vitamin C and calcium
deficiencies is not Ls clear-cut. In both
instances, one good source of these nutri-
ents is very well liked. Orange juice meets
90% of the RDA for vitamin C and food;
containing milk and milk products satisfy
30 to 40% of the RDA for calcium. In
both instances, onset foods, particularly
vegetables, that ate sources of vitamin C
or cakium are generally not liked.

Ir the same pattern of food prelo.
ences exists throughout our society at
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Luse 10-Srudante warfare-am for calcium-containing foods. Table -Srudynts' onfirences for ironcontaininp foods.

'MA stem
Percent of RDA

per serving'
Rank in

food clan' Food item
Percent of RDA

per serving5
Rank in

rood diass2

Macaroni and cheese
Milk
Cheeseburger
Grilled cheese sandwich
Grilled hens and cheese sandwich

Hot cakes
Plus
Welsh rarebit

Baked beans
Baked custard
Blackcyed peas
Bread pudding
Butterscotch pudding

Chefs 'Mad bowl
Chocolate nut sundae
Creamed chipped beef
Deviled crab
French toast

Ice cream
Lemon snow pudding
Rice pudding
Boaon cream pie
Broccoli (bustried)

Chicken a la king
Cottage cheese
Cucumber and onion salad
Kale (buttered)
Roast pork

S,ramb1-d egp
Spinach
Ste., I rhubarb
St IA, berry shortcake
Tapioca

Foods supplying 30-50% of RDA

40 21/63
40 116

30 2/16
30 8/t6
30 6/1:

30 2/14
30 15/63
30 60/63

Foods supplying 10 29% ot RDA

20 103
20 30/34
20 26/33

34/34
20 25/34

20 5/19
20 9/34
20 37/63
20 45/63
20 3/14

20 1/34
20 32/34
20 31/34
10 18/34
10 17/33

lo 28/63
10 11/19
10 16/19
10 33/33
10 17/63

4/14
10 18/33
tO 12/t2
10 4/34
10 29/34

Sautéed chicken livers
Sautéed liver
Beef steak
Beef stew

Baked beans
Chicken pot pie
Chili con came
Corned beef hash
Grilled Pork choP

Hot roast beef sandwich
tIeS roast pork sandwich
Meat loaf
Roast beef
Roast pork

Roast turkey
Scallops (fried)
Bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich
Baked smoked ham
Blackeyed peas
Bologna and lettuce sandwich
Chicken a la king
Cljcken salad sandwich
Corned beef
Creamed chipped beef

French fries
French toast
Fried chicken
Grilled ham and chetat sandwich
Ham sandwich

Macaroni and cheese (baked)
Spanith omelet
Scrambled egp
Spinach
SiTawbenv shortcake

Foods supplying 30-5031. of RDA

50 63/63
50 59/63
30 t/63
30 14/63

Foods 'Applying 10-29% or RDA

20 t 1/33
20 25/63
20 30/63
/0 46/63
20 9/63

20 3/16
20 12/16
20 23/63
20 3163
20 17/63

20 2/63
20 35/63
10 4/16
10 10/63
10 26/33
10 13/t6
10 28/63
10 /0/16
10 44/63
10 37/63

10 1/33
10 3/14
10 4/63
10 6/16
10 5/16

10 21/63
10 14/14
10 4/14
10 Ism
10 4/34

'RDA for calcium is 0.8 g for both men and women, ages IR to 22.
'Denominator equals the number of items in the food class The

numerator represents the orefeicnce rank within the class. Thus, the
traction for baked macaroni and cheese. 21/63, warts that the food
dew contains 63 Items and that macaroni and cheew ranked 21s1 in
preference among the 63 entsies studied.

among college students, families who may
he unable to purchase edequate amounts
of ors nge juice or datry pioductr may
have tcs, look to products such as vitamin
C -fortified drirks and skim milk powdez
to ubtain suffi:lent amo,:nts of vitamin C
and calcium.

Except for liver, there is lit tIc evidence
based on nit foods surveyed in this study
that food preferences will materially
affect dietary intake of iron. Some leafy
green vegetables and legumes can contrib-
ute 3-5% of the RDA. Since vegetable,
as a class are not very well liked, the:,
may be some discrimination against this
sotace of iron.

II has been estimated that the average
U.S. diet provides about 6 mg of iron per

RDA for Iron is 18 mg for women and 10 mg for men, ages 18 to
22. Calculations based on female allowance for Iron,

2Denominetot equals the number of Items In the food class. The
nuinerator represents preference rank within the clan. Thus, the value
for liver of 59/63 means that the food class contains 63 items and that
liver ranked 39th in preference among the 63 entries studied.

1400 calories (5), thus, iron require .
mem: for males are readily met. How-
ever, the SDA of i 8 mg of iron for
females wi)I be difficult to obtain 1,
dietary Thc 1.108 revision a
Recommended Dietary Allowances (5)
takes cognizance of this difficulty and
states tbst "individuals with nutrient

(API below the recommended allow-
ace 1.:. not necessarily at a disadvan-
tage." Only if biochemical and chemical
evidence identifies an individual u bei:ng
iron-deficient there any need for con-
cern. In such cases iron supplementat'nn
is indicated.

This study represents an attempt to
determine the relationship between food
preferences and roirritIonal quelity of

and, Mthough no quantitative figures
have been established. it may be that
food preferences can contribute to mal-
nutrition (either under- or over-nutri-
tion). The pattern of foal likes and
dislikes exhibited by these college stu-
dents may well be related to the food'.
served in the boric during childk. ui1 And
adolescence. One cannot make ine as-
sumption that the pattern of food prefer-
ences found in thin study is typical of all
our society. This type of study should be
extended to younger age groups and in
particular to lower-income poups m
various regic ns or the country. The recent
emphasis on eradication of niabiutrition
in the United Statet places a degree of
!...gency on such studies. If foods are not



liked, they will not be eaten, and the
nutritional value of any food is zero until
consumed. It may well be that supplying
the same kinds of foods to all who are
undernourished may not be equally
bendicent.
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FROM RALPH ABASCAL

EXHIBIT 1
CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING ILLEGALITY OF CALIFORNIA'S COM MODITY

DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM
APRIL 24, 1967.

BERNIECE D. KANATA,
Supervisor, Commodity Distribution Program, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

San Francisco, Calif.
DEAR MRS. KANATA : At page 12 of the Sutter County General Relief Manual

appears the following statement regarding the distribution of the U.S.D.A. Sur-
plus Foods : "Commoditiet, shall not be issued to persons receiving a categorical
aid, except in very unusual circumstances." It is my understanding that this
rule is put into practice, and that the Sutter County Welfare Department seldom,
if ever, gives commodities to persons receiving aid under one of the State Cate-
gorical Aid Programs.

It appears to me that this rule and the practice of following this rule are in
violation of the Revised Plan of Operation, Distribution of U.S.D.A. Commodities
to Needy Households, Local Public Welfare Agencies, approved by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Food Distribution Division, dated September 23,
1963. The Revised Plan provided that commodities may be distributed to both
plIblic assistance households and non-public assNtance households. There ap-
pi..irs to be no provision granting to County Weifure Departments the -discretion
to exclude one of these categories.

Could you please advise me as to whether nity reading of the Revised Plan is
correct. If I am correct, what steps can be taken to remedy the situation?

Your very truly,
MYRON MOSICOvITE.

APRIL 24, 1967.

CALIFORNIA STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY FOR SURPLUS PROPERTY,
Sacramento, Calif.

DEAR SIR: At page 12 of the Sutter County General Relief Manual appears
the following slatement regarding the distribution of the U.S.D.A. Surplus
Foods : "Commodities shall not be issued to persons receiving a categorical at('
except in very unusual circumstances." It is my understanding that this ru
is put into practice, and that the Sutter County Welfare Department seldom, if
ever, gives commodities to persons receiving aid under one of the State Cate-
gorical Programs.

It appears to me that this rule and the practice of following this rule are in
violation of the Revised Plan of Operation, Distribution o! U.S.D.A. Commodities
to Needy Households, Local Public Welfare Agencies, approved by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Food Distribution Division, dated September 23,
1963. The Revisel Plan provides that commodities may be distributed to both
public assistance households and non-public assistauce households. There appeqrs
to be no provision granting to County Welfare Departments the discretion to ex-
clude one of these categories.

Could you please advise me as to whether my reading of the Revised Plan is
correct. If I am correct, what steps can be taken to remedy the situation? .

Your very truly,
MYRON MOSICOVITZ.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
CONSUMER AND MABICETIr I Szavicr,

CONSUMER FOOD PROGRAMS,
San Francisco, Calif., April 28, 1967.

Mr. MYRON MOSNOVITZ,
Directing Attorney, California Rural Legal Assistance,
Mal-11)414W, Calif.

DEAR Mu. Mosxovrrz : Thank you for your letter of April 24, 1967, referring to
the distribution of USDA Commodities in Sutter County. We are awarf.N. that
Sutter County does not, except under unusual circumstances, distribute com-
modities to persons ret_eiving categorical grants under the Public Assistance
Program.

2R 2
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V;)ur quotation of the Revised Plan of Operation I.or ii Matting USDA
Commodities is 4.orrect. The Plan provides that the county nil, :stribute to bot h
public assistance households and non-public assistance housil; .3utter County
has made a d!cision to distribute conumnlities only to nou-publie assistance
househoels nd General Assistance households when needed and upon recipient
request. NV'L, have urged the various counties in personal visitation to broaden
their distribution practices to include all eligible categories. If you have not
already done so, you mity wish to contact the County Commissioners concerning
that matter.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES M. ERNST:

Director, Western District.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
arrtmcoto, Map I, 1967.

AlvaoN MosKovrrz.
California Rural Legal Assistance,
Marysville, Ca ti f.

DEAR MR. MOSKuVITZ : This has reference to your inquiry of April 24 on the food
distribution progr:un operated by the Sutter County Welfare Department.

It is true that federal donated foods may 'an issued to both public assistance
households and to low income non-public assistance households. However, the
federal law and regillatiolls make this provision permissive so the decision be-
comes a local one.

I know of no way to change the situation except to convince the Board of
Supervisors that the county restrictions should be liberalized.

Sincerely yours,
WALEER U. JOHNSON.

Eirecutive Assiatant, Surplus Provorty Agency.

LAW OFFICES or CALIF0aNIA ItURM. LEGAL ASSISTANCE,
/1. 1!:67.

WAtirmi l. JouNsoN,
Assistaul, Surplus I'mperty Allcncy, Stlte Department of Education,

Sacramento, Calif.
DvAlt MR. JOHNSON : Thank you very much for your letter of May 1. 1967,

regarding the distribution of CU...D.A. connnodities by the Sutter County Welfare
Department.

I cannot agree with your conclusion that Federal law and regulations permit
a County Welfare Department to exclude a group of people eligible under the
State plan. Section 250.6 (c) of the Federal Regulations dealing with the coni
modifies program (Title VII, Chapter 2, subchapter U. Part 250) provides, in
part. as follows:

"Welfare Distribution. Distributing agencies, prior to making distribution to
welfare agencies or households, shall submit a plan of operation for approval by
t he appropriate area office of the (:!ommodity Distribution DiviCon, C. & M.
Such a plan shall incorporate procedures and methods to be used in certifying
households as in need of food assistance and in making distribution of voliarind-
aks II them. No amendments to s!.eli plan shall be made without prior approval
of the area office, Commodity Distribution Division, C. & M. S. Distributing
agencies shall require welfare agencies making distribution to households to
emiduet distrThition programs in accordance with all provisions of the plan of
operation. As a minimum, the plan shall incluiVi the following: (1) The en te-
gories of households. one or both of the following, to which distribution will be
made: (i) Public assistance households. Those households in which no inembers
are receiving benefits under the Federally-P(11)11c Assistance Programs authorized
in the Social Security Act or under State or ' al welfare programs: or those
households in which some of the nit-tubers receive such benefits, but all melnhers
thereof are included in the determination I, grant such beneCts. Nrm-public
Assistance HouschOldR. Those households in which none ef the members recoive
;Kaiefits described in subdivision (11 of this subparagrapn. or in which some of

I 71 pt. SA -18
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the members receive steel lienetits, but ell Of the meethers are lee
the determinatlim a teelto grnt s beneets,'

iecluded ni

'Ilte provision is petiniesive in the s,mse that it allows the distribaton. agcnep
your ageney) to elle O(la either public ;18Sistalted houeehoets or ewe-pep.,
essistnnee households, or both, in the State plan. It gives no discretion te County
Welfere Departments to disobey the State plan after the State Distrionting
Agency has made its decision as to which categories shall be included in the

State plan.
The State plan, which wus approved e 9* agency and the C.S. Department

of Agriculture, Food Distribution 1 evisiot . laie. provides in l'aragrapit e 'het

public assistance households shall he rot ise. ell eligible heesehelds to l'e(-eiee

U.S.DA. commodities, The Sutter county Welfare Deem tineet hes refuee.1 to
comply with this provision. The above quoted h'etheeti :le:nett:en provides tine

'Distributing agencies liall require welfare agene:e:-7 llistriblition to
heeeeholds to conduct distribution progrmns in at-),.ilanee wit h oil line:elope
of the eean of operatiotee This section requires your ageney to emnpel the Sutter

County Welfare Department to eomply with the Stute plan.
Many of the clients are receiving State 010-eeffrieal Aid benefits 11 retell tbe

Sutter County Welfare Department. In many car.es, because of certain peculari-
ties in the welfare program, the maximum emount of aid they limy reeeive l('es

than the amount of their needs (ne determined by the Welfare Department).
Proper distribution of U.S.D.A. commodities te those people would be of con-
siderable help in enabling them to meet what the State has determined to be their
minimum needs. 13yeause of this situation, Mr, Johnson, we strongly mgt., your

agency to fulfill what appears to be ite 'defy tinder the e hove quoted Federal
regulation.

Very truly yours, MYRON MOSKOVITZ.

P.S.--Could you please send me a copy of the eontract between the Sutler
County Welfare Department and your agency concerning the feanelodities
program?

STATE Or CA 1.1r0ENIA.
DEPARTMENT Or EDUT.MoN,
Sacramento, Calif., May 5, 1110.

Mr, Mvito-; 1108KOrITZ,
nirecting ft orncy, California Rural Legal AsSista nee,

Ifarygrilke
DEMI. Mn. Moskovrrz: Thank you for your letter dated May 4. 3I1O in whit+

volt reunite:At on rny reply of May 1 to your April 24 letter.
Plen.4e under,f-and that I. and all of my co-workers, greatly sympathize

with all recipien,s of welfare grants. as well as other low incomQ families. We
believe teat the addition of federal donated fonds to welfare grants aed
low incomes would help considerably in somewhat alleviating the needs of these
groups in California.

Neither we nor officials of the U.S. Departmeat of Agriculture have ever
Placed your interpretations en the meaning or the Federal regulations and our
Plan of Operation. If we were to do so, I am afraid that all 2G counties cur-
rently participating iii the food distribution program to needy families would
withdrew. None of the counter welfare clepartments in California issue donated
foods to all categorical aid families. : 'une do when it has been determined
t her. there ei an unmet need.

Obviothey, sir C I am not an .attorney, it Is not possible for me to effer any
evidetwe othe. I ean a layman's opinion as to tne lege! meanings of the Federal
regulations :Lel ,our Plan of Operation. Ite however, we mere required to adopt
your interpretations we woulo l. either have to change our Plan of Operation or
sit by and wateh the enlre program collapse.

As requested, we are enelosing copies of earresprndenee between onr office
and Butter County Welfare Department dealine with their plan of operation.
If additional information e, desired, please advise me.

Sincerely yours, W. L. JOIMSON,
P:.reeutive gRi8ton t A') .rplus Property Agency.
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(0.1.011Kit 17, 11)tili.

',. rot, FREENt N, .1r.
Director, Conanodifics Disfributiim Conxiithers Scruic(

Department of Agriculture, Lt. a Nit I »pion, D.C.

DEAR AIR. FRMMAN : I am writing to Yon Oil the suggestion or Ronald l'oi-
lack, staff attorney, Center on Social Welfare Law & Policy, Columbia Low

School.
Sutter County Welfare Department operates a commodities distribution thod

plan. However, they have u local regulation which does not permit recipieots
of categorical public assistance aid to receive commodities. That Is, they only
distribute commodities to non-public assistance households.

My understanding of the relationship between 7 CFR §250.G(e) (1) is that
the statement therein, "Tbe :-egory of bousebolds, one or both of the follow-
ing, to which distribution will he ulnae. . ." would bc granted to "distrihntioo
agencies", in this eaoc the Department of Education, State of California, with
the option to include with .a their state plan one or both of public assistance
insl non-public sssistance households. Thus, when the state plan does elect
to include both households, as the California State plan does, loeal "institu-
tions" such as the Suttee County Welfare Department, do not ha\ the option
to elect to distribute to publie assistance or non-public assistance households.
That is. if the county participates in commodities distribution, it must know
:.hat the state plan has option to ... -finite to both types or households and
somply accordingly.

1 would appreciate any comments you have on my interpretation of the an-
thority of a local welfare department to resist distribution to public assistance
households when the state plan has chosen to distribute to both public assistance
a oft non-pnbite assistance households,

Thank you for your attention and cooperation.
i4Incerely,

ltm.1,11
Directing .1ttom cm.

OCTOBER 23, 19(39,

)EILL FREEMAN, I T.
Director, Commodities Distribution Divi8iG)1, Consunzers t Marketing Sorr-

ier, 17.`-!. nrprIrt WO of A.grieultfrtre, Washington. TLC,
DEAR 1 in. FictIENIAN: I ,1114 !Ooked at my letter of ( )cf oi,er 17. 11101+

rogn NI to the commodities program. It does not mitle much sellm
it "on the run." Please allow me to clarify it.

7 CFR § 25o.6 (e) (1) provides that :
"Distributing agencies fin our es's,. Stee Department of Education), prior

to making a distribution to welfare agencies . . . shall submit a plan of Opel:,
tion. . . , ..mch a plan shall incorporate the procedures and methods to he
used in certifying households as in need of food ltnnce and in making distri-
bution Of commodaies to them. * * * Distributing agencies shall require wel-
fare agencies lin our ease. Sutter (2onnty Welfnre Deportment-1. making distri-
bntionr 10 hops, holds to conduct distrii, "ag programs in aecordanee will. all
provisions of the plait of operation. As a minimum, the plan shall include are
following:

(1) The categories of households. one or both of the following. to which
distribution will be wade :

(i) Public assistance housel elds.
Nun-publie assistance households.

'Flu riilv rea:onable interpretation of 7 CFR 1 250.14e) (1i is that it allows
I he distributing agency [iu our ease. State Department of Edncnti u J.
choose whether lb plan shall inelnde one or both of the crtegories of households,
In other words, th ,. state has an option. Thus, when the state plan does elect
tu include both households. as the California State Plan does In Fart V, a
welthre agency [in our case. the Sutter County Welfare Department], does not
have the option Ic choose to distribute to one or ttoth. This option is fl ailahle
eti!:t to the distributing agency.

Thank you again for your attention.

RALPH S. A.RASCA
Direv:ing Attorney.
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I".S. 1 weARTNIENT Aceicriateir.
Poop AND NUTRITION SERVICE.

Wuxi! D.C., Oct. 29, 19(;:).

Subject : Opinion Request, Commodity Dist ribut ion Program, California.
To : Charles M. Ernst, Director, Western Region, ENS San Fra ncisco, Calif.

This will respond to your September 23 inenierandure request ine emir ;mid:mune
in preparing a draft reply to Assemblyman McCarthy's September 1 5 ;nquiry.

Assemblyman McCarthy states that there are substantial disparities in eligibil-
ity requirements among those comities distribetieg commodities NV' 't there is
uniformity in Food Stamp Program counties. ele further questiou - eether
county can set a standard for commodity distribution that is mere restrictive
than the food stamp standard.

Jt is the policy of this Den:trim et flee eligibility reqnirements for food stamps
and commodity distribution he the same where possible. It is farther the policy
of the Department that State distributing agencies sImii require Welfare Agencies
making distribution to honschelds to conduet certification and distribution in
accordance with all prev isions of the state plan of operation.

In our review of the Californium Commodity Distribution and Food Stamp
plans, we cannot find basic differences in eligibility requirement.

Inasmuch as we are aware that several California counties have restrietive
policies (witnessel by survey of restrictions vompleted by counties) limiting
participation and, whereas such policies are contrary to the intent and pureeses
ne provisions of the California State Plan of opera f lon. we think Mho the Cali-
fornia State Distributing Agency, with your direction and guidance, should
cause the provisions of the plan to he applied by all participating counties.

You may wish to use the approach of our impedieg financial arrangement with
states and counties ( culminating with standards flf eNcelletIre IO utter present
program disparities and expand the reach of the programa to all eligibile Maisie
holds.

Ilowmta P. DAvte
Acting Administ

McFmn,AN ii, C.u.ir October 29, .1969.
Mr. CILARLES M. 'INN tiT,
Wgionol Director. 17.b+.1).A.,
Son. Fraveisco,

DuAn Mr. lihugsy: Under the Kings County Commodity Distribution Plan of
Operation, Federal Public Assistance recipients are certified as eligible for com-
modities only if they meet the need requirements of General Assistnnce (county
welfare). Since the eligibility requirements for General Assistance are mueh
more stringent than those for federal categorical aid, very few people in Kings
County receive General Assistance. For a person to receive General Assistance
it must be shown that he is in much greater need than must be shown to qualify
for federal categorical aid. This means that very few people in Kings County
receive surplus commodities. despite the fact that many people are eligibee and
receive federal categorical aid.

The federal regulations ( 7 CFR, Ch. II, § 250. appear to prohibit these re-
strictions on the categories of people who are to receive commodities. Section
250.6(e) provides two categories of households "to which distribution will be
made." The state plea of operation must include one of these categories as a
minimum. The California plan includes both categeries---"public assistance house-
holds and non-public assistance households." There is no p:ovision in the federal
ru,gulations for changi these categories.

The California plan of operation status that public assistance households
[which are defined as including honsehelds in which all members receive aid
under one or mom of the following programs : (a) Old Age Security ; (b) Aid
to Families with Dependent Children; (c) Aid to Blind; (d) Aid to the Dis-
abled; (e) General Assistance] "are eligible to receive donated foods . . ."

Mr. W. A. Farrell, Chief Surplus Property Officer, has informed me that hie
department interprets these regulations to mean that each county may narrow
the state eligibility requirements if they wish. Mr. Farrell felt that there was a
distinction between being eligible and actually being given the food. Thus while
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many people would be eligible under the state regulations, only those
to whom the county actually decides to distrilnite the food w ill receive it.

This interpretation is clearly contrary to the federal regulations. Section
250.6(e) speaks not of eligibility, but of those catgories of households "to
which distribution will be made." In the same section the regulations require
that "Ed] istributing agencies shall require welfare agencies making distribution
to households to conduct distribution in accordance wifh all provisions of the
plan of operation." [emphasis added].

Since you have approved the operation of tbe Kings County and California
plans, I believe that you have the responsibility of seeing that the regulations
are complied with. Toward this end I would appreciate your contacting Mr.
Farrell and the Kings County Welfare Department informing them of the proper
interpretation of the regulations and their responsibilities thereunder.

A great number of people are now improperly being deprived of access to sur-
plus commodities and these people are in great need of food. 'Co alleviate their
dire situation, I would appreciate an early response to this letter.

Thank you for your assistance.
Very truly yours, PETER H. RBID,

Rryinald ffeber Smith Fellow.
Nolle.,NiSNS 13, 1909.

NEILL FREEMAN, JR.,
Director, Commodities Distri tion Division, Consumers and Marketing Serriec.

U.S. Department of Agrici......re.
DEAR Mr. FREEMAN : Have you received my letters dated October 17, 1969, and

October 23, 1969, relative to the nonce -mity of the Sutter County Welfare
Departnent and the State of Cali:ornia respect to 7 CFR § 250.6(e) (1) ? In
the event that you have not received this correspondence, collies are enclosed
for your ready reference.

I am under considerable pressure from a large group of clients who wish to

file ult. In my opinion, that would be unnecessary and v-ould only prolong the
rectification of the problem. Exercise of the authority tlhat resides in you and in
Mr. W. A. Farrell, Director, Surplus Property Department of Edurn-
tion, would be ideally preferable for all concerned. This wonld effectuate a 1.1pid
resolution, result in no embarrassment and eliminate i de necessity for considera-
ble expenditure of attorney time, both ours, the State of Caffrontia's and the
Ilnited States Government's.

Thank you for your time and attention. I await your early response.
Sincerely, Rm.rir S. ABASCAL,

..rifreettny Attorney.

NOVEMBER 21, 1969.

Hon. Riennan 11. LYNG,
Assistant Secretary,
U.S. Department of Agricultut-e,
Wash;ngton, D.C.

DEAR MR. LYNG: I was very encouraged reading of your address bcfore the
California Canners and Growers Association in San Francisco. A copy of the
story as reported in the Sacramento Bee, November 19, 1909, is enclosed for
your reference.

Our problem here does not involve the deficiency of existing legislation:
rather. lves lack of enforcement of existing legislation. I have attempted
to see- ,vititiort of this problem in correspondence with, Neill Freeman, jr..
Direci , Jommetlities Distribution Divist, , Consumers and Marketing Service.
Copies of my correspondence to Mr. Freeman dated October 17, October 23 and
November 13 are enclosed for your reference. I have not received response to
these communications either confirming or denying my interpretation of the
law. My position is set forth in this correspondence and is elaborated upon in R
recent memorandum. a copy of which is enclosed for your reference.

Thank you for your time and attention. I would npprc-einte your t-iinnients.
Sincerely,

RALPH S. ARARCAL,
Directing Attornco.
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I II RTM k:NT (01,' AORICULTURF.,
OFFICE OF T SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C.. December /5, 1969.

in./ ur,r,ley. 1hif fit-#.!'fr Vural ;v11
thyryNrilfc. t

DEAR Nilt, AltAt-,t Al.: Timid; you for your letter of November :21. Mill. and
its (r nave prffibably received Mr. Freeman's reply of November 10, 1909 to your
Jetie;..4, giving the DeparImont's interpretation of the regulations. However, a
,opy of his let er is enelosed herewith for your informntlon in the event the
..riginal was not rcoolved.

Sincerely. RICHARD 1-.3,
Assistant Secretary.

I7.S. DEPARTMENT OF Aortic:zit:rut:E.
'00D AND NUTRITION SERVICE,

1Va.nhington, D.C., Noi.ember 25. 1969.
Mr. RALPH S. ARAEICAL,
Directing Attorney,
ealifornia Rural Legal Assistanee,
Marysville, Calif.

DEAR Mu. ADARCAL : I have received 1.e at tatehed copy of a lettr to you from
Mr. Marvin M. Saindstrom relaying to your letters of October 17 and October 23.
It is our sincere hope that the financial arrangements we can make with states
and eounties will speedily rectify the itroblem you have described.

We want our food lissistance programs to be absolutely responsive to human
needs and to that end our Western RegiGnal office !a San Francisco is proeeediug
with discussions with the California States Department of Education.

Thank you for your prompt follow up to your October letters.
Sincerely,

Enclosure:

NVALL W. FREEMAN, Jr..
Director, Commodity Distribution Division.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

Foon .msn NUTRITION SERVICE,
Washington, D.C. November 79, 1969

Mr. RAT.PTI 5. ATIARCAT
Directing Attornelt,
California Rural Legal ssfstancc,
Marysville, Calif.

DEAR MU. ADASCAT. Thank you for your letters of October 17 and 23 to Neill
W. Freeman, Jr., of this Servic. a-ilcIng for our c-omments on the Sutter County
Welfare Department's authority to resist distribution of donated foods to public
assistance households.It Is the policy of this Department that st ai t e Illst ributing agencies shall require
welfare vgenries (such as Stiffer County Welfare) to emuluct certilleation and
distrilmtion at necordanee with nil provisions of the state plan of operation.
The California State Plan does not provide counties with thc option to serve
only -.ion-public assistance households.

This Department does not eond-me such barriers to full participation. Where
policies of this nature ore contrary to the intent and purpose of the 14tate plan.
the Department has str-mgly urged state distributing agencies tn see that pro-
visions or the state plan are applied by all participating connties.

One factor requiring special conideration in California. as well ns some other
states, is that local officials, in mot- eases, muFt bear a pro-rata share of state
costs of administration, the intra-state costs of moving donated foods from Ftaffs
warehouses to local centers, plus all other costs o operating local food pro-
grams In many instances. program res:trictions are applied beause of limit( d
funds.The Department hopes to climinate these barriers with use of an impending
tinancial arrangement with states and counties to alter present program dis-
parities. and expand the reach of food assistance to all ellehle needy hcmseholds.
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We are ng lair Regional ()nice tir Man Frattelscr, to discuss this nuttler
with the California Stnte I n>partment of Education.

Sincerely,
( S ) MARVIN NI. SANDSTROM.

HNixi ii,. t Doputy Administrator.
NoviEmmAt 25. intli).

Mr. WILLIAM A. PARREI.I..
Chief, Surplus Property °nicer.
State Rducational Aveney for Surplus Propert p.
Sacramento, Calif.

DEAR MIL FARRELL : is to respond to yiour recent letter to shich was at-
tached an inquiry from Assemblyman McCarthy dated September L,, 1969.

Assemblyman McCarthy Stutes that. there arc substantial disparities
in eligibility requirements among those counties distributing connnodities while
there is uniformity in Food Stamp Program counties. He further questions
whether a county ean set a standard for commodity distribution that is more.
restrictive than tbe food stamp standard.

It is the policy of this Department that eligibility requirements for food stamps
and commodity distribution be the same where p,n4sib1e. It is further the policy
of the Department that State distributing agencies shall require Welfare Agencies
making distribution to households to conduct certification and distribution in
accordance with all provisions of the state plan of operation.

In our reView of the California Commodity Distribution and 'Food Stamp
plans, we cannot find basic differences in eligibility requirements.

Tnasmuch as we are aware that several California counties have restrictive
limiting participation and, whereas such policies are contrary to the intent

and purposes of provisions of the California State Plan of Operation, we ask that
you take immediate steps to cause the provisions af the pinn to be applied by all
participating counties.In this connection we know full well that the couLties will experience addi-
tional costs to expand the reach of the program to tal eligible households. In the
near future we hope to be able to provide you with information on the impending
federal financial assistance arrangements. These -Ivisions for cost sharing
should Play an important part in bringing about tne ce Dapliance and information
we seek.

Sincerely yours,

MT. CIIABLES M. ERNST,
11 ;rce(01`, il'entern Ref/fool, Department of .4 yricult ec, Pond and Nutrition

Service, Nan Francisco, Calif.
LEAR MR. ERNST : Because of the critical eemtonale situation in tbe State of

Washington Governor Evans is continuing his efforts to othain approval from
the Department of Agrieulture for the direet distribution of foods in this State.
The need is particularly critical in the Seattle. Everett and Tacoma areas.

This letter is to notify you of our intent to implement direct disiebution of
foods in conjunction with the food stamp program immediately upon receipt of
approval. The Division of Economic Services within this Department has re-
sponsibility for the operation of this program and will he your point of eontact.
We will shortly be submitting a plan similar to the one which was used by the
State of Washington prior to 196S. 17111.s plan is being jointly developed with
the Department of General Administration. It is our understanding that the
eligibility rules presently in effeet, far the food stamp plan will be applicable
nntil the new regulations can be imriemented.We further understand that. given authority. the Department of General
Administration can deliver fooes preslently stored at the Sand Point Warehouse
In order to accomplish immediate distribution of foods. Previous experience in-
dlea:cs that it takes eonsidernble time to obtain food for an ringrAng supply. Tr

CHARLES M. ERNST,
Director, Western Region.

DI% ISION Or PUBLIC ASSISTANCR,
ECONOMIC &envier DIVISION,

July 21, 1971.

.269
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illovvr,,re. ilopernIlyv %%4 ivrvivc approval or our plan al Oh early date
mo that additional foods can be Immediately ordered.

We amreclate your cont hated help ami advic e iii expediting the implementa-
tion of this phut which is so urgently needed in this State. I look forward to
working with you.

Sincerely. Miss 31Anv LOFT EVERSON,
NtS iStit lit Nee/Whir/I.

I7.S. Dut..titTml;:cr OV AGRICULTURE,
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE,

Nan Francisco, Calif. August 5, 1971,

Miss M AMC IAA: EVERSON,
Assistant k:ecrclary, Division of Economic Services. Slate Deportment of Social

awl Health, Services, Olympia, Wault.
DEMI MISR EVERSON : I have held your letter of July 1:"1, 1971 requesting ap-

proval to make direct distribution of Department donated foods In connection
with your Food Stamp Program until I could verify the Department's position
on such requests after the new Food Stamp Regulations were issued. I am sorry
I could not respond sooner.

While Public Law 91-671 does permit dual operation of the Department's two
food assistance programs to femilles In the same locality and the regulations
issued to implement that legislation do spell out requirenients for dual opera-
ion. the Department has deckled that it will not approve any dual operations.
It is our belief that the two programs operate for the same purpose and the

same eligibility standards would apply to both. Therefore dual operation of
Food Distribution and the Food Stamp Program in the same locality cannot be
Justified.

We appreciate your efforts to make the Food Stamp Program more responsive
lo the needs in the Seattle, Nverett and Tacoma areas and lool fbeward to meet-
ing with you or your representatives later this month to diseuss implementing
the new Food Stamp Regulatirws.

Sincerely yours, CHARLEs M. EaNsr,
Director 'Western Ilegion.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
OFFICE OF TILE AproaNEY GENERAL,

Ran FraneiReo, Novrnther 26, 1969.
Ite. Commodity Distribution Program.
) r. M X' RA ifrEwrY,

Nnperintcndent of Public Instruction,
sto to Department of Education, Sac amcnto, Calif.

n.:Au. Int. RAFFERTY' . All California Colin i; IPS presently participate in one of two
foilcra I rotid progra inseither the Food Stamp Program or the Commodity Dis-
ribution Program. Among the counties participating in the Commodity Distribu-

tion program, however, eligibility standards vary widely. The results of these
varianees, of eourse, is serious disparity between counties of benefits being pro-
v;ited otherwise equally eligible recipients. These disparities are illegal and, we
have little doubt. unconstitutional.

The State Educational Agency for Surplus Property, the California "dis-
tributing agency" [7 C.F.R. 2710.3 ( e)], is required by federal law, ie., regula-
thms of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). to "submit a plan

operation for approval" [7 C.F.I./. §250.6 (e) ] by USDA. Once that statewide
plan is approved by USDA. (as the California plan was on May 3, 1908),

dIlstributing agencies shall require welfare agencies making distribution to
households to conduct distribution programs in accordance with all provisions of
h. ohm of operation." 7 C.F.R. § 250.6(e) (Emphasis added.) Distributing

ageneics are required to enter into agreements with subdistributing agencies
and. "rain agreements shall contain such terms awl condition's as the distrih-

.270 ;
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Wing ligeney deems necessary to insure that . . . the distribution and use of
colninudities is in accordance with this part L7 C.F.R., Part 2501. . . ." C.F.R.
§ 250.6( it) (Emphasis added.)

We think that the federal rules clearly disallow the inter-county variances
presently extant in California. Equally evident, we think, is the fact that the
state Surplus Property Agency of the Department of Education has the author-
ity, indeed, the duty, to cure this defect. There is to be one statewide plan. The
Surplits Property Agency must exact agreements from each participating couuty
weaare agency to conform Its county plan to the state plan. In addition, it Is the
duty of the state agency to require the various counties actually to distribute
food in conformity with uniform state requirements. Moreover, the state plan
must have, as its core, eligibility criteria which are "the standards used in the
state's own welfare program," or others which "must bear a direct reation to
such [welfare] standards." 7 C.P.R. § 250.6(e) (5).

In addition, it is our opinion that for the State to operate the Commodity
Distribution Program in the manner which allows for Inter-county variations
well may constitute a denial of equal protection to persons living in counties with
the more restrictive eligibility requirements. We think that this conclusion
probably is compelled by the decision of the United States Supreme Court in
Sha2tro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) and by rulings of the United States
District Comt ,n Hernandez V. Hardin, U.S.D.C., N.D. Cal., Civil No. 50333.

We are info, ned, and believo, that the initiation of a lawsuit, challenging the
legality and constitutionality of the Commodity Distribution Program as oper-
ated In California, Is imminent. In such a possible lawsuit, you would be a likely
defendant, and one in a largely indefensible position, we fear. In order to protect
your interests properly, we feel that It is imperative, and we request the op-
portunity, to meet with appropriate representatives of the State Department of
Edtication to commence Immediately the planning and implementation of a
uniform distribution program in all participating California counties.

Very truly yours, THOMAS C. LYNCH,
A ttortiey General.

JAY S. LINDERMAN,
Deputy Attorney General.

EXHIBIT 2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTEASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

AHASCAL, KERRY & HABERFELD; PETER H. REID; RICHARD M. ROGERS ; ATTORNEYS
FOR PLAINTWES

ANTONIO CORONADO, SALVADOR ALANIZ, JULIA BMA, ANDREA BERLANGA, PAULINE
RENTERIA GARCIA, ALFONSO GOMEZ, LUPE MARIN, DOLORES SAENZ, PETE SUMAYA,
MARY VENEG'%H, VICTORIA VERA, BERTHA MAUER, ROSIE Bunarrr, CHARLOTTE
ANDERSON, POLLY FARRELL, MARGARET CANTWELL, INDIVIDUALLY AND ON BEHALF
or ALL OTHER. SIMILARLY SITUATED, PLAINTIFFS

V.

MARY QUITORIANO, DIRECTOR, SuirrKa COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT, ROBERT
HALEY, DIRECTOR, KINGS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WETXARE, EDWARD
ROBINSON, DIRECTOR, BUTTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE, MAX
RAFFERTY, SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, W.
A. FARRELL, CHIEF, CALIFORNL%. STATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCY FOR SURPLUS
PROPERTY, CLIFFORD M. HARDIN, SECRETARY, UNTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, ROY W. LENNARTSON, ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND NUTEMON SERV-
ICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGALICULTURE, CHARLES M. ERNST, DIRECTOR, FOOD
AND NUTRITION SERVICE, WESTERN REGION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND BERNICE CANATA, ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND NITTRITION SERVICE, COM-
MODITY DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM, WESTERN REGION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OP
AGRICULTURE, DEFENDANTS

.1S-854-71pt. 8A-19
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COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE AND DECLARATORY RELIEF

INTRODUCTION

This action seeks compliance by the defendants of their respective duties in

the administration of the Ce:amodity Distribution Program. The food which
should be but is not DOW available,: is literally vital to plaintiffs to prevent
great andtruly irreparable Injury to them and, especially, their children,

The Commodity and the rood Stump Programs together comprise. USDA's

Family Food Assistance Program. Local communities can choose which they care

to operate. The Commodity Program provides in-kind, donated free of charge
to the State Department of Education which in turn donates it to 25 California
county welfare departments, imposing only de minimus administrative costs.

Many of the counties, including the defendant counties, have adopted, and en-

force, very restrictive eligibility standards, contrary to federal statutes and
regulations and, intact, State law. State. and Federal Defendants have long been
aware of such practices ; thus far,. they have deferred to "local control," .(with

VengestiCe), lii lear derogation of their clear legal duty to compel a modicum
otcoreplianee With' the law. :

The restiletive,standards operate to exclude a large number c. persons receiv-

ing federally-aided publiC assistance. Apparently, Local Defendants believe that
such'paYinehts are sufficient to achieve an adequate diet.

-Happily, *this Court Is not-asked to adjudicate the merits of that policy judg-
ment. Rather, Plaintiffs contend that neither the controlling statutes nOr the
regulations allow the exclusion of any recipient of public assistance. if this Court
holds to Contrary, plaintiffs contend that variable eligibility, based upon the
eimrity-of residence, is a' denial of due process and equal protection of the law.

1.. In:- 1935i the United States- Congress recognized the cruel anomoly that
exists when millions of people go hungry in this, history's r'-hest, most advanced
civilization. Congress established the "Food Trust" and no .utted the Secretary
of Agriculture as truatee. Congress declared that the Trust I 11 be used . . . to

. . . encourage the domestic consumption of . . . [agri ral] commodities!.
. . . among:persons an loNi income groups. . . ." (7 U.S.c. e( ) Secretary
of Agrieulture,'Henry A. Wallace optimistically said, "If phut is fully suc-
cessful, it means that tile day is not far- distant when the people of the
United States will be adequately nourished. . . ." (84 ( g. Itee. 3230 [1939],
emphasis added).

2. On May 6, 1969, President _Richard .3i. Nixon said : "i agricultural system
produce§ niore food than 'we can consume o accm, Jed are Most of us to
a, full and balanced diet that, .untii recently, we have iought of hunger und
malnutrition zia prebleMs In only less' fortunate .Cotintr t.

But in the past few years we have awakened to the distressing fact that despite
our material -abundance and agricultural wealth, many Americans suffer from
malnutrition . . :.:there Can Le no:doubt,"that hunaer and Malnutrition eayist in
Anicrica, and SOMe mflhionsmay beaffected.

That hunger anj malnutrition should persist in: a land such as ours is em-
barrasing and intolerable . . . the moment is at hand to'put an end to hunger In
America itself for all . . It Is a moment to act with vigor; it Is a moment
to be recalled with "pride." (U.S. Senate, Select Comm. on Nutrition and Human
Needs,,i1.7arings, 2030-32 [emphasis in otiginal] ).

3. Congress clearly deelsred that food asSastance programs be Implemented "to
maximum extent practicable to safeguard the health and well-being of the
Nation's population and raise levels of nutrition among low-income households."
(71.1.S.O. 4.2011.) .

4. In -1961,, Preaident. Kennedy, by Executive. Order No. 10914, 26 F.R. 639
(January 21, 1561), directed that: "The Secretait of .Agriculture shall take im-
mediate steps to make available for distribution; through appropriate state and
local agencies, to alt needy families a..greater variety and quanitIty' of food out
of our agricultural abundance." (Emphasis added,)

5. In order to effectuate Ma policy, Congress created the "Food Trust" by
directing that 30% of annual Custom:, duties be used te fund the CommoditY
Distribution Program. Whatever the absolute dollar value of that 30%; Congress
declared that it all should be spent until the goals of the Program are achieved.
Any funds unexpended at the end of a fiscal year may be retained for future use.
The only limitation imposed is that no more than $300,000,000.00 can be carried
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over for use n future years. For example, in fiscal 1000, $097,725,547.00 was
available ; since t4e. $300,000,000.00 maxiMuni had been reached the previous year,
$208,682,970.00 was forfeited owing to the lack of concern of USDA. For the
same reason, $187,467,480.00 was forfeited in 1907 and $229,038,999.00 went
unexpended in 1908. It is estimated that over $90,000,000.00 w1l go' unused in
fiscal 1009. Thus for the past four years,,oVer $715,000,000.09 was aVailable to
"safeguard the 1.:calth and well-being of thaNation's population and raise 'levels
of nutrition among low-income households." (7 § 2011.) However, the
Secretary of Agriculture unilaterally igaored the highest legislative and executive
mandates, thus permitting the cumulative deprIvatic-, of !he Nation's hungry
poor and abrogating the Congressionally imposed Trust.

6. In spite of the availability of ziearly three-quarters of a billion dollars during
the past four years, commodity ;distribution has been severelY limited by a
seeruingly!endless variety of restrictive ;eligibility standards iniPoSed by counties
charged with the actual dnty of certifying the eligihility ,of and .diStribUtiOn to,
the Nation's, undernourished needy. Fop exaMple, ;defendant It,oberC
Director, Kings ;County Department of, Social ;Welfare,, in*omulgated, regiilations
denying commodities to any recipient of public apsistance in IilngS.,County..I4ke-
wisee defendant Mary ,.Quiterlano, Director,;. Sutter .. County Welfare De-

partment had promulgated similar :regulations which lkere in effect until ,De-
cember 15, 1909. Since then, only elderly, infirm ;and -blind, recipients of public
omilstance are denied commodities. Newmegulations.make eligible, approximately,
one-balf of the needy AFDC families receiving puhric assistance. In liutte
County, defendant Edward Robinson, Director, Butte County Department
of Sal .Welfare, has. ;promulgated..regulations ;which .exclude .approximately
one-half:of the recipients of public assistance in Butte Couniy. ; .

7. 25 of the 58 Counties of California participate in-the, Commodities Program.
All of these arelrural countleaand are majozproducors of Agricultural Products.

8. These examples are ,by no.means.unique."The.standards .of, eligibility used
by- both commodity and. food. stamp programs. have little :or ino rela t ion: to. need.
With respect to income limits, -residence requirements,:employment ,status, and
other requirements; there:is-.an almost infinite variety:of :eligibility,standards
among: the 50 states, and often. among Tounties! within ; each..State. This is true
particularly with the commodity; distribution: prograni.'!.!(U.S.. Senate; !Select
Comm. on Nutrition and:Human:Needs, Interim Itpti The,Food Gapl.Poverty and
Malnutrition ,in theU.SP (Aug. 1909) at: ,24.) Some*:restrictitnisi,Are . indeed
unusual: in Cass County,i Indiana, no tarally*With a..dbg)ean receive tommodities
(California,. by- contrast; grabtal$18.011 monthlyforfooddc A's forl guide !dogs of
blind welfare recipients) ; in Starke County, Indiatii,rifiiddla denied!: for:the
sake of . the children, "If -one- or both, parentk are drunks.!' at 25:.) It is
clear that the Federal.Defendants have long.-been award,of such 7athitrary and
multiplicitious variations : :the .conclusions cif !the',I Senate ConanIttee !were
based upon a studyoondueted by the .USDAJI '7: .!: ILI 1;1

IMEPARABLE IIVJUICY .

9. The Irreparable injUrY currently being Sffered and like& to continue may
most clearly be seen from the affidavits Of the plaintiffs, all of whom are-reelpi-
ents of federally-aided public assistance and are nevertheless denied comtnodi-
ties : , ,

(4) Plaintiff, paliador, Alaniz, -Digs Cod4ty father of five,. says
that when he naked Ms Social worker 'for commoditiea "She told me that
only if my house burned dOwn or something sirailar to that happened,
only then would I, be,eligible . . I then went to the,Salvation.Army and
got an oeder of fooctAt thiS time I had ita meata..Yeketitiges,. or milk, for
my children and I was in great need of the commodities,'! (Eihibit-A)

(b) Plaintiff, ,Julla Bega,, Kings County mother of: six, states that
when the e;ecial'I worl* refnsed her, re?lnei4;f9i, C-9111/nodkles!she _told -her
of her Mainy unmet ifeeda and the irindecivaoy of. lier weLfare check ; "I
told her, that we hag no hot water In, the house . . .,no shower.,eribathtub

. . I told her thatme had a welt ou:: in the back yard but Oat the water
was bad, dirty and unfit for drinldng inY4Abat an,t4e.,t1rinkIng Water.had to
be hauled in frein coportio; x tc4J br ,that WO: 1304 a tiomernadeHcpss-
pool in the, bapkYarcr, tpli3tt was ove4411. An4 that, ;when we flushed the
toilet the water 'tvonld ceme out' in the backyaFd and,thq.Z it was a very,big
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problem in the summer because the files gathered there. I told her that
the roof of my house leaks . . . and that when it rains we have to move
all the beds into the living room to keep from getting wet." (Exhibit I)

(e) Plaintiff, Andrea Berlanga, Kings County mother of eight, says:
"On the last days before I get my [welfare] check I have to feed my chil-
dren nothing but starchy food, macaroni, spaghetti, rice and beans, and
I can't fry the beans because of lack of shortening . . . My son, who is
a Junior in high school, doesn't have money to pay for his hutch and he
and some other kids get together and share money. When one of them has
money, they ail eat out of the forty cents." (Exhibit C)

(d) Plaintiff, Antonia Cornado, Kings County father of eight, relates
that when he asked for commodities at Christmas of 1909, his welfare worker
asked me if I had any extra money to buy food. I said no. She then asked
me if I had a friend I could borrow money from . . . I told her that all of
my friends were out of work due to the fact that it was winter and because
of the floods. She then asked me if I could get credit at a grocery store.
I told her no . . . She then told me to make do anyway I could since it
would only be three or four days until I got my check." (Exhibit D)

(e) Plaintiff, Paulin,' Renteria Garcia, Kings County, widowed mother
of tws minor girls, who each have a child, states that when she asked for
commodities from her welfare worker in October of 1009, "she told me
that I was not eligible. At this time I bad no food in the house. One of the
Vista volunteers finally got me a basket of foou from the Catholic Church."
(Exhibit E)

(I) Plaintiff, Alfonso 0. Gomez, Kings County father of five, on "Janu-
ary 13, 1970, my three-year old daughter was feeling sick. I took her to the
doctor. The doctor diagnosed her ailment as an anemic blood condition due
to an inadequate diet. The doctor told me to make sure that she ate fresh
fruit, vegetables, milk and meat to help her get over her condition. Know-
ing that my welfare check was Inadequate and I could not afford fresh
fruits, milk, vegetables or meat for my daughter, I went to the welfare
department . . . and talked to BIrs. Noreen Studer . . . [who] told me she
could not give me commodities because commodities are not for people on
welfare . . . I hold her that all I had in the house at that time was pota-
toes, a few eggs and some beans . . . that my daughter was anemic and
. . . what tbe doctor recommended . . . I told her that if she would help
me out just this once I wouldn't ask for any further food orders or com-
modities Mrs. Stader said she could not consider this enough of an emer-
gency" . . . (Exhibit IP)

(g) Plaintiff, Lupe Marin, Kings County mother of four, states that when
she asked her social worker for commodities in December of 1909, because
her check from the welfare department was only $3.00, "the social worker
said she had no authority to authorize commodities and had to talk to her
supervisor. ne then came back and told me that we could not get food com-
modities because we were on welfare and we were ineligible . . . We had
no milk or meat, in the house-for tile children and very little or any kind of
food. I then had to go and borrow . . . money . . . to buy food." (Ex-
hibit 0)

(it) Plaintiff, Dolores Saenz, Kings County mother of five, says that "my
chiblren range in age from seven to eleven years of age. My father-in-
law . . . has to give me money before every check so that I can continue to
feed my children, since I do not have enough with the money that I receive
from welfare."

(i) Plaintiff, Marcy Sumaya, Kings County mother of four, relates the
following story "I had to pawn a camera and a rifle to buy food. I work in
the fields when the weather lets me, yet I do not earn enough to feed my
children. When my children get sick, the doctor recommends vegetables,
juices and plenty of meat, but since I cannot afford it they have to go with-
out . . ." (Exhibit H)

(I) Plaintiff, Mary Venagas, Kings County mother of four says that she
"went to the welfare department and asked Cleo Wright for commodities.
She told me I could not have any commodities because I was getting a wel-
fare cheek. I have on many occasions after being refused commodities by
the welfare department had to pawn different articles at the pawn shop in
order to buy food." (Exhiblt J)
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(k) Plaintiff Vietoria B. Vera, Kings County mother of two says that "in
the winter of 1969 when it was raining and there was no work available, I
went to the Welfare to ask for commodities. I was told that I was not eligible
because I was or. welfare . . . My children bad not had any meat, fresh
vegetables or milic for quite a period of time. I felt that if I could get an.
order of commodities from the welfare department that I could provide a
more adequate diet for my children and grandchildren. (Exhibit K )

(I) Plaintiff, 'Bertha Mauer, Sutter County, is a seventy-nine year old
recipient of Ole,-Age Assistance (OAS). She is partially blind and has a
strangulated hernia. Her physical conditon requires relatively large, unusual
expenditures Witch reduces her food allowance. (Exhibit L)

(in) Plaintiff, Rosie Burgett, Sutter County, is a recipient of Aid to the
Totally Disabled. She suffers from serious heart ailments. She tried to get
conimodities but her caseworker told her "that commodities are only avail-
able for some families. (Exhibit M)

(n) Plaintiff, Charlotte Anderson, Butte County mother of four is denied
commoMties because she receives $50.00 child si.ipport from her former
husband. The state determined "needs for her family is $279.00 per irkouth.
The maximum grant allowable is $283.00. Thus, her "unmet need" is $1..00.
Since her child support payment exceeds this amount, the whole thereof is
subtracted from $279.00 and she receives $229.00 from the Butte County
Welfare Department. She and her family are denied commodities for this
reason. If she moved to neighboring Yuba County, she would automatically
be eligible for food stamps. (Exhibit N)

(o) Plaintiff, Polly Farreii, Butte mother of three says: "My husband
would like to work full-time to support our family, but he Das had cancer
surgery four times . . . also he has a degenerative spine . . . [and] a blood
clot . . . Right now I'm under a doctor's care for heart trouble . . . In Sep-
tember, I went and told . . . the social worker teat if I didn't get com-
modities, 1 would get the food anyway I could, even if I had to go to jail.
[W]e got the food commodities on a one-mcath only emergency card." (Ex-
hibit 0)

(p) Plaintiff, Margaret Cantrell, Butte widow with four children, states :
"I didn't get food commodities in September, October, November and Decem-
ber. Then my son-in-law and daughter and their four children, who didn't
have any money, moved in with us. My son-in-law made a fuss because I
wasn't getting the food, and finally we all got the food for January but only
on a card with my son-in-law's name, and only on a one-month basis . . . My
son-in-law and his family plan to be leaving the area about the middle of
February. This will,be a relief to all of us, because nie living conditions,
ami because my welfare check will be cut off if they keep living here. So,
I'll be right back .where I started from, without the commodities. (Ex-
hibit P)

10. On information and belief, Local Defendants haw denied commodities to
welfare recipients based on a policy judgment that welfare grants are adequate.

11. The deleterious effects of such deprivation have been amply documented
by legislators, scientiats and laymen.

12. There is substantial evidence linking mtanutrition in children with im-
paired physical and mental development. There is mounting evidence that hun-
dreds of thousands of California children live in families whose incomes are so
low that maintaining an adequate diet is a daily struggle, at best precarious and
all too often impossible. [Assembly Comm. on Health and Welfare (Chmn.,
Gordon Duffy, Hanford, Kings County), "Malnutrition : One Key to the Poverty
Cycle." (January 12, 1970) 1 Hereafter, "Duffy Report"]

13. What the average citizen may not know is that the great majority of
California children who are in danger of becoming victims of malnutrition are
dependent mainly upon public welfare funds for subsistence. There are more than
750,000 children in California receiving Aid to Ffi.mP4e.s with Dependent Children
(AFDC). The incomes of more than half of these children are erbitrarily limited
by one state law to an amount less than that defined by another state law as being
minimally adequate. (Duffy Report 2.) This is what is meant by "unmet need."

14. One out of nine California children, more than 750,000 youngstera, depends
on AFDC as his primary source of income. At least 50 percent, and in some areas
more than 90 percent, of these children are fed on less than the minimum amount
of money required to purchase a nutritionally adequate diet. (Duffy Report 17)

.2 75
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15. Tile Dniry Report specifically finds that the nutrition level of a child'sdiet is most influential during his pre-sehool life. Thus it is crucial that nutri-tional needs be adequately satisfied athome since these children are untouched byany of the school lunch or breakfast programs. (Duffy Report 17) .16. Lack of suffiCient protein in the diet of a pregnant ,voman is a cause ofmental retardation in the child. (Duffy Report 7)17. A human in 'ant's brain grows by division of cells Lt utero and for sixmonths after birth. After six Months, even good nutrition a :n do nothing to in-crease the number of brain cells 'a mpinourished infant's capacity for learningniay therefore already be limited before he is a year old. (Duffy Report 7)18. A; child!s brain, grows to four-fifths of its adult weight in the first threeyears of life. A child subjeCted to malnutrition in utero aMl/or during his firstthree years is three to ten times more vulnerable to mental retardation or stuntedphysical and mental developMent than is a well-fed child. (Duffy Report 8)19. Screening, for the State's largest ore-school education wogram for low-Income children found eight percent of the three to five year olds to. be sufferingfrom "grOss nutritional neglect". Cases of advanced stages of rickets were found.Over 50 .percent, of , the children .needed extensive:dental. repair work. All ofthese findings are iiehoov-ad te be' directly attribntahle to deficient diet prior to,age three. (Duffy Report 8)20. One of the most significant indicators of malnutrition among children isthe incidence and severity of dental problems. Two, years ago the Kings CountyCity of Corcoran surveyed 250 income children between the first and third grades,Of the 250 children, 17877---.. 59%had multiple caries.

, ..:., 21. Another: major, -hunger indicator is the incidence 'of functional anemia.Of the 250 children suri7eyed by the city of.Coreoran, 127 or 49.n% had funct!onalanemia.. At -the,!Flead.,;Start Center in.Lemoore,, Kingis County, five of :the 21pupils, nearly 25%., have blood, counts that indicate functional anemia.22.. The ineidence of functional anemia would be greater if the physicalexaminations, were given :before . the program began. As
. It .is . many childrenhad been attending the "center and getting at least one nutritious meal a day for.some time prior to the examinations. That, the incidence of functional anemia isstili Wgh,indlcates the seriousness; of theiiroblem. At the saine time,"it, shows the,difference good food can make to the children.23. Low income wometv have greatly increased chances of prodncing prematureinfants and/or having "complicated" pregnancies and deliveries.. Such off-springwill then -have-greatly increased risk of brain -damage or (In the case of prema-tures) ,slow development and special needs. The,causes- of prematurity and othercomplications of pregnancy include : (.1). small bone size in the.expectant mother ;(2) poor nutrition mid infectious disease:during the pregnancy.Childrn under four years of age are the most vulnerable .to the damagingconsequences of malnutrition. These children, about 30 percent of the AFDCchild; population, or nearly 250,000 childi-en. opbviously :are almost impossible toreach with i;chool or group-based feeding ptz.,grams, since they stay at home.(Duffy Report .17)

25. The most immediate and expeditious means of maching virtually all welfarechildren with .a- minimally adequate, diet is therefore to concentrate on foodat home with funds ;made available in sufficient amounts to permit; the purchaseof proper quantitieS of nutritious foods.; (Duffy Report 18)26.-The ;most sciphisticated and; expensive compensatory educatiOn cannot; re-store a poor Child'Ambility .Wcompete intellectually.on .equal ierms:if ;that child'spotential for intellectual 7development has been -1.rreVersibtf.,:iinpaired by mal-nutrition. (Duffy Report 3)
STATE. 'AND LOCAL OFERATIOIV OF THE PROGBAM27 USDA, regulp.tiOns requir.e,that: 'Fit4t,e pe&iloants:submii a plan of opera-tion to ,U.SDA,which. shaW govern the Commodity Program in California. iStateDefendants are requiiedto eomply.with the Stnte.Plan.28., StaterPefendants are required: to establish specific eligibility standards, ofstatewideappLicoility,:which,."StialL ineljide maximum income linlitatiens con-.sstentwit Ow ingome .statidards /used. by in administration :of its:Federnily .pided Public, Assistaneei prograpiis,'", 34 ,F.R.- 547, ( .Tannary 30. A909).,

sote;PietippdfInts.haNasdelegatedireqponelhilityor actual !distribution .toCounty welfare depar..Ments. In such ease, federal regulations require suchagencies to conduct distribution in accordance with the State Plan.

.276
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30. Notwithstanding,
Federal and- State Defendants have approved the harsh-

ly restrictive county plans and have permitted the Local Defendants to operate

the program accordingly.
31. Federal regulations [7 C.F.R. § 250.6(e)] pro-yide that "as a minimum, the

state plan shall include, one or both of the following. to wech distribution will

be made:(I) Public Assistance households.

(ii) Non-public Assistance households.

32. The single category, Low-income househo1d:5, the intended beneficiaries of

the Program, are thus divided into two mutially exelusive categories,
both of

which have the common characteristic of need.

33. The State of California has elected to include beth public assistance and

non-public assistance
households in the State plan, which plan was approved by

the Federal Defendants on May 3, 1968.

34. The operation of the program in Sutter County, is iu gross violation of

the federal statutes and regUlations and the State planin that commodities are

denied to all recipients of three of the four federally-aided
public, assistance

programs, the aged untler Old-Age Security [OAS], the infirmunder Aid to the

Totally Blind [AB]. Some recipients of Aid. to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren [AFDC] were only made eligible on or about December 15, 1969. Prior

tl'lereto, all recipients of federally-aided public assistance were denied com-

modities.35. The nen-conformity
of the Kings-.County plan is even more egregious.

Commodities are siMply denied to Pll recipients of federally-aided public assist-

anee programs.
30. The illegality of the Butte County Plan is found in -the "unmet need"

condition added thereto. The effect of this gratuitously, unauthorized condi-

tion denies food, upon information and belief, to fully one-half of all recipients

of federally-aided public assistance..

37. In contrast with the Commodities Program; recipients of federally aided

public assistance are automatically
eligible for the Food Stamp Program, as

administered by the State Department of Social Mr&lfare and the county wel-

fare departinentS. No local restrictive eligibility factors are allowed -Or are op-

erative. All. .-of the plaintiffs would .be eligible -for food stamps but -for their

cciunty 'of residence.

.

38. On January 27, 1970,- -Defendant Kings:County
Board of -Supervisors de-

clared the county a deprived area; Plaintiffa are informed and believe that the

purpose was to qualify the county for additional Small Business Administra-

tion loans. Defendant Board _stated that 24.5% of its citizens survive on in-

comes below the poverty level. Kings County is also receiving federal and

stsit-^ disaster aid, cotton allotment, renewals and- cost -sharing to repair flood

da iiged "farmland. There are no emergency food measures in existence.

The USDA, in fiscal 1968, paid Kings- County growers $10,279,927.00
not

to produce and thus raise the prices of crops necessary- to the survival of its

poor citizens. Individual growers received astronomical
amounts : G. Boswell,

83,010,043.00:
Southlake Farms, $1,177,320.00; Salyer Land Co., $786,459.00 ;

Westlake Farms, $341,797.00. Sutter County growers were paid $204,811.00 to

further food price increases.
40. On information and belief, Kings -and Sutter counties each spend less

than 441,000 each year for the administrative
costs to, provide commodities to

between 200 to 300 persons in each county.

41. On or about September 15, 1909. pursuant to a _previous Unanimous vote

of the defendant Kings County, Board of Supervisors, the monthly salary, of

each supervisor increa.e-,ed by 8200.00. the Chairinan's by 8250.00, an_anrmal. total.

of $12.000.00. On or about January 13. 1970,
pursuant to a previous unanimous

vote of the defendant Butte County Board of Supervison.;, the monthly salary

of each supervisor was also increased by $200.00.

42. In September, 1909, 8,242-persons
(12% of the population) were-receiving

federally aided -public assistance in- Kings- County.-;The 1969' monthly average

of persons receiving commodities- was 203, or- 4% of the -welfare- caseload: ,

43. In September, 1909, 3,337-persons -(8% of the. population)-..were
-receiving

federally aided public assistance- in Sutter -County. USDA data for- June, 1969,

show that 208 persons participated in the Commodity Program.
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DEFENDANTS

Pederat ftflendantg.--Defendant Clifford M. 'Hardin Is Seeretnry of the

Frilled States Department of Agriculture and in said capacity be is responsible

for the ndministrntion and operation of the Commodities Distribution Program.

Defendant rloy W. Lennartson is the Administrator of tne Food and Nutrition

Service and in mild capacity is directly responsible for ail federal food programs

administered by the Department. Defendant Charles M. Ernst is a direct sub-

ordinate of Mr. Lennartson and is the Director, Food and Nutrition Service:

Western Regicn, which Includes California. Defendant BerrOce Canatn is a di-

rect sunordinnte of Mr. Ernst and is responsible for the administration of the

Commodities Distribution Program in the State of California.
State Defendanta.Defendant Max Rafferty is the Superintendent of Public

Instruction and Director, Department of Education. State of California, nnd

in said capncity be IR the chief state official responsible for tbe administration
nnd operation of the Commodities Distribution Program. Defendant W. A. Far-

rell is a subordinate of Dr. Rafferty and IR Chief, California State Educational

Agency of Surplus Property.
Local Defradanta.---Defendant Mary Quitoriano is Director. Sutter County

Welfare Department and in such capheity IR responsible for the adminis'ration
and operation of the Commodity Distritrition Program in Sutter Connty. De-

fendant Edward Robinson IR D1rector. Butte County Department of Social Wel-

fnre and in such capacity is respomzible for the administration and operation

of the Commodity Distribution Program in Butte County. Defendant Robert

Haley is Acting Director, Kings Conn'', Dspartment of Social Welfare and

in such capacity is responsible for the administration and operation of the

Commodity Distribution Program in Kings County. Defendants Kings County

Board 1,f Supervisors, Sutter County Board of Snpervisors and Butte County

Board of Supervisors nre the legislative bodies with the duty and authority

to appropriate sufficient funds to operate the C.mmodity Program in their
counties in full compliance with the law.

Each of the aforementioned defendants is sued solely in his or her (Metal
ea parity.45. This is a proper class action within Rule 28 of the Federnl Rules 0, r*

Procedure. The named plaintiffs represent the class of welfare recipients and
non-welfare poor In California who are denied food under the Commodities Dis-

tribution Program dne to deferglants' refusal to comply with tbe constitutional,
statutory and regulatory reqiiirements of the elmmodity Distribution Pro-

gram and (Thlifornin State Plan. They Foie on their own Whiff. on behalf of
their families and on behalf of all other persons similarly situnted in the Stale

of California. The members of the aforementioned classes are SO numerous that

their joinder is impractienble. Nonetheless. members of the class bnre com-

mon interests in the questions of law and fact to be litigated herein. The claims

o,' the plaintiffs are typical of n11 the members of the clnss. and litir-atino

them will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the (-lass.

Jualsnrarrox

46. This is a civil action for injunctive and declaratory relief vhich arises

under 7 TT.S.C. iti 612(c) and 1931 and the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments

to the United States Constitution. Jurindirtion of this Court Is Invol tinder

2F1 r.S.e. 1 1881 (Federal Question). II 1837 (Commerce), I 1:141 (Mandan:Isl.
42 Il.S.C. I19113 denial of Constitutional rights under enter of law) and 5 .

70? (review of agency action). The amount In controversv exeerds the snm
of X10.000. exclusive of interest and casts. A. deciarn t.on of rights is sought
unIer the Declaratory ludernent Act. 28 TY.R.C. 1111 2201-2202.

COXTROVERAT

47. There is an aetual eoptroverrty now existing between parties to thin action

an to which plaintiffs seek judgment of this eonrt. Plaintiffs seek a declaration
of the legal rights and relation/411pm involved in the truhjeet and controversy.

48. Plaintiffs, and the clime they represent. have ineomen nuhottantlaRv below

the minimum needed for evert a snlaristenee level of existence. They will suffer
irreparable Injury and severe seonotnie denrivatIon by reason of the confirmed
mapitertton of the aforementioned standards denying them elleibilitv under the
Commodity Distribution Program.

.27R
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49. Plaintiffs, and the class they represent, have no plain, adequate or speedy
remedy at law to redress such injury and deprivation and therefore bring this
salt for declaratory and Injunctive relief us their only means of securing such
relief.

O. Federal Defendants have denied plaintiffs, and the class they represent, of
benefits to which they are legally entitled, by their careless and wanton disregard
of their duties under the Congressional Mandate to implement the Commodity
Distribution Program "to the maximum extent practicable to safeguard the health
and well-being of the Nations population and raise levels of nutrition among low-
income households." (7 U.S.C. § 2011) ; rather than act so as to "encourage
the domestic co- sumption of such commodities . . . among persons in low income
groups . . ." (7 § 612c(2)), their aetions have discouraged and frustrated
the Congre.rslonally Mandated goals.

By permitting tbe erazy-quilt pattern of commodity distribution to arise and
persist due to the varing eligibility standards of each county, Federal, State and
Local Defendants have denied plaintiffs, and their class, due process and equal
protection of law solely on the basis of their county of residence. By the abdica-
tion of their duty to comply with the governing federal and state regulations.
State and Local Defendants have denied plaintiffs, and the class they' represent
of rie benefits to which they are entitled.

EZUAUSTiON

51. There is no administrative remedy adequate or otherwise. for plaintiffs
to exhaust. Nevertheless, plaintiffs have exhaustd such other, informal remedies
that they have nearly reache( a state of attrition. For near]; three years, Plain-
tiffs, by their counsel, have urged all defendants to comply with the law, all to
no avail. On April 28, 1967, Deeendant Ernst's only suggestion was that plaintiffs
plead with the Sutter thunty Board of Supervisors to coiPply with the law.
Tens of letter: been exchanged between plaintiffs' counsel and defendants
since Oct" veil. Without the aid of this Court, plaintiffs hunger
will not

Wher liehalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,
pray th'

1. .,dietion in this matter ;
2. Temporarily, preliminarily and permanently enjoin the defendants,

their agents, successors and assignees, from falling or refesing co enforce
their Ci ffistItutIonnI. statutory and regulatory duty to Implement the Com-
modity Distribution Program in the shortest time feasible, to ensure that 1111
needy persons otherwise eligible under federal law, including all recipients
of federally-aided public assistance, are not dented the benefits of the
program.3. Declare that the Plaintiffs, and all others similarly situated, are by
virtue of their immediate and present meed, entitled under the Constitution,
statutem and regulations of the United States, and the California State
Commodities Plan, to receive federal food benefits.

4. Allow plaintiffs their costs of suit and grant them and others similarly
situated such other and further relief as this Court deems just under the
circumstances.

Respectfully submitted, RALPH ABASCAL.
.4ttorsey for the Plaintiffs.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

(No. 70-774R)
ARASCAL. HERAT & HABERFELD, RICiTARD M. ROGERS, PETER H. REID, BEATRICE A.

MOULTON ATTORNEYS FOS PLAINTIFFS
ANTONIO CORONADO, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS

V.

MARY QUITORIANO, ET At DEFENDANTS

VITEN= PAIR, ET AL., PLAIN/Trim
V.

Oronos JEFFREY, ET AL DEFT. N D A NTR
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' APPLICATION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

INTRontronoN
This suit to obtain judicial review of the administ7ation of the Coniniodity

Distribution Program, 7 U.S.C. §§ 1431, 012c, 1446a-2. and 2011, was filed by
Plaintiffs in the United States District Court, Eastern District of California, on
February 4, 1970. In general, the Complaint seeks declaratory and injunctive
relief to require the local, state and federal Defendants, nil of whom have their
respective administrative responsisAlities, to provide Program benefits to all
California residents entitled thereto under State and Federal law. Essentially,
Plaintiffs seek a declaration that an recipients of federally-aided public assist-
ance programs are entitled to benefits under the Commodity Distribution Pro-
gram and that the Court enjoin said Defendants to fulfill their respensibilities.

On February 4, 1970, tho District Court set February 12, 1970, for the hearing
on Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction.

On February 5, 1970, the state Defendantq submitted a new State Plan of
Operation of the Program to the federal Defendants. On Februar^ 6, 1970,
federal Defendant Charles M. Ernst approved the new State Plan. ['A copy of
the Plan is attached hereto as "Exhibit A."]

On February 12, 1970, the local Defendants in Kings, Butte and Sutter Counties
requested continunnces to further prepare their responses. The continuances
were granted and the matter was reset for hearing on February 24, 1970.

On February 24, 1970, Plaintiffs and the state Defendants entered into a stipu-
lation which stated that there were twelve non-conforming California counties:
Butte, Kern, Kings, Mendocino, Merced, Plumes, Santa Barbara, San Bernardino,
Sutter, Tehama, Tulare. and Ventura. On the date, Plaintiffs requested the
Court to continue their Motion for Preliminary Injunction to March 23, 1970, on
the basis of an Affidavit submitted by Richard W. Evans, an agent of Defendant
Rafferty. The substance of the Affidavit was to the effect that since the filing of
the Complaint six of tho twelve counties were complying with the State Plan,
or had agreed to comply in the immediate future, and that appointments hnd
been scheduled with the remaining six counties whereby the federal and state
representetives would meet with local county officinis to effectuate rapid corn-
'lance. [See Afndavit of Richard W. Evans, dated February 24, 1970, attached

iiereto rs "Exhibit B."]
On March 23, 1070, federal ami state Defendants reported to the Court that nil

hut three, San Bernardino, Santa Barbnrn and Merced Counties had complied.
Merced and Santa Barbara Counties had agreed that they would comply In the
immediate future, or convert to the Food Stamp Program. Defendants San Ber-
nardino County and Roscoe Lyda inved. under 28 U.S.C. § 140-1,, ai for e changeof venue to the Central District of California. Plaintiffs did not oppose said
Motion and in fact, entered into a stipulation to effectuate the change of venue.
Shortly thereafter, Defendant Merced County agreed to comply with the State
Plan and Santa Barbara County filed an Affidavit indicating thnt they had applied
for the rood Stamp Program. Plaintiffs requested the dismissal of the Merced
County Defendants and this Court so ordered on June 12, 1970.

Defendants Roscoe Lyda and San Bernardino County then. by Motion dated
April 21, 1970, moved to dismiss, or in the alternative, to strike several portions
of the Complaint each motion was based on several grounde.

By Motion dated April 28, 1970, Plaintiffs moved to intervene Plaintiff in in-
tervention herein.

By Motion dated April 80, 1970, Plaintiffs moved for preliminary injunction.
By Motion dated May 12, 1970, Defendants requested an injunction bond in

the amount of $500,000.
The ante set for hearing on the above Motions was May 18, 1070. On that date,

counsel for both Plaintiffs and Defendants requested a continuance and the Court
cont inued the hearing. to* June 1. 1970.

By order dated May 25, 1970, the Court allowed Plaintiffs to submit their
Motion for Summary Judgment against Defendants Roscoe Lyda and San Ber-
nardino County.

All of the various Motions then pending were heard on June 1. 1070. The Court
ordered Plaintiffs to amend their Complaint, allowing 20 days therefore, so as to
.5-pecifically allege the illegality of the Program as administered by Defendants

. .

.280
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G. Jeffrey and San Bernardino County. The amended Complaint was filed on
June 19, 1970.

Plaintiffs now renew their Motion fci Summary Judgment against Defendantt.
Roscoe Lyda and County of Saa Bernardino. This AL?morandum will firsi- discuss
the merits of Plaintiffs' claim and then proceed to several i.rocedural mattera.

Both Federal and State law declare that all public assistance house-
holds residing in a county operating a commodity distribution pro-
gram are eligible for benefits thereunder.

The pertinent part of the San Bernardino County Plan states:
Households to be Served Are:
1. Public Assistance Households receiving grants under Aid to Families With

Dependent Children (AFDC) where there is an unmet need between the Welfare
budgetary need and the actual amount of the grant, and which meet the other
requirements for Public Assistance Households as defined below, are eligible.
Section p. 5, San Bernardino County amended operation plan and proce-
dure manual fot the distribution of surplus commodities (September 1909). [At-
tached hereto as "Exhibit C-e'l

For purposes of brevity, this is called the "unmet need" regulation. To fully
understand its significance uPon the poor in San Bernardino County, it is neces-
sary to discuss certain aspects of the public welfare system. The Social Security
Act of 1935 established four programs of public assistance, generally called
categorical assistance programs. There are three adult programs and one chil-
dren's program : Old Age Assistance (OAA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq ; Aid to the
Blind (AB), 42 U.S.C. §§ 1201 et seq; Aid to the Disabled (ATD), 42 U.S.C.
3351 et seq; and Aid to Families with Dependent Childreu (AFDC), 42 U.S.C.
H 001 et seq. In California, the statutory bases for each program is to be found
in the Welfare and Institutions Code: OAA (called Old Age Security [OAS) in
California), §§ 1200 et seq All, §§ 12500 et meg; ATD, §§ 13500 et seq, and AFDC,
§§ 11200 et seq. Each of ibese programs are Jointly financed by federal, state
and local governments, with the bulk of the financing provided by the federal
government.There are two basie factors which enter into the determination of how much
assistance is actually paid to a recipient. First, under each program, the state
is to establish a standard of need. Secondly, each state is permitted to establish
the maximum of payment, notwithstanding the determination of need. In one
words, it hi permissible for a state to establish, for a given recipi, ,.
program, a maximum cash payment which is less than, or equal t
mined standard of need. See Rosado v. Wyman. U.S.
1207, 1215-19 (1970) ; Sing v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309, 318-19, 88 Sup. Ct. 2128, 2134
(1968).In California, recipients in the adult programs, OAS, Al3 and ATD, receive
a cash grant, in nearly all cases, that is equal to their needs. See State Depart-
ment ot Social Welfare, Manual of Policies aml Procedures: Public social serv-
ices §§ 44-200 to 44-211 and the grant maxima regulation, § 44-311. However,
in the AFDC Program, the maximum grants established by Welfare and Institu-
tions Code § 11450 in almost all eases is lower than the total needs established
by regulation. Examples of this differential can be seen in the recent report
of the California State Assembly Committee on Health and Welfare. Malnutri-
tion: One Key to the Poverty Cycle (January'12, 1970) at pp. 10-11, attached
hereto as "Exhibit D." This difference:,between the "maximum grant". and
"needs" la called .'!unmet need." If an AFDC family receives-income froni another
mauve, sueli as cliald support, intermittent, seasonal or part-time earnings, Social
Security payments, etc., .tbe maximum grant is reduced only, to the extent which
such outside IIICOMO; exceeds unmet neetis.". For example, assume a family, with
a widowedi-mother 4ise eight minor -children.. ABM= ; Mat the.total..needs. deter-
mined. ,by r regulation are :-$502.: The..maximum grant established by , Welfare.
and Instituti GUS -.code -1,11450 -is $873.. Thus, unmet 'need is i$120.' -Assume that
the family receives .SociaL Security benefits tram. theIdeceased..father's,
Social Security, account. and -$10 child: support from Abe father of One 'of the
children, 'which .child inøt the child et the 'deceased ,futher. Thus, the ,total
outside income of $190 is subtracted from the $502 needs and the, family would
reoeive $312 from the'WelfareiDepartment. Alternativelytone.enn say thet'$190
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exceeds the "munet. need" of $129 by an amount equal to WI and that that $61
substracted from $373 equals $312. In California, it is estimated that 35 to 45
percent of the AFDC families have sufficient out.....lde income to satisfy the mini-
mum needs. "Exhibit D" ,It

Thus, the effect of the "unmet need" regulation in the San Bernardino County
Commodity Distribution Frogram Plan denies benefits to nearly all adult recip-
ients of public assistance. and 35 to 45 percent of the AFDC recipients. Presently,
San Bernardino County provides benefits to approximately 30,000 public assist-
ance recipients. It has been estimated by the County thnt their failure to comply
with the federal and state regulations excludes approximately 42,000 public
assistance recipients. [Sec Affidavit of Richard W. Evans, an agent of Defendant
Rafferty, dated March 23, 1970, at np. 4-5, based on the San Bernardino County
analysis which is attached to Mr. Evan s Affidavit and designated "Exhibit B"
thereto ; Mr. Evan's completo Affidavit is atvielied hereto as "Exhibit E."]
1. 77w Federal regulations

The federal regulations governing the Commodity Distribution Program are
to be found in 7 C.F.R. § 250. The State of California has designated the State
Department of Education as the state agency to ad ". dnister the Commodity Pro-
gram. California Education Code §§ 450-47;.. 12hus, it is the "distributing agency"
which 1-141-4 entered into n agreement v-ith the United States Department of
Agriculture "for the distribution of commq(dl.--:ies to eligible recipient agencies and
recipients." 7 C.P.R. § 250.3(e) San Berxmraino County Welfare Department is
a "welfare agency" as defined in 7 C.F.R § 250.3(s). Title 7 C.F.R. § 250.3(e)
states that:Welfare distribution.DistrIbuting igtn ies, prior to making distribution to
welfare agencies or households, shall submit a plan of operation for approval
[to USDA] . . . . Such a plan shall Incorporate the procedures and methods to
be used in certifying households as in 7' -?ed of food assistance and in making
distribution of commodities to them. * * Distributing agencies shall require
welfare agencies maldng distribution to origeholds to conduct distribution pro-
grams in accordance with all provisions I he plan of operation. As a minimum,
the plan shall include the following:

(1) The categories of households, one or both of the following, to which
distribution will be made:

(I) Public assistance houscholds.Those households in which (a)
all inembers are recei.:ing benefits nrder the federally-aided pubnc
assistance programs for the needy an hoiNed in the Social Security
Act or under State or local welfare programs; or CO those households
in which some of the members receive such I atm, that all members
thereof are Included in the determination to g ant such benefits; or (c)
those households in which all members are recipients of assistance
from grants under a Work Experience and Training Program (Title V,
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964).

(ii) Non-public asalstan to households.Those households in which
none of the members receive benefits as described in subdivision (i) of
this subparagraph, or in which some of the members receive such benefits
but all of the members are not included in the determination to grant
such benefits.

(5) The specific criteria to be used in certifying households as in need of
food assistance. Each State Agency shall establish a specific standard to be
used in determining the eligibility of applicant households. Such standards
shall include maximum income limitations consistent with the income stand-
ards used by the State Agency in administration of its Federally aided public
assistance programs. Such standards shall also place a limitation on the
resources to be allowed eligible households. The standards of eligibility for
households used by each State shall be subject to the approval of [USDA].

The California State Plan was adopted by the State on Februar7 5, 1070, one
day after this suit was commenced. The Plan was approved by USDA on
February 0, 1970. Title 7 C.F.R. § 250.0(e) (1) grants authority to the State of
California, and only the State of California to inclueR public assistance or non-
public households, or both, as households eligible for distribution of commodities.
The State has elected to include both types of households. "Exhibit A" at irr.B.
PP- 1-2. Title 7 C.F.R. 250.6(e) (5), quoted (Above requires the State Agency to
establis:t eligibility standards for the househt is that they have selected to serve.

.2 g2
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Only the State Agency has the authority to establish these standards. Once they
have been established, 7 C.F.R. 250.6 (e) requires that "welfare agencies [San
Bernardino County Welfare Department] making distribution to households . . .

conduit distribution programs in accordance with all provisions of the plan of
operation."
2. The California State plan

The Plan, at § I.B., states that "in order to receive federal foods, public wel:f.are
agencies must enter into an Agreement for Distribution of Donated Food, Form
No. SEASP-103B." [A copy of this agreement is attached hereto as "Exhibit F."]
At § I.C., the Plan further provides that :

In addition to an approved Agreement for Distribution of Donated Food, a
public welfare agency must prepare a Plan of Operation and submit it to
the State Agency for approval . . . prior to the receipt of federal commodi-
ties. As a minimum, the Plan of Operation must cover all of the points listed
in the following paragraphs. A county operating a Commodity Distribution
Program for needy households must insure that donated commodities are
uniformafty :ivailable to a/Z households ; both puhlia assistance and non-
public assistanct., that request them and me(:t the criteria of need as set forth
in. this State Plan. No county may operate a Food Distribution Program to
needy households unless the provisions of this State Plan are complied with.
(Emphasis Added.)The essence of this provision of the State Plan is that all public assistance

households who meet the criteria of need as set forth in the State Plan are eligi-
ble for and should receive commodities. The definition of public assistance house-
holds in the State Plan, in § II.B, utilizes exactly the same language as 7 C.P.R.
§ 250.6(e) (I) (1). That Section of the State Plan reads: "The categories of house-
holds to which commodities will be distributed are : (1) Public Assistance House-
holds---Those households in which (a) all members are receiving benefits under
the federally-aided public assistance programs for the needy authorized in the
Social Security Act. . . ." All of the restrictive eligibility standards imposed by
San Bernardino County requiring "unmet need" thus are in direct contravention
of the State pian and the federal regulations because those persons excluded
are nevertheless "households in which all members are receiving benefits under
the federally-aided public assistance programs for the needy authorized in the
Social Security Act." There is absolutely no authwity in ';:he federal regulations
or the SI ate Plan which permits a county to establish its own eligibility stand-
ards more restriclive, or for that matter, niore liberal than the State Plan
or the federal regulations.There still remains the question implicit in § I.C. of the State Plan which
states that all public assistance households who "met the criteria of need as
set forth fp [the] State Plan." That question is: What is the standard of need
set forth in the State Plan? The standard of need in the State Plan is to be
found at p. 6, at § VII.A.
Public assistance households

The Public Assistance Households described in paragraph VI-A above are
eligible to receive donated foods upon application, without further investigation
except that necessary to determine the number in the household and that each
member Is a public assistance recipient. Section VI-A reads as frAlows

Publilo assistance households.Those households in which all members
are included in the public r.ssistance budget under one or more of the
following public assistance programs :

(1) Old Age Security
(2) Aid to Families 'With Dependent Children ;
(8) Aid to Blind ;
(4) Aid to the Disabled ; and
(5) General AssistanceAs administered by the local public wel-

fare agency.Thus, the "standard of need as set forth in [the] State Plan" is, simply
speaking, defined by a person's status as a public assistance recipient:. Once
a person is designated by such status, as the entire class in this action is
designated, he is eligible for benefits under the Commodity Distribution Pro-
gra m. It is clear from the foregoing diciustdon that the "unmet need" regula-
tion in the San Bernardino County Plan is unauthorized and violative of the
State Plan and the federal regulations.

.2 3
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Defendants argue that they do have authority to implement the "unmet
need" regulation. They find this authority in § ILA. of the State Plan. That
Section statr...,s : "Households which have been certified as needy by a local
public welfare agency may receive commodities if they have adequate cooking
facilities." 1.+%-om this Section, Defendants argue that they have full authority
to determine vho will he and who will not be determined to be needy. But
this Section. does not allow, a county welfare: department to establish the
standards of need. :It merely imposes upon them the obligation to certify a
household as needy. in ; conformity.,with "the. criteria. of need as' set forth In
[the] State Plan." State Plan, Section I.C. Defendants confuse certification of
need .unfttr. statc standards Mitti. the authority to establish-such' standards of
need. They .have the responsibility to:do the former but no authority to do the
latter. This is the gravamen of Plaintiffs' Complaint and the key question to be
determined by this Court. As-argued by Plaintiffs above, a. county welfare
'agetiey.,basJibsolutely.no.authority to establish standards of need.

Both the state and federat defendants have the responsibility, and full
aUthority, to ,Insure that, the :law. is :enforced.',Both have failed tc.,and refuse
to require . the ,County, of: San. Bernardino to comply with state and federal
regulatioas. It is nearly ,.five months since ;the new State Plan was adopted
and aPproved bythe state and federal Defendants. During that entire period,
the CountSi of San Bernardino hp ..!en in clear and .persistent violation of
the,State: Pla4,ancl the federal :reg ions; which have long required distribu-
tion: to 'tit/ :Public assistance.,honsc. Als.: :The ..State, Plan .was,.: amended 'and
reVied. to ,insure that, such, poraprehensive was-clear. On November 26,
1969,. ;the. 'Attorney GenelaV State :of.: California wrote to Defendant
Rafferey. in regard.to, the,Commedity Distribution Program. He said :

"All 'California counties presently .partielpate in one of., two federal food
Prograinseither ;the FoodStamp,Progaim-or:the Commodity DiStribution Pro-
gram.- Among, ,tbe counties participating, ,in th... Commodity ..Distribution po-
gram, however, eligibility: standards; varyiwidely.,The result of theSe'variances,
Of -CourSC,'Is serious disParity,:betsveen counties of benefits.being ,providedother-
WiSh. fa Oualfy, eligible reciplents.. These ,disparities are ,illegal:and, we have little
doUbt, uneOnstitutional.. , . ; !

"We think tiiat these.federal,rules clearly _disallow the inter-eounty variances
PresentlY ektant:in ',CalifOrnia.,,F;qvally evident, we think, is the fact that the
State'BurPluS Property Agency cif the Department of. Education has the author-
ity, indeed, the 4 qty to. cure this defect..,There is to he, one Fit -s'f!wido Tithr,
The Surplus Property Agency must exact agreements from
county welfare agency to conform its conaty plan to the state
it is the duty..of,.the state agency to require., the- various counties actually to
distriblite toed in conformity with. uniform, state requirements. Moreover the
state plan must have, as Sts ,core,.,eligthility criteria which are "the istandards
used in the state's 'owit welfare Program" or others which- 'must bear a direct
relation to such [ welfare] standards' " 7 C.P.R. § 259.6(e) (51. (mptiasis in
original.)

ThisIetter--- was :attached toi the Affidavit tof-HDefendant :Rafferty anbriiitted
tO,:the: Eastern.:District , in. this I fiction, ;on IrebrnarY .12;.'1970. 'attacheit
hereto , tiGliven thelrecaleitrance' Of tlie. VarienST gOV'eriunent
agencies, ,Plaintiffs t have Absdlutely: flco other recourse ;then te..Seek 'Mrs ,'Court's
ortleg. The, state :Defendantst-do ,nbtyclifitigreeivitb-Plaintiffal' regal* :poaition. In
a Ihricr submitted by Defendant :Rafferty -ciu,,Fehinaty!12, ,1070,- -the state De-
fendants repeated Plaintiffs' legal positioir2hnt i44reittpe- I y" reqUeSted that
the Court refrain from the useless act of Isufngr'U: 1ñIdal7 injunction
against the State DefendantSilii3Ourt--Orderilagaiti Ow 'achieve nomore than they are seeking to accomplish on thei .,"Qtfpci ifion of De-
fendants Rafferty and Farrell to Motidniifort-Pire 'Ijüuet1on, dated
Fehruary,:1.0,;4979,940 Itage)42.AlnitheiAllidttvie'otlitiehitral;W:"Vva0,,aubmitted
by the State Defendants on February 24, 1970, it is stated -tliat'a!gF,efOctent,:was
reached WI. at tngei Conittlaw "tto titio*Idte oa hi:4010400:i :to;
4ePf-17 PO9PIP,,Tiffih4.giunalisst int weelpiente 46-
sistance households as: defined) mut the mewlyi limetniie4 11 and
by, ifOrAitilimMi AMdayit lot Rfehardi/YiVe rartink vatq p.

attached.. .thereto! ais- -"Exhibit -11" Philutifra that' abSentteb f 1970- .

tbi-o' 000 ;9-t- covrt.: -they! win :eontlieue 101 lie idetifete'tii tdoj. leue1tte : fa*bleb theY 'are eniitled. This is not a matter of AlratnitY;''theY die"entitled to
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these benefits by law. The United States Supreme Court has, this term, said
that "Niach benefits are matter of statutory entitlement for persons qualified
to receive them." Goldberg V. Kelly, U.S. 90 Sup. Ct. 1011, 1017
(1970). This Court's Order should issue forthwith.

II
Abstention is improper here. Where a case involves a non-constitu-
tional Federal issue, the necessity for deciding which depends upon
the decision on an underlying issue of State law, the practice in
Federal courts is Procedure Rule 56(c) have been satisfied and the
judgment should be rendered forthwith.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 50(c) provides that "the judgment
sought shall be rendered forthwith, if the pleadings, depositions, answers to in-
terrogatories, and admissions on Me, together with the affidavits, if any, show
that there is no genuine Issue as to any material fact and that the moving party
is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law."

With respect to Defendants George Jefferey and County of San Bernardino,
the only material issues are issues of law. The question is, essentially, whether
the "unmet need" regulation operative in the County of San Bernardino con-
forms to the federal regulations and the derivative State Plan. This is the only
genuine issue. There is no genuine issue as to any material fact.

It should be noted that Plaintiffs are not required to wait for a responsive
pleading before summary judgment can be entered, Barron and Holtzoff, FED.
PRA.C. & PROC. § 1233, pp.-116-17 and Supplement (1970) thereto, n. 35.1 and
cases cited therein.

CON CLII SION

By the time that this Motion is heard, PlaintiffS' case will have been pending
for nearly six monthS. In the early stages of this litigation, the state and federal
Defendants urged the Eastern District Court that the Court's Order
no more than they were doing thronelt nthninistrativu Acti Nevertiii
only Commodities t P1-, ' 1.-tose which their. neigbors have. At
the hearing on th:,4 ..u_otit_in, the staiA) i)efendants will argue that if the Court
decides in favor cf Plaintiffs, that the Order should be stayed for at least 90
days. They will arL-ue that they do not have sufficient food in the state warehouse
to satisf: the increased demand If San Bernardino County is compelled to com-
ply with the law. The Court should weigh this in 4:.onsidering the good faith of
The stateraents of the state Defendants. .-ongrs has said: "fi]t is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress, in
cr.-LiAtr to xromote the general welfare, that the Naelon's abundance,uf food should

utilized cooperatively by the States, the Federal Government, and Local goy-
.-mmental units to the makinium extent practicable to safeguard the7hea1th and

-i..t1l-being of the Nation's populatio n. and raise levels of nutrition among low-
income r..,iuseholds." 7 TT.S.C. § 2011. (supp. 1970). -Unless this Court acts, that
7i.q_14.2y wi continue to b.) frustrated in the County Of. San Bernardino.WhereLlre, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court, grant their Motion
_for Sunimary Judgment.

reated : July 3, 1970.
Respectf ully submitted,

RAioeit AnAsoAr..,
Attorney for Plaintiffs.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COVILT7---EA.6T*nil bISTitIOT 64LIF0.11.11
_

AHASOtY, kinurr & HAVEHITZELD., Prrics,13. -BEIn ; ItleitAMI ILOG-2.11.0 ;
ATTaaziErs Fos irr:Jarisrupra

Arrrozno ConowAno, et 'al., PLAINTIFFS,

MARY QUTTOUIANO, et al., DEFENDANT.
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS APPLICATION Fos
PRELIMINARY RELIEF

To put this matter in its proper perspective, it is necessary to consider a closely
related action in the Northern District field some thirteen months ago. On
December 30, 1968, Judge Weigel issued his class Temporary Restraining Order
in Hernandez v. Freeman, U.S.D.C., No. District, Cal., Civ. No. 50333, a copy
of which is attached as Exhibit A. The action sought to restrain these same
Federal and State Defendants [ Secretary Freeman was Secretary Hardin's
predecessor] from refusing to implement either a food stamp or commodity pro-
gram in California. At that time, 21 California counties had neither program. The
Court acted on the basis that the Secretary had both the authority and available
funds to introduce and operate a program, even without the consent of local
officials. On February 4, 1969, a three-judge court sitting in the matter, ordered
that the TRO remain in effect pending a full hearing.

On June 2, 1969, Max Rafferty, a defendant in the action, filed a cross com-
plaint against the USDA, agreeing with plaintiffs' proposition that denial of
federal food assistance based upon the fortuitc us basis of one's county of
residence was contrary to Congressional intent and a denial of ernial protection.

Shortly thereafter, the last county to hold out, Butte County, requested a com-
modity program. The action was then dismissed by the plaintiffs.

Ii
Jay v. United States Dept. of Ag., No. Dist. of Texas, Dallas Div., Civ. No.

3-2885-C, raises essentially the same issues. There, 109 Texas counties had
neither program.

On December 30, 1969, the Court preliminarily ordered the USDA to put a
Commodities Prograzn into every county within 60 days. [Opinion attached as
Exhibit B]. The Court found that : "Contrary to the intent of Congress . . . .

The Department has determined that it will provide Federal Food assistance
only in counties where local governmental officials apnrove of, and request, one
of the . . . programs." (at 11626-27) The Court also found that the USDA
has returned over $619,000,000.00 in unutilized funds during fiscal 1966-68. (at
11(28)

In its conclusions of law, the Court st^,-ed that :
(1) "The purpose of the . . . Commodity Distribution Program is to aid

needy families and households by pEoviding them with vitai Federal food
assistance . . . with its fundamental purpose being the eradication of
hunger in America. Congress formulated the two food assistance . . . with
its fundamental purpose being the eradication of hunger in America. Con-
gress formulated the two food assistance programs to remedy undernutri-
tion in this country." (at 11,628)

(2) "The denial of Federal food assistance benefits on the basis of county
of residence is contrary to the Congressional purpose and intent in the for-
mulation of the Food Stamp and Commodity Distribution Programs. Her-
nandez v. Hardin, . . . (N.D. California December 30, 1968)." (at 11,628).

(3) "Congress has clearly declared its intent that the Federal Food Pro-
grams be implemented and made available to the maximum extent practica-
ble.' 7 U.S.C. § 2011." (at 11,628).

(4) U.S.D.A.'s "failure to provide Federal food assistance to the maxi-
mum extent practicabIe'while returf ting to the Treasury significantly over
one billion dollars of funds [in the last ten years] Congressionally appro-
priated for the improvement and expansion of the Federal food programsis
a clear frustration of Congressional intent" (at 11,628).

(5) "The denial of Federal food assistance, on the basis of county of
residence, is a 'violation of President Kennedy's -first executive order." (at
11,628) [ See Complaint, Para. 4].(6) 'There is no legal impediment to the immediate utilization of the
hundreds of millions of dollars currently available under Section 32 [7 U.S.C.
§ 612e1 ; these funds can be used presently so that no households are denied
Federal food aid on the basis of county of residence." (at 11,629),
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III
Such drastic relief as that ordered in Hernandez and Jay is not necessary here,

No California county is without a Federal food assistance program. The com-
plaint here is that the program is ill-administered. But, as far as these plaintiffs
are concerned, the situation is just like that in Jay and Hernandez. But here, the
Court only need look to the existing Federal regulations.

IV
Our legal argument can be simply stated :

(1) 7 C.F.R. § 250.6 (e) allows the State to choose whether it will distrib-
ute commodities to either (1) public assistance or (2) non-public assistance
households, or both. California has chosen both. Only the State has the
choice.

(2) Once the State has chosen, and has incorporated its choice in its plan,
as California has, the State "shall require welfare agencies making distribu-
tion to households to conduct distribution programs in accordance with all
provisions of the plan . . ." 7 C.F.R. § 250.6 (e).

(3) "Each State Agency shall establish specific standards to be used in
determining the eligibility of applicant households. Such standards shall
include maximum income limitations consistent with the 17.eome sto.ndards
used by the State Agency in Administration of its Federally aided public
assistance programs." 34 P.R. 547 (January 15, 1969).

There is clearly no authority for the restrictive eligibility standards Imposed
by the defendant counties. The Federal and State Defendants, presumably cog-
mzant of their duty to obey the law, are probably to be faulted more than the
local defendants. All that the latter have done is to conserve tax monies by
enlisting the silent cooperation of the poor.

V

This court has the power and duty to grant affirmative relief pre-
liminary to prevent immediate irreparable injury

"It is basic that the most fundamental irreparable injury to life, health or
safety of human be o's. "[E]quity will not gamble with human life, at what-
ever odds, and for lL. of life there is no remedy that is in an equitable sense
adequate." Harris Stanley Coal and Land Co. v. Chesapeake and Ohio Ry. Co.,
154 F. 2d 450, 453 (Oth Cir. 1946) cert. denied, 329 U.S. 761 (1946) (emphasis
added). Such irreparable injury is precisely what plaintiffs complain of in this
case. In the Ninth Circuit the general rule is followed that interlocutory relief
will issue to prevent irreparable injury, whether or not it results in a change in
the status quo. Ross Whitney Carp. V. Smith, Kline & French Lab., 207 F. 2d 190,
199 (9th Cir. 1953)."The maintenance of the status quo is only one of the reasons for which a
preliminary injunction may be granted. It may also be granted to prevent ir-
reparable injury." 2 bid. The injury consisted of defendant's trademark infringe-
ment Eine, unfair competition which plaintiff claimed would destroy its business.
In Woods v. Wright, 334 F. 2d 369 (5th Cir., 1964) the Court of Appeals reversed
a District Court that refused to issue a temporary restraining order and stated
that the court had a duty to issue an order where irreparable harm was
threatened.

"Where theire is a clear and Imminent threat of an Irreparable injury amount-
ing to manifest oppression it is the duty of the court to proteet against the loss
of the asserted right by a temporary restraining order," at 875 (emphasis added).

The preliminary injunction requested herein is merely to temporarily enjoin
the operation of Commodity Distribution, Program in California so long as in-
tended beneficiaries are excluded solely on the basis of county of residence. Even
this relief, however, will be unnecessary should the Federal and State Defendants
provide an operative plan that fully insures that intended beneficiaries will not
be excluded on the basis of county of residence,- contrary to federal statutes and
regulations.

The United States Supreme Court upheld far more drastic preliminary relief
by a district court in Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1904 ). The Federal District
Court or..ered "its own temporary reapportionment plan into effect" and retained
jurisdiction in order to give the very legislature it bad newly' reapportioned an

53-854-71pt. SA-20
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opportunity to subsegt: -mtly reapportion itself. The Supreme Court held that this
bold and broad exercise of equitable powers by the District Court was "an ap-
propriate and well-considered exercise of judicial power" (at 586-587).

The power of a. federal court to order affirmative relief in eases where it is
necessary to vindicate important rights extends to areas ordinarily within the
province of the legislature such as taxation. In Griffin, v. County School Bd. of
Prince _Edward County, 317 U.S. 218 (19(i4), the Supreme Court said "the Dis-
trict Court may . . . require the Supervisors to exercise the power that is theirs
to levy taxes to raise funds adequate to reopen, operate, and maintain without
racial discrimination a public school system in Prince. Edward County like that
operated in other counties." 377 U.S. at 233.

Recent eases make it clear that in cases like the present one, federal courts
have broad powers to order government officials to take whatever action is neces-
sary to assure just and equal administration of the law. "In this vital area of
vindication of precious constitutional rights, we are unfettered by the negative
or affirmative character of the words used or the negative or, affirmative form in
which the coereive order Is cast. If affirmative relief is essential, the Court has
the power and should employ it." Bell v. Southwell, 376 F.2d 659 (5th Cir. 1067)
(holding that.after a void election a District Court could affirmatively order a
new election despite a statui e providing only for appointment in -such cases.)

The language of the order is not controlling. It does not matter that the lan-
guage be prohibitory or mandatory. In Burtis v. Montgomery, U.S. Dist. Ct., No.
Dist.. Cal., Civ. No. 49018, a three-judge district court :

decreed that the defendants _are preliminarily enjoined . frOm enforcing
the provisions of [certain sections] of- the California Weifare".and InStitu-
tions Code, to . the extent such statutes impose a residency requirement of
at least one year as a condition of eligibility for public assistance -Upon
plaintiffs and the class which ilaintiffs represent, and from withholding
public assistance from plaintiffs and members of the class which plaintiffs
represent because of the residency provisions of said statutes. (Emphasis
added.) [Copy attached as Exhibit C].

It Is difficult to conceive of a more affirmative and far-reaching order than that
in Burns. More signifieant is the fact that the substantive issues raised in Burns
were far less certain to be decided in favor of the plaintiffs. Plaintiffs here
would be so bold as to state that they are certain that defendants cannot prevail
on the merits, given the clarity of the controlling federal regulations.

Finally, it must be emphasized that in both of the extant Commodities cases,
Jay and Hernandez, interlocutcry affirmatIve relief was ordered.

Respectfully submitted,
ABASCAL, KERRY, HAUERFELD, ROGERS AND REID,

By RALPH S. ABASCAL, Attorney for Plaintiffs.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THIlk NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Civil Action No. C-70 2160 AJZ,
JOBE Cam LOPEZ and tans TRINIDAD, individually -and on behalf of all others

similarly situated, PLATNTIFFS,

RAYISIOND ANSELL, Director, Santa 'Cruz COUllty Social Welfare- Department ;
MAX- RAFFERTY, ji3Uperintendent of -Public Instruction,. State of California,
DEFENDANTS: ' ' -1 ! - : ' '

1 , ..IINDXNGS tis:.!.s.irk, OoxtbiairincOrS, or -I:A*" AND ORDER THEREON"

-Before': Ai.rorrice...T; Z.truoft..Tii..711.0..ed- States-District:Xudge.' , .-, : .=_ :"-: _ ..; :

Thie Matter CaMe "'ou'"for liearhig" beforiii the -Ctetirt : on 'Oetober 21, 1970,'!at
10 :00 'a.m., purl:tut-zit to 'the Court'S- Order, tö Show 'Cause, ;heretoforw isgued, on
October (,), mo. _The parties each bejug_represented by their counsey the;-Court
hayiptg coxispleiectliee 17.0.1-1103,:thilipltdrett itilidaIiits, inenieranda-and'exhibitti "hub-
-/iiitted, *to the 4riuments of all Te: otinnelcand "being fully advised in the-premises,
makes the follOring Windings-Of 'Fact' 'mid ConcinsiOns of Law

FIND/2g -GS OF FACT

1. Defendant Raymond Ansell is the Director of the Santa Cruz County Depart-
went of Social Welfare and, as such, 38 sp.onsible for the administration and, ...,
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goperation of the Commodity Distribution Program in the County of Santa Cruz,
tate of California.2. The Santa Cruz County Department of Social Welfare has entered into an

gtgreement with the California State Educational Agency for Surplus Property,
an agency within the Litate Department of Education and administered by fie-
fendant Max Rafferty. Defendant Rafferty submitted a plaa of r-1'neration for the
Commodity Distribution Program to the United States Departme.i....,f Agriculture
on February 5, 1970. The plan was approved by.USDA on February 6, 1970.

3. Plaintiffs Jose Cruz Lopez and Luis Trinidad, who- are both unemployed
heads of non-public assistance households.and -residents of Santa Czuz County,
have appliLI3 to defendant Ansell for food entitlements under the federal Com-
modity Distribution .Program, 7 U.S.C., §§ 612c and 1431, administered in the
County of Santa Cruz by said defendant.

4. Plaintiffs Jose Cruz Lopez- and Luis Trinidad were refused their food en-
_ titlement.:i .by defendant Ansel' pursuant _to their _failure to comply _with Faction
.11.2.1of the 'Santa Cruz Cr'iunty Plan. of Operation for the Commodity Distritation
Program, which section requires unemployed heads of non-public assistance
households to register with the State Department of Human Resources and be
willing to accept employment.5. Plaintiff Lopez' family includes hic wife and his two 3 ear old child.

6. Plaintiff Trinidad's family includes- his wife and his four, minor children.
7. Plaintiffs ,Lopez and r_il'rinidad hcive no.income and are unable to provide

their families with food. = ,-; .

8. Plaintiffs Lopez aiad- Trinidad have brought this action as a class action on
behalf of themselves and all othei similarly situated poor-persons in Santa Cruz
Aleunty have been or Ayill ,be denied:food ,entitlements under, the federal
Commodity Distribution Prograta because of defendant Ansell's enforcement of
Section:B.2..of the Santa Cruz County Plan as aforementioned.

9. This is a valid class 'actiou pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
llule 23. .-

10. Defendant Ansell's 9:ctions as aforementioned -are causing great and ir-
ireparable injury to plaintiffs and all other persons similarly situated, and will
foontinue to cause such :injury Ainleas enjoined as hereinafter set forth because
Adaiatiffs. and their class will not have stitilefentor adequate food and nutri-
tional diets.1.1. The food distributed under the Program is donated to defendant Anseil ; his
Aigency pays only de Miltimi8 administrative costs, 7,C.F.11., §250.6 (1).

32. Otb,er California counties administering the federal Food Stamp Program
142 U.S.C., §§ 2013. et .seq.j.-and. the Commodity Distribution. Program do not
impose additional and restrictive eligibility requirements such as that imposed
by defendant Ansell as.gforethentioned.

13. The United Stiites Department of Agriculture reqUired 'defendant:Rafferty
to submit a revised Commodity Distribution Plan, as aforementioned in para-
..rraph...2,._in. order- to insure that the participating counties administered the
program in accordance with all provisic.ns of the State Plan.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Plaintiffs have established a prTima faeieicase diat :
a. A purpose of the Commodity Distribution Program is to encourage the

domestic consumption or, agricultural.commodities among1ow-income persons, to
the maximum extent practicable to a level of nutrition adequate for the main-
tenance of health.

b. State and local agencies administering, the Commgdity Distribution Pro-
gram are required tO ccinfOrin'to federal dregillatibris'--Eis set forth in 7 C.F.R.
Part 250-51.c. Federal regulations require tnat the stare agency, represented by De-
Xendant Rafferty herein, submit a state plan of operation of the Program to

cl. Federal regulationt4= C34Fat.,- 250.0 ( er(-15,4 retinfi'e that the state agency
ls the only governmeatal agency within_cti_state thp.t.,,can
standards.ttir the ConiniOdity Pi-81.45631W ."1

q.: P alxetQu5 refinkm Mint. c91,,iuV,3selfAk_re afge.ncleS ...administer, the
pxogra "314:46c";IF'"Ileeliv-Y-1-4414iYMMAI,3:19.FL413-,t.:Ule:#1frate.1311Xn'

fL The "Califoriiiii-fate lan does not &ant- authbity to Défeñdant :A.ngeli to
impose eligibility standards contrary to or in addition to the State Plan, includ-
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ing, but not limited to such standards as Section I3.2. of the Santa Cruz County
Plan.g. Section I-C of the State Plan clearly requires that a county operating a
Commodity Distribution Program for needy household must insure that donated
commodities are uniformly available to all households, both public assistance and
non-public assistance, that request them and meet the criteria of need as set
forth in the State Plan. No county may operate a food distribution program
to needy households unless the proviskms of the State Plan are complied with.

h. No amendments to the State Plan can be made without prior approval of
U.S.D.A. 7 C.F.R. §250.G(e).

I. bection D. 2. of the Santa Cruz County Plan is contrary to and inconsistent
with the State Plan and therefore la invalid.

j. There is e substantial question that Section D. 2. of the Santa Cruz County
Plan is violative of the equal protection clause of the United States Constitution
in that plaintiffs are thereby denied food entitlements on the sole arbitrary
basis of their county of residence and that public assistance household partici-
pants are not required to conform to Section B. 2. of the Santa Cruz County Plan.

2. There is a sufficient and substantial likelihood that plaintiffs will prevail on
the merit: in this action.

Upon the foregoing, it is, by the United States District Court for the Northern
District of California, this 21th day of October, 1970%

Ordered, adjudged, and decreed that :
1. Defendant Ansell, his agents, servants and employees, and all those in active

concert therewith, be, and they are hereby preliminarily enjoined, pending the
further order of this Court, from failing or refusing to grant food entitlements
of the Commodity Distribution Program to plaintiffs and all others similarly
situated, on the baals that said applicants have failed to register with the State
Department of Human Resources and be willing to accept employment.

2. Defendent Angell, his agents, servants and employees, and all those in active
concert therewith, be, and they are hereby prelhninarlly enjoined, pending the
further order of this Court, from failtng or refusing to notify all applicants for
food entitlements under the Commodity Distribution Program, whose applica-
tions were submitted subsequent to Fehruary 6, 1970, and who were denied such
entitlements pursuant to Section B. "4. of the Santa Cruz County Plan or any
similar provision, of the erroneous and invalid denial thereof and the present
opportunity to have their prior appl! uktions processed without consideratior
of said section.

3. Defendant Ansell, his agents, servants and employees, and an those in ac-
tive eoneert therewith, be. and they are hereby, preliminarily enjoined, pending
the further order of till Cc urt, from failing or refusing to notify all present
recipients of food entitlements under the Commodity Distribution Program that
their continued eligibility is not conditioned upon their continued compliance with
Seetlon It. 2. of the Santa Cruz County Plan.

Dated :
United States Diatriet Judge.

In the rnited States District Court for the Central District of California
No. 70--774.-R

ANTONIO CORONADO, et al., pit.m..rrirFs,

VS,

MARY QUILTORIANO, et ai., DEFENDANTS.

l'itzlcit: FAIR, et al., in-Ancrtrrs,
vs.

Ozosoz Jgrrazy, et al., DEFENDANTS.
DISMISSAL WITI/OUT PRZ.YUDIOE PURSUANT TO RULE 23 (

On February- 4, 1970, the above-named plaintiffs, representing the class of
welfare recipients and other poor persons in California living in counties which
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participate in the federal Commodity Distribution Program, tiled their claim
in the Uttited States District Court for the Eastern District of California. They
complained that the program as operated in those counties was in violation
of state and federal mw ; they sought injunctive and declaratory relief. against
officers of the United States Department of Agriculture, the Department of Edu-
cation, State of California, awl three county welfare officials, which defendants
are charged with the administration of said federal food program.

The aetion was filed 4111 the grounds that the several counties had, and applied,
severely restrictive eligibility standards for benefits under the Program. Plain-
tiffs claimed that : (1) said denial of federal food program benefits solely upon
the basis of county residence violated their constitutional rights under the
Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment of the
United States Constitution ; (2) said denial by the federal defendants violated
their rights under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the Con-
stitution ; (3) said denial violated their rights under 7 U.S.C. Sections 012c(2),
1-131 and 2011 ; (4) and, said denial violated their rights under 7 C.F.R. Sections
250-251 and the California State Plan of Operation of U.S.D.A. Commodities to
Needy Households. Essentially, plaintiffs sought a declaration that all recipients
of federally-aided public assistance programs are entitled to the benefits of the
Commodity Distribution program and that the Court enjoin the several defendants
to fulfill their responsibilities.

On February 5, 1970, the state defendants submitted a new State Plan to
the federal defendants. On February II 1970. federal defendant CHARLES E.
ERNST approved the new State Plan. The State Plan specifically stated that:

"A county operating a Commodity Distribution Program for Needy House-
holds must insure that donated commodities are uniformly available to all
households, both public assistance and non-public assistance, that request them
and meet the criteria of need as set forth in this State Plan. No county may
operate a food distribution program for needy households unless the provisions
of this State Plan are complied with."On February 24, 1070, plaintiffs and the state defendants entered into a
stipulation which stated that there were twelve (12) non-conforming California
counties: Butte, Kern, Kings, Mendocino, Merced, Plumas, Santa Barbara, San
Bernardino, Sutter, Tehama, Tulare and Ventura. On that date plaintiffs re-
quested the Court to continue their Motion for Preliminary Injunction to Nfarch
23. 1970, on the basis of an affidavit submitted by the state defendants which
stated that, since the filing of the complaint, six of the above-named twelve
counties were complying with the new State Plan, or hrld agreed to comply
in the immediate future, and that appointments had been scheduled with the
remaining six counties whereby representatives or the federal and state defend-
ants would meet with the local county officials; to effectuate rapid compliance.

On March 23, 1970. federal and state defendants reported to the Court that
all but three, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara aud Merced Counties, had com-
plied with the new State Pinn. Merced and Santa Barber Counties had agreed
that they would comply in the immediate future, or convert to the Food Stamp
Program. Defendants SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY and ROSCOE LYDA,
who had been added to the action pursuant to an amended complaint, and
plaintiffs stipulated to change of venue to the United States District Court for
the Central District of California.

Pursuant to the SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY defendant's Motion to Dismiss,
this Court on June 1, 1970, ordered plaintiffs to amend their Complaint so as
to specifically allege the illegality of the Program as administered by the SAN
BERNARDINO COUNTY defendants.

Pursuant to plaintiffs' request, the Court ordered the dismissal of the
MERCED COUNTY defendant on June 12, 1970.

Plaintiffs 'Amended Complai_A was filed on June 19, 1970.
On July 3, 1970, plaintiffs moved the Court for summary judgment. After

several continuances, requested by both plaintiffs and defendants, the San Ber-
nandino County defendants stipulated in open court that negotiations had been
completed to their satisfaction and that expansion of the Program in said
County would be effectuated immediately so that all public assistance receiplents
would be eligible to obtain Program benefits.

Therefore, as of October 28, 1970, each or the aforementioned counties bad vol-
untarily redefined their eligibility requirements to include ail public assistance
recipients.
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The attorneys for all of the parties, solely and exclusively as a result of the
matter at issue being presently moot due to voluntary expansion of the Program
in each and every one of the aforementioned twelve counties in California int
which the plaintiff class resides, hereby agree to dismiss the complaint without
prejudice, plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, all pleadings seeking in-
junctive and declaratory relief, and all other matters pending in this case before
this Court. Said dismissal without prejudice is further conditioned on approval
by this Court.The parties requesting sa td approval of this Court respectfully call to this-.Court's attention that in light of the present mootness of said case and in light
of all members of the class being presently eligible for benefits under the Com-
modity Food Program sought in this case, that full and adequate notice pursuant
to Rule 23(e) F.R.C.P. has been provided and that no prejudice will result to any
member of the class.

Approved as to Form :
RALPH S. ADASCAT..

Attorney for Plaintiffs..
I. FRACIER,

Attorney for State Defendants..
RICHARD D. NICIICER.

Attorney for Federal Defendants..
RICHARD STRONG,

Attorney for San Bernardino County Defendants.
ORDER

It appearing that the above-entitled action is moot, IT IS HEREBY OR-
DERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the same be, and is, dismissed with-
out prejudice, and no notice pursuant to Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules of
Procedure to the class is required.

Dated : October 22, 1071.
MANUAL L. REAL,

U.S. District Judge..



Item 2Material Submitted by Other Than Witnesses

FROM NOLAND K. DEAVER

DANIEL BOONE COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY INC.,
Bowling Green, Mo., Sept. 14, 1971.

HONORABLE CONGRESSMEN : As a supervisor of caseworkers in several ruraI
Missouri Counties in the poverty fighting program I can relate from first hand
knowledge of hunger in rurai Missouri, we have had one child die from starva-
tion and another mother lost her baby at birth due to malnutrition and three
more children we reached in time to save their lives, these are our most acute
cases but many children are hungry as well as adults and undernourished.

Missouri is a State that receives Commodity Foods, funding being on a basis of
approximately 69 Counties getting free distribution and 39 Counties having
through County Court action pay 50% of distribution costs, the rest of Missouri
is on food stamps.The County Judges In ten or more of the 50% Counties protested the ineqr.ity
of the cost and pulled out of the program trying to force the distribution of free
food in their Counties thus leaving thousands of poor p^ople hungry while they
were playing political football with the program, in the nine County area of
Daniel Boone Community Action Agency we were able to keep the program going
until the State took over full costs in these Counties until the end of June 1971,
July 1st the program went back to their former status of 69 Counties being fully
funded, 39 Counties pay 50% of cost rest of Counties on food stamps, this re-
sulted in many Counties going out of the food program thus resulting In much
hunger, after much pressure the Governor of the State of Missouri issued an
order that all Counties would be equally treated the result being that on Novem-
ber 1, all Counties will pay 20% of the distribution costs with the State and
Gov. paying the balance.The result of this decision while equitable will result In MIORE PEOPLE BE-
ING HUNGRY than before as many Counties are unwilling to pay the 20%
local cost.Legislation must be enacted to fully fund all Counties in the State of Missouri
for commodity food distribution to insure that we will not have hungry people
or malnutrition among our children in low income families, thiXTeUistation must
TAKE AWAY THE ADMINISTRATION PROM THE 'LOCAL COUNTY
COURTS, as too much waste too much favoritism and politics enter the picture,
this program must be run by a qualified career person to insure economy and
success in the program.You as Congressmen have the responsibility to Ulese citizens to provide the
necessary funding for this program to keep the lc .v income people from going
hungry.We Staff and personnel of Daniel Boone CAA stand ready to assist to help you
make this program work for our low income people in this State.

Sincerely submitted,
NOLAND K. DE.A.VER,

Area Coordinator.

FROM KEVIN H. WHITE, MAYOR, OF BOSTON

CITY OF BOSTON,.
OFFICE :01P -SITE MAYOR,

- , itqaton, Maas" Slpietnber _-17, 1971.
Senator ci.r.4caiFe,-..rApPir,.. .-
setect-o.opyr4a, ),#.0747:1A40;f9nAckrrdiTifinqr4v,eefIC.,. I, 7 7

Wilir.hfrailipi;*A-114.-urf ;7-7 fp* Tr17 : 11-7 .r 's :, - ":-.
lizAs SENAron Paitoir;.:-Altlibugh the Citvof lijoiton dticisisitot; as Xi munlelpalit3Y

play -an official role ha administration of the stindwriood vrogram; : I have
(2323),
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a deep interest in the quality of food assisteAce offered Boston's low-income
residents.I have been informed that the Select Commission on Nutrition and Human
Needs, under your direction, has been holding hearings on the surplus food
program. Although it has been impossible for me to plan a trip to Washington
to present suggestions to the Commission, I have prepared the enclosed testimony
recommending specific improvements in the surplus food program.

Please do not hesitate to contact my office if further details are needed. I would
much appreciate receiving a record of the Commission's proceedings regarding
the surplus food program.

Sincerely, KEvxx H. WIUTE, Mayor.
Enclosures.

Testimony of Mayor Kevin H. White prepared for the Select
Commission on Nutrition and Human Needs of the United States
Senate.

Foon ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN BOSTON

Since the Depression, Boston has been offering food to low income people.
Until 1968, the function was performed by the City's Welfare Department which
innintained distribution centers and gave out food supplied by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. With the takeover of Welfare by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts In 1968, the City no longer had the job of distributing surplus
commodities.When the state took over the surplus food program as part of its welfare take-
over, less than 30,000 people were being supplied with surplus food assistance in
the City of Boston. In the last three years, an additional 21,000 recipients have
been added to the surplus food program. A substantial portion of the new re-
cipients have been added through an OE0-funded delivery program administered
by Boston's community actien agency, A.B.C.D. which provides surplus foods
to some 8,000 people.The success of the state agency at increasing participation in the program
must be viewed in a context of how the program works.

Less than half of the 110,000 welfare recipients in Boston (including all cate-
gories of public assistance) now receive surplus food. There is no way of knowing
the exact number of working poor whose incomes fall within eligible limits who
should he, but are not, benefiting from the surplus program.

Surplus food is distributed in Boston at six centers operated by the state
Department of Public Welfare and at a dozen smaller centers operated by ABCD
under an OEO Emergency Food and Medical Service grant which expires
December 31, 1971. The state did operate another distribution center, on Dudley
Street in Boston's Roxbury section, but that center was closed down as having
too many health code violations. The Dudley Street 'center was never replaced
despite Welfare Department promises to the contrary.

The remaining six distribution centers are located in scattered sections of the
city. Even so, very substantial numbers of recipients find the centers inaccessible.
There is no way to measure the effect of center locations in keeping down the
rate of participation. While most of the stores are relatively clean, none is attrac-
tive. Some are so small that recipients are forced to wait outdoors in line, even
during Boston's harsh winter months.

Transportation is a particular problem for surplus fo(,d recipients. In an but
exceptional cases, recipients do not own or have access to a car. While many
recipients suffer no hardship taking public transportation to surplus food centers,
even the most able-bodied are likely to dread the trip home with a monthly food
allotment that generally weighs about thirty pounds per recipient.

This can be especially burdensome for persons from large families. Several
means have been used by recipients to bring their allotments home. Some groups
have formed transportation co-ops, renting buses or borrowing cars to pick up
several households' foods. Enterprising individuals in some areas provide low-cost
rideg to individuals. The. City of Boston, through its South End Little .City Hall
has been delivering surplus foods to the apartments of disabled and elderly people
for the last two years. Just recently this program has been ategraented by the
donation of two vans by the Ford Motor Company and the hiringof Senior Aides
through the City's Commission on the Affairs of the Elderly. In addiUen, valrious
community groups provide some transportation and delivery aid to needy house-
holds.

4.3 s,I,C:k4LIIP.
PCP ...011
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Even with all these positive approaches, the vast majority of recipients a ,
left to their own devices. In mary cases that can mean recipients take taxis
the surplus food centers because they can find no other safe v, ay to pick up their
food allotment. Until there are more centers, and until the transportation system
is improved, this will continue to be a serious problem. It is ridiculous I:or anyone
to expect an elderly lady living in Brighton to face the prospect of having to
travel several miles, crossing through the Town of Brookline on her way, to the
nearest surplus food center in 'Roxbury with any kind of pleasure.

Not every recipient wants every one of the commodities that is offered under
the program. In East Boston last year one lady amassed 96 bottles of Corn
Syrup despite her continued requests to distribution personnel to leave corn
syrup out of her allotment.

Although the Department of Agriculture offers 24 different commodities under
the surplus food program, Boston recipients have not been offered more than 16
commodities. At one time, Bostonians were offered flour. An arbitrary adminis-
trative decision that most people did not bake any more led to the deletion of
flour from the allotment in Boston. Even more serious however, has been the lack
of planning that has characterized food ordering for Boston recipients. In Feb-
ruary, 1971, the program reached its lowest point in Boston. Even though the
state had succeeded at substantially increasing participation, it bad substantially
reduced the benefits offered by the program. Last February, Boston recipients
were offered as few as four commodities for their monthly allotment.

The poor performance most clearly exemplified by last winter's situation Is the
result of an administrative mess. Too many agencies are involved in the program,
and too little is offered to these agencies in terms of program resources. Food
reaching Boston recipients must travel from federal warehouses into the control
of the state's Department of Education which administers surplus foods under
the school lunch program. That agency maintains accounts, warehouse space, and
utilizes federally-supplied Administrative Expense subsidies.

From the state Department of Education, control of the surplus program is
delegated to the Department of Public Welfare. That department's administration
of food assistance programs (both surplus and food stamps) is grossly under-
funded. Characteristically the personnel involved with Welfare's administration
of food programs must spend a great deal of their time crambling for funds and
other resources. Often there have not been sufficient funds available to supply
office supplies and food storage and handling equipment to distribution centers.
The state's legislative and administrative branches have given their welfare-
oriented attention to other aspects of the welfare problem and have thus failed to
give serious attention or provide adequate resources to food assistance programs.
This Is most clearly evidenced by citing the operation of the food stamp program
in Massachusetts. Stamps were made available in 37 communities at one time. At
present only 18 communities have the program.

Surplus food passes through still more hands before reaching its consumers.
Municipal and private agencies, including a large number of OEO-funded com-
munity action agencies provide surplus food services to eligible recipients. These
services include certification, nutrition education, and delivery, as well as distri-
bution from centers.As a result of this duplication and triplication of administrative responsi-
bility, resources are wasted and the program fails to provide the full benefits it
should. No one is suggesting surplus foods provide a full answer to the problems
poor people have supplying their nutrition needs. What must be understood is
that if the surplus food program is to work, we must get the biggest possible
bang for the taxpayer's buck. Resources diverted from service to administration
are resources less well used.

Although the City of Boston has no legal responsibility in the field of surplus
foods, this administration recognizes that hunger will not wait for legislative or
bureaucratic solutions. Thus we are delivering food to a growing number of
homebound elderly and disabled people through the program described above.

There are several specific things that can be done from the Federal level to
improve the food assistance programs In Boston and other places :

1. Develop realistic) certification and eligibility requirements and proced urea.
Certification by affidavit, eligibility levels that offer some flexibility for seasonal
income changes, and a policy of placing the burden of proof on the certifying
agency rather than on the client should nv ke it possible to reach more needy
people. Savings in administrative costs rc lulting from these changes should
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offset the expenclitures from providing program benefitE to people of questionable
eligibility,

2. Improve the packaging of commoclities.PackagirAg should be reduecil tO
single or perhaps double portion size to reduce the likelihood of spoilage. No
elderly person living alone can get through a two or three pound can of turkey in
just a day or two..

3. Require a set percentage of Federally-supplied administrative funds be spent
for marketing the program to increase participation.

4. Reduce administrative duplication within given states.Require that all
tax-dollar resources deVoted to program activities be centrally-controlied.

5. Require that all eligible recipients be offered the same selection of commodi-
ties on a state-wide basis so that residents of one community are not worse off
than those ofthe nexttown. ,

0Provide federal assistance to develop and maintain delivery programs for
disabled, elderlu recipients as well as for large households where transportation
is apt to be a hurdship. .

7. As long aS the Food Stamp program- continues in" operation, increase the
resources available and open up the regulations to Make possible' the simultane-
ous operation of the Food Stamp and Surplus Food programs in every possible
coMmunity. Each program has unique benefits, and recipients ought to be able to
chooSe which seeths best for them.

S. Provide, where necessary, cash assistance for the purchase of food storage
and tranitportation equipment.

Food assistance programs are an old-fashioned form of vielfare, belng- ea.fe-
gorical in nature. Yet as long as this nation continues to produce more food than
its citizens buy, surplus foods will remain a resource that shOuld be uSed to aid
people whose purchases of food on the open market are Ijmited by their low in-
comes. If the program is to continue, It must be -improved so that its goals are
accomplished, rather than merely approached.



Item 3Articles of Interest
[From the lytonroe County Appeal, Aug. 20,1071]

ALL COUNTIES TO BE TREATED EQUALLY IN FREE FOOD
PROGRAM

In a letter to all county judges and county clerks -in Missouri, Monday,
Proctor Carter, state director Of welfare, set- ont neW regulations for the free
food program that will- be equally fair to all counties.

Under the new regulations, Carter said, any "County_ tha.t participates in the
program must pay 20% of the cost of local distribution;Vhe state will pay 80%
from state und:federal funds, and the United States Department or:Agriculture
will provide the food at no cost.Up Until now, 60 counties of Missouri were paying half of the cost, while
the rest of the counties of the state were having all costs paid. .

Monroe Com_rty was one of those required to-paY half ,while others got the
food for nothing:Chiefly 'because of the obvions unfairneSs of such a policy, Monroe County
-judges withdrew from the free food program and discontinued distribution.

Now that all counties are to be treated alike; it is up to the members of
.the County Court to decide, on whether or not this eounty will again participate.
It will be discussed when the judges again meet.

Under the former 50% costs basis, it -was costing Monroe County an- average
of $500 monthly according to County Clerk Cloyce Menefee. This included costs
of using highway workers and trucks for some of the distribution.

Under the new arrangement,- the county's cost would be cut to around $200
monthly, _Menefee estimated.Carter said that during the-first six months of 1971, when Monroe County was
participating, a total .of 774 persons received the free foods. He estimated the
retail market value of these foods to be $55,176. Locally, no estimate of their
value was available.Carter asked in his letter tht.t:. the County Court make a decision by Septem-
ber 15 and notify him if it wants to again participate.

Carter explained tbat up untf' now, the USDA would not permit any of its
grant money to go for distribution in ccninties already on the 50-50 basi,. but
that it had changed its policy and will allow the state to distribute the grant
money equitably to all counties.Thus, while Monroe County would gain by paying only 20%, counties that
have heretofore been fully funded, would have- to pay 20% which they have not
been doing.

[rrom the Cornell University News, Sftpt. 16, 1871]

OFFICE Or PUBLIC INFORMATION RELEASE
By Ralph -Kazarian, Science Writer

WASHINGTON, Michael C. Latham, professor of international- nu-
trition at Cornell University, told a U.S. Senate committee today that he is
"shocked" that tbr., primary goal of some of the government's nutrition programs
is to help the. former rather than the malnourished child or the hungry. poor.

Zor. Latham referred to -a recerit U.S. Department of Agriculturet. (USDA)
paper that stated that the primary function of these programs is -"to balance the
agricultural. economy" and. that they, serve. "a different constituency- from. that
concerned with health and nutrition."' _

He made his remarks before the Senate Select
.'Committee on Nutrition and

1lurnan Needs which is investigating the Food Commodity Distribution Program.
Dr. Latham, who is a physician and nutritionist in Cornell's Graduate School

of Nutrition, contended that food programs for the poor and for children should
(2327)
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not be run by the Department of Agriculture, and should administered by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). He stated that "there
is a conflict of inverest in having the same agency arranging subsidies for
farmers, disposing of agricultural surpluses, and feeding our children and our
poor."Dr. Latham, in discuss:ng the Family Food Commodity Program, said that
there is a major gap between "promise" and "delivery." The promise, he said,
suggested that participants would receive 82 per cent of their calorie needs aml
over 100 per cent of most essential nutrients from the program. His calculations,
he said, showed that most of the nearly four million Americans in the program
get fewer than 60 per cent of their calories and less than 75 per cent of most
other essential minerals and vitamins from the feod commodities.

Latham told the Senate committee that getting government food commodities
may involve for the recipients "problems of transportation, of child care, of long
waits, of shivering parents and half frozen little children, of indignities, of
being pushed around, of fighting a bureaucracy, and at the end of the line of
finding that the foods you are entitled to, or expected, are unavailable."

The Cornell professor mentioned the low percentage of those eligible who
actually participate. He said that in Tompkins County his colleague, Lillian
Emmons, a research associate at Cornell, had done a study with the League of
Women Voters. They found that less than 20 percent of those eligible participated
in the Commodity Program when it was in operation. This is typical of figures
across the country, he said.Latham suggested that federel and local governments were often pleased to see
this low participation because it saved money. He said he wondered why the
Department of Defense advertised on television for military recruits, yet the
Department of Agriculture never recruits on television for the food programs.
Another important reason for low participation, he said, is that "too many
officials and politicians still regard the poor as lazy and feckless, and consider
that it is creeping socialism to support programs that feed hungry children."

"It is strange," Latham said, "that these same officials and politicians believe
it is desirable, even commendable, to subsidize wealthy farmers."

Latham said that he believes the Family Food Commodity Program should be
phased out of existence because it is a bad program and one that demeans the
poor. He said it should be replaced by a program that assures an adequate in-
come for the poor, so that they can purchase their own food. However, he added,
the 35-year-old commodity program still serves about four million Americans,
2 parcent of our population, and is likely to be kept in operation by vested
interests. For this reason, Latham made 13 specific recommendations for its
improvement.His recommendations included introduction of uniform federal eligibility and
certification requirements ; changes in the definition of "surplus" to allow foods
to be used because they are nutritious, not surplus; authorization for the federal
government to step in and run food urograms in delinquent. counties ; an increase
in the amounts and variety of commodities to more nearly meet nutritional neeas ;
the use of the mass media to inform the public about their rights to benefit from
food programs ; the inclusion of convenience foods among the commodities (par-
ticipants now get flour and are expected to bake their own bread) ; involvement
of the roor and voluntary organizations in the running of these programs ;
changes to make the program easier for the recipients, even if this involved in-
convenience to the bureaucracy ; special provision to allow migrants and special
groups to participate in the program ; and finally that HEW take over from
USDA in directing all the food programs, including school lunches.

Dr. Latham pointed out that undernutrition, like certain other health condi-
tions related to poverty, was relatively neglected, receiving inadequate support
both for investigation and control. He said that lead poisoning, which was asso-
ciated with peeling ghetto walls, was more serioun a problem than polio in its
epidemic days, yet very little was done about it because it was a disease of the
underprivileged. Similarly sickle cell disease, which is prevalent in blacks and
almost unknown among Caucasians, has been greatly neglected in comparison
with cystic fibrosis which is rarer but occurs in well-afT families.

Dr. Latham called for more attention and more funds to combat these health
conditions that are confined to minority groups or to the poor.
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[From the Washington Post. Oct. S. 1971]

THE ISSUE IS GONE : THE HUNGRY ARE STILT, WITH US
By Colman McCarthy

On many of the crucial fronts in the war against hunger, hunger is winning.
The poor who pass from meal to meal with empty stomachs are not dropping
dead in the streets but they are dropping from sight. This might be worse. An
illusion, as well as a disaster is created, the illusion being that "well, we solved
the hunger problems, what's nextprison reform?"

The Federal Government has tried to feed its poor peoplemeaning those who
cannot mtike their own way, 'either because they are too young, old, sick, crippled
or whose skills are not needed by our technologized Job marketby three main
programs : food stamps, sehool lunches and the direct food distribution program.
An estimated 13 to 14 million peoplethe hungry poorare meant to receive food
from the government through these programs. The Senate Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs, through hearings and investigations, has been a
useful prod to see to it that the first two of these programs have been made
to work with modestthough far from totaleffectiveness. Thus, as astonishing
as it may seem to some, many of the poor who are intended by Congress to re-
ceive food through these proarams are actually receiving it.

This is less true, however, with the third programthe direct food distribution
program of the Department of Agriculture. Berrun in 1935, this effort operates
today in 1,061 counties in 34 states and is intexided to serve More than 3.5 mil-
lion people. On the local level, a hungry personwhose hunger has been made
official because he or she filled in time proper forms at the county levelgoes
once a month to a county7run warehouse ; there, he or she believes, 27.5 pounds
of food can be picked up for each member of the family. Too, often, though, the
hungry person finds the cupboards .of the warehouse i-d.re. "Sorry," the county
man might say, "no peanut butter this time nor apples.. ree or meat or cheese.
Come back next month, may be we'll have it in."

The denied poor man may go away with arms empty thinking that he just
came at a bad moment. Perhaps. But in many cases, timing had nothing to do
with it. Instead, the poor are victimized by , indifference and mismanagement
from a number of sources: Congress, the Department of Agriculture, local offi-
cials. For example, in Waco, Texas, the 'welfare director will not talk to preg-
nant women on Mondays' nor give food to a mother on AFDC (aid to families
with dependent children). In Tennessee, an elderly couple cannot get food as-
sistance if their income exceeds $130 a month. In Vermont, to get food, the
hungry person is often asked to sign over the property rights to his house
even if a shack or cablnto the county, not his children. In California, some
recipients must travel 100 miles, one way, to get food, in more than a few ware-
houses, food is stored in what even the Department of Agriculture calls "dan-
gerous conditions."This grim information on how the government treats its helpless was gathered
over the past summer by an investigating team from the Nutrition Committee.
One of its members was Robert Choatebest known for his studies on the nutri-
tion value of American breakfast cerealswho served as a consultant. Choate's
team came back from visiting some 20 warehouses in 10 states to testify at
hearings held by Sen. Charles Percy (R-I11.) in mid-September. Choate was
aghast at what he found out. "It's strange. If you stay in Washington too long,
you forget that hungry. people are still out there. Kids, old people, sick people.
But the hungry haven't gone away, only the issue of hunger has. Then also,
another strange thing is that many of the flaws found in the food distribution
program are in counties having lush and high-producing farms. Thus, the hungry
are surrounded by food. But it is all shipped out to middle and upper class
America. And. sometimes the hungry know the cruelest irony of allthe farm
they look at is government subsidized."

The four days of hearings before Senator Percy were notable for several
reasons. This was the first time in 35 yearssince the Agriculture Act of 1935
that the food distribution program was reviewed by Congress from the viewpoint
of the receivers. A curious double standard is created. Other Department of
Agriculture programs, especially those that benefit wealthy farmers and their
crop subsidies, get constant congressional attention. The politicians want to be
sure these programs are being well run by the bureaucrats and that the subsidy
checks are going out on time.

.299
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A second odd fact about the hearings was the lack of information and even
interest, shown by the Agriculture 'officiais 'about the food distribution program..
A series of critical witnesses had detailed abuses and flaws which demanded
explanation. These abuses included insufficient food (calorie deficiency), nutri-
tional ithbalance, dangerous storage conditions', inaccessible Warehouses and
thick jungles of certification standardS- throUgh which no poor person could pass.
On the last Matter for example; it-,Wasiknawn that the Agricuitnre Department
saW the problem 'and Wag about-to IssUe-nationalstandards of 'eligibility: Senator
Percy asked about this. "Yes,", retilied Richard an assistant. secretary of
Agriculture,: "We believe"' there- w onld be genie' advanta ge to- natiOnal eligibility
standards:We haVel-not; hoWever,'-comOleted-'cier' Work Ion thenk nor clO.*e e*peet
to; 'Prolibse theta- inl'the 'iminediate future: There Woad Lb-z. a rather -sUbStantial

-ElAdVilier6 frOin 'PereY'Aie lft utianSiveredi:
"1 dOn't have 'any -inforthatiOn''On .that- at -ha-rid," 1;yrit; rePlied 'tifi'bne-question:
"We'll' giire 'yon '66natylete retiOrt 'Oh 'this"' to anOther. -14-;onikaittee Staff WOrkers--
sathat -the detiartroent had- si* WeekS'of nOtiCel before 'the hearings a, week
liefore'tlio--Corimittee sent''a:'list of ,questionSto.'Agricultnre officials-that wciiild
likely 'be- diked. When qUeried-abont thiS:xLytig 6aid that administering this prci-
gram is "a _complicated ledigtical Probleni but Ive're "Working ontit." 'Candidly', he.
cOnfesSed -that the hearingit Were-not ti'hikii-'nitinient for lila departMent: "We
cbtdd have answered better: We- giiofed. It'S7Stupid ta-'be eva.Sive.'!. Amen; Said
cite nutrition coromitte"e'Staft 'worker. "I viasTainazed. These- offiCialS- thhoWed no
inclination to impirOve their forogkani: Take-it 'or leaVelti was their attitude: After
an; it's only poor peotile." "` ' . .

All thiS takes tola.Ce in`Washington, Where ne*s-Of .ttit6ther ill-wOrking_prOgrani
haidbr --causes-.a imuSe. -EveryOne imeaWS well ,toWard'. the hiingr3i;,` there -1S no
deliberate :plot fro "Starlie' them' frbni ofr OreseiWe.::Thit jAelther is tfiere, =vat:
delibertitenesi3 in eStectitind-tinohliCsfinple task -;its' gettijig. 'food' to litaigry,veople-:-
A. telling, and strange, dialogue occurred at'one' tioAnt'tietween- $eitatei.- perej -and'
ASsistant .Seeret'ary'Lyng.;NGrlittti 'Can dOngresEr dO- t6'finprgiye the tfood -diStribu-
tion "prOgrani, Asked .-PercSe. r4etig Ci:iiieresk-Wofiild Perhaps-force
out hands, *force ul-tti'ind7iiecnio're quiekik'tlian we might iither*ISe do." Talk:
tO uS in "the 'ltinguage:of' tireSsnie;-;'Said t4tp.- esinoal t4Of DOOple,. we underratand
nb iatitetepgne. - :* 1-.1= -
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